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ACCESS TO B EAM T IME AT THE
A DVANCED PHOTON S OURCE
Five types of proposals are used at the Advanced Photon source (APs): general user, Partner or Project user, collaborative Access team (cAt) member, cAt staff, and APs staff. All beam
time at the APs must be requested each cycle through the web-based Beam time request system. each beam time request (Btr) must be associated with one of the proposals mentioned
above.

GENErAL USEr PrOPOSALS AND BTrS

Proposals are peer reviewed and scored by a general user Proposal review Panel, and time
is allocated on the basis of scores and feasibility. A new Btr must be submitted each cycle; or
each cycle, allocation is competitive. Proposals expire in two years or when the number of shifts
recommended in the peer review has been utilized, whichever comes first.

PArTNEr Or PrOjECT USEr PrOPOSALS AND BTrS

Proposals are peer reviewed by a general user Proposal review Panel and reviewed further
by a subcommittee of the APs scientific Advisory committee and by APs senior management. Although a new Btr must be submitted each cycle, a specific amount of beam time is guaranteed for
up to three years.

CAT mEmBEr PrOPOSALS

Proposals from cAt members are typically much shorter and are reviewed by processes developed by individual cAts. Allocation/scheduling is determined by the cAt management.

CAT AND APS STAFF mEmBEr PrOPOSALS AND BTrS

these proposals are also very short and are reviewed through processes developed by either
the cAt or the APs. each cAt/beamline determines how beam time is allocated/scheduled. collaborative Access team and/or APs staff may submit general user proposals, in which case the
rules for general user proposals and Btrs are followed.
in addition to the above, the APs has developed a pilot industrial measurement Access mode
(mAm) program to provide a way for industrial users to gain rapid access for one-time measurements to investigate specific problems. A mAm proposal expires after one visit.
the “APs user information” page (https://www1.aps.anl.gov/users-informationl) provides access to comprehensive information for prospective and current APs users.
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the Advanced Photon source (APs) occupies an 80-acre site on the Argonne national laboratory campus,
about 25 miles from downtown chicago, illinois. it shares the site with the center for nanoscale materials and the
Advanced Protein characterization Facility.
For directions to Argonne, see http://www.anl.gov/directions-and-visitor-information.
the APs, a national synchrotron radiation research facility operated by Argonne for the u.s. department of energy (doe)
office of science, provides this nation’s brightest high-energy x-ray beams for science. research by APs users extends from the
center of the earth to outer space, from new information on combustion engines and microcircuits to new drugs and nanotechnologies whose scale is measured in billionths of a meter. the APs helps researchers illuminate answers to the challenges of
our high-tech world, from developing new forms of energy, to sustaining our nation’s technological and economic competitiveness, to pushing back against the ravages of disease. research at the APs promises to have far-reaching impact on our technology, our economy, our health, and fundamental knowledge of the materials that make up our world.

c o n ta c t u s
For more information about the APs send an email to apsinfo@aps.anl.gov or write to APs info, Bldg. 401, rm. A4115, Argonne national laboratory, 9700 s. cass Ave., Argonne, il 60439.
to order additional copies of this, or previous, issues of APS Science email to apsinfo@aps.anl.gov.
to download PdF versions go to
www.aps.anl.gov/science/reports/

visit the APs on the Web at
www1.aps.anl.gov/
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erator science in the early 1970s, perlaboratory director, and who teamed
yanglai cho, a principal member
forming physics studies on the performwith cho to bring the APs to Argonne,
of the small, dedicated team that
ance and upgrade of the zgs. he was
said, “today the APs stands proudly at
brought the u.s. department of endirector of the accelerator group of the
Argonne as a showcase light source in
ergy's Advanced Photon source (APs)
zgs and was responsible for the comthe world because of yang's early vito Argonne, and one of the principal demissioning of the iPns at Argonne. his
sion, knowledge, and his determination
signers of this revolutionary synchrotron
Argonne career was briefly interrupted
to succeed.
x-ray light source, passed away on
from 1983 to 1985, when he went on
“it was my great good fortune to
june 14, 2015, of complications from
assignment to the university of Wisconhave worked closely with yang from the
pneumonia. he was 82 years of age.
sin’s synchrotron research center, first
beginning. he was my mentor, who
“yang cho was the primary force
as Associate director for Accelerabehind Argonne’s effort in the
tor technology, then as Acting di1980s to build the Advanced Phorector. he served as Project directon source,” said Bob kustom, Artor in the formative years of the
gonne senior electrical engineer
APs, and then deputy Associate
and a long-time colleague and
laboratory director of the APs. he
friend of cho. “A committee on
was technical director of the sns
major materials Facilities, comfrom 1999 to 2001 at oak ridge
missioned by the u.s. department
national laboratory during the facilof energy in 1983, recommended
ity’s early development.
a synchrotron light source operatcho also helped to initiate seving in the 6-gev range. yang receral other accelerator projects, parommended to kenneth kliewer,
ticularly in korea. Both the Pohang
Argonne Associate laboratory dilight source at Pohang university
rector for Physical research, that
of science and technology and the
this was a natural site for the facilkorea multi-purpose Accelerator
ity and we should pursue it.
Project at the korea Atomic energy
kliewer agreed. yang was one of
research institute benefited greatly
the major drivers throughout the
from his initial design concepts and
design, construction, commissionsubsequent suggestions.
ing, and successful operation of
upon retiring from Argonne,
the facility.”
cho chaired the technical advisory
david moncton, founding Ascommittee for a project based in
sociate laboratory director for the
darmstadt,
germany: the Facility for
APs and currently director of the
yanglai Cho (right) manning the ceremonial “shovel” at groundAntiproton
and
ion research. he
nuclear reactor laboratory at
breaking ceremonies for the APS on june 4, 1990. Next to Cho is
chaired
numerous
international conmit, said, “yanglai cho had
the late Beatrice Schriesheim, wife of then Argonne Director Alan
ferences
on
accelerator
science and
tremendous energy, dedication,
Schriesheim (third from right). David moncton is next to
technology,
including
the
internaand a remarkable combination of
Schriesheim; Gopal Shenoy is at the far left.
tional linac conference in 1998 and
technical brilliance and practicalthe 2001 Particle Accelerator confertaught me all the workings of an accelity.he was the driving force behind Arence, and had a leading role in facilitaterator and the basics of starting a projgonne's successful design concept for
ing the joint proposal between two
ect as large and complex as the APs.”
the APs.it is hard to imagine the APs
agencies in the japanese government
cho received his B.s. in Physics in
without him.
that gave rise to the japan Proton Ac1956 from seoul national university,
“But his reach went beyond the
celerator research complex.
his m.s. in Physics in 1958 from
APs — to iPns [intense Pulsed neucho was the author of numerous
Brigham young university, and his
tron source], to the Wisconsin synchropeer reviewed publications and was
Ph.d. in Physics in 1966 from the
tron radiation center, and ultimately to
awarded the university of chicago discarnegie institute of technology. From
sns [spallation neutron source] where
tinguished Performance Award by Ar1960 through 1962, he was an instruche made the successful case for the
gonne in 1986.
tor in the Physics department at vassar
first use of superconducting technology
he is survived by his wife, marion
college. in 1967, he joined the
in a high-power proton linac.he leaves
White; his sons hyunjin eugene, hyuncarnegie institute of technology as a
a tremendous legacy, and i will always
duk Adrian, and hyunsung elliot;
research Physicist. his long and distinbe grateful for the support he gave me
daughter-in-law janine lanza and
guished career at Argonne began in
at both the APs and sns.”
daughter-in-law emerita karin cho; and
1967 as a research Associate. his earArgonne emeritus scientist gopal
grandchildren vincent, Brianna, Audrey,
liest roots at Argonne were in high-enshenoy, who is retired from the lab afand emmett cho; thomas o’malley;
ergy physics, studying k-π scattering
ter 42 years of service, including time
and john-david leitke.
on the zero gradient synchrotron
as the director of the APs x-ray Facili(zgs). he became interested in accelties division and interim APs Associate
a rgonnE n ational l aBoratory
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the great American writer and humorist samuel langhorne clemens,
better known as mark twain, was an
astute and revered observer and chronicler of all things human, but when it
came to science, and scientists, he had
his doubts. he observed that “scientists
have odious manners, except when you
prop up their theory; then you can borrow money off them.” of course, he was
a realist, especially about himself (a human, after all): “i am not one of those
who in expressing opinions confine
themselves to facts.”
But he also clearly understood the
bedrock foundation of scientific experimentation: “supposing is good, but finding out is better.”
it has been noted before (in last
year’s book, in fact!), but it bears repeating: the APs is one of five x-ray
light sources supported by the scientific
user Facilities division of the office of
Basic energy sciences (Bes) within the
u.s. department of energy’s office of
science. these centers of research situated in our national laboratories,
where scientists go about their work of
“finding out,” are like a necklace of
lights stretching from coast to coast,
from long island through the illinois in
the midwest, and on to coastal california.
4 APS S CIENCE 2015

each year since 2003, the Advanced Photon source (APs) has noted
some of its contributions to the Bes
light source trove of discovery by publishing one of these APS Science collections of research and engineering
highlights from the year before. they
are just a sampling of the remarkable
science carried out by the people who
use the high-brightness APs x-ray
beams to “find out” the answer to almost any question one can think of having to do with the materials of our world,
including the biological materials that
are us. We hope these highlights also
reflect well on our work in maintaining
the APs as a place where science is
nurtured and scientists can maximize
their time and effort.
the highlights that follow speak for
themselves. here are a few more things
that happened at the APs since our last
issue of APS Science:
• our fiscal year (Fy) 2016 funding has
allowed us to move forward with a
few key hires of x-ray beamline scientists as well as to fill other vacancies..
• We published an “Advanced Photon
source Five-year Facility Plan”
(https://www1.aps.anl.gov/the-Advanced-Photon-source-Five-year-Facility-Plan) that does, we trust, what
the name implies: charts a course for
our facility in the coming half-decade,
with an eye always on the proposed
upgrade of the APs to a multi-bend
achromat light source (more on that
in APs upgrade Project director
stuart henderson’s update, which
follows this). An updated version
will be published soon. (the upgrade
Project published a report on “early
science at the upgraded Advanced
Photon source;” see stuart’s article
for more on that.)
• john P. connolly, formerly of Westinghouse electric, lcc, joined the
APs as division director for the APs
engineering support (Aes) division,
which provides a broad range of engineering expertise. john’s background
includes a highly diverse engineering,
project management, and leadership
skill set and a record of success dur-

john Connolly

ing his 15-year career at Westinghouse. We are delighted to welcome
john into the APs community.
• As always, the technicians, engineers, and physicists in our Aes and

Accelerator systems (Asd) divisions
kept the machine running and the xrays arriving with remarkable reliability, delivering 98.9% of the scheduled
5000 hours of beam in fiscal year
(Fy) 2015, with 137.3 hours of operation between interruptions caused by
system glitches. this record is one of
the factors that keep our users returning. in Fy 2015, more than 5300 onsite and off-site users from better
than 700 universities, medical

•

•

•

•

schools, companies, and research
labs (federal and private) carried out
over 5700 experiments at the APs.
our facility hosted 51% of all Bes
light-source users, and 37% of all
Bes users of any kind.
keeping our more-than-20-years-old
light source running optimally requires continual vigilance and investment in maintaining and improving
the equipment. in 2015, the accelerator radio-frequency (rf) systems were
improved by replacing obsolete particle accumulator ring rf cavity power
amplifiers with solid-state units; the
original driver amplifiers had been in
service for over 20 years, making repair and maintenance difficult, with a
potential for degraded system reliability. meanwhile, our engineering staff
is developing high-power rf modules
for the storage ring.
An s-Band transverse deflecting
structure provides new electron beam
diagnostic capability from the new
photocathode rf gun. our linac rf
structures straightening project, carried out over planned shutdown periods, will remove and straighten linac
s-Band structures to better than 100
µm (x and y), improving linac performance and mitigating wakefield effects that are detrimental to efficient rf
operation.
With the watchword of “more power
to the users,” we inaugurated an innovative automatic beam steering
program that allows beamline scientists to independently steer the electron beam to optimize x-ray beam
alignment with respect to experimental equipment, without relaying requests to the main control room. utilizing fast orbit feedback, high-level
software development, robust controls, and effective communication
with users, this program was implemented flawlessly and is now spreading to beamlines around the storage
ring.
elsewhere in this book (page 192) is
an accounting of our design work for
the horizontal gap vertical polarizing
undulator for the our sister Bes facil-

Computer-aided design rendering of the APS helical superconducting undulator (left) and an Undulator A.

ity, the linac coherent light source-ii
project at the slAc national Accelerator laboratory. And our expertise in
the design of the insertion devices
that are the heart and soul of optimized x-ray light sources is being applied to the development of the APs
helical superconducting undulators
that are a step toward a bifilar insertion device for full polarization control.
• since the start of APs operations,
our staff and users have published
more than 18,000 peer-reviewed journal articles (more than 23,000 publications overall), over 4,000 of which
appeared in journals that the Bes denotes as “high impact.”
• We are all proud of the disease-fighting advances derived from biological
research at the APs. the latest proof
of this value is venclexta® (venetoclax), the first FdA-approved drug
that targets the B-cell lymphoma 2
(Bcl-2) protein. venclexta®, from
Abbvie, inc., is the fruit of a 20-year
development process that was materially assisted by proprietary x-ray
crystallography research conducted
at the industrial macromolecular
crystallography Association collaborative Access team (imcA-cAt) that
manages the 17-id beamline at the
APs. Abbvie, inc., is a member of
imcA-cAt.
• We are continually looking for ways
to support our people in being more
efficient, innovative, and responsive
to our users’ needs. in july 2015, we
reorganized the beamline technical
support efforts in the x-ray science

division (xsd) and Aes into the new
xsd x-ray science technologies
section under xsd Associate division
director Patricia Fernandez. this
section combines the beamline controls, beamline instrumentation, computational x-ray science, detectors,
optics, scientific software engineering
and data management, and nanopositioning staff and functions. For a
more comprehensive view of the
overall xsd strategic plan and supporting “x-ray science technologies
groups strategic Plans” go to
https://www1.aps.anl.gov/x-ray-science-division/xsd-strategic-thrusts.
overarching all of the achievements highlighted here, and indeed
everything we do, is a commitment to
making the APs an exemplar of diversity and safety. We know that we can
always do more to assure the safety of
our users and staff, and to guarantee
the health of our community by bringing
the best people to our mission, with
only talent as the criterion.
After all, as mark twain said (with
a few timely edits to account for enlightenment and progress from his day to
ours): “in the laboratory there are no
fustian ranks, no brummagem aristocracies; the domain of science is a republic, and all its citizens are … equals …
barren of man-made gauds and meretricious decorations, upon the one majestic level!”
Stephen K. Streiffer
Argonne National Laboratory
Associate Laboratory Director,
Photon Sciences;
and Director, Advanced Photon Source
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The Advanced Photon Source

Upgrade Project

Stuart D. Henderson

May 2016
this has been a pivotal year for the
Advanced Photon source upgrade
project. over the past 12 months, the
upgrade team has done extraordinary
work, reaching a number of major milestones and keeping this important project on track.
As you probably know, the heart of
this Project is the replacement of the
existing APs storage ring with a stateof-the-art fourth-generation storage ring
that will deliver x-ray beams 100 to
1,000 times brighter than the present
APs. the Project also includes a suite
of newly constructed beamlines; major
upgrades to existing beamlines; and
enhancements to all remaining beamlines. Although we have years of effort
ahead of us, i feel confident that we are
well on our way to delivery of an upgrade that will offer tremendous new
scientific capabilities to the 5,000+ academic, laboratory, and industrial researchers who use the Advanced Photon source each year
the biggest news of this past year
came in February, when we received
formal notification of critical decision 1
(cd-1) approval from the u.s. department of energy. cds are key project
milestones that identify the exit point
from one phase of the project and entry
into a new, expanded phase. cd-1 approval indicates the doe consensus
that our technical design is sound, that
6 APS S CIENCE 2015

the estimated cost range and proposed
schedule are credible, and that our
management team has the skills and
experience to execute the project capably.
Achieving cd-1 approval marked
the culmination of a two-year effort,
both by our own great team and by the
many external advisors and reviewers
who offered insights from a wide range
of institutions and disciplines. We are
deeply grateful to the dozens of internationally recognized experts who have
vetted the APs-u conceptual design
and project plans in a series of more
than 20 reviews over the past two
years. With cd-1 in hand, we can now
move on to advancing the design, further refining cost and schedule, and
preparing the initial procurement plans.
We also have been hard at work on
the process of defining our detailed
beamline scope, to ensure that the upgrade’s new best-in-class beamlines
align with users’ scientific priorities. We
began the beamline selection process
in october with a call for whitepapers,
and we were very encouraged when we
received 36 proposals by the january
25 deadline. After evaluation by the
APs-u Project Beamline review committee and APs/APs-u management,
14 respondents were asked to submit
full proposals, which are due this coming june. the Project also has initiated
a separate, parallel process to define
project scope for enhancements of existing beamlines. upon completion, the
upgrade will offer users improvements
to the full APs beamline suite.
our vision of the upgrade’s scientific impact has been refined and
strengthened by a series of highly interactive science workshops held here at
Argonne last may and june. these
workshops brought together teams of
APs users to explore in detail how the
upgrade’s bright and highly coherent xray beams will drive advances in their
respective fields. in total, the science
workshop series drew nearly 200 participants, representing universities, na-

tional laboratories and private industry.
the early science at the upgraded Advanced Photon source report — authored by 115 researchers from 49 institutions — documents a selection of the
most compelling ideas explored in
these workshops and captures the scientific community’s enthusiastic support
of an upgraded APs as an essential investment in the future of science and
technology in the united states. (the
report is now available at
https://www1.aps.anl.gov/files/download/Aps-upgrade/Beamlines/APsu%20early-science-103015FinAl.pdf)
over the past year, i also have
been very pleased by the user community’s positive response to the APs upgrade Forum — a twice-monthly open
meeting that provides an opportunity for
discussion, presentation and communication amongst the resident user community, the Project team, and people
working on related r&d. the Forum series, which features presentations by
Project staff on a wide variety of topics,
has streamlined communications between the APs-u and APs users, and i
look forward to even greater participation as we continue the Forum series in
the coming year.
A project of this size and complexity is both challenging and enormously
exciting. With the continuing support of
our colleagues at Argonne and our user
community, i am confident that the APs
upgrade team will continue to make
progress toward our goal of building the
world’s leading high-energy high-brightness light source.

Stuart D. Henderson

Argonne National Laboratory
Deputy Associate Laboratory Director,
Facility Development, Photon Sciences;
and Director,
Advanced Photon Source Upgrade Project
the APs upgrade Project is funded by the
u.s. department of energy office of science under contract no. de-Ac02-06ch11

CHAPmAN OF XSD rECEIvES mrS OUTSTANDING
yOUNG INvESTIGATOr AwArD FOr 2015

A round

karena W. chapman was named
one of two recipients of the prestigious materials research society
(mrs) outstanding young investigator Award for 2015. chapman is
a chemist and beamline scientist
in the xsd structural sciences
group at the APs. she was selected by the outstanding young
investigator Award subcommittee
of the mrs Awards committee
“for her contributions to understanding the coupled structure and reactivity of energy-relevant systems and for developing the incisive experimental
and analytical tools needed to interrogate these complex materials systems.” the award recognizes exceptional, interdisciplinary scientific work in the field of materials science by a
young scientist or engineer who also shows excellent promise
as a developing leader in the materials research community.

CONLEy OF XSD SHArES r&D 100 AwArD

ray conley, optics Fabrication
section leader in the xsd optics
group, was a co-recipient of a
2015 “r&d 100 Award” for development of the binary pseudo-random calibration tool, which “provides the highest resolution ever
achieved, 1.5 nanometers, and is
used to characterize all advanced
imaging systems from interferometers to electron microscopes,” according to the award citation. this new metrological technology
can calibrate a broad range of optical instruments, including
those used for extreme ultraviolet lithography and high-precision visible light optics.

the

APs: h onors & AWArds

APS/CHEmmATCArS STUDENT USEr
ŠmILAUErOvá wINS ACTA STUDENT AwArD

jana Šmilauerová of the charles
university (czech republic), and a
student user of the chemmatcArs
x-ray beamline at the APs, was
awarded an Acta student Award for
her “primary contribution” to the
manuscript, “ordered array of w
particles in b-ti matrix studied by
small-angle x-ray scattering,” Acta
mater. 81, 71 (2014). studies in the
paper co-authored by Šmilauerová
were performed using the ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering/small-angle x-ray scattering instrument at chemmatcArs beamline 15-id-d of the APs. it reports on finding spontaneously ordered nanometer-sized w-ti
particles in single-crystalline b-ti matrix and shows that the
driving force of the particles’ ordering is the interaction energy
between neighboring particles caused by anisotropic elastic
strains around the particles.

TOBy OF XSD NAmED BArrETT AwArD rECIPIENT

Brian h. toby, interim group
leader of the computational x-ray
science group in xsd, was named
the 16th recipient of the Barrett
Award, which is made in the name
of charles s. Barrett who faithfully
served the x-ray diffraction community for many decades. the denver
x-ray conference Advisory committee established the Barrett
Award in 1986 to recognize outstanding contributions to the field of powder diffraction.

2015 APS COmPTON AwArD TO ICE, LArSON, AND SPArKS

HASKEL OF XSD ELECTED A FELLOw OF THE
AmErICAN PHySICAL SOCIETy

daniel haskel, group leader of
the magnetic materials group in
xsd, was elected a Fellow of the
American Physical society. haskel
was nominated “for development
and use of advanced polarized xray techniques for studies of magnetism and electron-lattice coupling in correlated electron
systems, particularly under extreme conditions.” his research focuses on magnetic materials
with emphasis on exploring emergence of novel properties under extreme conditions, particularly high pressures.

the APs users organization presented the 2015 APs Arthur
h. compton Award to (l. to r.) gene e. ice, Bennett c. larson,
and cullie j. sparks (posthumously), all of oak ridge national laboratory, at the 2015 APs/cnm users meeting. the
award was for seminal developments advancing spatially and
temporally resolved synchrotron x-ray capabilities. it recognized breakthroughs that have had transformative impacts on
focusing monochromators, on submicron (three-dimensional)
spatial resolution x-ray microscopy, and on high-time-resolution scientific investigations at the APs and at synchrotrons
worldwide.
a rgonnE n ational l aBoratory 7

APS S ECTORS : At the APS, a “sector” comprises the radiation sources (one bending magnet and nominally one insertion device, although the number of insertion devices in the straight sections of the storage ring can vary), and the beamlines, enclosures, and
instrumentation that are associated with a particular storage ring sector. The APS has 35 sectors dedicated to user science and
experimental apparatus. X-ray Science Division (XSD) sectors comprise those beamlines operated by the APS. Collaborative access
team (CAT) sectors comprise beamlines operated by independent groups made up of scientists from universities, industry, and/or
research laboratories.
Beamline designation • Sector operator •
Disciplines • Techniques • radiation source
Key to the beamline descriptions that accompany science highlights:
energy • User access mode(s) • GeneralUser status •
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E LECTRONIC &
M AGNETIC M ATERIALS
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A Novel Route to Quantum
Spin Liquids

bserved only in the past decade, quantum spin liquids (Qsls) are
currently the focus of intense research. Potential applications range
from quantum computing and electronic data storage, to high-temperature superconductivity. A multi-national research team working at the APs
and the european synchrotron radiation Facility (esrF) has demonstrated that
an unusual form of quantum spin dynamics suggestive of a Qsl is present at low
temperatures in the iridium-based compound na2iro3. in a first for the field of
Qsl research, the team unequivocally showed that the iridium compound
achieves its quantum state through “bond-directional interactions,” wherein the
electronic spin interactions of the compound are intertwined with its crystallographic directions. By establishing that these bond-directional interactions can
suppress the iridium compound's magnetic ordering, the scientists have provided
a new path for realizing the Qsl state in a variety of materials.

O

Fig. 1. Zigzag spin patterns propagating along three equivalent directions in the honeycomb lattice, each pattern rotated 120° from the other two.
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in the 1970s, the American physicist Phil Anderson proposed the concept of a quantum spin liquid as a
distinct electronic state of matter in
which the usual long-range order of
magnetic moments is avoided and
magnons — a quantum of magnetic excitation — break up into fractional excitations. the most rudimentary
geometrical arrangement producing a
Qsl is a triangular lattice, with a single
interacting electron appearing at each
vertex. due to the triangular geometry,
there is not a unique arrangement of
electron spins producing a lowest energy: an arrangement of two electrons
with up spin and one with down spin is
energetically equivalent to one electron
with up spin and two with down. such a
quantum system is frustrated, meaning
there is no single quantum state
uniquely possessing the lowest energy.
Because of the frustration, the spin
arrangements in quantum spin liquids
continuously shift, unlike the more-orless fixed spin ordering in conventional
magnetic materials. one such example
of quantum spin liquids occurs in the
kitaev model, named after the theoretician who first described it. highly unusual magnetic orderings, such as
zigzag and spiral patterns, can appear
around a kitaev Qsl state (Fig. 1).
in the kitaev model, the bond-directional nature of the spin interactions
in a honeycomb-like geometry produces a Qsl. the na2iro3 compound

features an (approximately) two-dimensional honeycomb lattice of iridium ions
(ir4+) sandwiched between layers of
oxygen atoms. theoretical considerations point toward a quantum spin liquid
state arising in the na2iro3 compound
at low temperatures. unfortunately, it is
notoriously difficult to experimentally
demonstrate the presence of a Qsl.
the first experiment demonstrating the
existence of a quantum spin liquid utilized inelastic neutron scattering (ins).
however, considerable time and effort
was required to produce a crystalline
sample large enough and pure enough
to allow the use of ins.
the two iridium-based samples
were too small for single-crystal ins, so
diffuse magnetic x-ray scattering (a new
technique for this type of study) was
performed at the xsd 9-id-B,c, 27-idB, and 30-id-B,c beamlines of the
APs. in the diffuse magnetic scattering
measurements, the electromagnetic
fields of the x-rays interacted with the
spins of the electrons in the samples
providing a Fourier transform of the
spin arrangement (Fig. 2). earlier studies indicated that at low temperatures,
the honeycomb structure of na2iro3
should support conventional magnetic
interactions (heisenberg interactions)
as well as exotic (kitaev) interactions.
the heisenberg interactions are
isotropic in nature (i.e., the same in all
directions), whereas the kitaev interactions are highly direction-dependent
(anisotropic). to reveal the anisotropy
of the spin interactions at temperatures
from near-absolute 0 to around 70 k,
the diffuse magnetic x-ray scattering
experiments at the APs were complemented with resonant magnetic x-ray
diffraction measurements performed at
xsd beamline 6-id-B. Additionally, resonant inelastic x-ray scattering measurements were gathered at beamline
id20 at the esrF.
collectively, the measurements
showed that bond-directional magnetic
interactions dominated over much of
the low-temperature range. Because
each pair of spins on a bond tend to
point along the bond, the presence of
three types of bonds in the honeycomb
lattice leads to frustration in much the
same way as the three electron spins
on a triangle are frustrated. this realspace and spin-space entanglement in-

dicated the presence of the
rare kitaev phase in
na2iro3.
these findings highlight
the benefits of using diffuse
magnetic x-ray scattering to
uncover bond-directional interactions that give rise to
the Qsl state.
— Philip Koth

See: sae hwan chun1,
jong-Woo kim1, jungho
kim1, h. zheng1, constantinos c. stoumpos1, c.d.
malliakas1, j.F. mitchell1,
kavita mehlawat2, yogesh
singh2, y. choi1, t. gog1, A.
Al-zein3, m. moretti sala3,
m. krisch3, j. chaloupka4,
g. jackeli5,6, g. khaliullin5,
and B.j. kim5*, “direct evidence for dominant bond-directional interactions in a
honeycomb lattice iridate
na2iro3,” nat. Phys. 11, 462
(2015).
doi: 10.1038/nPhys3322
Author affiliations: 1Argonne
national laboratory, 2indian
institute of science educaFig. 2. Three pairs of diffuse magnetic x-ray scattering intensition and research (iiser)
ties associated with three short-range zigzag states fluctuating
mohali, 3european synchrointo one another in Na2IrO3. The distinct magnetic anisotropy of
tron radiation Facility,
each state manifests bond-directional interactions that lead to
4masaryk university, 5max
strong magnetic frustration.
Planck institute for solid
state research, 6university
of stuttgart
Correspondence: * bjkim@fkf.mpg.de
6-id-B,c • xsd • Physics, materials science •
Work in the Argonne materials science division (sample preparation, characterization,
and contributions to data analysis) was supported by the u.s. department of energy
(doe) office of science-Basic energy sciences, materials science and engineering
division. k.m. acknowledges support from
ugc-csir, india. y.s. acknowledges dst,
india, for support through ramanujan grant
#sr/s2/rjn-76/2010 and through dst
grant #sB/s2/cmP-001/2013. j.c. was supported by erdF under project ceitec
(cz.1.05/1.1.00/02.0068) and ec 7th
Framework Programme (286154/sylicA).
this research used resources of the Advanced Photon source, a u.s. doe office
of science user Facility operated for the
doe office of science by Argonne national
laboratory under contract no. de-Ac0206ch11357.

magnetic x-ray scattering, anomalous and
resonant scattering (hard x-ray), general diffraction, grazing incidence diffraction • 3.2-38
kev • on-site • Accepting general users •
9-id-B,c • xsd • chemistry, materials science
• liquid surface diffraction, ultra-small-angle xray scattering • 4.5-30 kev • on-site • Accepting general users •
27-id-B • xsd • Physics • resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering • 5-14 kev, 5-30 kev • on-site
• Accepting general users •

30-id-B,c • xsd • Physics, materials science
• inelastic x-ray scattering • 5-30 kev, 23.723.9 kev • on-site• Accepting general users •
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A Subtle Transition
from Insulator to Conductor

mott insulator is a material that seems as if it ought to be a conductor, but
is not, due to electronic interactions that disturb the would-be conduction
band. recently, a new class of these special insulators was uncovered in
materials where a relativistic effect known as “spin-orbit coupling” works cooperatively with these electronic interactions to stabilize an unexpected mott state. these
new spin-orbit mott states are predicted to host many exciting new phenomena such
as high-temperature superconductivity and topologically protected electronic states.
the electronic structure of many mott insulators is delicately balanced, however, so
that small changes in external or internal conditions can tip the material into becoming a conductor. how these materials transition from insulators into conductors,
as well as the properties of the metals that result once the material exits the mott
state, give clues to their potential for hosting many of the novel states predicted.
using an array of diagnostic techniques that included x-ray scattering studies, researchers utilizing the APs and the national synchrotron light source (nsls) have
investigated the insulator-to-metal transition in a spin-orbit mott state built from strontium-iridium oxide. they found that the metallic state appears in discrete nanoscale
patches before taking over globally, and that even then, remnants of the original mott
insulator character persist.

A

strontium iridium oxide, sr3ir2o7 or
sr327, has a quasi-two dimensional bilayer lattice structure. simple band theory calculations suggest that one
valence electron from each iridium
atom should be able to travel freely in a
conduction band, but such calculations
ignore individual electron-electron interactions. in this material, spin-orbit coupling of the valence electrons alters its
state just enough to allow electronelectron interactions that create a small
energy gap between it and the conduction band, and sr327 is instead a mott
insulator.
Previous experiments have shown
that substituting lanthanum for strontium turns the material into a metal.
Adding lanthanum is equivalent to electron doping: each lanthanum atom provides an additional valence electron.
But how this doping changes the structure and electronic properties of sr327
and turns it into a conductor has remained unclear.
researchers from Boston college;
the university of california, santa Barbara; the canadian neutron Beam
centre; oak ridge national laboratory;
Brookhaven national laboratory; Ar12
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gonne; and the university of illinois urbana-champaign undertook a thorough
examination of the mott-to-metal transition in doped sr327. they found that
even a 1% substitution of lanthanum for
strontium caused a marked drop in resistivity, and that when the substitution
rate reached 4% the material had temperature-dependent conductivity characteristic of a metal.
to better understand these
changes, the team investigated structural and electronic transformations by
means of resonant x-ray scattering at
the xsd beamline 6-id-B-c at the APs,
and at the nsls beamline x22c at
Brookhaven national laboratory, as
well as neutron scattering at the canadian neutron Beam centre, chalk river
laboratories.
these measurements allowed the
researchers to determine the temperature below which antiferromagnetism
set in as a function of the amount of
lanthanum doping. this temperature fell
fairly modestly at first, followed by a
collapse of magnetic order at the point
where the metallic state set in.
the electronic phase diagram (Fig.
1) summarizes the results of these

measurements. the temperature below
which the material is antiferromagnetic
(black symbols) falls as lanthanum is
added, until antiferromagnetism disappears completely when the substitution
rate was 4%. the scattering studies
also yielded a weak signal indicating
the emergence of a structural superlattice that appeared below a critical temperature (red symbols), initially rose as
doping increased, then stabilized once
the material had become fully conducting.
the team conjectured that the loss
and disappearance of the antiferromagnetic state in conjunction with the structural changes might be the result of a
mixed state in which pockets of a new
phase developed within the antiferromagnetic phase. to investigate this
possibility, they conducted scanning
tunneling spectroscopy on samples of
sr327 with doping fractions above and
below the insulator-metal transition.
these experiments diagnosed the material’s electronic structure with high
spatial resolution, and showed that as
the transition began, nanoscale “puddles” of a metallic phase appeared as
isolated regions within the insulating

Fig 1. Left: Electronic phase diagram of (Sr1-xLax)3Ir2O7 showing the transition from an antiferromagnetic mott insulator state to a paramagnetic metallic state as the substitution of lanthanum for strontium reaches about 4%. Open symbols represent temperatures deduced from neutron scattering
measurements; closed symbols are the same for resonant x-ray scattering measurements. As doping
increases, the transition to the antiferromagnetic state (black symbols) occurs at lower temperatures,
until it disappears altogether (dashed line marked mIT, metal-insulator transition). meanwhile, signs of
a structural superlattice (red symbols) occur at increasingly higher temperature before plateauing
once the transition is complete. In the hatched region both phases coexist. right: A unit cell of Sr3Ir2O7,
showing the bilayer stacking structure. Green atoms indicate strontium, red oxygen, and blue iridium
(within the octahedrons).

phase. the hatched area in the figure
indicates this mixed phase.
the presence of the metallic regions reduces the resistivity and magnetization of doped sr327, in line with
the bulk measurements. the transition
to a fully metallic state seems to occur
via a gradual connecting up of the puddles, followed by a first-order transition
into a uniform metallic phase occurring
at the critical value of the doping fraction. the continuing presence of a signal due to the superlattice suggests that
the metallic state retains some electronic ordering that can be regarded as
a vestige of the original antiferromagnetic mott insulator phase. Further research is needed to determine if
incipient lattice distortion at the onset of
the metallic state is of structural origin

or is a consequence of competing electronic instability, the team says.
— David Lindley

See: tom hogan1,2, z. yamani3, d.
Walkup1, xiang chen1,2, rebecca
dally1,2, thomas z. Ward4, m.P.m.
dean5, john hill5, z. islam6, vidya madhavan7, and stephen d. Wilson2*,
“First-order melting of a Weak spinorbit mott insulator into a correlated
metal,” Phys. rev. lett. 114, 257203
(20 june 2015).
doi: 10.1103/Physrevlett.114.257203
Author affiliations: 1Boston college;
2university of california, santa Barbara;
3canadian neutron Beam centre; 4oak
ridge national laboratory;
5Brookhaven national laboratory; 6Argonne national laboratory; 7university

of illinois urbana-champaign
Correspondence:
* stephendwilson@engineering.ucsb.edu
this work was supported in part by national
science Foundation (nsF) cAreer Award
no. dmr-1056625 (s.d.W.). this work was
supported by the materials research science & engineering center Program of the
nsF under Award no. dmr 1121053 (t.h.).
Partial support given by the u.s. department
of energy (doe)-Basic energy sciences,
materials sciences and engineering division
(t.z.W.). scanning tunneling microscopy
work (v.m. and d.W.) was supported by the
nsF grant no. dmr-1305647. Work at
Brookhaven national laboratory and the
nsls was supported by the u.s. doe office
of science-Basic energy sciences, under
contract no. de-Ac02- 98ch10886. this
research used resources of the Advanced
Photon source, a u.s. doe office of science user Facility operated for the doe office of science by Argonne national
laboratory under contract no. de-Ac0206ch11357.

6-id-B,c • xsd • Physics, materials science •
magnetic x-ray scattering, anomalous and resonant scattering (hard x-ray), general diffraction, grazing incidence diffraction • 3.2-38 kev
• on-site • Accepting general users •
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Revealing the Mechanism of a
Mysterious Electrical Transition

he transition between being electrically conductive (metallic) at high temperatures and electrically insulating at lower temperatures is known as a metalinsulator transition (mit). Pinpointing the activation mechanism that allows
crystals used for devices such as transistors in electronics and temperature-based sensor control systems used in manufacturing to change their electrical state is key to developing new devices that are smaller and more efficient than those in use today. now
the list of potential mechanisms that underlie this unusual metal-insulator transition has
been narrowed by a team of scientists using a combination of x-ray techniques at the
APs. this transition has ramifications for materials design for new and improved electronics and sensors.

T

Fig. 1. Cartoon of NdNiO3 under compressive (left) and tensile (right) strain. The oxygen, neodymium, and
nickel atoms are shown in red, blue and green respectively. The shape of the electronic cloud surrounding the
nickel atom is also shown in green. Compressive in-plane strain forces the electron density out-of-plane so
that it is mostly above and below the nickel atomic nucleus, as can be seen on the left. Tensile in-plane strain
allows the nickel electron density to spread in the in-plane direction because the in-plane oxygen atoms
don’t push it away as strongly. This greater in-plane density appears to facilitate the transfer of electronic
density from the nickel atom to the neodymium atom during the metal insulator transition, which appears in
samples under tensile strain but not compressive strain.
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transistors — and for that matter,
most electronics — function by tuning
conductivity, essentially using the level
of electrical resistance as an on-off
switch or as a sensor. designing new
electronic devices has been largely
driven by trial and error. understanding
what causes large changes in electrical
conductivity, as in an mit, can permit
the design of new materials that are
cheaper or have higher-performance
properties.
the team of researchers from the
Argonne and lawrence Berkeley national laboratories, the university of illinois at chicago, and the university of
Arkansas made inroads in understanding this transition by using the APs to
study rare-earth crystal family perovskites, in particular the rare-earth
atom compounds nickelates. these
are compounds that contain a central
nickel atom bonded to oxygen or oxygen-containing groups and are considered an ideal model for the study of
this transition.
the team studied thin films of
neodymium nickel oxide (ndnio3),
using three different beamlines at the
APs, which allowed an in-depth exploration of the samples. resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (rixs) was done at
the xsd 9-id-B-c beamline rixs end
station (which has been incorporated
into the sector 27 rixs beamline) and
at xsd beamline 30-id-B,c; x-ray absorption spectroscopy was performed
at xsd beamline 4-id-d; and resonant
x-ray diffraction was performed at xsd
beamline 6-id-B-c.
nickelates are considered an ideal
model for studying the transition because they display strongly correlated
electronic behavior that gives rise to
unique electronic and magnetic properties. several competing theories exist
to explain the mechanics that drive the
transition but none satisfy all the experimental findings. the team was able to
rule out some of those theories.
APs beamlines provide the high
photon flux and energy that are critical
when dealing with subtle electronic effects. state-of-the-art optics and collaboration between beamlines allows

Fig 2. A sketch showing the strain induced splitting of the Ni eg orbitals. One electron, partially donated by the O 2p orbitals, is shown in gray as opposed to black. From m.H. Upton et al., Phys. rev.
Lett. 115, 036401 (17 july 2015). © 2015 American Physical Society.

unparalleled detail in the study of materials. the application of the rixs technique to a long-standing problem was
made possible by improved capabilities
in thin-film measurements at the beamline.
to study the transition, chemically
identical film samples were grown with
small structural distortions induced by
epitaxial strain. slight differences in lattice constants brought about substantial
changes in electronic behavior. A film
with a tensile distortion, where all the
atoms are more distant from each
other, exhibits the electrical transition. A
film grown with a slightly compressive
distortion, where all atoms are brought
closer together, is electrically conductive at all temperatures (Fig. 1).
the measurements suggest that
tensile strain facilitates the transfer of
electrons between two elementally different atoms (Fig. 2). this observation
was a surprise because the atoms in
question had been assumed to be isolated from each other. these results
strongly suggest a need to re-examine
other, similar state transitions in perovskites. this transition is neither a
pure mott-hubbard transition, despite
electron localization, nor a simple
charge-transfer transition.
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TRACKING DOWN ELUSIVE PLUTONIUM ELECTRONS

espite six decades of research, plutonium (Pu) is still not completely understood, but scientists are closing in on an answer. researchers in labs and universities in the united states and
germany used detailed x-ray measurements carried out at the APs to identify
behaviors and interactions for some of Pu’s most elusive electrons in the material plutonium-antimony (Pusb). the techniques used provide a rigorous test
to electron theories, and the results helped the researchers unravel the complexity of this system, and in the future will help to demystify others like it.

D

Fig.1. The shape of the measured (solid black line) m5 spectral line of Pu in the material PuSb is shown
and compared with theoretical simulations (dashed line). The theoretical parameter r describes the
amount of electron localization in our model (the higher r the more localized are the electrons), suggesting that the splitting of the m5 spectral line is a measure of the localization of Pu’s electrons.

in school we learn how the periodic table organizes elements based
on their electronic properties. some
elements, when coming together, hold
their electrons close; others send
them out to play. since electron spins
determine magnetic behavior, the degree of localization determines magnetic properties: For example,
permanent magnets are strong because the 4 f electrons of their rare16
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earth metals are closely bound to their
nucleus. But some important elements, such as those in the actinide
series involving 5 f electrons, do not
always follow the rules. Plutonium is
one of these elements — perhaps the
most complex — where electrons are
neither fully localized nor delocalized;
this identity crisis produces a record
high number of distinct forms of Pu
with different crystals structure and

densities making it the most complex
elemental metal in the periodic table.
the instability of plutonium’s nucleus is what allows it to undergo fission, but unknown to most people,
including many scientists, is the fact
that the electrons surrounding the Pu
nucleus are equally unstable, and turn
Pu metal in a material with complex
properties. Plutonium possesses
electrons that, like adolescent children, exist at a volatile transition between holding tight to the parent
nucleus, and straying to form associations elsewhere. the energy differences between nearby electron
energy levels are very low, so Pu electrons flit from one configuration to another. Add in Pu’s reactivity and
tendency to radioactively decompose,
and you have a material that is very
difficult to study.
When seeking a moving target, it
helps to start at its extremes. the researchers in this study from los
Alamos national laboratory, Argonne,
northern illinois university, and the institute for transuranium elements
(germany) focused on Pusb, a material in which the Pu electrons stay “at
home” around the nucleus as much as
possible. in the world of fluctuating Pu
electrons, these are the least likely to
sneak out, or at least, this is the prediction. to test the theories, the researchers performed x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (xmcd) measurements on a Pusb single crystal at
xsd beamline 4-id-d of the APs.
one of the reasons that progress
on the understanding of Pu has been
slow is that Pu is not only radioactive
“Plutonium” cont’d on page 18

W HAT D RIVES THE C HARGE D ENSITY WAVE
T RANSITION IN 2-D M ETALS ?

lthough the electron densities of most metals are highly uniform, those of
two-dimensional metals, such as the rare-earth tritelluride tbte3, may spontaneously develop a wave-like periodic variation accompanied by a lattice
distortion of the same periodicity when the temperature drops below a critical transition temperature (TcdW). this variation in the electron density, which is called a chargedensity wave (cdW), is receiving intense study because it often competes with more
exotic ground states in many materials, and is therefore important to fully characterize. once thought to be driven primarily by electron-electron interactions, cdW ordering is increasingly being seen as driven primarily by an electron-phonon coupling
(ePc). A team of researchers contributed to this new understanding by studying cdW
ordering in tbte3 at the xsd 30-id-B,c beamline of the APs using high-resolution inelastic x-ray scattering. they found clear evidence that strongly momentum-dependent
electron-phonon coupling defines the periodicity of the cdW superstructure. the researchers then performed detailed lattice dynamical calculations to more thoroughly
understand the significance of their experimental results.

A

the concept of a cdW dates back
to the work of rudolf Peierls in the
1930s, when he demonstrated that a
one-dimensional metallic chain of
atoms is unstable with respect to a
phase transition in the presence of an
ePc. this led to cdWs being seen as
electronic instabilities of the Fermi surface (Fs) that occur in the presence of
an electron-phonon coupling, in which
many electrons are excited by the
same ordering wave vector, qFs. this
was conceptualized as happening because the Fermi surface contains parallel parts that could be “nested” by qFs,
leading to a divergence in the electronic susceptibility. this in turn is conveyed to the lattice by the ePc,
causing a phonon at qFs to soften to
zero frequency at tcdW, where it corresponds to a static lattice distortion as
the system enters the cdW state.
early experimental studies of
tbte3 and other rare-earth tritellurides
seemed to support the assumption that
they exhibited purely electronic cdW
ordering. Although theoretical investigations did reveal nesting features in that
the calculated real and imaginary parts
of the electronic susceptibility showed
broad enhancements, indicating electron excitation by a wave
“2-D Metals” cont’d on page 18

Fig 1. measured (dots) and calculated (line) phonon line width of the soft phonon mode at the CDw
phase transition temperature TCDw = 330 K dispersing along the [001] direction in reciprocal space.
The calculation based on DFPT is differentiated from the usual and temperature-independent broadening observed also in other modes and scaled to match the observed values. The inset compares the
calculated phonon line width with the ejDOS, which indicates a tendency toward Fermi surface nesting at qFS ≠ q CDw.
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“Plutonium” cont’d from page 16
but also highly toxic and requires special safety measures during experiments such as triple encapsulation of
the investigated Pu material. this is
why the high intensity and brilliance of
the synchrotron light generated by the
APs was critical to these experiments
because APs x-rays could penetrate
the required safety encapsulation at the
relatively low x-ray energy of Pu medges (3.7 kev-3.9 kev).
combining the xmcd measurements with additional experiments and
theoretical modeling, the researchers
determined the individual orbital moments, spin moments, and spin-orbit
coupling of six of the Pu outer electrons. these values match well with
previous estimates and confirm the
electrons’ localized nature (Fig.1).
this work represents the first direct measurements of these individual
electron features, which are required to
fully describe the ground state of valence electrons in Pusb, and provides
a rigorous test to electron theories.
these results also provide correlations
that will help researchers to quantify
complex electron behaviors in the future. For example, the research team
discovered that the shape of the medge spectra is a useful way to classify
how localized the electrons of Pu really
are.
Plutonium continues to be a crucial
element. the decay of its nucleus produces heat, and its capacity to selfgenerate a nuclear reaction made it a
material of choice for nuclear weapons
during World War ii and later. today,
plutonium continues to power the
cassini space probe, after first beginning its mission to saturn in 1997. it
was only a few years ago that scientists made important discoveries regarding Pu’s nuclear fingerprint. now, a
detailed understanding of Pu electrons
will help researchers to better and
more safely exploit the material’s physical, chemical, and mechanical properties relevant to its use in weapons,
space discovery, and nuclear energy
and safeguards.
— Marc Janoschek and
Jenny Morber
See: m. janoschek1*, d. haskel2, j.
Fernandez-rodriguez2,3, m. van vee-
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“2-D Metals” cont’d from page 17
vector, the predicted wave vector qFs
was different from the observed ordering wave vector qcdW. moreover, the
modest enhancements in the electronic
susceptibilities suggested relatively few
electrons were involved, raising doubt
about whether nesting was sufficient to
drive the cdW instability.
the researchers in this study, from
the karlsruhe institute of technology,
stanford university, slAc national Accelerator laboratory, and Argonne investigated these discrepancies by
measuring the energies and linewidths
of phonon excitations in tbte3 as a
function of temperature. they used
high-resolution inelastic x-ray scattering
because it allowed them to obtain
measurements of the entire dispersion
of the soft-mode phonons over a wide
range of temperatures in a sample too

small (1*1*0.1 mm³) for standard inelastic neutron scattering.
the researchers then performed ab
initio calculations of the lattice dynamical properties of tbte3 based on density-functional perturbation theory
(dFPt) using the high-temperature orthorhombic structure present at temperatures above TcdW. the calculations
allowed the researchers to extract the
electronic joint density of states
(ejdos), which is directly related to the
imaginary part of the electronic susceptibility and reflects the number of electronic states at the Fermi surface
connected by a particular wave vector
(i.e., the tendency toward Fermi surface
nesting).
the experiment revealed strong
phonon softening and increased
phonon linewidths over a large area adjacent to the cdW ordering vector qcdW
at TcdW = 330 k (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
qcdW was clearly offset from the wave
vector of (weak) Fermi surface nesting
qFs (inset of Fig. 1). the detailed theoretical analysis indicated that a strongly
momentum-dependent electron-phonon
coupling was responsible for this shift.
— Vic Comello
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R IDING THE S PIN -S TATE C ONCENTRATION WAVE
IN A SCO C OMPLEX
pin-crossover (sco) Feii metal compounds, which are coordination
complexes that change their overall electron spin state in response to
external stimuli such as temperature, light, magnetic fields, or pressure
have some interesting potential for switching applications in microelectronics
and data storage, among other possibilities. spin-crossover can affect a material's electrical and magnetic properties and even its color. the key to realizing the potential of sco compounds lies in a thorough understanding of the
phenomenon, including ways to influence or control it. A group of researchers
studied the behavior of a sco complex under femtosecond laser excitation
with x-ray diffraction techniques at the APs, probing what happens as photoinduced spin-state conversion occurs. the work, combining time-resolved
optical and x-ray diffraction studies in real-time measurements, provides a new
and versatile tool for probing the out-of-equilibrium thermodynamic behavior
and symmetry-breaking phenomena of sco materials under photoinduced
phase transitions. With the more precise and detailed insights afforded by such
techniques in the laboratory, the eventual practical application and control of
the workings of sco materials as an ultrafast photoswitch is brought closer to
ultimate realization.

S

Fig. 1. Spin state concentration wave of molecules in the LS (blue) and HS (red) electronic states.

the quantum phenomenon in electrons and other elementary particles
known as “spin” manifests in one of two
ways: either “up” or “down.” like electrical charge, which is either positive or
negative, that bipolar characteristic
makes spin a potentially useful parameter to use as a switch that needs to be
on or off. But the spin state of a particle
— or that of its companions in an atom,
molecule, or compound, and changes
in that state — can alter various characteristics.
the electronic state of the sample
is defined by xhs, which is the fraction
of high-spin- (hs) state molecules out
of all the molecules in the compound.
While most sco complexes undergo a
simple one-step crossover from low
spin (ls) to high-spin (hs) or vice
versa, some can also exhibit much
more complex behaviors such as a
symmetry-breaking and present an intermediate phase (int). in that case,
the symmetry breaking results in a
long-range ordering of molecules in
both hs and ls states and creates a
spin-state concentration wave
(sscW,). the researchers in this study,
from université rennes 1 (France ,
ceA-cnrs (France), the university of
“Riding” cont’d. on page 21
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N EW FACETS OF THE “H IDDEN O RDER”
IN UR U 2 S I 2 R EVEALED

he intermetallic compound uranium ruthenium silicide (uru2si2) has held the attention of physicists
for the last 30 years due to the presence of a “hidden order” (ho) phase transition at 17.5 k. much
of the research effort has been dedicated to identifying new and unusual kinds of configurations
that would evade detection by typical experiments. to learn enough about the ho transition to guide future
theoretical and experimental explorations into its possible causes, scientists conducted an extensive study
of the magnetic and lattice excitations of uru2si2 in the ho and paramagnetic phases. their studies utilized various types of inelastic neutron scattering techniques at the national institute of standards and
technology (nist) and inelastic x-ray scattering measurements on the herix spectrometer at the xsd 30id-B,c beamline of the APs. together, the experimental results suggest that a more complicated model of
the hybridized electrons than has been developed to date is necessary in order to achieve a proper description of the unusual electronic structure.

T

Fig. 1. Phonon dispersions at different temperatures. The high-temperature dispersions are largely similar to those in the HO phase. However, there are some notable exceptions. A dramatic difference in the
2.6-K data is that the low-lying c-polarized TO1 mode lies at lower E
than the LO1 mode along - and lacks the local minimum near 
along the -Z direction. most features were determined via inelastic
neutron scattering on BT-7, but the LO1-X mode was determined at
2.0 GPa using inelastic x-ray scattering on HErIX. Colors denote
phonon polarization, while shapes delineate acoustic and optic modes.
magnetic excitations (thick lines) are included for reference. From N.P.
Butch et al., Phys. rev. B 91, 035128 (2015). ©2015 American Physical Society
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the phase transition is said to be into a hidden
order phase because the large entropy change that
occurs does not seem to be accompanied by any obvious simultaneous configurational changes, which
are a feature of all phase transitions. Although there
is some disagreement, most researchers consider
that uru2si2 is paramagnetic above 17.5 k and remains paramagnetic through the ho transition; its
body-centered tetragonal crystal lattice persists unchanged as well.
the researchers from the university of maryland; the university of california, san diego; nist;
and the lawrence livermore, oak ridge, and Argonne national laboratories found that the magnetic
and lattice excitations in uru2si2 obey the high-temperature, body-centered tetragonal symmetry in the
ho phase. this is a baffling result because the energy dependence of the magnetic excitations is
known to change significantly at the ho transition,
yet the spatial correlations remain seemingly unchanged.
meanwhile, the consonance in the lattice excitations is surprising because ultrasound measurements show that some phonon energies are
modified at the ho transition; these effects are not
seen at the higher energies measured by the neutron and x-ray measurements.
the researchers also found evidence for hybridization between itinerant electrons and uranium
localized f states, and that the full uranium moment
persists in the ho phase, which implies that the full
f-state manifold is hybridized. this finding effectively
excludes most local-moment models based on particular crystal-field-split states and is inconsistent
with the behavior of typical density waves.
the research performed at the APs turned out
to be essential to a correct interpretation of this farreaching series of experiments.
“Facets” cont’d. on facing page

“Facets” cont’d. from previous page
initial neutron inelastic scattering
data seemed to show a large temperature-dependent change in a portion of
the phonon spectrum, which appeared
to provide evidence for some kind of
crystal lattice coupling to the hidden
changes occurring during the uru2si2
phase transition.
to test this interpretation, the researchers sought (1) an independent
measurement using a probe sensitive to
phonon excitations at large momentum
transfer and (2) a way to perform this
measurement both in and out of the ho
phase. the inelastic x-ray scattering
measurements at the herix spectrometer addressed both of these needs.
in particular, the researchers were
able to measure the same phonon dispersions at low and high temperatures
and even under an applied pressure of
2.0 gPa (Fig. 1), which induces longrange antiferromagnetic order. Although antiferromagnetic order may
change the magnetic excitations, the
herix measurements show that it does
not strongly affect the phonons.
in this way, the herix measurements at the APs changed their interpretation of the underlying physics in
uru2si2.
the researchers were able to corroborate these important results with
subsequent polarized inelastic neutron
scattering measurements at nist.
— Vic Comello
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chicago, and Argonne chose such a
two-step sco crystal, [Feiih2l2-me][PF6]2,
for examining how sscW responds to
a femtosecond laser excitation by using
time-resolved optical spectroscopy at
rennes and x-ray diffraction at the BiocArs beamline 14-id-B of the APs.
Because the hs state is less bonding, the average distance between the
central Fe atom and its ligands increases as molecules switch from ls to
hs. in the int phase, a symmetry
breaking occurs — as evidenced by additional Bragg reflections on x-ray diffraction measurements — resulting
from a doubling of the unit cell along
the crystalline c axis along which hs
and ls molecules alternate.
Also in this phase, the ratio of ls
to hs molecules is roughly 50/50 (xhs
= 0.5), and the difference of average
spin state between two consecutive
sites leads to the formation of the
sscW (Fig. 1). As the temperature
rises, this relative balance shifts and
molecular states become more and
more similar. At 142 k, the sscW disappears and symmetry is fully restored.
When the temperature reaches 250 k
and above, all molecules are in the hs
state (xhs = 1).
in these photoactive materials,
light can switch molecules from ls to
hs states. the experimenters took advantage of complementary time-resolved x-ray diffraction and optical
probes, which are sensitive to hs-ls
order and electronic state respectively.
they found a complex out-of-equilibrium process induced by local molecular switching (100's of femtoseconds),
inducing lattice expansion (ns) and
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crystal heating (µs). the time required
for completely erasing the sscW was
about 100 µs to 1 ms, whereas it recombined within 15 ms.
— Mark Wolverton
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NOVEL SYNTHESIS PROCESS HOLDS A
BRIGHT FUTURE FOR ENERGY DEVICES

< Fig. 1. The view through the channels of Si24.
This new zeolite-type allotrope of silicon (isotypic with the zeolite cesium aluminosilicate)
has an open framework comprised of 5-, 6and 8-membered sp3-bonded silicon rings.
Image: Timothy Strobel

urified silicon is a mainstay in today's sophisticated electronic devices,
such as integrated circuits that are essential components of handheld
computers, smart phones, and many every-day appliances. the semiconducting properties of the most common crystalline form of silicon, the cubic diamond-structure (d-si), has limitations that hinder it’s use in new types of devices.
however, scientists from the carnegie institution for science and the muséum
national d’histoire naturelle (France) have overcome this problem by synthesizing an entirely new form of silicon — an orthorhombic allotrope of silicon represented as si24 — by utilizing a novel, two-step high-pressure thermal diffusion
process. the researchers obtained important data about their new silicon by employing x-rays from the APs and the european synchrotron radiation Facility
(France). the potential exists for many exciting future applications of si24 within
the energy field. in fact, when used with more efficient precursor processes, si24
could lead to dramatic enhancements in the efficiency of solar photovoltaic cells
and led-based lighting.

P
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diamond-structured silicon (d-si) is
used in large amounts primarily because it is abundantly available (about
90% of the earth's crust, 28% by mass,
is composed of silicate minerals) and
has relatively low production costs. it is
also easily doped with other elements
and possesses a native layer of passivating oxide. But d-si is only usable
under certain conditions, such as when
made very thick within solar cells so it
can absorb sufficient amounts of light.
Further, in its commonly used
form, d-si (with a band gap of 1.1 ev)
has indirect band gap semiconducting
properties, rather than the more desired direct band gap. generally, the
band gap is the energy difference from
the top of the valence band to the bottom of the conduction band, which ultimately determines the relationship
between light absorption/emission and
the flow of electrons. having an indirect
band gap means an extra step is required to excite bound electrons into a
free state so they can participate in
electrical conductivity. in other words,
bound electrons cannot simply absorb
or emit a photon when subjected to a
specific amount of external energy; but,
instead, require a phonon to initiate

electronic excitations.
thus, to overcome difficulties inherent in indirect bandgap semiconductors, these carnegie scientists
discovered a new polycrystalline compound of sodium and silicon, na4si24.
this material was formed under high
pressure (10 gPa, which equals
100,000 bar) and high temperature (at
1070 k, or about 797° c).
then, this precursor compound
was thermally "degassed" in a vacuum
(approximately 10-5 t) at a temperature
of 400 k, which slowly reduced its
sodium content over an 8-day period. in
what was a first-ever achievement, a
pure, open framework structure comprised of channels with five-, six-, and
eight-membered sp3-bonded silicon
rings was synthesized. (Figure 1 indicates this open framework.) this is si24.
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (edxs) measurements
showed that si24 is at least 99.9% pure.
(Figure 2 describes the ease in which
sodium can diffuse through the lattice.)
si24 consists of a quasi-direct band gap
of about 1.3 ev, an experimental value
that agrees with these scientists' theoretical calculations and one that is
highly sought after for use in photovoltaic applications.
measurements were also taken before and after the completion of thermal
degassing to determine sodium concentration. Angular dispersive powder
x-ray diffraction data were collected at

Fig. 2. Silicon-24 was synthesized by extracting sodium (Na) atoms from Na4Si24 using a thermal diffusion process. Na atoms (yellow) can diffuse through the large channels in the structure, resulting in a
completely sodium-free lattice.

beamline 16-id-B of hP-cAt at the
APs, while monochromatic x-ray diffraction data were taken at beamline
id06 of the european synchrotron radiation Facility. Both sets of experimental data showed the absence of sodium
in the completely degassed samples,
which is in agreement with theoretical
conclusions.
the experimenters found that si24
is stable up to a pressure of 10 gPa
and a temperature of 750 k. they conclude that si24 is a promising candidate,
along with other previously undesirable
materials, for wide applications from
electrical energy storage to molecularscale filtering.
currently, the high-pressure precursor process, which is lengthy and
expensive, limits the industrial applicability of si24. however, these scientists
believe that low-pressure methods,
such as chemical vapor deposition, can
eventually be developed to increase the
production potential for si24. When
these limitations are solved, the potential for a new era of semiconductor
technology couldbe realized.
— William A. Atkins
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B ASIC R ESEARCH R EVEALS THE O RIGIN OF
S PIN AND C HARGE PAIRS IN M ETALS

Fig. 1. wave vector Q evolutions in the pressure-temperature space for both CDw NbSe2 (a), and SDw
Cr (b), probed by high-energy x-ray diffraction under pressure at beamline 4-ID-D. This type of highresolution measurement showcases the unique capability of the APS.
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hat is the origin of charge and spin orders in a metallic conductor? Are they from interactions between the conducting electrons
or from instabilities in the ionic lattice? When situated within a
crystal, charge ordering leads to a distortion of the lattice's structure. thus, this
mirrors a “chicken-or-egg” question that had been proven difficult to resolve
over the past half century. Probing those spin and charge orders in the pressure-temperature phase space, researchers using the APs were able to provide a definitive determination as to the microscopic origin — the underlying
mechanism — that brings about these instabilities. they discovered that both
spin and charge orderings within metals occur primarily from the interactions
of electrons at the Fermi surface rather than being induced by the lattice itself.
their work clearly established a highly sought-after experimental evidence to
support some long-standing theoretical issues about how such electronic interactions are used to create paired states in metals, which can be extended
to both magnetic orders and superconductors.

W

the research team of scientists
from Argonne, the california institute of
technology, the university of chicago,
the university of Bristol (uk), and the
university of Amsterdam (netherlands)
employed xsd beamline 4-id-d at the
APs to obtain high-resolution, microscopic information about the configuration evolutions of electrons within
metals (what are also called iterant
electrons) as a function of temperature
and pressure using x-ray diffraction
(xrd) techniques both at ambient and
high pressures.
the simplest form of organization
is for electrons to form pairs. in 1911, it
was discovered in leiden, the netherlands, that when mercury was cooled
down to four degrees above absolute
zero, it carries no resistivity to passing
electric current (superconductivity). the
nature of electron pairs was subsequently pointed out more than four
decades later in the 1950s. now, more
than 100 years after the original discovery, electrical grids made of high-temperature superconductors are being
deployed in both new york city and
chicago to provide reliability, flexibility,
and resilience to the nation’s utility grid.
nevertheless, other forms of electron pairs exist and many have yet to be
clearly identified.
electrons in metals interact in
many ways, with charge ordering being
one of the fundamental instabilities of
electrons in metals. charge ordering is
a type of phase transition that occurs
primarily in highly correlated materials
and is often considered to either com-

pete or interact with superconductivity.
the unique experimental capability
at the APs allowed the researchers to
directly track the evolution of the ordering wave vector Q (as a function of both
temperature and pressure) with respect
to the charge density wave (cdW) system and the spin density wave (sdW)
system at the approach to classical and
quantum critical points. [Figure 1 (a)
and (b) describe the wave vector Q as
it is probed by high-resolution xrd.]
the investigation of charge-order
effects was performed with two metallic
systems: chromium (a brittle metal) and
niobium diselenide (a layered material).
these two metals were selected for
their high degree of spin order (specifically chromium) and their high degree
of charge order (notably niobium diselenide). A diamond anvil cell was used
to provide tunable pressures, with the
sample positioned in a pressure
medium between two diamonds. the
range of pressures used within the experiment was from ambient pressure to
100 kilobar (one hundred thousand
times that of nominal atmospheric pressure). likewise, temperatures ranged
from 3 k (approximately -270° c) to
300 k (about 27° c).
the study revealed that it did not
matter that various metallic materials
had thoroughly different lattice patterns
— the spin and charge orders all behaved similarly. these researchers conclude that charge order is derived
primarily from itinerant instabilities of
electrons near both classical and quantum critical points. little influence was

seen from the metallic lattice.
the researchers are confident that
fundamental physics research that investigates electron behavior at its
emergence, at both classical and quantum limits, may have unforeseen potential for future innovation, and that their
research will eventually lead to a better
understanding of novel superconductive materials and technologies of the
future. — William A. Atkins
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W HY L A F E 13− X S IX H AS E XCELLENT
M AGNETOCALORIC P ROPERTIES

Fig. 1. Comparison of the vibrational density of states of ferromagnetic (Fm, upper part) and
paramagnetic (Pm, bottom part) LaFe13-xSix. Experimental data (orange dots) for the Fe partial vDOS were obtained with NrIXS at APS. The lines refer to the total and partial vDOS
obtained from first-principles calculations. Experiment and theory turn out to be in excellent
agreement and demonstrate the strong impact of the itinerant electron metamagnetism on the
vibrational properties of the material. This manifests in particular in the disappearance of a
distinct peak of the ferromagnetic vDOS (vertical arrow) and a red-shift of the Fe vDOS
(horizontal arrow) in the paramagnetic phase, which contributes significantly to the entropy
change at the phase transformation.
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agnetic refrigeration is an attractive alternative to conventional
vapor-compression refrigeration systems because it is safer, quieter, more compact, potentially higher in cooling efficiency, and
more environmentally friendly, since it does not use harmful, ozone-depleting
coolant gases. magnetic cooling relies on the reversible magnetization and
demagnetization of a refrigerant by a changing external magnetic field, resulting in a change in temperature of the refrigerant under adiabatic conditions where no heat is gained nor lost. the latter phenomenon is known as the
magnetocaloric effect (mce), which is maximized at temperatures corresponding to a magnetic phase transition, such as the curie point in ferromagnets, where they lose their permanent magnetic properties, which are
replaced by induced magnetism. Among the materials being proposed for
such systems are laFe13−xsix-based compounds (1.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.6) because they
consist of abundant, low-cost components and have large mces and curie
temperatures that can be easily brought to room temperature. to better understand the magneto-thermodynamics of such materials, scientists utilized
the APs to study laFe11.6si1.4 by combining nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (nrixs) measurements at an APs x-ray beamline with first-principles lattice dynamics calculations based on density functional theory (dFt).

M

the scientists, from the university
of duisburg-essen, iFW dresden, max
Planck institute of microstructure
Physics, ruhr-university Bochum, tu
darmstadt (all germany), and Argonne
were able to establish the link between
the compound’s electronic structure
and its macroscopic thermodynamic
behavior in both its ferromagnetic (Fm)
and paramagnetic (Pm) phases.
specifically they were able to disentangle the elemental contributions to
the total vibrational density of states
(vdos), which determines the intrinsic
vibrational thermodynamic properties of
the compound, such as its lattice entropy, and relate them to phase-induced
changes in the electronic structure. A
key component of accomplishing this
involved measuring the partial vdos
due to Fe by conducting nrixs experiments at the xsd 3-id-B,c,d beamline
at the APs. the experiments were performed at the resonant energy of Fe at
temperatures above and below the
curie temperature of the compound
(Fig. 1). the close correspondence between these data and the Fe-related
partial vdos obtained from dFt calculations validated the calculations of the
la and si partial vdos and the total
vdos as well, which were obtainable
only from the dFt calculations.
the scientists were able to demonstrate for the first time that temperature-induced magnetic disorder causes

dramatic modifications in the vdos
across the first-order transition from the
ferromagnetic low-temperature phase
to the paramagnetic high-temperature
phase of laFe13−xsix. these changes
originate from itinerant electron metamagnetism associated with Fe and lead
to a pronounced magnetoelastic softening despite the large volume decrease
at the transition.
the changes in the vdos produced by magnetic disorder cause significant cooperative magnetic, lattice,
and electronic contributions to the entropy change, which provide the foundation for the excellent magnetocaloric
and barocaloric properties of this compound. laFe13−xsix was thus found to
be an ideal model system for unraveling the contributions to the magnetocaloric and invar effects. combining
large-scale first-principles calculations
and state-of-the-art scattering techniques provided the essential step to
identifying the microscopic mechanisms.
As for other ferrous systems,
nrixs proved to be an ideal experimental method for determining the specific vibrational contributions to the
entropy change. the scientists’ combined experimental and theoretical approach suggested that maximizing the
Fe content is the primary strategy to improving the magnetocaloric performance of the material, if band filling is

adjusted carefully by adding other components. — Vic Comello
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P HASE C OHERENCE IN A
C HARGE -D ENSITY WAVE S TATE

o investigate disorder in a material with a simple electronic and crystal
structure, researchers carrying out studies at the APs used a canonical
charge-density wave (cdW) compound niobium diselenide (nbse2,)
with and without intercalated cobalt and manganese ions. the researchers discovered that intercalation gives rise to disorder, which impacts the cdW state.
understanding the drivers behind cdW phase transition in this relatively simple
system is expected to provide new and important insights into the physics of
the “pseudogap” phase in general.

t

Fig 1. ArPES data shows the transition from a coherent gapped state to an incoherent gapped one
with increasing temperature (a) and disorder (b) through Tcdw(x). The red dashed line in (a) and (b)
shows the energy location of the peak (for T<Tcdw and x<xc) and kink (for T>Tcdw or x>xc) in the EDCs,
while the black line is the chemical potential.
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in most metallic systems, electrons
freely roam inside the atomic lattice
structures, and so the spatial distribution of charge density is roughly uniform. on the other hand, electrons in
some solid-state systems, below a certain characteristic temperature, tend to
spontaneously organize into regularly
placed regions of larger and smaller
charge densities in space. this is
known as a cdW order and the characteristic temperature is called the cdW
transition temperature (TcdW).
cdW order is ubiquitous in condensed matter systems. scientists think
that it holds the key to various fascinating physical phenomena observed in
complex materials, including superconductivity in high-temperature superconductors, the unusually large effective
mass in heavy fermions, the enormous
magnetoresistance in manganites, and
quantum criticality in ruthenates. like a
superconducting state, a cdW state is
characterized by a complex order parameter with an amplitude and a phase.
in clean weak-coupling systems, both
the amplitude and phase components
of the cdW order parameter disappear
at TcdW. But qualitatively different situations may arise in the presence of
strong coupling and/or disorder.
in this study, the researchers, from
Argonne, the university of virginia, the
university of illinois at chicago, temple
university, karlsruhe institute of technology (germany) drexel university,
northwestern university, cornell university, the university of Amsterdam
(netherlands), and ohio state university investigated the pathways for the
formation of cdW order by integrating
observations from complementary experimental probes on nbse2, a prototype cdW material with a rather simple
electronic and crystal structure. experimental probes included angle resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ArPes),
scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(sts), and transport and x-ray scattering (xrs). synchrotron-based xrs experiments were performed at the APs
on the xsd 11-id-d beamline and on
the high-energy station of xsd beamline 6-id-d.
Below TcdW ~33 k, nbse2 hosts a
long-range cdW order, which is characterized by a resolution-limited superstructure peak as seen by xrs; the

simultaneous
presence of coherent electronic
excitations, as
well as an energy gap, as
seen by ArPes
(Fig. 1); and well
defined cdW
stripes spanning
over extended
regions in
space, as seen
by sts.
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A B AND OF I TINERANT F ERROMAGNETISM
I S I DENTIFIED IN AN A NTIFERROMAGNET

he search for unconventional superconductivity has resulted in the discovery of several materials possessing remarkable couplings
among their lattice, charge, and magnetic degrees of
freedom. these couplings may be tuned by making
small alterations to their chemical structures through,
for example, electron or hole doping via chemical substitution. the recent discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in BaFe2As2 has sparked interest in
Bamn2As2, an important material having the same crystal structure. Ba0.60k0.40mn2As2, in which potassium (k) is
substituted for some of the barium (Ba), was found to
have a novel magnetic ground state in which itinerant
ferromagnetism (Fm) below a curie temperature of
about 100 k coexists with collinear antiferromagnetism
(AFm) of the manganese (mn) local moments (Fig. 1).
of particular interest to the scientists in this study was
the origin of the itinerant Fm, which they were able to
assign precisely to the conduction band formed by the
4p electrons of arsenic (As) atoms through experiments
conducted at two xsd beamlines at the APs. the scientists also investigated whether the observed Fm ordering in Ba0.6k0.4mn2As2 is related to a canting of the
ordered mn moments.

T

Fig. 1. The crystallographic and magnetic structures of Ba0.6K0.4mn2As2. The
arrows on the mn atoms represent the G-type antiferromagnetic order of
the mn2+ local moments. The smaller green arrows represent the itinerant
ferromagnetism in the As 4p conduction band, which points along a direction
in the ab plane.
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single-crystal and polycrystalline
(powder) samples of Ba0.6k0.4mn2As2
were subjected to x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (xAs) and x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (xmcd) measurements. during such measurements, the
x-ray energy is tuned through the absorption edges of the constituent elements, providing elemental specificity.
the circularly polarized photons induce
a transition from occupied core states
(e.g., 1s or 2p ground states for K or L
edges, respectively) to unoccupied
states with energies greater or equal to
the Fermi energy. since the orbital angular momentum is 0 for k absorption
edges and there is no spin-orbit splitting
for the initial state, xmcd probes the
magnetic polarization of the orbital moment of the final p states. For L edges,
the spin and orbital polarization of the
final d states are probed. therefore,
xmcd can be viewed as an elementand orbital-specific probe of the magnetization of a sample.
the xAs and xmcd measurements were made across the As and
mn K x-ray absorption edges at the
xsd 4-id-d beamline, and across the
mn L2 and L3 absorption edges, using a
soft x-ray beam at the xsd 4-id-c
beamline, both at the APs. A weak
magnetic field was applied to saturate
the Fm signal while minimizing field-induced canting of the mn moments.
the researchers, from Ames laboratory, iowa state university, and Argonne found a strong peak in the
xmcd signal at the As K x-ray absorption edge (Fig. 2), which disappeared
when the crystal’s c axis was aligned
parallel to the x-ray beam, but a featureless xmcd signal across the mn L2
and L3 absorption edges. the xmcd
signal at the As K edge appeared below
the curie temperature of about 100 k
due to Fm ordering in the As 4p conduction band, and its intensity increased with decreasing temperature in
agreement with previous bulk magneti-

zation measurements.
the xmcd signal
at the As K edge
demonstrated that the
Fm order in
Ba0.6k0.4mn2As2 occurs in the As 4p conduction band and that
the Fm moments lie in
the plane that is perpendicular to the direction in which the
AFm-ordered mn moments point. the absence of a net xmcd
signal at the mn K,
L2, and L3 edges
Fig. 2. (a) The normalized XAS signal across the As K edge from
shows that the Fm is
transmission measurements made on a single-crystal sample. (b)
not associated with
Edge-step normalized XmCD data for H = 3 kOe and various temthe mn 3d and 4p
peratures taken with the crystal’s c axis oriented 45° away from the
bands.
incoming beam. The T = 10 K data relate to the XAS data in (a). (c)
these results
Edge-step normalized XmCD data for T = 10 K and H = 3 kOe
demonstrate that the
taken across the As K edge for powder and single-crystal samples.
local-moment AFm
Data for the single crystal are shown for the c axis oriented either at
order of the mn and
45° to the incoming beam or parallel to the beam.
the itinerant Fm in the
As 4p conduction
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band are distinct, and illustrate the
by the u.s. department of energy (doe) ofpower of xmcd measurements to asfice of science-Basic energy sciences, divisign Fm to a specific element and its
sion of materials sciences and engineering
associated band. — Vic Comello
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F INE -T UNING O RBITALS
B REAKING S YMMETRY

BY

ransition-metal oxides (tmos) such as titanium oxide and nickel
oxide are at the center of some of the most fascinating and important
topics in solid-state physics, including superconductivity and the exploration of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric phenomena. By precisely “tuning”
the structure and composition of tmos, it is possible to achieve new insights
into their behavior and potential for practical applications in electronics and
materials science. usually, such efforts rely on controlling mechanical properties of the crystalline lattice, such as by inducing epitaxial strain. But, working
at two u.s. department of energy x-ray light sources including the APs, experimenters have taken a more subtle and ambitious approach by actually controlling and manipulating the orbital properties of tmos. their work raises
intriguing prospects for the development of useful techniques for the customization and fine-tuning of the electronic, magnetic, conductive, and even
optical properties of various materials.

T

the ability to tune electronic orbital
characteristics and symmetry of solids
could allow a magnetic material to
change to a nonmagnetic state under
specific conditions, or an insulator to
change to a conductor. such a strong
yet flexible level of control over atomic
structure and its resulting material
properties could have startling and profound implications, not only in electronics but in virtually every other area of
engineering and materials science.
in this study, the researchers from
yale university, columbia university,
Brookhaven national laboratory, and
oak ridge national laboratory used
lanio3 (lno) as the basis of a heterostructure lattice, constructed one
atomic layer at a time with molecularbeam epitaxy, consisting of lno layers
stacked with latio3 (lto) and laAlo3
(lAo), Fig.1. they studied the configuration with various x-ray absorption and
diffraction studies at xsd beamline 33id-e of the APs, and beamline u4B of
the national synchrotron light source
at Brookhaven national laboratory.
the specific orbital configuration of
an atom is one of the key factors in
governing how it behaves on its own, in
bulk, or when interacting and bonding
with atoms of other elements. it follows,
then, that if this fundamental physical
property can be altered in a material,
so can the material's characteristics.
the researchers performed extensive theoretical calculations using den-
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Fig. 1. An electron density map (yellow,
green) of a LaTiO3/LaNiO3/LaAlO3 superlattice derived from high-resolution synchrotron x-ray diffraction data taken at
APS beamline 33-ID-E along with a
schematic of the Ni 3d orbitals. within the
superlattice, the energetic configuration of
the orbitals is modified from the bulk, in
which they are degenerate, to completely
fill the out-of-plane (red) orbitals and
allow conduction only through the in-plane
(blue) orbitals..

sity functional theory (dFt) techniques
to determine what sort of structural
arrangements would have the strongest
and most marked effects on the nickelate tmo orbitals, and designed their
experiment to best achieve them.
normally, in bulk lno, the two ni

3deg orbitals are at the same energy
level, but in this particular system, with
a layer of lno sandwiched between the
other two tmos, the ni cation produces
an orbital polarization, preferring to fill
the 3z2–r2 orbital over the x2–y2 orbital.
this changes the usually degenerate
structure of the eg band into a singleband system. A charge transfer occurs
from ti to ni, resulting in the large ni orbital polarization and a significant dipolar field. these results are far greater
than the orbital polarizations that can
be practically obtained by previously explored and more conventional methods
such as epitaxial strain or confinement.
the observed effects of the x-ray
studies agree quite closely with predictions from the dFt calculations. Also,
unlike some past similar experiments in
which the role of random defects or irregularities in the materials used could
not be ruled out as a contributing factor,
the effects displayed in the present
work can be directly and demonstrably
correlated with the actual structure of
the tmo layers. — Mark Wolverton
See: Ankit s. disa1*, divine P. kumah1,
Andrei malashevich1, hanghui chen1,2,
dario A. Arena3, eliot d. specht4,
sohrab ismail-Beigi1, F.j. Walker1, and
charles h. Ahn1, “orbital engineering in
symmetry-Breaking Polar heterostructures,” Phys. rev. lett. 114, 026801 (16
january 2015).
doi: 10.1103/Physrevlett.114.026801
Author affiliations: 1yale university, 2columbia university, 3Brookhaven national laboratory, 4oak ridge national
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M AKING S UPER-TOUGH M ATERIALS
THE S EE -T HROUGH -M OLLUSK WAY

Fig. 1. Placuna placenta shells.
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he mollusk Placuna placenta grows a shell both mechanically strong
and translucent enough to use for window panes in areas where the
shellfish is plentiful. the shell’s translucence (Fig.1) makes it especially intriguing, because it’s much tougher than common translucent or transparent materials such as glass or high-performance plastics. to understand
why it is so damage resistant, researchers imaged the material in three dimensions (3-d) using the APs. they found that pervasive defects in the layered, crystalline structure allowed the shell to localize damage and keep it from
spreading. this insight could lead to transparent, super-tough ceramics for use
in electronics, automobiles, armor, and a host of other applications.

T

P. placenta shell is a laminate
composite material, composed of
many layers of calcite held together
with a tiny bit of organic matrix. laminate composites often have better me-

a broader field of view than could be
done with a less powerful synchrotron.
But first, the researchers studied
intact shells via electron microscopy.
the intact shell revealed a special, hid-

ergy within a small volume, preventing
the damage from spreading far from the
damage site. similar indentation experiments performed on pure calcite samples showed radial cracks leading to
brittle catastrophic failure. the calcite
easily split along its cleavage planes,
and the maximum load and toughness
were much lower than what the P. placenta shell could take.
the mechanisms of the shell’s extreme toughness are directly applicable
to other ceramic-based structural materials for engineering applications. these
researchers are now working on designing a bio-inspired transparent material that can localize damage in a similar
way. — Kim Krieger
< Fig. 2 (a) A P. placenta shell after multiple macroindentation tests with complete
penetration, demonstrating its remarkable
capability of damage localization. (b) 3D rendering of a vertical section of the
damage zone [indicated by the yellow
line in (A)] using the negative effect, i.e.,
the reconstructed mesh surface is the microcracks generated by damage.

chanical properties than the individual
materials alone. car windshields, for
example, are made of two layers of
glass sandwiching a piece of flexible
plastic, which holds the glass together
in case it shatters.
many shellfish have mineral-organic composite shells, but few are as
translucent as P. placenta. And most
shells contain more organic material
than P. placenta, which is more than
99% calcite by weight. how a material
that was almost entirely calcite with a
touch of organic stuff added could be
an order of magnitude tougher than calcite alone was a mystery.
to figure it out, researchers from
the massachusetts institute of technology (mit) used the xsd 2-Bm-A,B xray beamline at the APs to construct a
3-d image of the shell’s microscopic
structure after mechanical loading.
(typical electron microscopes cannot
visualize this type of structure in 3-d.)
the 2-Bm-A,B beamline allowed the
mit team to image a much larger section, at much higher resolution and with

den micro-structural feature: each calcite layer merges into an adjoining layer
at some point in the shell. the secret to
the P. placenta shell’s toughness lies in
this 3-d interconnected laminate structure. instead of being a classic laminate
of neatly stacked, discrete layers, the
cross-section of the shell looks more
like a staircase, with each step sloping
and joining with the next in an uneven
pattern. the microscopic structures
through which the layers are joined together resemble screw dislocations in a
crystalline material. But these defectlike microstructures stop cracks in their
tracks, as the researchers found when
they looked at damaged shells.
A closer look at the damaged P.
placenta shell showed that although
some cracks started radially from the
hole, they quickly interlocked into a 3-d
mesh (Fig. 2B). this complex mesh of
microcracks was a direct result of the
thousands of interconnection points
within the laminate composite.
the 3-d mesh of cracks provided a
large interfacial area to dissipate en-

See: ling li*‡ and christine ortiz**, “A
natural 3d interconnected laminated
composite with enhanced damage resistance,” Adv. Funct. mater. 25, 3463
(2015). doi: 10.1002/adfm.201500380
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X- RAY TOMOGRAPHY R EVEALS C OMPLEX
3-D G RAPHITE S TRUCTURES IN C AST I RON

Fig. 1. At left in panel (a) is the cast iron block from which the
~2-mm-diameter rod used for measurements was cut. Panel
(b) shows a 2-D x-ray slice. Panel (c): After cutting the rod at
the precise location of the x-ray slice in panel (b), an optical
image of the surface confirms x-ray image quality. Panel (d) is
a reconstructed 3-D model of a coral-like structure with flat,
rounded branches spanning two-tenths of a millimeter within
the iron matrix. Elongated particle indicated by red dashed
lines in panels (b) and (c) is part of the coral structure, as indicated by red arrow in (d). Left side of panel (e) shows the slicing surface and the graphite structure beneath. The right side
images the same structure but is sliced in a different orientation. red arrows in panels (d) and (e) all reference the same
graphite feature; they demonstrate how this feature could be
identified as either NG or CG in 2-D analysis depending
upon the slice direction.
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ast iron is an alloy of iron, carbon, silicon, and other elements with numerous industrial and consumer applications. the carbon content of cast iron — generally higher than that of steel — appears mostly in the form of
distinct graphite particles. materials scientists have long known that the sizes and shapes of these graphite particles critically affect cast iron's strength, brittleness, and other key properties. characterizing the graphite in cast iron has
traditionally relied on surface (two-dimensional; 2-d) imaging techniques. in this research, high-resolution three-dimensional (3-d) imaging of cast iron samples was achieved using synchrotron x-ray tomography performed at the APs. the
tomography revealed striking details of graphite particle distribution, size, and morphology inaccessible to 2-d imaging.
graphite content ranged from nodular, micron-sized particles, to complex coral-like structures spanning more than a millimeter. this research is part of a collaborative effort led by caterpillar inc., which supplied the cast iron materials, with
funding from the doe. the goal is to develop higher-strength cast iron for engine blocks and other components used in
heavy-duty equipment. By increasing cast iron strength, engine size and weight can be reduced, thereby improving fuel
economy while lowering emissions.

C

tomography constructs a 3-d
image from a series of 2-d slices, each
created by passing a beam of radiation
through an object in successive steps.
computer processing then combines
the multiple slices to form a three-dimensional picture. the familiar computed tomography scans used in
medical imaging are a type of x-ray tomography.
Prior to this research, 3-d imaging
of cast iron was achieved using particle-beam tomography. Focused ion
beam (FiB) and transmission electron
microscopy (tem), utilizing beams of
ionized atoms and electrons, respectively, have imaged cast iron microstructure three-dimensionally.
however, these particle-beam techniques require laborious and extensive
sample preparation, resulting in timeconsuming and expensive experimental
setups. they also destroy the probed
area, which limits follow-up testing. By
contrast, the x-ray tomography used in
this research is non-destructive and requires little sample preparation, thereby
reducing experiment duration and cost.
cast iron can be classified according to its graphite inclusions. ductile
cast iron possesses more-or-less
rounded particles called nodular
graphite (ng). compacted-graphite
iron (cgi), the type examined in this research, contains a mixture of nodular
graphite and the more irregularlyshaped compact-graphite (cg). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the rounded
and irregularly-shaped particles typical
of compacted-graphite iron.
the x-ray tomography was performed at xsd beamline 1-id-B,c,e at

the APs. the cgi sample consisted of
a rod approximately 2 millimeters in diameter [Fig. 1(a)]. An x-ray energy of
70 kev maximized contrast between
the cast iron and its graphite particles.
to limit computer processing requirements, a small (1 mm3) volume was imaged. specialized software programs
combined multiple 2-d x-ray slices to
form a single 3-d image. cross-sectional images of some of the graphite
particles were found to be part of the
coral-like structure in Fig. 1(d).
nearly 21,500 graphite particles
were identified using the available 2-µm
resolution. the vast majority of these
were nodular graphite. geometric parameters such as particle volume, surface area, and sphericity (a measure of
particle roundness) were assigned to
each particle. to indicate particle
sphericity, a value between 0 and 1 was
calculated. A value of 0.4 was chosen
as the (arbitrary) cutoff between flatter
graphite shapes (<0.4) and rounder
ones (>0.4). most particles had sphericities greater than 0.4. only 29 particles
had sphericities less than 0.1 [including
the coral-like structure in Fig. 1(d)].
however, these 29 particles contained
almost half the volume's graphite.
the results demonstrate that synchrotron x-ray tomography can quickly
reveal the intricate and extensive
graphite structures present in cast iron
using minimal sample preparation. Figure 1(e) highlights the benefits of 3-d
imaging. depending upon the orientation of the 2-d image, the same
graphite particles could be interpreted
as nodular graphite or compactgraphite. however, in three dimensions,

the particle types are unambiguous.
the researchers expect their 3-d
imaging techniques will help resolve
several outstanding questions. For instance, do complex graphite particles,
like the one in Fig. 1(d), originate from
a single particle that grows as the sample cools? or do many smaller particles
merge during cooling?
importantly, the 3-d tomography
techniques used in this study are applicable to other alloys, for instance aluminum alloys. moreover, the availability
of greater computational power will
allow the imaging of larger sample volumes. — Philip Koth

See: chihpin chuang1, dileep singh1*,
Peter kenesei1, jonathan Almer1, john
hryn1, and richard huff2, “3d quantitative analysis of graphite morphology in
high strength cast iron by high-energy
x-ray tomography,” scripta mater. 106,
5 (2015).
doi: 10.1016/j.scriptamat.2015.03.017
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I MPROVED B ATTERY P ERFORMANCE
V IA A R ARE P ROPERTY IN A
C ATHODE M ATERIAL

T

he cathode materials in most lithium-ion batteries crack under the strain of being

pushed to high voltages. however, the cathode material called an lnmo spinel (composed of lithium, nickel, manganese, and oxygen atoms) can withstand high voltages.
to understand why, researchers used a powerful x-ray imaging technique combined with new
data analysis algorithms for exploring the mechanical properties of lnmo. the x-ray imaging
studies, carried out at the APs, revealed nanoscale defects within the lnmo spinel that are stationary when the battery is at rest. these defects move around within the spinel when the battery is being charged to a high voltage, allowing the material to continue operating without
cracking. the ability of lnmo to accommodate defects at high voltage is likely due to the material having a negative Poisson’s ratio. this means that, unlike most materials, stretching it in one
direction causes expansion in the other two directions, making it more resistant to strain. manipulating nanoscale defects could enhance the resiliency of cathode materials and may be one
of the few remaining areas where battery performance can be further optimized.

Fig. 1 Bragg coherent diffractive imaging experiment schematic. Coherent x-rays
(red) are incident on a cathode nanoparticle (green) containing an edge dislocation.
A schematic of an edge dislocation for a cubic unit cell structure is shown with the
extra half plane colored purple. The diffracted x-rays carry information about the
3-D electron density and atomic displacement fields within the particle that allows
the type of dislocation to be identified. Both figures from A. Ulvestad et al., Science
348(6241), 1344 (19 june 2015). © 2015 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science; all rights reserved.
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While the cathode materials in
most lithium-ion batteries operate at a
maximum of 4.2 v, for reasons that
have not been clear the lnmo cathode
spinel material tolerates voltages up to
4.9 v. cathode materials operating at
high voltages typically experience dislocations, or tiny cracks, which relieve
the strain placed on the material’s
highly ordered atomic structures. these
defects can cause a loss in the batteries capacity. understanding how such
defects evolve in lnmo could provide
insight into the material’s tolerance for
high voltage. these defects are extremely small — often less than a
nanometer in size — making them difficult to image with standard techniques.
however, each defect causes a strain
field, a deformation tens of nanometers
in size that can be imaged with Bragg
coherent diffractive imaging (Bcdi).
the Bcdi technique uses coherent
x-ray beams and novel computer algorithms to reconstruct high-resolution
three-dimensional images of nanoscale
structures (Fig. 1). researchers from
the university of california, san diego;
stanford university; the deutsches
elektronensynchrotron (desy, germany); and Argonne employed coherent x-rays produced by xsd beamline
34-id-c at the APs to map out for the
first time lnmo strain fields in real time
with Bcdi while the battery was continuously cycled from rest to high voltage.
using the strain fields as a proxy, the
researchers observed that as the battery charged, the defects moved
around within the lnmo spinel
nanoparticle. this movement essentially displaced the strain faced by the
material without the material suffering
macro-scale cracks that could damage
the battery (Fig. 2).
to further explore the unique displacement behavior of lnmo, the team
calculated a property called Poisson’s
ratio, which explains how a material behaves under an applied strain. they
discovered that this value is negative
when the lnmo material is charged to
higher voltages. most materials have a
positive Poisson’s ration, such that
when they are stretched in one direction, they tend to contract in the other
two directions, and vice versa. For example, a rubber band stretched in one
dimension becomes thinner in the other

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional edge dislocation line evolution due to charging. The particle shape is represented by a semitransparent green isosurface. (a) Evolution of the dislocation line at three different
charge states. (b) The same evolution as in a) for a different view. (c) Evolution of the dislocation line
for the subsequent three charge states. (d) The same evolution as in (c) for a different view.

dimensions, while a ball pressed down
in the vertical dimension expands in the
horizontal dimensions. materials with a
negative Poisson’s ratio behave the opposite way under an applied strain.
Pulling in one direction causes these
materials to expand in all directions. A
negative Poisson’s ratio enables a material to maintain its shape regardless
of what type of strain is applied. this
property, which had never been observed in a cathode material, can be
exploited to improve the robustness of
lithium-ion battery materials, making
them more tolerant to strain so that neither expansion nor compression will
cause a crack.
this study points to the exciting
possibility of “defect engineering” battery materials. this would involve designing new materials that have specific
defects that improve performance, a
process that would be especially advantageous for applications requiring
higher voltages such as batteries for
electric vehicles. — Chris Palmer
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H IGH -E NTROPY A LLOYS C OULD L EAD TO
W IDE R ANGE OF C OMPLEX M ATERIALS

A

Fig. 1. Spherical droplet of high-entropy alloy, of the size used for neutron scattering experiments in the levitator.

aterials scientists are continually developing new materials to do different jobs or to do the same job better;
these new materials may be lighter, stronger,
tougher, and/or even less expensive. high-entropy
alloys are currently of great interest to materials
scientists due to their valuable mechanical properties and many potential applications. the alloy
studied in this research carried out at three u.s.
department of energy laboratories, is helping scientists understand how to design better materials
for extreme environments, such as high-radiation
and aerospace applications.

M
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Alloys are typically a mixture of one or two primary metals and
much lower concentrations of secondary elements, but researchers
are now designing new alloys—called high-entropy alloys or multiprincipal element alloys—in which five or more elements are present
in nearly equal concentrations. these alloys have high-entropy of
mixing, which stabilizes the solid solution phase.
high-entropy alloys have been known about for roughly a
decade, but until this study, researchers focused on alloys that were
perfectly mixed. using experimental and theoretical techniques,
these researchers, from oak ridge national laboratory (ornl),
the university of tennessee, the university of illinois at urbanachampaign, the national energy technology laboratory, the urs
corporation, materials development, inc., and Argonne, introduced
new ways to characterize the atomic mixing, and discovered that,
even when the mixing is incomplete, these alloys may retain many of
their exceptional engineering properties. these properties include
high strength at high temperatures, and enhanced mechanical prop-

erties such as ductility, toughness, and
resistance to corrosion, wear, and fatigue.
the first round of experiments
(high-resolution scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy) were performed at ornl.
the researchers observed the structural evolution of the alloy Al1.3cocrcuFeni as it cooled from a hightemperature liquid (1400° c) to a roomtemperature solid. to keep the material
from being altered by contact with a
solid, a tiny bead of the material (~1/8in. diameter, Fig. 1) was levitated in a
flow of argon gas above the nozzle. As
it floated, the bead was heated with a
high-powered laser and then allowed to
cool.
neutron diffraction studies were
performed at the spallation neutron
source at ornl. neutron scattering reveals the atomic structure of a material,
revealng the evolution of the atomic
structure of the alloy as it changed
phases from liquid to solid.
the structure of the alloy in different phases at different temperatures
was further revealed in high-energy
synchrotron x-ray diffraction studies at
the APs using xsd beamline 6-id-d
(Fig. 2).
the experiments determined the
structural-order parameters of the alloy
in the temperature range of the experiments. during cooling, the material
evolved from disordered to partially ordered solid-solution structures, and ultimately to a mixed phase room
temperature structure.
the ordering behavior of the atoms
was expressed quantitatively to better
distinguish the exact structures during
cooling. Quantifying the observed
phases allowed researchers to create a
unified structural model, rather than just
categorizing structures merely as ordered or disordered. (Quantification
helps researchers to understand the relationship between temperature and
structure in complex alloys.) the experimental results were compared to simulations carried out at the doe national
energy technology laboratory, which
were used to predict the phase formation from the liquid, and can identify the
local-ordering trends in the liquid, which
influence the formation of solid phases
in the alloy. simulations and experi-

Fig. 2. (a) Synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction pattern at room temperature showing the fundamental BCC reflections (solid squares), superstructure BCC_B2 reflections (open squares) and FCC reflections (triangles). (b) A series of synchrotron x-ray powder patterns from 100 to 800 °C. All of the
peaks persist throughout the temperature range, without any large changes in the integrated intensities or peak positions. The noticeable increase in the peak heights, with increasing temperature, is accompanied by a decrease in the width and is attributed to the strain relaxation in the fine powder
sample. From L.j. Santodonato et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 5964 (20 january 2015). © 2015 macmillan
Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.

ments show strong evidence of the
local structural similarity between liquid
and solid phases.
By describing structural models
quantitatively, more complex multiphase materials can be developed. research is under way to develop
high-entropy alloys for practical applications. For example, these alloys could
be used in a high-radiation environment. the high-entropy alloy design
strategy could be applied to many complex materials, not just with the goal of
creating single-phase solid solutions.
— Dana Desonie
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C HROMIUM C ONTAMINATION T URNS D OWN
THE L IGHTS ON S OLAR C ELLS

ne way to lower the cost of solar power is to increase the solar-toelectricity conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells. reducing the
presence of metal impurities in these cells is a straightforward
means of increasing their efficiency. chromium is one such impurity: even tiny
traces of the metal can reduce cell output. chromium contamination within silicon occurs both as precipitates (aggregations of chromium particles), and as
interstitials, whereby chromium atoms embed within the silicon lattice. At the
APs, researchers used micro-x-ray fluorescence (µ-xrF) microscopy to obtain
the first direct observations of chromium-rich precipitates in multicrystalline silicon (mc-si), the material most commonly used to produce solar cells.

O

Fig. 1. µ-XrF measurements of sister samples, left and right, cut from silicon wafers contaminated with
chromium. In each spatially-resolved map, pixel intensity is determined by the fluorescence associated
with chromium, measured in micrograms per cm2 and displayed logarithmically. Circled pixels represent areas where chromium fluorescence occurs above the background signal; these are chromium-rich
precipitates, circled in red for the sample subjected to standard diffusion (STD) and blue for the sample subject to extended diffusion (EXT). For both samples, top panels show chromium precipitate distribution in the as-grown wafer (before diffusion), while lower panels show precipitates after diffusion
gettering. Black arrows indicate entrance/exit of grain boundary lines in the two-dimensional scan.
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the µ-xrF measurements were
made in “as-grown” silicon wafers (i.e.,
prior to final chemical treatment), as
well as after exposure to phosphorus
for removing (or gettering) chromium
and other contaminates. Because
chromium is especially detrimental in ntype silicon cells, the experimental results provide important processing
suggestions to industrial crystal growers looking to transition from traditional
(and less efficient) p-type cell technology to the higher-efficiency n-type.
chromium contamination of silicon
wafers arises from the interaction between the silicon and the stainless steel
equipment typically used for processing
(stainless steels generally exceed 10%
chromium content). this chromium-tosilicon transfer is far more pronounced
at elevated temperatures. concentrations as low as one chromium atom for
every trillion silicon atoms can negatively impact solar cell performance. to
remove contaminating metals such as
chromium, iron, and copper, the wafer
is normally exposed to phosphorus
while being heat treated (annealed)
over an extended period of time. this
step is also important to form a functional solar cell.
in this study, the researchers from
the massachusetts institute of technology; ecn solar energy (the netherlands); Argonne; and the university of
california, san diego carried out x-ray
measurements at xsd beamline 2-idd on sections of two “sister” wafers that
were cut from a single mc-si ingot purposely contaminated with chromium.
the measurements focused on a single
grain boundary within each wafer. Previous research involving iron impurities
in mc-si, augmented by numerical
modeling and studies of chromium diffusion in silicon, indicated that the
chromium precipitates would cluster
near the grain boundary. By contrast,
the interstitial chromium was expected
to shy away from grain boundaries, instead distributing throughout the bulk of
individual silicon grains, or crystals. Be-

sides location, precipitate and interstitial chromium also differ in their chemical state. Precipitates form chromium
silicide compounds (e.g., crs2), while
interstitial chromium does not.
utilizing µ-xrF data from beamline
2-id-d, Fig. 1 shows chromium distributions along a grain boundary in the two
silicon samples. While both samples
were subjected to phosphorus diffusion
for gettering (i.e., removal) of the contaminating chromium, their temperature
profiles differed during the diffusion
process. the standard diffusion sample
(left-hand side, was annealed at 850° c
for 25 min. the extended diffusion sample was annealed at 920° c for 76 min,
followed by 600° c for 1 h.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of
chromium precipitates in both samples,
pre-phosphorous diffusion (top of figure) and post-diffusion (bottom). Figure
2 presents quantitative pre-and-post
diffusion data. note that chromium-rich
precipitates persist after both diffusion
processes. in contrast, the researchers
estimate that interstitial chromium contamination fell by a factor of 1000 following phosphorous gettering.
Photoconductance measurements
(which registered sample response to
light exposure) revealed that the reduction in interstitial chromium yielded a
more than 100-fold increase in the
samples’ minority carrier lifetime, which
is a key indicator of silicon solar cell
performance.
the experimental results quantify
the extent and distribution of chromium
contamination in both the as-grown and
gettered states within multicrystalline
silicon. in the as-grown state, chromium
was about evenly divided between the
interstitial and precipitate forms. Following gettering via phosphorus diffusion,
nearly all chromium reduction was due
to removal of the interstitial chromium
atoms. this removal was more effective
at higher annealing temperatures. however, significant chromium-rich precipitates persisted after both the standard
and extended gettering processes.
these precipitates can “poison” the
wafer during downstream high-temperature processing steps.

Fig. 2. Precipitate distributions of chromium (Cr) obtained from automated analysis of the spatiallyresolved maps. Note that chromium-rich precipitates persist following phosphorus (P) diffusion. Iron
(Fe) precipitate data from an earlier study is included for reference (maximum Fe precipitate radii
are much higher than for Cr precipitates). The gray “+” for each distribution represents the minimum
detectable chromium concentration (chromium fluorescence above background signal).

For complete chromium removal,
these researchers suggest that
wafers be exposed to a higher temperature than used in this experiment.
specifically, heating the silicon wafers
to > 990° c should clear their entire
chromium precipitate content. Furthermore, to optimize minority carrier
lifetime, the wafers should be annealed for a duration and temperature
that is adequate to ensure complete
gettering (via interstitial chromium removal) upon cooling. — Philip Koth
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T WEAKING T ITANIUM

ue to their strength and corrosion resistance, titanium (ti) alloys are often used for structural components in the aerospace industry. the
mechanical behavior of the titanium alloy ti–6Al–4v is of particular interest to materials scientists and engineers. key microstructural parameters, including the size, shape and
distribution of the alloy’s crystal grains, can be tweaked to result in unique functional properties. For example, when rapidly
cooled from high temperature, the alloy’s crystal structure
morphs from atoms arranged in cubic patterns (β phase) that
are grouped together in relatively simple microstructural
forms, to atoms arranged in hexagonal patterns (α phase) that
are grouped together in complex microstructural forms, called
α colonies. researchers used near-field high-energy x-ray diffraction microscopy (nf-hedm) at the APs to characterize the
alloy’s three-dimensional (3-d) crystallographic orientation
field at room temperature and then reconstructed its high-temperature structure using the room-temperature data. these
data were then processed using an algorithm that segments
individual crystal grains within the alloy, providing unprecedented information about the complex 3-d morphologies and
spatial distributions of small fluctuations in the orientation of
the alloy’s crystal grains. this knowledge can be used to finetune the structure of ti-6A1-4v for specific applications and to
produce more physically realistic synthetic microstructures for
use in simulations.

D

recent advances in nf-hedm give researchers the ability to
non-destructively map internal microstructure features — including
crystalline grains and defect fields — in three dimensions inside
bulk polycrystalline materials with unprecedented detail.
researchers from carnegie mellon university; cornell university; the university of glasgow (uk); and the university of california, santa Barbara carried out their nf-hedm experiment at the
xsd 1-id-B,c,e x-ray beamline at the APs. the x-ray beam was
used to interrogate planar sections of the ti–6Al–4v sample; the
pattern of x-rays exiting the sample indicated the atomic structure
and orientation of the alloy’s constituent crystalline grains. to study
a volume of the sample, 30 successive layers were measured by
vertically translating the specimen through the x-ray beam in 25-µ
increments.
the nf-hedm data provide unique information about the 3-d
morphology of the α colonies, as well as the misorientations—small
differences in orientation between points in a crystal—that develop
as the alloy’s physical form is transformed by external stimuli. in the
case of the α colonies, the average orientation between adjacent
crystal grains was used to calculate the relative misorientation for
each element of the colony, allowing intra-colony spatial variations
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high-temperature b phase

Fig. 1. Upon rapid cooling, the titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4v transitions
from the relatively simple grain structure of the high-temperature
beta (β) phase (bottom left), to the complex 3-D morphologies of
the alpha (α) colonies (bottom right, facing page). The structure of
both phases is captured with near-field high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy (nf-HEDm). Top plots show individual nf-HEDm layers
cut through the middle of the Ti-6A1-4v specimen at each phase.

room-temperature a phase

in crystallographic orientation to be easily identified.
the α colonies present in the interrogated alloy
sample took a variety of shapes, ranging from relatively
simple plate-like structures to extremely complex structures with holes that cut through the colonies. in addition, the research team observed that during the
transformation from the cubic phase to the close packed
hexagonal phase in ti–6Al–4v, significant misorientations developed within the α colonies.
the research team then used a novel flood-fill algorithm to reconstruct the structure of the β phase grains,
allowing the complex 3-d morphologies and spatial misorientation distributions of the α colonies to be directly
linked to the grain structure at high temperature (Fig. 1).
the reconstructed high-temperature crystal grains
have axes of approximately the same length with welldefined grain boundaries that form flat planar facets. Because of the large size, and thus low number, of the
high-temperature grains found in this microstructure, the
research team was not able to calculate meaningful statistics on the grain size, grain morphology, or crystallographic texture. however, the simple polyhedral shapes
of the high-temperature crystal grains that the researchers observed provided a proof of principle for the
utility of the nf-hedm reconstruction and the team’s
crystal grain reconstruction algorithm.
in the future, the insights into the 3-d transformation process in ti–6Al–4v gained from the nf-hedm
data may guide modifications to the alloy’s structure that
can suit a range of industry applications.
— Chris Palmer
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B EARING D OWN

ON

Fig. 1. main image: Glass-like carbon contains multiple, randomly distributed layers of graphene. when fullerenes are dispersed throughout this matrix, they render it highly compressible. Inset: A model of a
Type-II glass-like carbon (GC). Type-II GC contains self-assembled,
fullerene-like spheroids of nanometer sizes, dispersed within and interconnected by a 3-D disordered multilayer graphene matrix. Inset
figure from Z. Zhao et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 6212 (2015). © 2015
macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.
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M ETAMATERIALS

echanical metamaterials are a special class of object that can be
designed with unusual properties. they might, for instance,
thicken in the middle when stretched, whereas ordinary materials
become narrower, or expand under a squeeze when other materials would
normally contract. generally, such metamaterials are created from rather large
building blocks, but building up from the nanometer scale could let engineers
fine-tune these properties. A group of researchers used high-brightness x-rays
from the APs and found that glass-like carbon has many of the characteristics
of metamaterials. they characterized its mechanical behavior and showed the
way toward designing new materials with desirable properties for extreme environments, such as nuclear reactors, or in demanding industrial applications.

M

glass-like carbon is a very hard
and strong material with a low density.
it is highly impermeable to gases and
liquids and stable over a wide temperature range. it is made by firing a polymer, such as phenolic resin, in an inert
atmosphere. Firing at below 2000° c
produces type i glass-like carbon,
which consists mainly of randomly distributed fragments of graphene, one-dimensional sheets of carbon atoms.
Firing at above 2500° c produces type
ii, in which some of the sheets ball up
into fullerene-like spheroids, typically 5
nm to 10 nm in size. the spheroids are
dispersed throughout a three-dimensional matrix made of multiple disordered layers of graphene that the
researchers describe as having a
nanostructure resembling swiss
cheese. this bulk material has the
properties of both kinds of carbon; like
the fullerenes, it has compressibility
and elasticity similar to rubber, while
the graphene gives it the strength and
hardness of steel.
the researchers, from the
carnegie institution of Washington, the
college of the university of chicago,
yanshan university (china), china university of geosciences, and the university of chicago wanted to compare
how the two types of glass-like carbon
behaved under compression. type i
compressed smoothly under increasing
pressure, behaving similarly to
graphite. type ii, however, was remarkably different. it could be squeezed up
to 40% in volume, then recover its original shape, more than any other known
carbon material, common metals, alloys, ceramics, and some organic polymers. it showed ultrahigh compressive
strength, above 1 gPa, and superelasticity, recovering from a linear strain of

up to 6%, as good as or better than
common shape-memory alloys. At 2
gPa, type ii glass had a Poisson’s
ratio very close to 0, so squeezing one
part of it did not cause another part to
balloon out.
the researchers used imaging and
acoustic wave velocity measurements
to measure how the volume of their
samples changed under compression.
to study how the structure of the material behaved, they performed x-ray diffraction measurements at the hP-cAt
16-Bm-B beamline at the APs. they
placed a sample plate of the glass in a
cell that contained two opposing anvils,
then measured how the x-ray diffraction
patterns changed as the anvils compressed the samples, which showed
how distances between components of
the glass changed.
the fullerenes, which are not perfectly spherical, change shape when
compressed, deforming to take up less
volume, thus providing the overall material with its compressibility. the compressibility of the fullerenes leads to the
superelastic ability, and the shape recoverability is due to strong atomic
bonds in the graphene layers. the
spheroids also act as voids within the
matrix; as they deform, they allow the
overall structure to be rearranged. the
near-zero Poisson’s ratio comes from
the periodic arrangement of the deformed spheroids; each side of a
sphere that pushes inward is connected
to a neighboring sphere that bulges
outward, and the opposing effects zero
each other out.
With an understanding of how the
components of the material and their
arrangements on the nanoscale affect
the materials mechanical properties on
the macroscale, engineers should be
able to design a whole range of desir-

able properties into their materials.
— Neil Savage
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G UARDING A GAINST R ADIATION V ULNERABILITIES
IN M ICROELECTRONIC D EVICES
ystems that operate in radiation environments, such as satellites or instruments used in high-energy physics experiments, must operate reliably in spite of being bombarded by ionizing radiation. microelectronic
devices that make up these systems are particularly susceptible to this ionizing radiation, so understanding the vulnerabilities of microelectronic devices to
disruptive transient events caused by radiation is critical for sustained, reliable,
and continuous operation of systems in caustic environments. A single ionized
particle that traverses an electronic component can cause a single-event effect (see). it leaves behind an ionized path that produces a single-event transient (set), which disrupts normal operations or even renders such devices
inoperable. consequently, scientists continue their efforts to minimize the susceptibility of microelectronic devices from radiation-induced anomalies. one
such important investigation into sees involved scientists from the Aerospace
corporation and Argonne. they examined the susceptibility of analog circuits
to sets (also called analog single-event transients) using tightly focused x-ray
pulses from the APs. Based on their experiment, these scientists concluded
that focused pulsed x-rays can be used effectively to investigate see generation in analog devices. their work helps to advance the scientific knowledge
needed to overcome see vulnerabilities within microelectronic devices.

S

k-B optic

Fig. 1. This page: Illustration of pulsed x-ray experimental setup.
Facing page: photo of the APS beamline setup (right). DUT is the abbreviation for “device under test,”
while K-B is short for Kirkpatrick-Baez.
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the collaborators had worked with
pulsed x-rays because such x-rays
have been proven an excellent tool to
excite transients in microelectronic devices. With this experiment, they continued their investigations of focused
pulsed x-rays as a practicable and viable method for see testing.
the purpose of their experiment involved investigating the behavior of
transients as a function of pulse energy
for both pulsed x-ray and laser excitation. their objective was two-fold: to
compare transients from the same location on the circuit generated with heavy
ions, pulsed x-rays, and femtosecond
laser pulses; and second, to compare
transients generated with pulsed x-rays
at loci with and without metallization —
something lasers cannot do. For the focused pulsed x-rays, the team collected
500 transients at each location, while,
for the laser transients, 50 traces were
collected at six locations.
A texas instruments lm124 operational amplifier was used to compare
the generation of Asets by two excitation methods, one with focused x-ray
pulses and the other with femtosecond
laser pulses. the laser — set to a
wavelength of 780 nm — produced
pulses of ~200 fs at a repetition rate of
10 khz. the x-ray experiments were

performed using x-ray photons with an
energy of 8 kev at xsd beamline 20id-B,c at the APs due to the beamline's ability to spatially locate set
generation. transients were captured
with a 1-ghz bandwidth oscilloscope
for analysis. Figure 1 describes the experimental setup.
the team was able to reduce the
frequency of repeated pulses to measure Asets with long relaxation times.
improved functionality was achieved
through the use of a high-speed x-ray
chopper, which modulates the x-ray
beam and reduces the singlet pulse frequency of the hybrid fill mode to 424
hz, allowing for testing of a broader
range of analog devices.
With some known experimental
discrepancies, similarly shaped transients were generated for most of the
test conditions. in addition, similarly
shaped transients were found to be
generated at differing locations; however, for any given pulse energy, the
amplitude of the transient varies significantly. this result suggests that correlating linear energy transfer (let)
thresholds through laser data may be
difficult. the differences found between
the two methods, however, can be used
to estimate the let that would be generated by high-energy heavy ions.

the experiment showed that for
equal x-ray pulse energy, Aset amplitudes vary depending on the transient
location. Furthermore, with x-ray photon
energies of 8 kev, transients can be
generated by excitation through metallization and by excitation incident on the
semiconductor neighboring the metallization. in addition, amplitude versus
width behavior of the transient responses did not vary significantly, independent of whether the focused beam
was incident on metal or semiconductor.
the team concludes that pulsed xrays at synchrotron facilities can be
used to test microelectronic parts for radiation susceptibility. this work will help
circuit designers develop next-generation microelectronic parts that are less
susceptible to radiation effects.
— William Arthur Atkins
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WITH AN

“E XTRA” E LECTRON

novel gold compound with an “extra” electron compared to its chemical cousins is predicted to be a 3d dirac semimetal, a relatively new
class of electronic materials in which electrons behave as though
they are massless, leading to high mobilities and unusual physics. the discovery, made at the APs, expands the search for possible thermoelectric materials (which make up Peltier coolers and thermoelectric generators) to
include compounds with gold-gold bonds that stabilize “abnormal” electron
counts. such materials have very fast-moving electrons that could be used in
circuits. Alternatively, these semimetals may have applications for solid-state
cooling or heating.

A

the material contains three different metals: gold, the metalloid antimony (which has some properties of
metals and non-metals like arsenic and
sulfur), and a light metal from the lanthanide group, including lanthanum,
cerium, samarium, praseodymium, or
neodymium (well known as a metal in
superstrong magnets). these phases
crystallize in a 1:1:1 ratio, with the formula lnAusb (ln = la-nd, sm).
synchrotron powder x-ray diffraction studies on xsd beamline 11-Bm-B
at the APs show that these ternary
compounds crystallize into buckled
honeycomb layers of hexagonal gold
and antimony groups with the lanthanide filling the spaces in the crystal
lattice to form a yPtAs-type (yttriumplatinum-arsenic) structure (Fig. 1.) the
study also reveals that the gold atoms
pair up to form dimers.
When the electrons are counted, it
turns out that they have one more valence electron (for a total of 19 electrons) than previously studied materials
with essentially the same formula—
lnAuz, where ln is any lanthanide, Au
is gold, and z is a main group element
such as tin, lead, or bismuth. typically,
these phases have 18 electrons, which
creates small band-gap semiconducFig. 1. Powder x-ray diffraction data of
LaAuSb taken on APS beamline 11-Bm-B. The
observed synchrotron data is shown in red, the
calculated rietveld fit is shown in black, the
difference map in blue, and Bragg reflections
in green. The top set of Bragg reflections belong to LaAuSb, whereas the lower two sets of
Bragg reflections belong to minor impurity
phases. The projection of the a-b plane highlights the hexagonal Au-Sb net, and the b-c
plane illustrates the 4-layer structure.

tors. “extra” electrons usually make
these structures unstable.
in this case, the gold dimers that
connect the honeycomb layers seem to
accommodate this extra electron, behaving as they do like a molecular layer
rather than a metallic layer in the material. it is this phenomenon that makes
this material stable, despite that putatively reactive extra electron. moreover,
it also gives the materials unique properties not seen in other related ternary
compounds. theoretical calculations
confirm the structural features and
characteristics that emerge from the
powder diffraction data.
Previously, only the ternary material ceAusb was known to exist, but
scientists had not determined its crystal
structure definitively. indeed, earlier
work had suggested that it had a twolayer, disordered structure with several
impurity phases. however, the study on
beamline 11-Bm-B found that the actual
structure is four-layered and that peaks
previously assigned to impurity phases
were the result of this more complicated crystal structure.
critically, this four-layer structure
is driven by gold-gold bonding. the
newly determined details show that the
lanthanide atoms in all the ternary
compounds investigated are each
bonded, or coordinated to, 12 other
atoms in the structure. the antimony
atoms, by contrast, form a trigonal
prism with the lanthanide atoms, and
three bent gold-antimony bonds cut
through these prisms. if the gold-gold
dimers are considered to be individual
units themselves, then they are ninecoordinate within a trigonal prism of
antimony atoms bearing straight lanthanide bonds.

the separation between the honeycomb layers is then determined by
the size of the lanthanide metal in any
given ternary compound. intriguingly,
the interlayer bonds between the gold
atoms in each layer are longer than the
bonds between gold atoms in the pure
metal. But they fall well within the normal range seen in gold compounds
containing elements attracted to the
metal through the “aurophilic” interactions seen in organometallic gold compounds, in which relativistic effects alter
the electron structure of the gold atoms
to allow them to form bonds that would
otherwise seem impossible.
in addition, the theoretical calculations suggest that the material is almost
fully “gapped out” (large gaps create insulators, small gaps create semiconductors, and no gap creates a metal),
which means those are real gold-gold
bonds between the layers. the research suggests that the very character
of the whole class of these ternary
compounds is driven by the nature of
the gold-gold interactions within.
— David Bradley
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C HARACTERIZING C ERAMIC C APACITORS

ultilayer ceramic capacitors (mlccs) are important building blocks in modern electronics, comprising nearly 30% of the total components in typical hybrid circuits found
in everything from dvd players to mobile phones, and have become indispensable
components in electronic devices. these components consist of alternating layers of metal electrode
and functional ceramics that get stacked, laminated, and co-fired. these electrodes come to the surface at the face ends of the ceramic block where an electrical contact is made by burnt-in metallic layers. during the firing of multilayered parts, strain mismatch between materials that sinter at different
rates arises and may lead to a variety of issues, including warpage, cracks, and delamination. in addition, a bias in pore orientation and density gradients has been found in co-sintered thin films and
multilayers. manufacturers have lacked a reliable tool for both measuring defects in the ceramic structure and quantifying important aspects about the particles comprising the ceramics as well as the
pores running through them. researchers working at the APs combined two techniques, synchrotron
x-ray computed nanotomography and focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope nanotomography. Based on their results, the researchers believe that the bias in pore orientation is caused by
compressive stress induced by the strain mismatch developing during the heating stage. their results
point to a way of improving the process by which these important electronic components are designed and manufactured.

M

Fig. 1. microstructures from an mLCC sample after sintering. (a) Threedimensional microstructure with x-ray computed nanotomography. (b)
Three-dimensional microstructure of the same sample using ion beamscanning electron microscope nanotomography. (c, d) Slice of the electrode layer using x-ray computed nanotomography and ion
beam-scanning electron microscope nanotomography, respectively.
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the researchers from the université grenoble Alpes (France) technische universität darmstadt (germany),
Friedrich schiller university of jena
(germany), Argonne, and samsung
electro-mechanics (south korea) combined the strengths of two imaging
techniques to characterize the threedimensional microstructures of individual layers of nickel-electrode barium
titanate-based mlccs after they had
been baked out and sintered.
they carried out the x-ray computed nanotomography at the xsd 32id-c beamline of the APs. it was
found to be sufficient to reveal the ceramic capacitors’ pore characteristics.
Focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope nanotomography
studies in a laboratory enabled the
particles in the initial materials to be
identified. in addition, the researchers
observed that pores in the ceramic layers were preferentially oriented horizontally and that the regions near the
interface between nickel and barium titanate were found to be denser than
the inner regions. the researchers
then compared the capabilities of the
two imaging techniques.
microstructures obtained with focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope nanotomography revealed
that the nickel and barium titanate particles were discernible. initial porosity
was present after the component had
been baked out. the size of these
pores, referred to as heterogeneities,
was several times the average particle
size. overall, the focused ion beamscanning electron microscope nanotomography images exhibited good
contrast between particles and pores
and was therefore found to be preferable for quantifying pore number and
density. conversely, when using synchrotron x-ray computed nanotomography, pores could be distinguished,
but the resolution of the technique did
not allow the size of the particles to be
measured. the x-ray computed nan-

Fig. 2. microstructures of the baked-out mLCC with synchrotron x-ray computed nanotomography. From Z. yan et al., j. Am. Ceram. Soc. 98(4) 1338 (2015). ©1999-2015
john wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

otomography images were, however,
suitable for evaluating defects in electrode, known as discontinuities, and
strains in different layers.
in the process of comparing the
synchrotron x-ray computed nanotomography and focused ion beamscanning electron microscope
nanotomography techniques, a bias
was observed for the orientation of
pores in the barium titanate layers.
this bias was likely caused by the
compressive stress that develops during the heating stage when the nickel
electrode sinters faster than the barium titanate layers. the compressive
stresses near the interface facilitate
the sintering of the barium titanate particles, leading to a denser region at the
interface than in the inner regions.
under these compressive stresses, the
contact between barium titanate particles grows preferentially in the loading
direction, resulting in pores that preferentially orient parallel to the layers.
using the combination of x-ray
computed nanotomography and focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope nanotomography gives
manufacturers the ability to learn more
about the ceramic capacitors they
make. this knowledge can be translated into superior components for the
electronic devices that power our daily
lives. — Chris Palmer
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X-R AY D OUBLE V ISION
ATOMIZING S PRAYS

INTO

he mixing of fuel and oxidizer for combustion is a fundamental element in a wide range of propulsion and power systems. it is usually
accomplished by atomization, in which one or more liquids are dispersed as a spray of evaporating droplets, sometimes to be ignited. studying
the multiphase physics of atomizing sprays, particularly in the opaque nearnozzle region, is a challenge, but also a critical step in validating computational
models and optimizing combustion performance parameters. A team of researchers has devised a new answer to that challenge by developing a nonintrusive technique using simultaneous x-ray radiography and x-ray
fluorescence at the APs. the technique allows the accurate quantitative measurement of gas and liquid phase distributions in an atomizing spray simultaneously and without physically intrusive techniques. it is also quite sensitive to
small changes in and between gas and liquid phases that can have significant
effects on mixing behavior in practical applications.

T

Fig. 1. Cross-section of injector (left), typical visible back-lit image of the spray (middle), and x-ray
detection scheme (right). Both figures from: C.D. radke et al., Opt. Lett. 40, 2029 (may 1, 2015). ©
2015 Optical Society of America. All rights reserved.

A big problem in probing the interior dynamics of atomizing sprays is
separating the different components
from one another, from the standpoint
of both species and phase. For example, determining the distribution of liquid droplets of varying sizes can be
difficult by optical means due to scattering, reflection, or refraction. x-ray radiography can avoid such phenomena,
but can lead to ambiguous results in a
complex and heterogeneous mixture.
this research team from the
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nAsA-johnson space center, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, iowa state
university, and Argonne overcame
these difficulties by combining x-ray radiography with x-ray fluorescence at
the x-ray science division 7-Bm-B, a
unique facility that is primarily dedicated to the study of transient fluid flowfields (e.g., high-speed liquid sprays
and compressible gas flowfields) as
well as other types of time-resolved radiography measurements. the combination of x-ray radiography with x-ray

fluorescence allows for individual components of the flow to be tracked unambiguously and resulted in clear
measurements of gas and liquid phase
distributions in the spray.
to achieve this, the researchers
simulated a gas-liquid coaxial injector
with argon and water, while also dissolving zinc and nickel salts into the
water as fluorescent tracers. using two
tracer species allows for more accurate
measurement of reabsorption in the
“Atomizing” cont’d. on page 56

S TUDYING M ATERIAL S TRESS
AT THE M ICROSCALE
he smooth, metallic surface of a titanium golf club head
hides a messy reality. though it looks homogenous to
the naked eye, the head is actually made of individual
grains of metal, of many different sizes and shapes. some of the
grains have different ingredients, perhaps a little more vanadium
here, a bit more aluminum there. the grains might also have different crystalline structures, some hexagonal close-packed and
others body-centered cubic. these differences in composition and
structure mean that at the microscopic scale, titanium golf club
heads—or any other metal object—are anything but homogenous.
little differences in composition and structure can lead to significant differences in strength and stiffness. And this means that
stress can be distributed very unevenly through a piece of metal.
A defect in the titanium golf head could mean the difference between a hole-in-one and a shattered golf club; a defect in a titanium spacecraft wing or a steel i-beam could mean disaster.
despite the importance of the internal microscale structure, or microstructure, engineers have had few ways to directly view or test
how metals’ graininess leads to creep, cracking, and catastrophic
failure. they have had to treat metals as homogenous blocks. But
now, researchers used high-energy diffraction microscopy at the
APs to show how inter-granular stresses evolve under loading in
a titanium alloy. their work will allow engineers to illuminate stress
and deformation at the microstructure scale, a scale at which they
were formerly blind. engineers will be able to design better materials and improve public safety by reducing the uncertainty in the
lifetime of structural materials.

T

titanium alloys are important aerospace materials because of their unique blend
of properties including high strength, low density, and their ability to stay strong at temperatures that would melt many other metals. however, titanium alloys do have a tendency to creep, meaning they slowly deform over time due to mechanical stress.
creep tends to be worsened by the elevated temperatures common in aerospace applications.
to see creep at the mesoscale (where a metal stops looking homogenous and
begins to reveal its heterogenous granular structure), researchers from the Air Force
research laboratory, lawrence livermore national laboratory, Pulseray, the
deutsches elektronen-synchrotron (desy-PetrA iii, germany), and carnegie mellon
university combined information from both far-field and near-field high-energy diffraction microscopy and micro-tomography carried out at the xsd 1-id-B.c,e beamline at
the APs. they imaged each grain within a millimeter-sized piece of titanium-aluminum
(ti-7Al) alloy to reveal how the individual grains moved and changed while the metal
was put under tensile load. the 1-id-B,c,e beamline was uniquely suited to this project because it is one of the few high-energy monochromatic synchrotron beamlines in
the world with the wide variety of detectors, positioning stages, and optics needed for
high-energy diffraction microscopy and micro-tomography.
their results show that creep deformation is more complicated than the schmid
factor analysis commonly used by engineers. in particular, the stresses on the individual grains become more heterogeneous (Fig. 1), “Stress” cont’d. on page 56

Fig. 1. These cross-sections of Ti-7Al show how
stress evolves among the metal grains. Normal
(a) and shear (b) stress both vary more between adjacent grains after creep (right-hand
column) than before creep (middle). The difference is even more pronounced when compared
to the distribution of stress among the grains
before loading began (left-hand column.)
1-id-B,c,e • xsd • materials science, physics,
chemistry • high-energy x-ray diffraction, tomography, small-angle x-ray scattering, fluorescence spectroscopy, pair distribution
function, phase contrast imaging • 50-90 kev,
50-150 kev • on-site • Accepting general
users •
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Fig. 2. Equivalent path length profiles at downstream locations of Z = 6 mm (top) and Z = 14 mm
(bottom), as shown in the spray image of Fig. 1.

“Atomizing” cont’d. from page 54
spray since the differing fluorescence of
each can be compared. A silicon drift
diode perpendicular to the monochromatic x-ray beam measured fluorescence (Fig.1).
to quantify the distributions of the
separate phases, radiography and fluorescence data were recorded at several
points in transverse scans across the
injector. As absorption occurred from
both the liquid and the gas, the radiography measurements alone could not
differentiate between the different
phases. on the other hand, the measured fluorescence signal from the liquid
tracers could be used to determine the
amount of liquid in the path of the x-ray
beam. With this knowledge and the radiography data, the amounts of both liquid and gas could be determined.
the observed spray demonstrated
a center core of liquid surrounded
chiefly by an outer gas core, which
showed increasing atomization and
mixing as distance increased from the
injector exit. Although the amount of the
liquid phase seen in the data dropped
as one moved downstream in the spray,
the amount of gas actually increased,
which the experimenters attribute to deceleration and broadening of the spray
as it mixed with air or ambient gas
(Fig.2).
the team next plans to expand
their simultaneous x-ray fluorescence
56
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and radiography technique to the study
of fluids and conditions closer to actual
systems currently in use, confirming
and enhancing the utility of this new approach. — Mark Wolverton

See: christopher d. radke1,2*, j.
Patrick mcmanamen1, Alan l. kastengren3, Benjamin r. halls2‡, and terrence r. meyer2, “Quantitative
time-averaged gas and liquid distributions using x-ray fluorescence and radiography in atomizing sprays,” opt. lett.
40, 2029 (may 1, 2015).
doi: 10.1364/ol.40.002029
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address: Wright-Patterson AFB
Corresponding author:
* christopher.d.radke@nAsA.gov
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space center and by the Army research office (dr. ralph Anthenien, Program manager). this research used resources of the
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under contract no. de-Ac02-06ch11357.
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differing from grain to grain, as the material creeps. the researchers chose ti7Al because it closely mimics the
hexagonal close-packed phase in many
important industrial titanium alloys but
has an overall simpler microstructure.
studying this alloy might give clues to
the underlying mechanisms of mysterious phenomena such as dwell fatigue
that plague industrial alloys, as well as
the mesoscale conditions that cause
cracking and catastrophic failure.
the most important product of this
research is the innovative way the researchers combined near- and far-field
high-energy diffraction microscopy with
micro-tomography and in situ loading to
show detailed images of the alloy’s internal structure and loading state. the
researchers hope their technique allows
others to collect extensive datasets of
many industrially important crystalline
materials’ behavior under stress. such
data will produce standard models of
metal deformation and failure at the
mesoscale, a major step on the way to
intelligent design of new materials with
optimized properties and less uncertain
lifetimes. — Kim Krieger
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LOOKING AT THE L AG IN
R OOM -T EMPERATURE I ONIC L IQUIDS

inding better energy storage technologies is a national priority that has
led researchers to exotic substances such as room-temperature ionic
liquids (rtils). such liquids consist of two molecules that have a positive and negative charge (as in table salt), but are unusual in that they remain
liquid at room temperature. they have the potential to make excellent energydense batteries and supercapacitors, but their behavior at charged electrodes
remains mysterious. For example, room-temperature ionic liquids are known to
organize into separate layers of positive and negative charge where they touch
a charged electrode, and these layers flip when the electrode’s potential
changes from positive to negative or vice-versa. But the layers take a mysteriously long time to do so — up to 10 sec — an extremely long time for a molecular process. this lag leads to hysteresis, which means that the structure of
the liquid’s surface at a certain electrical potential depends on how it got there;
whether it started at a higher or lower potential as well as where it ended up.
researchers are using the APs to get a better look at what happens on the molecular level in room-temperature ionic liquids to make their lag last so long. A
better understanding of the phenomena could lead to more efficient, low-hysteresis designer liquids and superior energy storage devices.

F

room-temperature ionic liquids
have been known about for a long time,
but they weren’t practical until the year
2000, when researchers discovered
ones that were stable in air. Because
every molecule in an rtil can carry
charge, such liquids could make energy
storage devices that are much more
energy dense than current technologies, in which most of the available
space is taken up by the solvent the
charge carriers flow through. researchers have experimented with several different rtils and electrode types
and they always see the same thing. At
the interface where the rtil touches
an electrode, the rtil separates into
layers of ions, with each layer either
mostly positively or mostly negatively,
charged (Fig. 1). if the electrode has a
positive potential, the rtil will create a
layer of mostly anions right against the
electrode, with occasional patches of
cations coexisting. if the potential of the
electrode is then switched to negative,
the ions will switch positions, with the
ions adsorbed against the electrode
gradually becoming mostly cations over
a period of seconds.
researchers from vanderbilt uni58
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versity, oak ridge national laboratory,
drexel university, and Argonne used
the APs to get a more detailed understanding of how those layers of ions
switch when the electrode potential
changes. they used the xsd 6-idB,c,d, 12-id-c,d, and 33-id-d,e
beamlines at the APs that use the high
flux of high-energy x-ray photons to
penetrate the rtil and observe the
evolution of the rtil’s layered structure
under electrochemical control and in
real-time.
the researchers used a graphene
electrode because it is thin and flexible
and shows promise for many different
applications. they had the graphene
touch the surface of the rtil 1-methyl3-nonylimidazolium bis-(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide.
the measurements taken at the
APs suggest the rtil’s layered structure has two stable states—one when
the electrode’s potential is positive, the
other when the electrode potential is
negative. the results suggest that
these two stable states are separated
by an energy barrier, which has a size
of approximately 0.15 ev. this energy
barrier is sufficiently large that it takes

time (and energy) for the ions to cross
over it, leading to the observed hysteresis. the team also noted intermediate
states — mixed patches of anion and
cations— while the potential applied to
the graphene surface changed. the
team members from vanderbilt created
a computer model that successfully reproduced those intermediate states,
confirming that the researchers understood mathematically what is going on.
the next step will be to figure out
what is happening in various rtils.
specifically, the researchers want to
know how the physical structure of the
molecules in the rtil contributes to the
hysteresis. if the researchers can understand that, they can design rtils
with molecular properties that cause as
little hysteresis as possible.
— Kim Krieger
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Fig.1. X-rays reflect off the interface between a room-temperature ionic liquid and a graphene electrode, revealing a layer of anions adsorbed onto the electrode. The layer flips charge when the electrode flips potential. Adapted from A. Uysal et al., j. Phys. Condens. matter 27 032101 (2015).
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved
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A T WO -H ANDED A PPROACH TO
S OLVING A C HIRALITY M YSTERY

nderstanding how the molecules necessary for life originated is one of the most
basic scientific problems in modern biochemistry. in 1953, miller and urey
demonstrated that an electrical discharge in a mixture of common gases produced reactions that led to the creation of important pre-biological molecules such as
amino acids. in more recent years, the popular literature has showcased several other
approaches that produce biological molecules, such as irradiation of ices found on interstellar dust grains. one of the great remaining unanswered questions, though, is how does
biological handedness arise? this point was emphasized in the 125th anniversary issue
of Science magazine, where the editors posed 125 big questions that would drive science
in the next 25 years. Among them was this: “What is the origin of homochirality in nature?
most biomolecules can be synthesized in mirror-image shapes. yet in organisms, amino
acids are always left-handed, and sugars are always right-handed. the origins of this preference remain a mystery.” now the mystery of chiral preference has been investigated by
two independent research groups utilizing two distinct approaches at two different x-ray
beamlines at the APs.

U

researchers from Argonne
and the Weizmann institute used
the xsd 4-id-c beamline at the
APs to demonstrate that the natural electron spin filtering properties dnA, of one of life’s most
basic molecules, can lead to chiral enhancement, which drives
the molecular preference for a
particular chirality. [1] these researchers show how a preferred
chirality can be introduced into
organic molecules via reactions
induced by spin-polarized secondary electrons that are produced from the filtering of
unpolarized electrons by organized layers of dnA.
such a mechanism could
help explain the chiral preference
in pre-biological molecules on the
early earth.
Previous research at the
APs had shown that low-energy,
spin-polarized electrons, produced by irradiation of a magnetic substrate, can cause
chiral-specific reactions in an adsorbed chiral layer and thereby
lead to an enantiomeric excess
(ee, the degree to which a sample contains one enantiomer — a
molecule of a particular handedness — in greater amounts than
the other). this work demon60
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Fig. 1. Secondary electrons from a substrate are transmitted through a chiral overlayer, causing chiral selectivity in an adsorbed adlayer. Quantum yields (Qys) are determined for dissociation of (r)- or (S)-epichlorohydrin adsorbed on a chiral self-assembled layer of DNA on gold and on bare gold (for control). The Qys
differ significantly between the two enantiomers when adsorbed on DNA, but not when they are adsorbed on
bare Au. From r.A. rosenberg et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., published online 7 may 2015.
DOI: 10.1002/ange.201501678. ©2015 wiley-vCH verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, weinheim. All rights reserved.

Fig. 2. Simple inorganic macroions can reach a level of self-recognition similar to biomolecules.

strates that the natural spin filtering
properties of dnA can also lead to an
ee. the team used x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy to measure the reaction
rate of a model chiral compound, (r)or (s)-epichlor-odhydrin (c3h5clo, epi)
adsorbed on a self-assembled monolayer of dnA on a gold substrate. the
x-rays produce low-energy (<10 ev)
secondary electrons. the secondary
electron-induced reaction was monitored by following changes in the cl 2p
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy spectra. By kinetic modeling of the reaction,
quantum yields (Qys) for cl loss were
determined. the Qy for the reaction is
the fraction of the molecules excited by
the secondary electrons that lead to cl
dissociation. For s-epi the Qy was ~16
% greater than for the (r) enantiomer,
while the Qys were the same for the
two enantiomers when they were adsorbed on bare Au.
the chiral-selectivity is the result of

different quantum yields for reaction of
spin polarized electrons with the two
enantiomers. such a mechanism may
have played a role in the formation of
chiral molecules in the prebiotic world.
An ee of a molecule formed, for instance, by spin-polarized electrons
from a magnetic substrate, could act as
a spin filter and thus enhance the spin
polarization of the electrons. thus, the
polarization of the electrons would be
increased, leading to an even greater
degree of chiral enhancement.
this research demonstrates that
low energy secondary electrons become spin polarized following transmission through a chiral adsorbed layer,
such as dnA. these polarized electrons selectively reacted with a model
chiral molecule, epichlorohydring, and
preferentially dissociated the s-enantiomer, which would lead to an ee of the
r-enantiomer. such a mechanism may
have played a role in forming chiral

molecules in the pre-biotic world.
Another approach to answering the
chirality handedness question is to better understand how chiral enantiomers
(each of a pair of molecules that are
mirror images of each other) find and
recognize their mirror-image counterparts to form larger structures.
using inorganic chiral macroions
as a model system, researchers from
the university of Akron, emory university, northeast normal university
(china), tsinghua university (china),
and Argonne found that the origins of
homochirality might not be quite as
mysterious or as complex as they
seem. [2]
the team was not aiming to address the complete homochirality question. But they found that the
self-recognition behavior previously believed to be exhibited only by complex
biomacromolecules can be achieved by
“Chirality” cont’d on page 62
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“Chirality” cont’d from page 61
simple molecules as long as they
are large and carry moderate charges.
the researchers used individual
solutions and a racemic mixture of two
Fe28 enantiomers, one of them lefthanded (“levorotatory” or l-Fe28) and
the other right-handed (“dextrorotatory”
or d-Fe28). (Ba2+ was used with each
as counterions.) the Fe28 molecule
largely consists of tartaric acid ligands
with Fe ion connectors, with a surface
fully covered by tartaric and formic
acids. in that way, the inter-cluster interactions are dominantly determined
by the nature of the covered organic
molecules, making them the best analog to study the behavior of organic
macromolecules.
the Fe28 macro-ions tend to
arrange themselves into hollow, spherical “blackberry” structures, a process
that is unique to nanoscaled, soluble
ions containing moderate charges and
parallels the manner in which viral capsids form. the researchers studied the
assembly process using several techniques, including static light scattering
and transmission electron microscopy,
and small-angle x-ray scattering
(sAxs) at the xsd 12-id-B beamline of
the APs.
Although the self-assembly
process might normally be expected to
take about the same time in the racemic
solution compared to the individual solutions, the experimenters found otherwise. the macoions in the mixed
racemic solution showed a much slower
rate of self-assembly into their blackberry structures. this implies that the
individual enantiomers are able to distinguish their own kind from their opposite numbers and bonding only with
their own chiral forms — a process that
obviously takes longer when a
molecule is forced to seek out its congenial companions in an environment
also filled with its "disliked" opposites.
this marks the first time that chiral
recognition and selection have been
62
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observed in spontaneous inorganic assemblies in dilute solution; such phenomena were previously believed to be
limited only to biomacromolecules.
the chiral recognition behavior
seen in these experiments is due to
simple long-range electrostatic interaction rather than phenomena such as hydrogen bonding or aromatic stacking.
the experimenters actually used this to
select and separate l-Fe28 or d-Fe28
enantiomers from a racemic mixture
merely by adding chiral co-anions to the
solution, which was seen to selectively
suppress the self-assembly of one or
the other enantiomers. For example,
adding d-lactic acid suppressed the Bad-Fe28 while increasing the assembly
rate of Ba-l-Fe28, whereas an l-lactic
acid buffer had the reverse effect. the
researchers suggest that this could
present a possible explanation for the
origins of natural homochirality, with a
particular environment favoring one chirality over another simply by the electrostatic interactions it allows.
the team intends to explore other
possible factors involved in chiral recognition and selection such as counterion
valence, solvent polarity, and cluster
charge density, with an ultimate goal of
precisely tuning chiral selection behavior. While the current work certainly
does not fully resolve all the questions,
it opens some intriguing new directions
for further investigation, providing a
fresh twist on the long-standing puzzle
of homochirality.
— Richard Rosenberg and
Mark Wolverton
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C USTOM -B UILT MOF S FOR
C ATALYTIC E NZYME E NCAPSULATION

Fig. 1. Enzyme loading and catalytic recycles of different enzymes. (a) Color
variations of PCN-333(Al) when loaded with different enzymes at different concentrations. (b) Plots of the loading capacities of different enzymes in PCN333(Al). The standard deviation (error bars) was obtained from three
independent replicate experiments. (c) Catalytic activity of immobilized enzymes in each recycle test. From D. Feng et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 5979 (19 january 2015). © 2015 macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.
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etal-organic frameworks (moFs) are handy crystalline constructs
that combine metallic ions with organic molecules to form a
structure featuring molecular “cages” or channels that can trap
other atoms or molecules to filter, store, or otherwise separate them from the
surrounding environment. one common potential use for moFs is in catalysis,
but the immobilization of enzymes is challenging because of leaching and aggregation that can decrease catalytic efficiency. With the help of structural
studies performed at the APs, a group of experimenters has devised several
new moFs designed to encapsulate enzymes with high catalytic efficiency
and recyclability.

M

these researchers, from texas
A&m university, stockholm university,
and the chinese Academy of sciences,
note that while porous materials with
one-dimensional, channel-like structures have been proposed as enzyme
supports, they can still allow leaching
and aggregation. they sought to avoid
that problem by taking a cue from other
moFs containing single-molecule traps
(smts) designed to capture single carbon-dioxide molecules.
the team synthesized a series of
enzyme-encapsulating moFs based on
the mil-100 structure model, a highly
stable and mesoporous moF amenable
to the construction of large cages wellsuited for single-enzyme encapsulation
(see).
the structure of the resulting
moFs, designated Pcn-332 and Pcn333, was confirmed using high-resolution synchrotron powder x-ray
diffraction (Pxrd) at the xsd 17-Bm-B
beamline of the APs as well as highresolution transmission electron microscopy (hrtem), and showed similar
structures for both Pcn-332 and Pcn333. under testing, Pcn-333 displayed
the same great stability as Pcn-332
but with larger cages, and was therefore used for further experimentation.
the experimenters tested the
Pcn-333(Al) moF for its enzyme encapsulation capabilities using three differently-sized enzymes: horseradish
peroxidase (hrP), cytochrome c (cyt
c), and microperoxidase-11 (mP-11,
see Fig. 1). they expected that the latter enzyme might undergo multiple
rather than single encapsulation due to
its much smaller size compared to the

others. to achieve see, the enzyme
needs to be smaller than the cage,
while the cage must be large enough
for one but not more molecules. All
three enzymes showed rapid loading of
about 40 min with hrP, 30 min with cyt
c, and 10 minutes with mP-11. the
crystallinity and porosity of the Pcn333 samples were evaluated after loading and showed excellent stability.
the research team next evaluated
catalytic activity in the oxidation of oPhenylenediamine (oPd) by hrP and
of 2-2'azino-bis-(3-ethylbenzthiazoline6-sulfonic acid) (ABts) with mP-11 and
cyt c, using different media. the cyt c
immobilized in Pcn-333 shows far
greater activity than the free enzyme in
water, and the encapsulated hrP also
shows higher activity, which indicates
single-enzyme encapsulation in both
cases. conversely, the mP-11 activity is
decreased after its multiple enzyme encapsulation in Pcn-333. under these
harsh practical conditions, however, the
enzyme in see is seen to perform far
better than free enzyme, without aggregation or denaturation.
the enzymes in Pcn-333 were recycled multiple times after the catalytic
reactions, showing almost no leaching
in comparison with enzymes immobilized in mesoporous-silica sBA-15. unlike the large cages in Pcn-333,
sBA-15 incorporates 1-d channels,
highlighting the greater effectiveness
and efficiency of the single-enzyme encapsulation approach.
Aside from moFs, many previous
strategies for the immobilization and
support of catalysts, such as sol gels
and hydrogels, nanoparticles, organic

microparticles, and porous or nonporous inorganic materials have been
proposed and experimentally explored,
yet none have quite lived up to their full
potential. the single-enzyme encapsulation approach demonstrated in the
current work utilizing the Pcn-333
moF, with its virtual elimination of
leaching, aggregation, and denaturation, promises the best realization yet of
the many possibilities of moFs for a
wide range of applications, including
not simply catalysis but filtering, gas
storage, nitrogen fixation, and other
processes requiring entrapment of very
large biological moieties.
— Mark Wolverton
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R EVERSIBLE C RYSTALLIZATION
P OLYMER S URFACE L AYER

IN A

hen a substance crystallizes, its atoms or molecules assemble into a
well-ordered bound structure that is typically hard to disassemble. it is
for this reason that physicists describe normal crystallization as an irreversible process. however, reversible crystallization is observed in certain proteins
and biological tissues even without raising the temperature to the melting point. in this
case, the “melting” of the crystal structure happens abruptly, bringing the system back
to its pre-crystallization state. researchers have now discovered reversible crystallization in a polymer layer spread across a water surface. the unexpected behavior
was revealed in x-ray scattering measurements obtained at the APs. the results,
which are the first observation of reversible crystallization in a thin monolayer, may
provide insights into other reversible phase transitions and may eventually help in developing a broader understanding of crystallization in soft-matter materials, such as
macromolecules in solution.

W

Fig. 1. (a): A schematic diagram of a POSS molecule. (b): A phase diagram showing
compression leading to crystallization (circled point), followed by decompression and
melting. when the cycle repeats, the system retraces the same loop – a signature of
reversibility. Image: milan Sanyal

reversibility is a highly-prized attribute in material transformations because it allows repeated cycling without
degradation. engineers are studying
“shape-memory” materials that exhibit
reversible solid-to-solid (martensitic)
transitions, which might help drive ecofriendly refrigerators. recent work has
also identified reversible transitions in
polymer materials exposed to temperature variations. however, little is known
about how polymers, and other macromolecules, crystallize under an applied
pressure increase.
researchers from the saha institute of nuclear Physics (india), the university of maine (France), and the
university of chicago have explored
crystallization in polymer layers compressed on a water surface. the poly66
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mer molecule in this case is a polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (Poss).
Poss molecules are chemical hybrids
that are characterized by a nanometerwide cage-like structure [Fig. 1(a)].
chemists can insert different compounds into, or onto, the Poss cage to
control how the molecule functions. Potential applications of these “programmable” molecules include
space-survivable coatings, shape memory materials, and semiconducting polymers.
For their study, the team chose a
specific Poss molecule, called tBPoss, which has one end that is hydrophilic (water-attracting) and another
end that is hydrophobic (water-repelling). When placed in water, the tBPoss molecules form a thin layer on

the surface, like soap molecules do. to
study how these molecules behave
under changes of pressure, the team
placed a tBPoss layer in a langmuir
trough, which is a flat rectangular tank
whose walls can squeeze together to
reduce the surface area. As they varied
the trough’s surface area, the researchers measured the molecular configuration in the layer using grazing
incidence x-ray scattering (gixs) at the
chemmatcArs 15-id-B,c,d beamline
at the APs.
For a large trough surface area
(low pressure), gixs data showed a
peak in x-ray scattering, which signified
that the molecules were separated by
roughly 1.15 nm. this distance is nearly
equal to the size of a single tBPoss
molecule, implying that the molecules
were arranged in a monolayer on the
water surface. however, as the walls of
the trough pushed inwards, the gixs
data abruptly changed from a single
peak to a number of diffraction spots
[Fig. 2(b)]. this transition occurred
when the area per molecule was 1.45
nm2. the diffraction signal, which appeared in both the in-plane and out-ofplane directions, signified that the
tBPoss molecules had formed a
three-dimensional crystalline structure.
the surprise occurred when the
team decompressed the system by retracting the walls of the trough. they

Fig. 2. Left side: The diagrams show the molecular structure of the TBPOSS layer on water. At low
pressure (top), the molecules form a monolayer. At high pressure (bottom), the molecules stack up in a
crystal structure. right side: The experimental setup for the GIXS measurements at ChemmatCArS.
when the molecules are arranged in a monolayer, the GIXS data shows a single broad peak. By contrast, when the layer is compressed into a crystalline form, the scattering produced narrow diffraction
spots. Image: milan Sanyal

expected that the crystal structure
would linger as the pressure decreased,
but the diffraction spots disappeared
immediately and the monolayer signal
returned. the team plotted a phase diagram (pressure vs. area/molecule) and
found that the system traced the same
curve in two consecutive cycles of compression and decompression [Fig. 1(b)].
this repeatability is a signature of reversible crystallization.
the team devised a model to explain the observations. they assumed
that the compression causes some of
tBPoss molecules to lift off of the
water surface. Pairs of these dislodged
molecules bind together at their hydrophilic ends. the resulting dimers are
attracted to each other through the van
der Waals force, causing them to stack
together into a crystal pattern (see Fig.
2, left). But because the van der Waals
force is rather weak, the crystal disas-

sembles almost immediately as the wall
recedes and the pressure is released.
to verify this picture, the team plans to
do more experiments at chemmatcArs with Poss molecules and similar materials spread out in thin layers
over water surfaces.
— Michael Schirber
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Fig. 1. The structure of Co(bdp) (a) at 0 bar of
CH4 (collapsed) and (b) at 30 bar of CH4
(expanded). Purple, gray, blue, and white
spheres represent Co, C, N, and H atoms, respectively.
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n our search for practical and efficient alternative energy sources, natural gas has become a prime player. the discovery of vast natural gas reserves and the development of new methods to access them have
accelerated the role of gas-based energy, not only for generating electricity but
also for powering vehicles. But replacing liquid fuel with natural gas to drive
cars, trucks, and other vehicles requires fresh technologies, particularly for onboard fuel storage. Adsorbed natural gas (Ang) vehicles store methane (ch4),
the active component of natural gas, in a solid adsorbent material, so that the
driving range of the vehicle depends directly on the adsorbent capacity. Activated carbons, zeolites, and metal-organic frameworks (moFs) have been
used in this role, but problems with sufficient capacity and management of the
heat associated with adsorption and desorption have been challenging. now
researchers have found a possible solution by using two moFs, co(bdp) and
Fe(bdp) (bdp2- = 1,4-benzenedipyrazolate) whose structure undergoes a pressure-dependent phase transition that allows greater storage capacity at much
lower pressures than in current compressed-gas systems, with better control
of heat release during adsorption and cooling during desorption.

I

the studies supporting this discovery were carried out at two u.s. department of energy x-ray light sources,
including the APs, as well as the swiss
light source.
Previous absorbent materials used
for methane storage have mostly displayed classic langmuir adsorption
isotherms, so that the amount of gas
adsorbed continuously increases as
pressure rises, but at a steadily decreasing rate. these researchers, from
the university of california, Berkeley;
the national institute of standards and
technology, Aix-marseille university
(France), the Paul scherrer institute
(switzerland); the consiglio nazionale
delle ricerche (italy); the university of
delaware; and the università dell’insubria (italy), sought a way around this
by finding a material with a “stepped”
isotherm, where gas adsorption would
be small at low pressures but sharply
increase just before reaching the desired storage pressure, allowing a large
amount of methane storage with efficient release at normal operating pressures. such behavior has been seen
before in flexible moFs, with a nonporous structure opening up under
pressure, but those materials were not
suitable for methane storage.
the experimenters began with
co(bdp) because of its great flexibility
as a moF and its large internal surface
area. they measured the methane ad-

sorption isotherm of co(bdp) at 25˚ c
and observed little uptake until 16 bar,
when a sharp adsorption step is seen.
using powder x-ray diffraction experiments at the xsd 17-Bm-B beamline at
the APs, and beamline ms-x04sA at
the swiss light source, the researchers then studied the structural
changes associated with the stepped
isotherm under various pressures (Fig.
1). they noted substantial changes in
diffraction peaks from 17 bar to 23 bar,
corresponding to decreased intensity in
the collapsed phase and increased intensity in an expanded phase. the
co(bdp) material showed the highest
usable methane capacity yet seen in
any adsorbent at 25˚ c, measuring 155
cm3 stP cm-3 (v/v) at 35 bar and 197
(v/v) at 65 bar.
Building upon these useful characteristics, the researchers set out to create an iron analogue of co(bdp)
through chemical modification, hypothesizing that the higher-energy phase
transition of an Fe(bdp) moF would
allow greater intrinsic heat management. Further powder diffraction x-ray
studies at beamline 11.3.1 of the Advanced light source (lawrence Berkeley national laboratory) revealed the
structure of Fe(bdp) and showed that
its expanded phase had 9% greater
volume than co(bdp), and also displayed a second phase transition above
40 bar. the first Fe(bdp) phase transi-

tion offset even more heat from the endothermic expansion and exothermic
collapse than the transition in co(bdp).
the possibilities for intrinsic control
of thermal fluctuations, which can involve changes of up to 80˚ c, can potentially mitigate the need for external
control through bulky systems on board
a vehicle.
the experimenters also investigated the possibility of inducing the
moF phase transition through external
mechanical pressure. they found that
under increased mechanical pressure,
the adsorption and desorption
isotherms of co(bdp) also shift upward,
consistent with a higher energy phase
transition. this suggests that thermal
management in flexible moFs might be
accomplished through external mechanical means, perhaps an elastic
bladder.
the identification of a material with
far greater storage capacities and better thermal qualities than previously
achieved is a major step in fulfilling the
promise of natural gas-powered vehicles and making them cheaper and
more practical on a much wider scale
than currently possible. As other flexible moF materials are found and developed, the utility of Ang vehicles, with
all their vitally important energy and environmental benefits, will only continue
to increase. — Mark Wolverton
“Methane” cont’d. on page 72
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ost of the time when a material warms, it expands. the atoms inside increase their furious motions, causing the material to spread
out. But in a few cases, a temperature increase causes a material to contract. the extra energy helps the material over a phase transition, or
causes atoms to rotate to a tighter but less ordered configuration, or creates
vibrations that constrict the solid. materials with this “negative thermal expansion” (nte) are rare and highly sought after. they can be useful in situations
where positive thermal expansion is a problem, such as in dental fillings, composites, and electrical contacts. in this study, researchers using the APs prepared and evaluated two materials with the chemical formula of the type
AiiBivF6 and found that they exhibit nte over a wide temperature range. the
researchers matched structure to function to understand why this unusual phenomenon occurs, and noted that there are plenty more potential candidates in
the AiiBivF6 family. this work suggests that in the future, we may be able to engineer materials with specific temperature-dependent behaviors, an ability that
could be valuable for telecommunications, aerospace, construction, high-precision optics, and more.

M

Fig. 1. Lattice constant and derived linear expansion coefficients for CaZrF6 as a function of temperature. The inset shows the crystal structure of cation-ordered AIIBIvF6 in the cubic form.
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motivated by earlier work on metal
fluorides, such as scF3, the researchers
from the georgia institute of technology
and Argonne focused their attention on
the compounds cazrF6 and cahfF6.
scF3 is highly ionic, retains cubic symmetry to very low temperatures, and displays
nte over a wide temperature range.
though little attention has previously
been paid to thermal expansion in cazrF6
and cahfF6, they share these same characteristics.
to examine how the structure of the
materials changed with temperature, the
researchers conducted x-ray powder diffraction studies using both low-temperatures and high-temperature experiments
on the xsd 17-Bm-B beamline at the
APs. these measurements were complemented by neutron diffraction experiments at the oak ridge national
laboratory spallation neutron source, at
down to 10 k. the researchers also subjected powder samples to high pressure
using both a diamond anvil cell and a
custom pressure cell designed for the
precise control of both temperature and
pressure. these later high-pressure x-ray
diffraction data were recorded at the xsd
11-id-B beamline of the APs.
First-principles calculations of vibrational modes complemented these studies and helped the researchers identify
the mechanisms driving material behavior.
diffraction data revealed that both
cazrF6 and cahfF6 remain cubic at very
low temperatures and display strong
nte over a larger temperature range, to
a degree greater than the metal fluoride
scF3, and comparable with some openframework solids called metal-organic
frameworks (moFs) (Fig. 1). unlike
moFs, cazrF6 and cahfF6 are readily
processed into ceramic forms, can be
handled in air, and are optically transparent. the calculations pointed to vibrational modes, rather than phase changes
or other mechanisms, as driving nte in
these materials.
the combination of strong nte, optical transparency, and quite straightfor“Heat” cont’d. on page 72
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s the earth enters what some scientists now call the Anthropocene
— the current geological epoch in which human activities profoundly influence many of the planet’s natural geological and biological processes — the need for geoengineering increases. Before
renewables are ready to potentially become our sole sources of energy, researchers will need to develop techniques for mitigating the negative effects
of burning fossil fuels. With about 13 billion tons of co2 released into the atmosphere annually from fossil-fuel power plants alone, the development and
use of carbon capture and sequestration technologies is the most practical
way to reduce the amount of this greenhouse gas that makes it into the atmosphere. new research into a novel metal-organic framework material carried with an assist from the APs revealed a cooperative mechanism for co2
capture that is far more efficient and inexpensive than current technologies.

A

Fig. 1. CO2 molecules insert into the bond between a metal ion and a diamine attached to form a linear chain of ammonium carbamate with a large amount of adsorbed CO2.

in carbon capture and sequestration, co2 is scrubbed from power plant
effluent and then transported for storage in a geologically safe location. typical flue gas from a coal or natural gas
power plant contains nitrogen, water
vapor, and co2. current technologies
use aqueous amine scrubbers to remove the co2 from the flue gas, a
process that sucks up about one-third
of the energy produced by the power
plant. Besides being wasteful, this is
very expensive.
An international, multi-institution
collaboration led by researchers from
the lawrence Berkeley national laboratory created a mechanism for scrubbing co2 by adsorption into porous
metal-organic-frameworks (moFs).
moFs have metal centers connected
by organic molecules, creating a crystal
with an enormous internal surface area.
during co2 adsorption, the scientists
observed that a co2 molecule inserts
into the bond between the metal ion
and a diamine they had attached (Fig.
1). the co2 reconfigures the chemical
environment in the moF, causing a new
co2 molecule to enter into a neighboring metal-amine bond. the result is a
cooperative process that creates wellordered, linear chains of ammonium
carbamate with a large amount of adsorbed co2 on the pore surface. this
process was structurally characterized
using high-resolution synchrotron x-ray
powder diffraction at the xsd 11-Bm-B
beamline at the APs. near-edge x-ray
absorption fine structure measurements were carried out at beamline
6.3.2 at the Advanced light source, an
office of science user facility at
lawrence Berkeley national laboratory.
cooperative co2 capture in these
diamine-appended moFs is an enormous advancement over current carbon capture technologies because
small temperature changes, which require very little energy, result in large
co2 working capacities. co2 is adsorbed onto the moF from the relatively low temperature flue gas and
“Mopping” cont’d. on page 72
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ward processing make zero thermal expansion relatives of cazrF6 and cahfF6
interesting candidates for use as thermally stable infrared optical components for applications that could include
thermal imaging cameras, beam splitters and prisms, or even infrared fibers
for telecommunications.
cazrF6 and cahfF6 are part of a
large and compositionally diverse family of AiiBivF6 materials. continued
study of these materials — how they respond to extremes in temperature and
pressure, which ones demonstrate
nte, and what causes these effects —
should help researchers to better understand these materials and design
new materials with thermal expansion
characteristics tailored for specific pur72
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poses. the AiiBivF6 family can help to
provide details of the chemical and
structural factors that drive nte, to engineer more materials with this unusual
trait. the marriage of high and low temperature and pressure diffraction studies to first-principles calculations is ideal
to tease out these relationships.
— Jenny Morber
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then pure co2 is released with the addition of only a small amount of energy.
given the temperatures and partial
pressures of the coal and natural gas
flue streams, magnesium and manganese were found to be the best metal
ions for adsorption of the co2 molecules; importantly, these frameworks
maintain the same co2 adsorption
properties even when water vapor is
present in the effluent stream.
the co2 cooperative adsorption
process triples the ability of the spongelike moFs to absorb carbon while significantly reducing the amount of energy
required. indeed, moFs are a more efficient and inexpensive means of carbon

capture from power plants and may
even be able to remove carbon from the
atmosphere.
interestingly, plants have been
doing something like this for hundreds
of millions of years. the moF structure
is very similar to the plant enzyme ruBisco, which essentially fixes co2 for
use in photosynthesis.
— Dana Desonie
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C HEMISTS P LAY B ALL

WITH

M OLECULES

hemists working at the APs have fabricated a molecular ball, a cuboctahedron,
from tiny building blocks. the ball is just 6 nanometers across, about 1/15,000 the
diameter of a human hair. the self-assembly process that forms the cuboctahedron in solution resembles the way in which protein machinery in the body is constructed and
even how some viruses form. the work could help scientists better understand many aspects
of self-assembly of proteins, viruses and other microscopic biological entities.

C

Fig. 1. Top: Single-crystal structure of complex
4 viewed (a) from an angle relative to the ac
plane and (b) along the diagonal . (c, d) The
packing of eight molecules viewed as described in (a) and (b), respectively. The cuboctahedron molecules pack into a cubic crystal in
the cubic space group. The outer adjacent
pyridinyl rings of each of the 48 terpyridine
triads were highly disordered; thus, these
groups along with all of the hydrogen atoms
have not been included in the structural model
that is based on x-ray diffraction. From T.Z. Xie
et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 54, 9224 (2015).
© 2015 wiley-vCH verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, weinheim. All rights reserved.

Archimedes of syracuse, who lived
in the third century Bce, is a hero to
many chemists thanks to his investigations of the geometry of solid objects, or
polyhedra. the many different regular
solids that can be formed — prisms,
cubes, octahedra, icosahedra, and
more — have inspired chemists to attempt to make molecules with just those
three-dimensional shapes. After all,
form often dictates function when it
comes to chemistry and molecules that
have a particular shape might have interesting chemical properties that can
be exploited in industry, medicine, materials, and other fields.

of course, nature has always been
ahead of the chemists and there are
numerous protein structures in living
things that adopt Archimedean polyhedral structures. For instance, proteins
that transport other chemicals in the
body have polyhedral structures, while
the protein shells, or capsids, that
house the genetic material of many
viruses also have polyhedral structures.
there are many other examples of natural polyhedra, but one thing the majority have in common with each other is
that the component parts “recognize”
each other under biological conditions
and through this molecular recognition

undergo self-assembly to form that active unit. it is this property that inspired
the current work.
in early experiments, the team of
researchers from the university of
Akron, the university of chicago, the
university of south Florida, the university of tokyo (japan), Florida Atlantic
university, and tianjin university of
technology (china) had used a small
molecule known as 2,2':6',2''-terpyridine, which can form complexes with a
metal ion. they then used these
organometallic structures to construct
triangles, hexagons, and molecules
“Molecules” cont’d. on page 75
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T HE C ONDITIONS FOR D OPANT A CTIVATION
IN T IN -D OPED G ALLIUM OXIDE

orldwide searches for new energy sources and innovative technologies to enable efficient energy generation and use are leading researchers to take second looks at many materials that
evaded widespread commercialization in the past. one of these is gallium
oxide (ga2o3), which may prove valuable in optoelectronic devices that rely on
a transparent conducting oxide to transport charge carriers and photons to and
from active semiconductor layers. tin (sn)-doped beta-phase gallium oxide
(β-ga2o3:sn) is one such promising candidate. to be used as thin films in commercial semiconductor devices, however, ga2o3:sn would need to be deposited at lower temperatures. that presents a problem because laying down
thin films of it using atomic-layer deposition (Ald) and pulsed-laser deposition
(Pld) at moderate temperatures have not produced films with high sn dopant
activation. to find out why, scientists carried out studies at the APs that open
a path to solving the problem while highlighting the important role that stateof-the-art synchrotron x-ray spectroscopic techniques can play in optimizing
the growth of new materials that have the potential for widespread applications
crucial for energy sustainability.

W

single crystals at
1725º c and by
depositing the
material via molecular beam epitaxy at
temperatures in
the 540-600º c
range. the researchers from
the massachusetts institute of
technology, harvard university,
Fig. 1. Sn K-edge XANES spectra for (a) single crystal (SC) β-Ga2O3:Sn,
the illinois insti(b) PLD a-Ga2O3:Sn, and (c) ALD a-Ga2O3:Sn samples. The dashed,
tute of technoldashed-dotted, and dotted lines represent the Sn(0) metal (dashed line),
ogy, stanford
Sn(+2)O (dashed-dotted line), and Sn(+4)O2 (dotted line) reference samuniversity, the
ples, respectively.
slAc national
Accelerator laboratory, helmholtz-zentrum Berlin (germany), and the national renewable
tin (sn)-doped beta-phase gallium
energy laboratory compared βoxide (β-ga2o3:sn) has a wide
ga2o3:sn bulk single crystals to amorbandgap, low electron affinity, a high
electron donor concentration, and
phous ga2o3:sn (a-ga2o3:sn) thin
transmissivity to light above 80% in the
films deposited by Ald and Pld at tem300–1000 wavelength range. βperatures <300° c, using two versions
ga2o3:sn having high donor concentraof K-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (xAs), which probes for local
tion can be produced by growing bulk
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atomic arrangements and chemical
states, and was used in this case to define the requirements for successful sn
dopant activation. While xAs studies
focusing on ga could be conducted at
the stanford synchrotron radiation
lightsource at the slAc national Accelerator laboratory, these researchers
needed to study sn K-edge spectra at
the mr-cAt beamline 10-id-B of the
APs because its brilliant, high-energy xrays were required to probe the much
heavier element.
the chemical states of sn for the
crystalline and amorphous samples
were revealed by comparing the respective K-edge x-ray absorption nearedge structures (xAnes) with xAnes
data from sn metal foil, sno powder,
and sno2 powder reference samples,
because the chemical shifts observed in
the xAnes spectra were due to
changes in the oxidation state of the sn
atoms (Fig. 1). the researchers found
that the average charge state of the active sn dopant atoms in β-ga2o3:sn
was similar to that of sno2 (+4 charge
state). By contrast, the sn dopant
atoms in resistive a ga2o3:sn samples
grown by Pld and Ald were present in
either +2 or +4 charge states, depending on growth conditions. in both cases,
the sn dopant atoms were inactive.
next, extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (exAFs) spectroscopy
was used to investigate details of the
sn doping in each form of ga2o3:sn.
the ga in un-doped ga2o3 coordinates
with oxygen atoms both tetrahedrally
and octahedrally. in β-ga2o3:sn, the
activated sn dopant atoms preferentially substituted for the octahedrally coordinated ga atoms, which was not the
case in a ga2o3:sn. Furthermore, the
exAFs results showed structural order
beyond the first nearest neighbor shell
of atoms in β-ga2o3:sn, but a lack of
such ordering in the amorphous a
ga2o3:sn samples (Fig. 2), which indicates that a crystalline structure may be
necessary for high dopant activation.
“Dopant” cont’d. on facing page

Fig. 2. EXAFS spectra for (a) Ga and (b) Sn Kedges. The dark and light grey regions represent the first and second nearest-neighbor
shells for the single crystal sample at the Sn Kedge. Note the good fit for Sn on the Ga2 octahedral site for the single crystal (SC) sample
and the lack of structural order beyond the
first nearest-neighbor shell for the ALD and
PLD samples.

“Dopant” cont’d. from previous page
these observations suggest the
importance of growing ga2o3:sn at
high temperature to obtain a crystalline
phase and the need to control the oxidation state of sn during growth to
achieve dopant activation.
— Vic Comello
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with more complicated two-dimensional
shapes, such as that of a sierpinski
gasket, which resembles a cog wheel,
and a sierpinski triangle (Fig. 1). it was
their early success in the self-assembly
of such structures that prompted them
to investigate whether this building
block could be used to make three-dimensional structures. they knew what
structure they would like to aim for and
so reverse engineered its angles to define a small molecule building block that
would ultimately self-assemble with the
right shape to form the sphere.
the team has now constructed
those molecules, themselves simple
polyhedra, that act as the building
blocks for a much more elaborate structure. indeed, by starting with two specially designed octahedral molecules,
the researchers have found that they
can trigger a self-assembly process to
make a hollow cuboctahedron. specifically, the team made 12 novel tetradentate terpyridinyl units that would ultimately assemble with 24 zinc metal
ions. this object, while itself sub-microscopic, reveals itself to be the biggest
molecular sphere ever characterized by
synchrotron x-ray crystallography, carried out on the chemmatcArs x-ray
beamline 15-id-B,c,d at the APs. Additional analysis with nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and collision cross-section
analysis confirmed the symmetry and
structure of the molecular sphere.

such structures are of fundamental
interest to the esthetic chemist, but ultimately they may also have applications
not only in improving our understanding
of their biological counterparts in protein
units and viral capsids, but in the development of novel materials that might act
as drug carriers or microscopic reaction
vessels, for instance, given that the molecular sphere, although small, is hollow. the team suggests that the same
approach might be used to build an
array of different Archimedean polyhedra. — David Bradley
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P LATINUM C ATALYST “L ITE ”:

B ETTER P ERFORMANCE

AT A

LOWER P RICE

Fig. 1. Top: Images and data for dealloyed PtCo3 catalyst supported on high surface area
carbon. The leftmost image is taken with a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEm).
Note the dark spots, which indicate Co-rich regions or voids. Peaks on the right show data
from XAS analysis with fit indicated in red. A schematic depiction of the catalyst composition
is shown in the inset, where blue dots indicate Pt atoms and Co atoms in orange. Note a
somewhat disordered arrangement of Co atoms, and a thin Pt outside layer. Bottom: Images
and data for dealloyed PtCo catalyst supported on high surface area carbon. The leftmost
image is via STEm. Note the ordered, alternating intensities, which reflect an alternating
arrangement of Pt and Co atomic planes. Peaks on the right show XAS data. XAS analysis
revealed similar Co-Pt bond distances and Pt coordination numbers in the two catalyst types.
XAS data is in black with the fit indicated in red. The inset shows a schematic of atomic
arrangements in this catalyst, with Pt atoms in blue and Co atoms in orange. Note the ordered alternating layers and Pt shell.
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f one wants to rip apart some oxygen, platinum (Pt) is a great catalyst.
in fact, Pt has been used for decades to speed and complete reactions
requiring liberation of oxygen. uses include hydrogen ignition, as a catalytic converter in automobiles, and for oxygen reduction reactions (orrs)
in fuel cells. to power vehicles on the road, fuel cells must be as small as
possible, as light as possible, as cheap as possible, and at least approach
the mileage of a tank of gas. Finding cheaper and better performing alternatives to Pt catalysts is key for these technologies to compete in the marketplace. the in-depth work reported here, made possible by detailed x-ray
investigation at the xsd 9-Bm-B,c beamline at the APs and the x3B beamline of the national synchrotron light source at Brookhaven national laboratory, should help researchers to create less-expensive, faster, better fuel
cell catalysts in the future.

I

Pt is also in wedding rings. What
makes the metal so popular with lovers
also makes it a problem for catalysis. it
is rare, and it is costly. one trick is to
substitute some of the Pt atoms with
something cheaper. some researchers
have found that these “dealloyed” catalysts can work even better than pure Pt.
But much about these hybrids remains
a mystery. Why, exactly, do they work?
how do they change with use? how
can they be improved? to find out,
these researchers probed two forms of
dealloyed Pt-based nanoparticle catalysts, and watched as they changed.
specifically, the researchers from
northeastern university, george Washington university, and general motors
central research and development, investigated dealloyed Ptco and Ptco3
nanoparticles supported on high-surface-area carbon (Ptco/hsc and
Ptco3/hsc). here, the target application was proton membrane exchange
fuel cells, which require the help of catalysts at the cathode to boost the sluggish orr reaction. improving the
kinetics of this reaction is a key challenge for these fuel cell devices to compete commercially, especially in
transportation.
Prepared nanoparticles were
added to electrodes and placed within
a specially designed electrochemical
half-cell. As the cell cycled through a
range of voltages, high-intensity x-rays
pierced it at regular intervals, scattered
off of atoms, and were collected and
measured by a nearby detector. Focusing on co and Pt signatures, the researchers pieced together how the
atoms and molecules changed and
moved inside these catalysts as they

performed their work. how, they asked,
did the structure of the catalysts inside
the electrodes change under reactive
conditions?
to be a good catalyst, a material
needs to adsorb reactant materials
strongly enough that they react, but not
so strongly that the catalyst won’t let
go. it needs to do this readily, repeatedly, and only with target compounds.
how readily a catalyst reacts is called
its activity. in previous works, dealloyed
catalysts have exhibited activity relative
to mass 4 to 8 times greater than Pt/c
catalysts, and lasted longer in fuel
cells, accelerating orr reactions over
many voltage cycles.
these effects are predicted to be
the result of complex interactions between effects of internal strain, connections between the metal and other
functional groups, particle size, adsorbate interactions, alloying extent, and
more. exactly how these variables
worked together to produce a constellation of properties, that is, the origin of
the improved performance of dealloyed
Pt catalysts, remained unclear.
the dealloyed Ptco/hsc and
Ptco3/hsc nanoparticles both demonstrated approximately 4-fold greater
orr activity and durability than Pt/c
catalysts, despite starting with different
chemical and structural compositions.
dealloyed Ptco/hsc nanoparticles
tended to arrange themselves as alternating layers of Pt and co inside a Pt
shell. dealloyed Ptco3/hsc nanoparticles also formed a Pt shell, but exhibited a much more disordered core
composition (Fig. 1). x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (xAs) experiments
showed similar Pt-Pt and Pt-co bond

distances and similar number of nearest
atomic neighbors. this data indicates
that improved catalytic activity in these
types of materials originates from interacting effects of strain, connections with
functional groups, and particle size.
— Jenny Morber
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T HE M ARRIAGE OF M OLECULAR
N ANOPARTICLE I NTERACTIONS
I S N O F OOL’ S E RRAND

y combining supramolecular chemistry and nanoparticle self-assembly, researchers from the university of michigan, myongji university
(japan), and Argonne have created a new toolbox of golden possibilities. supramolecular chemistry is the study of how molecular bits hook up,
the breaking and making of coordination complexes, in which an atom shares
bonding electrons. unlike these strong covalent bonds, nanoparticle self-assembly usually relies on weaker, reversible intermolecular forces that include
electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrophobic, dipolar interactions, hydrogen
bonds, and entropic forces. science has had great successes with nanoscale
engineering and control, but coordination bonds are stronger and can create
more geometrically complex structures. What if supramolecular chemistry techniques were applied to nanoparticle assembly? the combination of coordination bonds and non-covalent reactions between particles could create new
nanoparticle systems. Brilliant! researchers in this study, working in part at
the APs, examined the potential for nanoparticle assembly driven by the coordination of metal ions in a simple and familiar material: iron sulfide, or pyrite
(Fes2). despite pyrite’s history as a disappointing mimic of precious metal, this
“fool’s gold” yields valuable results.

B

Fig. 1. Schematics of the self-assembled films from FeS2 nanodisks connected by coordination bridges
providing hole conductivity.
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AND
the researchers created diskshaped wafers of pyrite, a few nanometers across, and stabilized them in
thioglycolic acid, a small molecule of
sulfur, oxygen, and carbon. they mixed
these nanoparticles with zncl2 (zinc
chloride), which is known to dissociate
zn ions that happily bond with carbon
and oxygen containing carboxylate
groups. When they returned a day or so
later, the researchers found that their
ingredients had combined to form irregularly shaped nanoscale sheets, ten to
several hundred times longer than the
disks they started with.
electron microscopy helped the researchers determine what the sheets
looked like and how they arranged
themselves. tests showed that the
nanosheets were composed of iron,
sulfur, and zinc, and indicated a zn-carboxylate coordination. electron microscopy combined with x-ray
diffraction provided insight into material
chemistry, composition, and structure.
synchrotron extended x-ray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy at the xsd
12-Bm-B beamline at the APs helped
the researchers to establish the coordination pattern of the zn ions and the
geometry of the bridges that held the
particles together and provided striking
hole conductance through the sheets.
electron diffraction data suggested
that the planes of small disks oriented
themselves parallel to the planes of
nanosheets, stacked on top of each
other in liquid-crystal-like orientation
(like a tiny deck of cards, if the cards
were sheets of tiny m&ms). synchrotron small-angle x-ray scattering, carried out at the xsd12-Bm-B beamline,
also at the APs, confirmed this data.
the researchers had created sheets of
Fes2 disks arranged edge-to-edge and
held together with carboxylate coordination compounds (Fig. 1).
in other words, it worked!
the data indicated that the assem“Marriage” cont’d. on page 80

P LATINUM C ATALYST S AVINGS

ON

A NY S UPPORT

ndustrial catalysts are used to speed up the reactions used in petrochemical processing, and the
manufacture of fine chemicals are often based on precious metals, such as platinum, palladium,
and gold. chemists would like to find cheaper alternatives. in recent years, their attention has
turned to better designs of precious metals for atom-efficient reactions. new, inexpensive, and more
efficient industrial catalysts for fuel processing and chemical manufacture could emerge from new studies, carried out at the APs, into the different ways in which the active metal sites in a catalyst can be
prepared when the catalyst metal is on an active or an inert support material.

I

Among these support materials are
active oxide supports that include ceria
(cerium dioxide), iron oxide, and titania
(titanium dioxide); these substances all
have their own inherent catalytic activity.
there are also “inert’ oxide supports including the zeolites, alumina
(aluminum oxide), and silica (silicon
dioxide), which provide a large surface
area in a small volume on which catalysis can take place but are otherwise inactive materials in the catalytic sense.
chemists and chemical engineers

have had success in catalyzing an important reaction known as the “low-temperature water-gas shift (Wgs)”
reaction with metal catalysts on the active oxide supports. this reaction converts carbon monoxide and water into
hydrogen (for fuel and further processing), and carbon dioxide as a waste
product. moreover, they have recently
identified how gold or platinum atoms
are bonded and stabilized to the oxygen species in an active support. they
have also found that they can boost the
“Platinum” cont’d. on page 80

Fig. 1. Along with the kinetics and
microscopy studies, x-ray absorption experiments performed at the
APS proved the stability of similarly structured alkali-stabilized
single-platinum-atom clusters on titania, zeolites, and silica carriers,
at room temperature (thin line) and
275° C (bold line) in a water-gas
shift reaction atmosphere.
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“Marriage” cont’d. from page 78
bly of the nanosheets was driven by coordination bonds between the particles
rather than weaker intermolecular
forces. As an affirmation, the researchers broke down the zn coordination bridges with the addition of a
dissolving liquid, and recovered disklike nanoparticles identical in size and
shape to the originals.
While this achievement is nifty, the
real value of this work is that it suggests so much more. researchers
could use this marriage of techniques
with almost any compatible nanostructure, stabilizing ligand, coordination
site, and metal ion. they can create
new geometries with new combinations
of materials.
Biological systems utilize coordination chemistry, as do coordination polymers and metal-organic frameworks.
With similar techniques, researchers
can combine nanoparticles and
nanowires with these other powerful
building blocks, almost as if suddenly
every object in a house became legocompatible.
now that they have the tools, it is
likely that researchers will begin to tinker. this work should influence material-building for applications in
electronics, catalysis, solar cells, energy storage, medicine, ion transport,
gas phase chemistry, and more.
— Jenny Morber
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number of such active sites or create
them on inert supports, even when
none exist, by preparing and stabilizing the metal atoms with a number of
charged sodium cations bound to the
metal center through oxygen bonds.
these novel structures, which
have been found to work well for both
gold- and platinum-atom-centered catalysts, overcome the difficulty of
preparing the conventional-type catalysts used in the water-gas shift reaction on inert supports. the single-metal
cation (stable at the working temperatures of more than 120° c) can be prepared readily in this alkali-modified
form. A novel method for preparing Ptox- na-supported catalysts on porous
minerals known as zeolites and on silica with medium-sized pores, mesoporous silica, involves the addition of
sodium hydroxide in the solid state to
the support already impregnated with a
solution of a compound containing
platinum. An effective and stable catalyst is then formed by heat treatment in
air of this precursor.
the researchers in this study from
tufts university, Argonne, the university of sydney (Australia), and oak
ridge national laboratory carried out
in situ x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(xAs) experiments at xsd beamline
12-Bm-B at the APs. their experiment
spanned a range of temperatures from
room temperature to 275° c and
demonstrated catalyst stability (Fig. 1).
similar intrinsic (per platinum
atom) activities were observed for
three different sodium-containing platinum catalyst samples: the catalysts
worked to accelerate the Wgs reaction under realistic conditions from
about 120° c to 400° c and their intrinsic activity did not depend on the
choice of support.

the promise of these positive
findings is that considerable platinum
savings can be realized by preparing
platinum at the atom limit on any support. to ensure atom stability on inert
supports, the new method surrounds
them with sodium or other alkali ions
through oxygen bonds. in these new
catalysts, inexpensive sodium is coupled with inexpensive support materials such as silica, which is extracted
from sand, or zeolite minerals, which
are extracted from clays. these are
earth-abundant materials found the
world over in large quantities and so
can keep the total catalyst cost low.
For an active support such as ceria or
titania, the new method can add catalytic Pt-o x-na sites above and beyond the capacity of the active
support, thus increasing the total
metal loading and also the total catalyst activity, while preserving the platinum at the active single atom (cation)
Pt-ox state. — David Bradley

See: ming yang1, jilei liu1, sungsik
lee2, Branko zugic1, jun huang3,
lawrence F. Allard4, and maria Flytzanistephanopoulos1*, “A common singlesite Pt(ii)−o(oh)x− species stabilized
by sodium on ‘Active’ and ‘inert’ supports catalyzes the Water-gas shift
reaction,” j. Am. chem. soc. 137,
3470 (2015). doi: 10.1021/ja513292k
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2Argonne national laboratory, 3university of sydney, 4oak ridge national
laboratory
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P OROUS M ATERIALS

orous materials known as metal-organic frameworks, or moFs for
short, may prove useful to safely store vast quantities of gases, including hydrogen for fuel. they can also be used to separate one gas
from a mixture of different gases, and they can be used as catalysts to speed
up otherwise sluggish chemical reactions for making agrochemicals, additives, pharmaceuticals, plastics, and other substances. they might even be
used in novel drug formulations as highly efficient delivery agents that carry
an injected or swallowed medication direct to diseased tissues in the body
and release it at a suitable rate. compression of crystals of synthetic, porous
materials by researchers using the APs has revealed new insights into how
these materials, with a range of applications, behave under pressure, which
could allow scientists to fine tune their properties for industrial, medical, and
fuel-storage use.

P

Fig. 1. Top: Crystal structure of ZIF-8 with a truncated octahedral topology. Particle size
and morphology were controlled by varying the concentration of the ligands and Zn(II)
precursor. Bottom: TEm images of a 1.2 μm ZIF-8 microcrystal (hexagonal projection)
during the in situ compression test at various displacements (a) 60, (b) 270, and (c) 480
nm displacement, and (d) after unloading. Adapted from Z. Shu et al., j. Am. Chem. Soc.
137, 1750 (2015). © 2015 American Chemical Society. All rights reserved.

the properties of moFs are controlled by the different metals and the
organic molecules that are used to
build their porous, three-dimensional
structure. some moFs have an internal
surface area that can be as high as
7000 square meters per gram of material. however, these materials can be
fragile and their mechanical properties
are susceptible to failure when they are
repeatedly used to store and then release gas, or in reactions where their
vast internal surface area allows them
to be used as catalysts. understanding
exactly how the stresses and strains in
the structure arise when a moF is put
under pressure and then the pressure
released is critical to designing new
moFs and to tweaking the structure of
known moFs so that they are stronger.
in a collaboration between the university of illinois at urbana-champaign
and Argonne, the effects of pressure
applied to single crystals of moFs
were explored. transmission electron
microscopy (tem) can be used to directly observe the changes that take
place when microscopic and submicroscopic crystals of moFs, such as those
with the zeolitic-imidazolate framework
(ziF-8), are squeezed (Fig. 1); tem images recorded frame-by-frame during
compression allowed the researchers
to build up a "movie" of the changes.
they could thus see a dramatic shrinking of a moF squeezed by a pressure
of up to 4 gPa. they could also see
changes in the structure—amorphiza“Squeeze” cont’d. on page 84
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G ETTING A B IT C LOSER
P LANT S TATUS

TO

A CHIEVING

he problem with solar energy is that the power source disappears
every night. this is a good thing, really, as planets tidally locked with
their orbiting stars likely experience temperature extremes, violent
storms, and may not support life. Perhaps if we did not have these periods of
darkness we would not be here to worry about them, but they still create a
problem for solar technologies. solar requires storage. Plants found a solution
long ago, through photosynthesis, the same process most of us learned about
in elementary school but likely did not appreciate as the marvel it is. We humans, who have mastered flight and space travel and open heart surgery, are
still struggling to mimic photosynthesis cheaply enough for large-scale solar
energy. But we are getting close. really close. this work by researchers using
the APs demonstrates another step forward. the research team has demonstrated a technique to split strong hydrogen-halogen bonds (such as the one
used, for instance, by water) with solar energy, without costly chemical traps
or precious metal catalysts. light-driven halogen splitting is key to solar energy storage. they are hacking the leaf.

T

Fig. 1. Halogen photoelimination reactions constitute the oxidative half-reaction of closed energy
storage cycles. On the basis of time-resolved spectroscopy and steady-state photocrystallography
experiments, this study proposes a mechanism involving ligand-assisted halogen elimination. Employing ancillary ligands to promote elimination offers a strategy to circumvent the inherently short-lived
excited states of 3d metal complexes for the activation of thermodynamically challenging bonds.
From S. j. Hwang et al., . Am. Chem. Soc. 137, 6472 (2015). © 2015 American Chemical Society.
All rights reserved.
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most work to create fast and efficient halogen splitting photoreactions
involves 4d- and 5d-series metals—
which include platinum, gold, iridium,
and others—as catalysts. it takes a supernova’s worth of energy to create
these metals with their huge and heavy
nuclei, so they are rare on earth and
therefore expensive. halide oxidation—
that is, getting the halogen to give back
that donated electron it is holding onto
so dearly and separate it from its partner—remains a kinetic bottleneck.
these obstacles make lighter, cheaper,
earth-abundant 3d-series metals attractive candidates, but they don’t stay
in excited states for long, ready to
transfer charges. rapid excited-state
relaxation means these reactions are
difficult to study and difficult to control.
to overcome the short lifetimes of
3d transition metal complexes, one
strategy is to try to remove pathways
for excited-state relaxation. here, the
researchers from harvard university
and the university of chicago used
phosphorous-based ligands to stabilize
a nickel (ni) core, producing an energystoring halogen-splitting reaction. With
a higher hurdle for reverse reactions,
absorbed photons can expel the halide
at the apex of the molecular pyramid,
which has a longer bond than the
atoms in the basal locations.
to understand the processes surrounding these reactions, the researchers combined data from
nanosecond-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy, steady-state photocrystallography, and computational
methods. Photocrystallography allows
researchers to observe the structure of
molecules in three dimensions in their
photo-activated states. here, the researchers used x-ray diffraction to observe atomic displacements during the
photon-triggered reaction by comparing
diffraction with and without irradiation.
the photocrystallography data was collected at the chemmatcArs 15-idB,c,d beamline at the APs.
the researchers report that their
“Closer” cont’d. on page 84

M ADE -TO -O RDER P OLYMERS
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ottlebrush polymers are the fuzzy caterpillars of the polymer world.
instead of looking like long, smooth worms of chemical units, they are
adorned with side chains that add both functionality and weight. they
have captured the imagination of polymer scientists because their side chains
make them behave in unusual ways, self-assembling into shapes and layers
large enough to interact with visible light. But these same unusual attributes
have also made it hard to design bottlebrush polymers with desirable characteristics. now, a team of experimentalists and theorists has used the superior
x-ray scattering capabilities of the APs to allow them to better predict the properties of specific bottlebrush polymers. ultimately, this research will allow materials scientists to design made-to-order polymers that interact with light in
controllable ways and produce custom surface coatings, photonic crystals, and
lithography tools.

B

Fig. 1. Bottlebrush block co-polymers tend to align and create layered structures. This figure shows a
bottlebrush block co-polymer made of two polymer types, A (red) and B (blue). It shows how the bottlebrushes align their backbones at the transition between A and B domains, but wiggle or curl in the
domain interior. From S.j. Dalsin et al., ACS Nano 9(12), 12233 (2015). Copyright © 2015 American
Chemical Society. ll rights reserved.

A polymer chain is like a string of
beads. each bead is a monomer, a single chemical group or unit, bonded to
the next in a repeating chain. A bottlebrush polymer is also like a string of
beads, but each bead is itself a string
extending perpendicular to the main
strand. they look like the long, narrow
brushes used to scrub out baby bottles,
hence the name.

chemically distinct polymers do
not generally mix well together. if one
wants to combine the properties of two
different polymers, say A and B, an effective strategy covalently bonds individual strands of polymer A end-to-end
with individual strands of polymer B.
such block co-polymers can form, for
example, sheets with organized layers
composed of a single type of polymer.

N EW L IGHT

the length of the individual strands of A
or B control how thick each layer is in
the finished material. materials scientists would like to make layered materials out of bottlebrush block copolymers, but the complex geometry
makes it hard to predict how it will selfassemble.
A group of researchers from the
university of minnesota and the university of Waterloo (canada) used the APs
to gain a detailed picture of one model
set of bottlebrush block co-polymers.
they synthesized poly(norbornene)
backbones of nine different lengths,
and then attached atactic polypropylene side chains (A) and polystyrene
side chains (B) in blocks, so that each
polymer had one block of A and one of
B. the resulting material (Fig. 1) was
then examined at the dnd-cAt 5-id-d
x-ray beamline at the APs, employing
small-angle x-ray scattering. there are
only about 10 beamlines at x-ray
sources in the united states that are
capable of high-quality small-angle xray scattering, and three of them are at
the APs. the superior brightness of
APs x-rays makes it a particularly good
facility for this type of analysis, and the
researchers were able to get excellent
scattering data from their bottlebrush
block co-polymers.
their analysis showed that no matter how long the bottlebrush polymers
were, their backbones tended to align
at the boundary between block A and
block B, but then get wiggly in the middle of the blocks. But they never wiggled as much as a typical polymer
does; overall, the bottlebrush block copolymers were much stiffer than a typical block co-polymer; this explains why
the layers of A and B tended to be so
much thicker than the layers formed by
more typical block co-polymers.
the analysis agreed very well with
the self-consistent field theory predictions done by the team. the agreement
means that proper self-consistent field
theory analysis should provide an excellent tool for materials scientists designing bottlebrush block co-polymers
for specialized applications. now the
“Polymers” cont’d. on page 84
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“Squeeze” cont’d. from page 81
tion—and compaction of the pores
within, which means the internal surface area plummets from around 1340
to just 253 m2/g at 1.9 gPa.
utilizing the mr-cAt x-ray beamline 10-id-B at the APs, powder x-ray
diffraction studies were carried out on
samples pressurized to 0.8 gPa, which
showed that long-range order within the
sample was not lost. Above this pressure, most of the peaks in the diffraction pattern were lost, implying that the
crystal structure had been lost irreversibly and the material was now
amorphous. nevertheless, x-ray absorption spectroscopy on the zinc centers in the moF structure revealed little
change to the local geometry around
these metal ions and only minor deviations when the pressure was increased.
of course, because ziF-8 does not look
the same in all directions (it is
anisotropic), the way it responds to
pressure depends on the direction of
the force applied, which is taken into
account in these studies.
When the pressure was released,
the moFs almost reverted to their original size and structure. But if the moF
was loaded with small molecules (“solvates”), such as methanol, applying
even low pressure caused the microcrystals to shatter, even though pure
ziF-8 itself is well studied and known to
be stable to such solvates.
this research thus reveals important clues as to how this type of moF
behaves under pressure with and without an organic payload of the kind that
might be present when it is being used
in gas storage, separation, or catalysis.
— David Bradley

See: zhi su1, yu-run miao1, shi-min
mao1, guang-hui zhang2, shen dillon1,
jeffrey t. miller2, and kenneth s. suslick1*, “compression-induced deformation of individual metal-organic
Framework microcrystals,” j. Am.
chem. soc. 137, 1750 (2015).
doi: 10.1021/ja5113436
Author affiliations: 1university of illinois
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technique produces halogens (in this
case, chlorine cl2) at high yield, using
light irradiation as an energy source.
the interaction of the eliminated chlorine atom with the aromatic carbonbased substituents helps to prevent the
cl atom from recombining with the
metal center.
this strategy of employing pendant
aromatic groups could help researchers
to work around the normally short-lived
excited states of 3d metal complexes,
which has prevented their widespread
use as reaction catalysts. the necessity
of expensive and often toxic heavy
metal catalysts plagues many applications that require fast and efficient oxidation reactions.
though the work reported here is
an important step for solar energy storage, an application with plenty of importance and ambition, the work is also of
importance for anyone interested in
solid-state oxidation reduction reactions. — Jenny Morber
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team is working on new types of bottlebrush polymers that can self-assemble
into more complex structures.
— Kim Krieger
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H OW ARE B OMBARDIER B EETLES L IKE
C HEMICAL-W EAPONS M ACHINE G UNS ?

ome animals use bright coloring to scare off predators. others emit poisons or chemicals
with foul tastes. But a threatened bombardier beetle (Brachinini) shoots its enemy with an
explosive posterior spray of searing, caustic “mace.” it is no surprise that this striking and
unusual defense strategy has fascinated scientists for more than 50 years. Bombardier beetle selfdefense has been probed with high-speed photography, sound recordings and analysis, computer
simulations, impact force measurements, careful dissections, and more. But until now, no one knew
exactly how a bombardier beetle produced its spray. researchers from mit, the university of Arizona, and Brookhaven national laboratory have finally provided us a glimpse inside live bombardier beetles, made possible with high energy x-rays from the xsd 32-id-B,c undulator beamline
of the APs. With a setup that involved a robotic beetle-prod, a closed-circuit tv, and a few hundred
upset beetles, the researchers captured high-speed images detailing the process of spray formation and explosive release (Fig.1). this defense, and the structures within the beetle that allow it
to withstand such extreme conditions, are of interest for applications that include explosion-resistant armor and tamper-proof Atms.
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Brachinus elongatulus, dorsal view. Dashed
circle indicates location of pygidial glands.

researchers had previously discovered that bombardier beetle spray
was actually a set of rapid micro-pulses.
they also knew that the pulses resulted
from a highly energetic chemical reaction, which occurs when the beetle
opens an internal valve between the
chambers that normally separate reactive chemicals. When the valve opens,
a drop of solution flows from a reservoir
chamber into a reactant chamber where
the chemicals mix. Pow! out comes a
jet of spray. over and over the beetle
does this, at a speed of up to 735 hz.
But how does the beetle open and
close that valve? And so rapidly? these
remained open (and not closed) questions.
to answer the questions, the researchers first captured a few hundred
beetles at night along a creek bed and
river in Arizona. later, they cooled the
beetles into a deep sleep, chose one,
and affixed it to a stand. At the APs, the
researchers readied a microscope and
camera, lined up the beetle within the
path of the x-ray beam, and left the
room. safely away, they watched a
closed circuit tv for signs that the beetle was waking. just as the insect
started to panic, the researchers hit it in
the rear with high-energy x-rays. the
beam had to be strong and focused
enough to penetrate the insect’s thick
exoskeleton, but not so intense that it
prematurely damaged the beetle. For
about 30 discharges in 14 beetles, x< Fig. 1. Internal dynamics of beetle spray
mechanism revealed by x-ray imaging. (a) First
five pulses of a spray; successive frames from
2000-fps video of a male beetle. Scale bar is
200 μm. Location of right reaction chamber
(rXC) and exit channel (EC) indicated in frame
4. right and left exit channels are open starting in frames 4 and 11, respectively. Arrows
indicate dramatic displacement of the expansion membrane. Dark objects at left are external debris. (b) reactant droplet (arrow)
entering reaction chamber and exploding; successive frames from 2000-fps video of a male
beetle. Scale bar is 200 μm.

rays successfully met beetle, met optical microscope, met high-speed photography. For the first time researchers
had a view into the interior workings of
a very upset bombardier beetle.
Perhaps the most interesting results are the images that show how the
valves between chambers open and
close. Bombardier beetles, the researchers found, only exert effort to
open the valve between the two chambers. the force of the resulting explosion passively closes the valve again.
scientists had previously speculated
that muscle contraction was required to
close the separation between the two
chambers. the passive mechanism
makes sense, the authors say, because
it allows for a rapid recharge of automatically regulated reactant, and more
gradual evolutionary change from a
continuous defensive spray.
this work delivers a detailed understanding of the beetle’s material and
structural anatomy, and how these work
together to withstand the immense heat
and pressure generated by the beetle’s
defense mechanism. the authors also
note differences in gland structure and
potentially in spray behavior between
males and females, with females perhaps requiring a greater perceived
threat to discharge. Previous studies
have rarely noted the beetles’ sex, and
there are no studies that look for sexspecific differences in the defense
mechanism.
in addition to potential applications
based on bombardier beetle biomimicry, this work demonstrates an elegant and creative use of the APs synchrotron x-ray source. it is conceivable
that these methods could be applied to
other insect species, also with fascinating results. — Jenny Morber
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Video 1: x-ray video of a spray by a
male B. elongatulus recorded at 2000
fps, slowed down 80× (25-fps playback).
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/s
ci/suppl/2015/04/29/348.6234.563.dc1/
1261166_movies1.mov
Video 3: x-ray video of a spray by a female B. elongatulus recorded at 2000
fps, slowed down 80× (25-fps playback).
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/s
ci/suppl/2015/04/29/348.6234.563.dc1/
1261166_movies3.mov
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I NSECT A EROBICS

ike humans, insects are aerobic organisms — they use oxygen to drive the reactions
that produce the energy needed for life. But insects don’t have lungs and their blood
doesn’t carry much oxygen, so how do they take in and transport the oxygen their
cells need? insects have a separate respiratory system that allows passive diffusion of gas
into and out of their bodies through holes, called “spiracles,” in their exoskeletons. diffusion
is sufficient for the needs of small or low-activity insects but larger or more active insects
have developed another method, termed abdominal pumping, that uses body movements to
generate gas-moving pressure changes in the body. interestingly, abdominal pumping has
also been observed in developing insects that generally have lower metabolic needs. to understand more about the role of abdominal pumping in developing insects, researchers from
virginia tech used x-ray phase contrast imaging at xsd beamline 32-id-B,c at the APs to
view the tracheal system of the pupal form of the darkling beetle, Zophobas morio. their results provide insights into how insects produce flows at very small scales that could lead to
innovations in bio-inspired microfluidic engineering.

L

Fig. 1. Pupa of the darkling beetle, Zophobas morio. Image courtesy
of Hodjat Pendar, melissa Kenny, and jake Socha (virginia Tech).
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insect respiration has been studied
in small and large insects and a direct
correlation has been made between increased energy needs and abdominal
pumping. in general, insects have been
reported to do more abdominal pumping
if they are larger and if they engage in
activities such as flying or if they are
under stress. Pupal forms of developing
insects, because they are immobile and
have lower energy needs, require less
oxygen, and should not need to use ventilation. yet, they employ abdominal
pumping. it is just not clear why they the
make the effort.
in order to understand this observation, the researchers sought to design a
system that would allow them to monitor
circulatory system pressure changes, airflow, and abdominal and tracheal movements, all at the same time in a living
beetle pupa.
to achieve this, they mounted pupae
of the Zophobas morio beetle (Fig. 1) onto
a small platform and inserted a hydrostatic
pressure sensor into the body of the pupa.
this let them assess pressure changes in
the circulatory system that are associated
with airflow. to measure airflow, they built
a customized respirometry chamber to
monitor carbon dioxide coming out of the
spiracles. these carbon dioxide bursts
can be correlated with pressure changes
to identify airflow events. For imaging abdominal movements, they used infrared
sensors or a video camera on the outside
of the animal; tracheal movements inside
the animal were monitored using x-ray
phase contrast imaging at the APs beamline (Fig. 2).
With these tools, the team was able
to monitor carbon dioxide bursts to determine whether spiracles were open (carbon dioxide burst) or closed (no burst),
and whether these respiratory activities
correlated with compression (air movement) or relaxation of the trachea. Finally,
these respiratory activities were correlated to abdominal pumping events.
the team’s hypothesis was that
when there was no carbon dioxide burst,
and spiracles were closed, the magnitude
of abdominal pumping would be low and
the trachea would not collapse. if the
spiracles were open, abdominal pumping
would produce active ventilation by increasing the pressure in the circulatory
system and leading to tracheal collapse
and air exchange.

Fig. 2. Correlation of abdominal pumping with tracheal compression and haemolymph pressure. X-ray
video (a–c) shows that tracheal compression occurs during only some abdominal pumping/pressure
cycles (d ). Here, the Ir signal indicates movement of the abdomen only; the magnitude does not represent absolute displacement. The results of clustering of pressure pulses can be used to predict tracheal compression (e); the points below the black bar are predicted to be associated with tube
collapse. Each group represents a different temporal sequence. TC, tracheal compression. From H.
Pendar et al., Bio. Lett. 11(6), 20150259 (2015). © 2015 The Author(s) Published by the royal Society. All rights reserved. videos related to this study can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1qTT-Q9lkEZw1rtO4Ao3BS5U4gK2HA0T

however, what they observed was
somewhat different. Active ventilation
events, those with a carbon dioxide
burst correlated to a tracheal collapse
and circulatory pressure increase, were
always associated with an abdominal
pump. But 63.7% of abdominal pumps
occurred without an associated tracheal
collapse and actually showed higher
pressures.
there are two interesting findings
here. First, the team was able to conclusively demonstrate that pupae do indeed use abdominal pumping to
facilitate active respiration. All of the active airflow events they observed were
associated with an abdominal pump.
this finding was facilitated by the setup at the APs, which allowed them to
visualize for the first time the associated tracheal collapse in a pupa. second, this work strongly suggests that
pupae also perform abdominal pumping
for other reasons. over half of the abdominal pumps occurred when the spiracles were closed and did not result in
respiration.
the team hypothesizes that other
roles for abdominal pumping may in-

clude internal gas mixing, support of
blood circulation, or management of
water loss; answering this question will
be the focus of future work.
— Sandy Field

See: hodjat Pendar*, melissa kenny,
and john j. socha, “tracheal compression in pupae of the beetle Zophobas
morio,” Bio. lett. 11(6), 20150259 (17
june 2015).
doi: 10.1098/rsbl.2015.0259
Author affiliation: virginia tech
Correspondence: * hpendar@vt.edu

the Biology Letters article was the subject of a june 22, 2015, Science magazine scienceshot, “video: young
beetles pump their abs to breathe” by
juan david romero, doi: 10.1126/science.aac6881, and was the cover article for Bio. lett. 11(6), june 2015.
this research used resources of the Advanced Photon source, a u.s. department
of energy (doe) office of science user Facility operated for the doe office of science
by Argonne national laboratory under contract no. de-Ac02-06ch11357.
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A C LOSER LOOK

AT

S ELENIUM

elenium — animals can't live without it, and they can't live with too
much of it. in high concentrations this trace element may cause severe health problems. human activities, like mining or refining petroleum, can liberate selenium from the land into waterways. in some north
American water bodies, selenium has been blamed for fish deformities, from
curved spines and missing fins to problems with sight. now, research conducted at the APs is helping researchers spot selenium’s presence and distribution through advanced imaging, enabling them to answer questions
about how selenium gets into fish and what it does once it's there.

S

20-id-B,c • xsd • materials science, environmental science, chemistry • x-ray absorption
fine structure, x-ray raman scattering, micro
x-ray absorption fine structure, microfluorescence (hard x-ray), time-resolved x-ray absorption fine structure, x-ray emission
spectroscopy • 4.3-27 kev, 7-52 kev • on-site
• Accepting general users •
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Fig. 1. Confocal x-ray fluorescence imaging showing the distribution of selenium and zinc in intact (not physically sectioned) 72-h post-fertilization
zebrafish larvae. Bottom row: control zebrafish, scalebar (same for both
selenium and zinc) = 100 μm. Upper rows: two confocal sections, displaced by 60 μm, of a larva that received selenium through maternal
transfer, scale bar = 200 μm. In each row, left and right images show selenium and zinc, respectively. Selenium panels are plotted on same relative intensity scale. Inset shows control selenium image displayed with
greater (×10) sensitivity. Brain (Br), retina (rT), eye lens (EL), ear (Er),
pectoral fin (PF), swim bladder (SB), yolk (yK). From S. Choudhury et al.,
Environ. Sci. Technol. 49, 2255 (2015). ©2015 American Chemical Society. All rights reserved.

developing fish get the bulk of
their selenium from their mothers, in
particular through the yolk. Where it
goes from there has been a bit of a
mystery, however. to draw back the
curtain on selenium's path, the researchers in this study, from the university of saskatchewan (canada), the
canadian light source, and Argonne
followed selenium's presence through
confocal x-ray fluorescence imaging
and confocal x-ray absorption spectroscopy at the xsd 20-id-B,c beamline at the APs. these non-destructive
techniques allow investigators to spot
trace element distribution and speciation within whole, intact, larvae, making
their findings more biologically relevant.
the research team started by raising adult zebrafish (animals commonly
used for studying toxicity in vertebrates). one group was fed a control
diet, the other was given food elevated
in selenium, in the form of selenomethionine, the most common form of
organoselenium in aquatic food. these
fish were bred and their offspring were
reared for three days.
the larvae were prepared for imaging by fixation in a solution of
paraformaldehyde, treated with a series
of ethanol and saline solutions, before
being embedded in agarose gel.
to find the distribution of selenium
and other elements within the prepared
larvae, the team mounted their fixed
samples at the 20-id-B,c beamline and
fired focused microbeams of photons.
By using confocal imaging techniques they were able to detect fluorescing atoms within a very small
volume, instead of along the entire
length of the beam. this technique allowed them to avoid cutting samples
into sections, thereby possibly contaminating it or damaging the tissues. to
create three-dimensional maps of
where selenium and zinc had collected
in the fish, the team repeatedly
scanned samples (rastering) to measure virtual sections at slightly different
depths.
the team found that selenium and
zinc gathered very differently in the
bodies of the treated zebrafish (Fig.1).
While zinc was relatively abundant and
seen throughout the body (with the
highest concentrations in the yolk and
retinal pigmented epithelium), selenium

was low, with important exceptions. its
presence in the yolk was high (understandable as it received its selenium
load from its mother through the yolk).
But more striking than this was the almost startlingly high accumulation of
selenium in the eye lens, with the highest concentrations in the core of the
lens. no other regions of elevated selenium were seen. (in the control fish,
concentrations of selenium were very
faint, close to background levels.)
though the researchers caution
that more data is needed to confirm the
findings, their study shows that, at least
at early developmental stages for these
fish, the eye lens becomes the main
target for excess selenium. this could
be because it is substituting for the naturally occurring, and chemically similar,
sulfur found in the eye lens.
this observation may explain the
connection between past reports of elevated selenium levels (both in fish and
humans) and impairments in sight,
such as cataracts. Past work has established that the oxidation of the sulfur-containing methionine-to-methionine
sulfoxide (which disrupts the structure
of crystallin, the eye lens protein) is a
major cause of cataract formation. this
oxidation reaction occurs even more
readily in this protein's selenium-carrying counterpart (selenomethionine) and
is, the researchers speculate, the
cause of selenium-induced cataract formation. they are planning follow up
studies to investigate this proposed
mechanism. — Danielle Venton

See: sanjukta choudhury1, jith k.
thomas1, nicole j. sylvain1, olena
Ponomarenko1, robert A. gordon2,
steve m. heald3, david m. janz1,
Patrick h. krone1, ian coulthard4, graham n. george1, and ingrid j. Pickering1*, “selenium Preferentially
Accumulates in the eye lens Following
embryonic exposure: A confocal x-ray
Fluorescence imaging study,” environ.
sci. technol. 49, 2255 (2015).
doi: 10.1021/es503848s
Author affiliations: 1university of
saskatchewan, 2Pacific northwest consortium synchrotron radiation Facility,
3Argonne national laboratory, 4canadian light source
Correspondence:
* ingrid.pickering@usask.ca
this work was supported by the natural sciences and engineering research council of
canada; the canadian institutes of health
research and the saskatchewan health research Foundation; and the canadian Foundation of innovation through funding for
BioxAs: life science Beamline for x-ray Absorption spectroscopy at the canadian light
source, inc. APs sector 20, which is managed by xsd in partnership with the canadian light source (cls), is funded by the
u.s. department of energy (doe) office of
science, and by the natural sciences and
engineering research council of canada
and the university of Washington via the
cls. this research used resources of the
Advanced Photon source, a u.s. doe office of science user Facility operated for the
doe office of science by Argonne national
laboratory under contract no. de-Ac0206ch11357.

Why Are Zebrafish Used in Research?
In the early 1970s, a scientist at the University of Oregon by the name of Dr. George Streisinger determined that the zebrafish is a wonderful model for studying vertebrate development and genetics.
Since he began using them in his research, zebrafish embryos have become very popular worldwide as
a means of understanding how not only fish, but all vertebrates including people, develop from the moment that sperm fertilizes an egg. The eggs are clear and develop outside of the mother's body, allowing
scientists to watch a zebrafish egg grow into a newly formed fish under a microscope. The scientists
watch while the cells divide and form different parts of the baby fish's body. In the development span
of 2-4 days, some form to make the eyes; others, the heart, the liver, the stomach, the skin, the fins, etc.,
until the fish is complete and ready to begin it's new life. Scientists will occasionally move a cell to another spot to see if it will still go on to form the same part of the body as it is known to do in other embryos or if it will do something different. Occasionally a cell is removed or destroyed to see what the
result is to the fish once it has developed. This is how scientists are discovering the causes of birth defects in human children and it's how they are trying to find a way to prevent these birth defects by understanding why they happen and what original cells are involved. So, this little obscure fish of the
Ganges is helping us to learn about how all vertebrates develop and why sometimes things go wrong
in that development to cause birth defects and other health problems. It is serving a very important role
in our understanding and some day it may play a huge role in overcoming these things.
Source: http://www.neuro.uoregon.edu/k12/FAQs.html
Zebrafish photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/8659392@N07/13896905021:
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S EEKING S TRONGER T EETH

ooth decay is the most prevalent chronic disease, and nearly 100%
of adults worldwide have filled or unfilled cavities. tooth decay is
painful and cavities are expensive to treat. decay compromises tooth
enamel, the outermost protective layer of a tooth. By analyzing the nanostructure and composition of tooth enamel in rodents, researchers are gaining
a better understanding of what makes tooth enamel better able to resist acid
corrosion so that they may develop better and more innovative ways to prevent
and treat tooth decay. in one such study, carried out in part at the APs, researchers discovered that a previously unknown component, a magnesiumrich amorphous material, weakens enamel resistance against acid attack. this
weakness can be overcome by replacing magnesium with iron.

T

Fig.1. (a) mouse (Mus musculus) incisor inner enamel. (b) rat (Rattus norvegicus) pigmented enamel. (c) mg
(24mg2+) ion positions in mouse outer enamel. (d) Fe (56Fe2+) ions in pigmented rat enamel. (e), (f) representative concentration profiles across grain boundaries. (g) mg K-edge x-ray absorption near edge spectra.
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teeth have to be tough, both mechanically and chemically. chewing
puts a lot of stress on teeth, as do the
corrosive chemical reactions that take
place when food and drink are in the
mouth. Bacteria in plaque turn sugars
into acids that degrade and dissolve
tooth enamel. saliva counters this
process by returning mouth ph to normal values, often less than one hour
after eating. saliva also contains calcium, phosphate, and hydroxide ions
that regenerate enamel. When the balance between decay and regeneration
is out of balance — such as when a
person eats foods that are high in
sugar, has poor dental hygiene, or suffers from certain medical conditions —
enamel is lost and decay ensues.
in enamel, tens of thousands of
long and thin nanowires of the mineral
hydroxylapatite (ohAp) are bundled
into rods; rods arranged in layers are
part of a complex weave that gives
enamel its strength. in this study, unpigmented mouse and rabbit tooth enamel
was used as a model for human tooth
enamel. Pigmented enamel, from
beavers and other rodents, contains
iron that gives the teeth a reddishbrown color and makes them stronger.
unpigmented enamel exposed to acid
etches rapidly along the sides of the
nanowires, causing the entire structure
to become unglued. Pigmented enamel
etches much more slowly because the
iron makes the teeth chemically resistant.
to find out why, the researchers
from northwestern university, Washington university, and Western Washington university used atom-probe
tomography to determine the
nanoscale structure and composition of
tooth enamel. Atom-probe tomography
strips atoms from a substance, one at a
time, layer by layer, and identifies them,
building a three-dimensional map. such
maps revealed that in unpigmented
enamel, there is a high concentration of
magnesium (mg) only at the grain
boundary between two nanowires, and
an even higher concentration where
three or more nanowires touch each
other. in pigmented enamel, there was
no mg, but very high concentrations of
iron (Fe) at the grain boundaries, al-

though not elsewhere in the enamel
(Fig. 1).
knowing that most mg in unpigmented and most Fe in pigmented
enamel was present only at the grain
boundaries, and not inside the
nanowires, researchers could better interpret the x-ray absorption near-edge
(xAnes) structure collected at the
dnd-cAt 5-Bm-d x-ray beamline at
the APs, and at a canadian light
source (cls) beamline. Analysis of the
extended x-ray absorption fine structure
data [Fig. 1 (g)] confirmed the qualitative analysis done by xAnes, revealing
that the environment of mg and Fe is
highly disordered and that mg is likely
present in unpigmented enamel in form
of mg-rich amorphous calcium phosphate (mg-AcP). iron in pigmented
enamel, on the other hand, exists in the
form of a mixture of ferrihydrite and calcium-substituted amorphous iron phosphate. this was the first time that the
existence of an inorganic phase other
than hydroxylapatite could be proven in
tooth enamel.
the presence of the amorphous
materials at the grain boundaries between the nanowires means that they
can be thought of as the glue that holds
the nanowires together. mg-AcP dissolves more readily in acid than in the
crystalline ohAp, which weakens the
enamel. the iron-rich phases in pigmented enamel, on the other hand, dissolve much more slowly than mg-AcP,
which explains why pigmented enamel
is more resistant against acid corrosion.
Atom-probe tomography further revealed that when unpigmented enamel
is treated with fluoride ions, the fluoride
ions travel rapidly along the grain
boundaries, but do not enter the
nanowires. this increases the resistance to acid etching, but the effect is
less powerful than that of iron.
in summary, it was found that the
presence and composition of amorphous phases dramatically affects the
physical and chemical properties of
tooth enamel. Future research will explore the composition of the amorphous
glue in human tooth enamel and how
that amorphous phase changes between healthy and decayed teeth. ultimately, researchers will find a way to

make human tooth enamel more like
pigmented enamel in rodents, which
will allow us to better prevent or treat
tooth decay. — Dana Desonie

See: lyle m. gordon1‡, michael j.
cohen1, keith W. macrenaris1, jill d.
Pasteris2, takele seda3, and derk
joester1*, “Amorphous intergranular
phases control the properties of rodent
tooth enamel,” science 347(6223), 746
(13 February 2015).
doi: 10.1126/science.1258950
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M EASURING M ANGANESE A CCUMULATION
IN THE B RAIN ’ S N EURONS

anganese (mn) acts as a cofactor to a variety of proteins necessary for proper bodily development and function. however, an
overabundance of manganese in the brain can result in manganism, a neurological condition resembling Parkinson’s disease. learning
more about exactly which populations of neurons are affected by manganese
accumulation is challenging due to the limitations of current imaging techniques. to overcome these limitations, researchers identified dopaminergic
cells in rat brains using a retrograde fluorescent label and then performed xray fluorescence (xrF) microscopy at the APs to determine the concentration
and distribution of manganese in two regions of the substantia nigra. rats
chronically exposed to manganese exhibited a significant accumulation of manganese in both the substantia nigra pars compacta (>170%) and the substantia nigra pars reticulata (>163%), as compared to controls. subcellular imaging
of dopaminergic cells demonstrated that manganese is located primarily in the
cytoplasm, where it would be available to interfere with dopamine production,
regulation, and release. x-ray fluorescence data about the distribution of metals in the brain and their involvement in the development of neurodegenerative
diseases can aid in the design of therapies.

M

manganese is required for normal
body functions and its dietary intake is
regulated by gut absorption. exposure
to mn, which is also critical to the production of steel, via inhalation or injection can increase the accumulation of
the metal ion in the brain. this accumulation can result in a condition called
manganism that shares many symptoms—tremors, stiffness, and slow
movements—with Parkinson’s disease,
a movement disorder resulting from the
loss of dopaminergic (dA) neurons
within the substantia nigra pars compacta (snc). cases of manganism
have been reported in miners, welders,
smelters, and abusers of ephedrine
and methcathinone.
direct observation of the overabundance of manganese in snc could
establish the biological basis underlying
manganism. cell culture experiments
have determined bulk manganese concentrations, but have failed to model
the effects of the blood-brain barrier on
manganese access to the brain and the
distribution of manganese among different brain structures. magnetic resonance imaging (mri) has been used to
observe manganese distribution in different regions of the living brain. how94
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ever, current mri resolution falls far
short of single-cell imaging. conversely,
techniques such as secondary ion
mass spectroscopy that can provide
subcellular resolution require ultra-thin
samples and cannot be used for largearea imaging and therefore have not
been used to localize manganese concentrations in the brain.
x-ray fluorescence microscopy
presents an alternative approach. this
technique permits the use of thick
slices of brain tissue for manganese
quantification with a wide range of possible spatial resolutions. in a series of
experiments, researchers from Purdue
university first used the in vivo retrograde tracer Fluorogold™ to fluorescently label dopaminergic cells of the
snc in rat brain tissue samples. they
subsequently performed in situ tissuelevel xrF scans (pixel size: 25 μm) of
the snc at the nsls-ii/xsd 8-Bm-B xray beamline and the Bio-cAt 18-id-d
x-ray beamline, both at the APs. Additional cellular-level scans (pixel size,
0.30 μm) were performed at the xsd 2id-d and 2-id-e beamlines, also at the
APs.
A significant change in the manganese content of the snc (>170%)

was observed in manganese-treated
groups as compared to control animals.
manganese was also significantly elevated in the neighboring substantia
nigra pars reticulata region (>163%). intracellular manganese concentrations
in snc ranged between 40–200 μm;
concentrations as low as 100-μm have
been observed to cause cell death in
vitro. the plasma manganese concentration in rats after 30 days of manganese exposure was 11–36 μg/l,
while manganese concentration in untreated animals was 3.5–5.6 μg/l. For
reference, a recent study of manganese-poisoned welders who developed manganism had levels between
8.2–36 μg/l.
the researchers used strong zinc
and potassium signals picked up in the
xrF images to identify the location of
snc cell nuclei and the outlines of cell
bodies, respectively (Fig. 1). they observed that manganese did not aggregate near the nucleus or the
mitochondria as had been previously
reported. rather, manganese is heterogeneously distributed throughout the
cell body, suggesting it is available to
interfere with various structures controlling dopamine production, regulation,

and release. Quantifying the accumulation of manganese in dopaminergic
cells of the snc may help clarify the relationship between manganese and the
loss of motor skills associated with
manganism. — Chris Palmer
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Fig. 1. X-ray fluorescence reveals metal ions accumulation, including manganese, in the substantia nigra brain region. (a) Schematic of rat coronal section. red box indicates the approximate region imaged by x-ray fluorescence
at 20 x 20 μm where the substantia nigra compacta (SNc) is prominently displayed. The tricolored image shows a higher accumulation of manganese (mn,
green) in the SNc than any neighboring region, e.g., the substantia nigra reticulata (SNr). (b) Optical fluorescence image (magnification 20x) of the SNc
where dopaminergic cells have been labeled in vivo using FluoroGold™ retrograde tracer. Dashed white box indicates the cell selected for XFr imaging
at 0.3 x 0.3 μm resolution displayed in panel (c). Taking potassium (K, red)
and zinc (Zn, blue) as a proxy for the extent of the cell body and nucleus respectively, the tricolored image demonstrates that mn (green) accumulation is
primarily found within the cell body.
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M ICE WITH B IG H EARTS A ID T REATMENT
H YPERTROPHIC C ARDIOMYOPATHY

Fig. 1. Pictured is a small-angle x-ray diffraction pattern of papillary muscle fibers from hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy D166v mice under relaxation conditions (pCa 8). Note, the well resolved 1,0 and
1,1 equatorial reflections originating from the myosin (1,0) and actin-myosin (1,1) filaments. Pattern
collected at Bio-CAT.
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ypertrophic cardiomyopathy (hcm) is a genetic condition in which
a portion of the heart muscle is thicker than it is supposed to be.
this thickening of the heart muscle often causes no symptoms
and many people lead full, normal lives with hcm. however, hcm is also the
major cause of sudden cardiac death in young athletes, and risk of sudden
cardiac death is increased in people with hcm. it is therefore important to understand the mechanisms of the disease and identify therapeutic targets that
could lessen disease progression and improve quality of life. the disease originates from mutations in genes encoding the major contractile proteins of the
heart and, since children have a 50% chance of inheriting the mutation from an
affected parent, it is possible to identify people who have it. however, no treatments for hcm currently exist. A team of researchers carried out a study that
included work at the APs, utilizing a mouse model of hcm to define the defect
at the molecular level and has found a way to reverse it. their work suggests
that small molecule drugs targeted to specific heart muscle proteins could offer
a promising treatment.

H

the researchers, from the university of miami miller school of medicine
and the illinois institute of technology,
have been working with a mouse model
of hcm for some time. the mice harbor
a mutation in a heart muscle protein
called “cardiac myosin regulatory light
chain” (rlc) and develop hcm in the
first few months of life. the mutation,
designated d166v, is a change of an
aspartic acid (d) for a valine (v) amino
acid at position 166 in the rlc amino
acid sequence. this small change disrupts the phosphorylation-mediated
regulation of the rlc by myosin light
chain kinase that adds a phosphate
group to the rlc at serine 15 (s15).
the team showed that this dysregulation is correlated to defects in cardiac
muscle function in the mice consistent
with hcm.
their hypothesis was that if they
could find a way to phosphorylate s15
in their hcm mouse model, the remote
defect caused by d166v could be reversed.
in order to test the hypothesis,
they first showed that phosphorylation
of hcm mouse muscle fibers in vitro
could restore some of the contractile
defect. the next step was to find a way
to make the change in vivo. For this,
they made another mutation in the
mouse rlc protein. they changed s15
to aspartic acid (d) to make s15dd166v mice. the s15d change is designed to mimic the effect of a
phosphate group at that site in an at-

tempt to restore proper regulation of the
rlc protein.
And that is just what happened.
the s15d/d166v mice had normal
heart size, did not have the structural
abnormalities seen in the hcm mice,
and had significantly improved cardiac
function. their heart muscle fibers performed significantly better in in vitro
tests that probed the molecular defects
seen in hcm and the muscles also
looked normal by electron microscopy.
low-angle x-ray scattering experiments
performed at the Bio-cAt 18-id-d
beamline at the APs showed that the
spacing of the muscle fibers that was
disrupted in hcm mice was restored to
proper functional spacing in the s15dd166v mice (Fig. 1).
But why does this mutation at position 166, so distant from the phosphorylation site at position 15, cause this
defective muscle function? the team
addressed this question too. they used
the human rlc protein structure to
model the effects of the amino acid
changes and showed that the d166v
change moves the spacing of the serine 15 in such a way as to change the
shape of the protein. Addition of the
s15d restores the spacing to almost
normal levels, allowing for more normal
regulation.
the researchers suggest that
small-molecule drugs designed to
phosphorylate the rlc at position 15,
or add a group that mimics phosphorylation as they did here, might be capa-

ble at reversing the effects of hcm mutations in affected individuals. their future research aims to explore the
therapeutic potential of the pseudophosphorylated rlc construct, in which
aspartic acid is replaced for phosphorylatable serine 15 (s15d) using adenoassociated virus (AAv). recombinant
AAv vectors provide an ideal vehicle to
carry s15d-rlc into the failing myocardium.
the research team’s hypothesis is
that rlc phosphorylation plays a universal rescue role in the disease progression and the pseudophosphorylated rlc can act as a therapeutic agent to mitigate detrimental
hcm phenotypes. — Sandy Field
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M EMBRANE P OTENTIAL S HAPES
B IOLOGICAL M EMBRANES

he inside of cells can be negative or positive with respect to the environment outside the cellular membrane, a charge imbalance called the membrane potential.
this biological phenomenon drives many key biological processes, from the generation of energy-rich molecules to the firing of nerve cells. one theory is that the membrane potential activates these processes by reordering the lipids that make up the cellular
membrane. to investigate the role of the membrane potential in the organization of lipids
in the membrane, researchers developed a system that mimics the biological membrane.
they then examined the structure of the biomimetic membrane under a range of different
membrane potentials with x-ray reflectivity measurements taken at the APs. the researchers found that membrane stability depends on the potential, an important insight for
understanding how membranes spur biological processes.

T
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to create the biomimetic membrane, the researchers from the university of illinois at chicago, northern
illinois university, and the university of
chicago used a liquid-liquid electrochemical sample cell, which allowed
them to apply a potential to their sample. this cell contained two liquid layers, separated by a horizontal layer of
lipids that imitated the membrane. the
top layer consisted of a water solution
designed to mimic the exterior of cells,
with a ph of 7.2 and 100 mm nacl. the
bottom layer contained 1,2dichloroethane (dce), an oily lipophilic
liquid. the membrane imitation was
made up of 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (soPc). soPc
is an unsaturated lipid, which are common in natural cellular membranes. the
lipid's hydrophilic head group, phosphocholine, orients itself toward the aqueous top layer of the cell, while the
hydrophobic tail points down into the
dce layer, forming a lipid monolayer.
the next step was to take the electrochemical cell to the chemmatcArs
beamline 15-id-B,c,d at the APs for
examination by x-ray reflectivity. in this
method, the x-ray beam is directed at
an angle toward the lipid monolayer.
the beam reflects off the monolayer,
carrying with it electron density information that can be interpreted as the
thickness of the biomimetic membrane.
the researchers collected x-ray reflectivity data on the monolayer over a
range of biologically relevant membrane potentials, from -150 mv to +130
< Fig. 1. Snapshot from a molecular dynamics
simulation of a layer of SOPC lipids at the
water-DCE interface. yellow and blue dots in
the water phase represent sodium and chloride
ions, whereas organic ions are represented by
the small molecules in the DCE phase. water
and DCE molecules are not shown, except for
the oxygen (red) of water molecules within the
region of the lipid headgroups. Overlaid on
the simulation snapshot are lines that illustrate
the path of x-rays used in APS experiments.
Also shown on either side of the interface are
planar mesh electrodes, which are connected
to a voltage source that imposes the membrane potential during experiments.

mv. over this range, the electron density profile of the monolayer didn't
change, suggesting that the lipids maintained a similar order. however, when
the researchers increased the potential
further, up to +330 mv, the monolayer
began to change.
Based on the x-ray reflectivity data,
the researchers determined that the
electron density of the monolayer decreased at potentials above +130 mv.
the decrease in electron density corresponded to a decrease of lipid density
at the liquid interface by nearly a factor
of two. the density change corresponded to a reconfiguration of the lipid
at the membrane interface. the thickness and electron density of the monolayer at higher potentials also indicated
that water molecules must intercalate
among the lipid's headgroups on the
aqueous side of the monolayer, while
on the tail side there must be dce solvation.
to provide complementary experimental data, the researchers studied
the monolayer with quasi-elastic light
scattering, which measures interfacial
tension. in this method, laser light is
transmitted through the lipid monolayer
and then projected through a grating.
the diffracted light is converted into a
spectrum, which can be interpreted as
interfacial tension. the interfacial tension rises with increasing membrane
potential, which supports the idea that
the lipid reconfigures itself at higher potentials to decrease occupancy at the
interface. As lipid leaves the interface,
the tension of the interface rises to approach the higher value of the bare
water-dce interface. therefore, the
quasi-elastic light scattering data is
consistent with the x-ray reflectivity
data.
As an independent test, the researchers performed a molecular dynamics simulation on the system,
basically recreating the electrochemical
cell experiment inside a computer. reassuringly, the monolayer structures
observed in the simulation squared well
with those calculated from the x-ray reflectivity data. the simulations showed
that the changes in structure at higher
membrane potentials are due to the in-

crease in interfacial surface area for
each lipid, and secondarily to electric
dipole-related considerations. taken together, the simulations and experiments suggest that dipole interactions
of zwitterionic lipids (lipids with ions
having separate positively and negatively charged groups) with electric
fields of the strength commonly found
in biological systems play a relatively
minor role in lipid organization, but that
other effects such as electric field-induced chemical reactions can have a
significant effect.
the research team has plans for
future experiments to investigate other
biophysical processes that are driven
by electric fields. of particular interest
are processes at the nerve synapse
and the binding of peripheral membrane proteins to biomembranes.
— Erika Gebel Berg
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organic liquid−liquid interface,” j.
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10.1021/jp5098525
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P REFERENTIAL A CCUMULATION OF A
VANADIUM -B ASED A GENT IN C ANCERS
1
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Fig. 1. Top row: XFm images of samples of muscle (left), lymphoid aggregate (center),
and adenoma (right) from mouse colon tissue with a gadolinium-based mrI contrast
agent. Bottom row: XFm images of the same tissue samples, but imaged with a vanadium-based agent. The vanadium signal is strong only in the cancerous tissue, while
the gadolinium signal is weak there and stronger in the other two tissue types.
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roi-3: Adenoma

1

ontrast agents that are selectively taken up by certain cells or tissues are
widely used to enhance the effectiveness of magnetic resonance imaging
(mri), especially for the detection of cancers. mri offers high resolution
and, unlike computer-aided tomography scans or positron emission tomography,
mri does not expose patients to radiation. using x-ray fluorescence microscopy
(xFm) and x-ray absorption spectroscopy, researchers utilizing the APs have shown
that a vanadium-based contrast agent greatly improves the detectability of colon
cancers in mice. the vanadium compound accumulates preferentially in hot spots
that appear to mark the presence of the most aggressive cancer cells. the work suggests that vanadium-based contrast agents used in conjunction with mri could be
a powerful tool for early cancer detection.

C

earlier research established that a
vanadium chelate, vanadyl bisacetylacetonate or vo(acac)2, increased the
mri signal from prostate cancers in
mice, but the mechanism by which it
did so was not known. A research team
from the university of chicago and Argonne undertook a further study to better understand how vo(acac)2 works,
and compare it to omniscan, a commercially available, gadolinium-based
contrast agent. omniscan is a sensitive
agent for tracking blood flow, but it is
not specific to cancer cells. For example, it produces a strong signal in benign fibroadenomas in the breast as
well as in malignant breast tumors.
omniscan remains in tissue only
for a short time, whereas vo(acac)2
lingers for at least two hours. the two
agents were, therefore, injected into
test mice at different times, 10 min and
120 min respectively, before colon tissue samples could be extracted.
Working at the xsd beamline 2-ide at the APs, the team conducted rapid
xFm scans, with 5-μm resolution, on
tissue samples measuring 2 mm x 2
mm. these scans demonstrated that
both gadolinium and vanadium could
be mapped by xFm, and enabled the
researchers to pick out for further study
areas showing a noticeable signal from
either of those elements. tissue samples from control mice, without cancer,
showed the expected anatomical structures but had no interesting concentrations of either gadolinium or vanadium.
examination of tissue samples
from mice with cancer revealed a very
different story. the team compared
three types of tissue: muscle, lymphoid
aggregates, and adenoma (tumor).
high-resolution (0.3-μm) xFm of these
selected regions showed that gadolin-

ium accumulated mainly in the first two
tissue types, and hardly at all in the
cancerous material.
vanadium did the opposite, making
a clear distinction between the cancerous and normal regions. the vanadium
signal in the cancerous tissue was not
uniform, but concentrated in a number
of discrete hot spots. high-resolution
xFm scans of these hot spots indicated
that vanadium accumulated within cancer cells. gadolinium, on the other
hand, remained outside cells.
these findings are consistent with
laboratory cell culture studies suggesting that vanadyl chelates such as
vo(acac)2 are taken up by cells in proportion to their rate of glycolysis, the
metabolic mechanism by which cells
derive energy from glucose. Fast-growing cancer cells have high glycolysis
rates, making it plausible that
vo(acac)2 would be selectively taken
up by cancers and therefore would be a
good contrast agent for cancer detection.
in addition, the detection of hot
spots in the vanadium signal from tumor tissue — and the fact that such hot
spots were not found in any sample of
non-cancerous tissue — suggests that
vo(acac)2 has the virtue of picking out
the most aggressive cell growth areas
within a tumor.
As a final check, the team conducted x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(in particular x-ray absorption near
edge structure) measurements on tissue samples at xsd beamline 8-Bm-B,
and found that vanadium accumulating
in cancerous cells remained in the +4
oxidation state; this is the paramagnetic
oxidation state that produces contrast
on mri. this test confirmed that vanadium continues to be a good contrast

agent even after it has been absorbed
into a cell.
in newer work, the researchers are
testing the usefulness of vo(acac)2 for
other types of cancers in mice, and are
working with chemists at northern
michigan university to develop other
vanadyl chelates that would have an
even better tissue selectivity.
— David Lindley
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T HE Z INC S PARKS

OF

L IFE

hat poets have noted, scientists have confirmed: life does indeed
begin with a spark. moments after fertilization, mouse egg cells release coordinated explosions of zinc atoms, a biological fireworks display that is essential for the normal development of an embryo. using data collected
at the APs, researchers figured out that the so-called “zinc sparks” erupt from tiny
vesicles dotted along the inner surface of the cell membrane. the high-resolution
data also allowed them to count how many zinc atoms are contained within each
vesicle, a million on average. these findings provide fundamental knowledge about
how zinc atoms initiate life processes. Plus, unpublished work suggested that the
more zinc atoms released, the better the chance that the embryo will develop, offering tantalizing possibilities for in vitro fertilization. in the future, physicians may
be able to select only the healthiest embryo for implantation by detecting the postfertilization zinc sparks.

W

Fig. 1. Zinc and sulfur x-ray fluorescence microscopy maps of a whole mouse eggs. The hemispherical,
punctate zinc distribution strongly mimics that seen using live-cell confocal microscopy and overlays
with the sulfur map, which is being used as an indicator for the cell’s entire mass.

to further investigate zinc biology,
the scientists developed a novel fluorescent probe for zinc that works at 50
nm, which is a much lower concentration than the tens of micromolar required for existing probes. since
probes bind zinc, it is important to
work with them at minimal concentrations lest they perturb local zinc concentrations, the very thing they are
designed to monitor. then, the researchers added the probe to mouse
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egg cells that were chemically activated, creating a parthenote, an egg
that begins mitosis but without sperm
cells. using live-cell fluorescent imaging, the researchers followed the zinc
during the zinc spark as it moved from
membrane-bound vesicles out of the
cell, supporting the theory that the
zinc released in these spark events
originates in the vesicles. A count of
the vesicles put their number at “Zinc” cont’d. on page 104

FATTY F ILMS P REFER C OPPER

he lipid bilayer membranes that encapsulate cells are the gatekeepers of life, determining what enters and exits the cell. langmuir monolayers resemble half a membrane, making them less suited to study
transmembrane processes but most suited to mimic processes at membrane
surfaces. to better understand the interfacial interaction properties of such
monolayers with divalent metal ions, scientists performed synchrotron-based
x-ray diffraction techniques of langmuir monolayers of amphiphilic calixarenes
at the APs. their findings demonstrate that the monolayers preferentially interact with copper ions.

T

Fig. 1. A calixarene-based Langmuir monolayer at the interface between water (blue background)
and air (white background). The water contains the metal ions shown, with copper associating with the
monolayer more strongly than the other ions. Gray spheres represent carbon atoms and red spheres
represent oxygen atoms.

While most of the langmuir monolayer
research has focused on amphiphiles with a
single lipid chain attached to a head group
with a single charge, in this study the researchers from the university of Applied sciences and Arts northwestern switzerland,
iowa state university, Argonne, and the university of Basel (switzerland) investigated
the self-assembly properties of amphiphilic
calix[4]arenes. these macrocycles possess
a rigid truncated-cone shape bearing four
alkyl chains as hydrophobic functions and
four carboxylic groups as polar moieties. the
presence of a cavity and multiple polar func-

tions favors the interaction of
calix[4]arene-based langmuir monolayers with divalent cations.
As a first step, the researchers
performed langmuir compression
isotherm experiments to determine the
interaction properties of calix[4]arenebased langmuir monolayers with cu2+,
co2+, ni2+, and mn2+ ions at the airwater interface. surface pressure-area
compression isotherms indicated that
the monolayers interact with the selected ions at the interface at a relatively low concentration of the ions in
the aqueous subphase, i.e., 10-5 m.
Brewster angle microscopy images detailed the overarching structure of the
monolayers, revealing that the microscopic properties of the monolayers
are significantly affected by cu2+ ions.
to examine in detail how each
metal interacts with these monolayers,
the researchers performed a series of
experiments at the xsd beamline 9id-B,c at the APs. the first experiment was synchrotron-based x-ray
reflectivity. A highly collimated and intense x-ray beam hits the surface at
the grazing angle such that the light is
reflected off of the surface. the analysis revealed that a thicker layer is
measured in the presence of copper
ions in the subphase, therefore proving
their interfacial interaction with the
monomolecular film.
next, the researchers performed
x-ray near-total-reflection fluorescence. this approach gives quantitative information, indicating the exact
ratio of metal to monolayer molecule.
they found a 1-to-1 ratio of copper to
carboxylic acid (that is, four metals per
molecule of calixarene), but only a
0.15-to-1 ratio of cobalt to carboxylic
acid. this provided the strongest evidence showing preferential binding of
copper to the calixarene-based langmuir monolayer.
the third x-ray experiment was
grazing incidence x-ray diffraction,
which provides information on the
structure of the monolayer. these
measurements indicated that the diffraction pattern of the calix[4]arene“Fatty” cont’d. on page 104
a rgonnE n ational l aBoratory
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“Zinc” cont’d. from page 102
around 8000 per cell, but these probebased fluorescence imaging experiments cannot resolve individual zinc
atoms. scanning electron microscopy
provided a detailed image of the subcellular compartments, but can only
see a fraction of the cell at one time.
so the researchers turned to the APs
for both the big cell picture and the little zinc details.
to quantitatively map and count
the zinc atoms, the researchers first
used the Bionanoprobe at the ls-cAt
21-id-d beamline at the APs for x-ray
fluorescence. this approach defines regions of space on the order of 30 nm to
40 nm, providing an image of a whole
slice of the egg at one time (Fig. 1). the
Bionanoprobe can focus x-rays very
finely to study tiny spots within biological samples. When the x-rays hit an
atom, they undergo fluorescence emission and eject photons in the x-ray region of the spectrum; the photons are
captured and used to create an image
of the sample. the energy of the emitted photons are characteristic of the
type of atom, allowing the researchers
to map the concentrations of many individual elements, including zinc.
the Bionanoprobe experiment provided two-dimensional pictures of cell
slices, but to get an even more complete picture of the fertilized eggs, the
researchers went to xsd beamline 2id-e at the APs to perform three-dimensional elemental tomography on
the intact egg. the method is similar to
the Bionanoprobe approach, but the
beamline setup makes it possible to tilt
the sample. this allowed the team to
build a three-dimensional image of the
egg, virtual slice by virtual slice.
the x-ray fluorescence synchrotron data supported results from the
visible fluorescence-probe experiments—i.e., that the zinc for sparks is
sequestered in vesicles near the
plasma membrane—but added quantitative data: there are about a million
zinc atoms per vesicle.
Putting all the pieces together, the
researchers estimate that there are approximately 8 x 109 zinc atoms within
the vesicles, which accounts for about
15% of the total zinc within the mature
mouse egg. Previous research showed
that, after fertilization, the total zinc
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content of the cell dips by 10-20%, supporting the idea that the release of zinc
from vesicles (the zinc sparks) is responsible for the post-fertilization decrease in intracellular zinc
concentration.
there are still many unanswered
questions, however, such as what the
zinc sparks do to the cell. the zinc may
react with molecules on the surface of
the egg, causing the egg surface to
harden and block any additional sperm
from entering the cell. Alternatively, the
zinc could directly affect sperm cells or
the egg's environment.
the researchers are now looking at
sperm and egg cells from different organisms—worms, frogs, monkeys, and
humans—to see if zinc fluxes, including
these zinc spark phenomenon, are universal features of meiosis, egg maturation, and fertilization. Furthermore, they
are working directly with doctors who
specialize in in vitro fertilization to explore the idea that more zinc sparks
shine a light on embryo health. — Erika
Gebel Berg
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-based langmuir monolayers on the
aqueous cu2+ subphase is significantly
different from that on pure water. this
result is ascribed to the formation of
non-uniform clusters of cu2+ ions underneath the monomolecular films.
this set of analyses demonstrated
that the monolayers interact more with
copper than cobalt, nickel and manganese ions. despite that, no evidence
of monolayer crystallinity upon interaction with copper was observed. in future experiments, the researchers plan
to alter the structure of the amphiphile,
shortening the lipid chains from 12 carbons to 3 carbons, in hopes of creating
a crystalline langmuir monolayer.
— Erika Gebel Berg
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E BOLA G IVES U P S OME

OF I TS

Fig 1. The crystal structure of an Ebola virus nucleonucleoprotein (blue) in complex with a peptide “chaper one” (yellow). The peptide keeps the nucleoprotein
in a monomeric state, preventing oligomerization
into the nucleocapsid that encapsulates the viral
genome and facilitates viral replication. Credit:
Michael Pique, The Scripps Research Institute
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bola is a deceptively simple virus, with only seven genes to its name.
yet, ebola is deadly, with a mortality rate approaching 90%; a recent
outbreak in multiple African countries killed thousands, owing to difficulties with containment and a lack of effective treatments. to combat ebola,
scientists must understand, in detail, how ebola works. researchers at the
scripps research institute collected data at the gm/cA-xsd 23-id-B and 23id-d beamlines at the APs to solve a detailed crystal structure of the ebola
virus nucleoprotein. this protein forms a protective vessel, the nucleocapsid,
around the ebola genome and is essential for viral replication. the crystal
structure provides key insights about the nucleoprotein and may one day help
researchers develop new medications to block the formation and function of
the nucleocapsid, thereby stopping ebola in its tracks.

E

to facilitate viral replication, the nucleocapsid must form at the right place
and at the right time, encapsulating a
complete viral rnA genome. the ebola
virus tightly regulates the formation of
the nucelocapsid with a chaperone that
it encodes, called vP35. this protein
binds tightly to the nucleoprotein, which
prevents the nucleoprotein from linking
with other nucleoprotein molecules and
forming the nucleocapsid.
in this study, the scripps team
sought pieces of vP35 that bind to the
nucleoprotein. the scripps team identified the first 80 residues of vP35, starting from the n-terminus, bound to the
nucleoprotein, suggesting that it may
be involved in chaperoning activity. indeed, when the team mixed the vP35
peptide with the nucleoprotein, they
found the nucleoprotein remained
monomeric and rnA-free. using mass
spectrometry, the team honed in on the
exact residues in the two proteins that
are likely to interact. next, they constructed a fusion protein containing
only those regions from vP35 and nucleoprotein that seem to interact with
each other, and proceeded to crystallize the complex.
crystals in hand, the researchers
went to the gm/cA-xsd beamlines at
the APs to collect diffraction data. the
crystals diffracted to a resolution of 2.4
Å, which allowed the researchers to
see the orientation of individual side
chains in the proteins’ crystal structure,
a high level of detail. the structures
showed the nucleoprotein was somewhat peanut-shaped, with the vP35
peptide binding to a hydrophobic surface on the nucleoprotein’s c-terminal
domain. the nucleoprotein itself uses
that surface to align with other nucleo-

protein molecules, and link up via nand c-terminal “arms” to build the nucleocapsid.
removing the vP35 peptide from
the complex triggered the nucleoprotein
to oligomerize, or join a number of molecules of (a monomer) together to form
an oligomer, a molecular complex that
consists of a few monomer units. this
supports the idea that vP35 chaperones the nucleoprotein and keeps the
nucleocapsid from forming prematurely.
vP35 also kept rnA from binding
to the nucleoprotein; the researchers
believe that binding to ebola’s viral rnA
genome facilitates the formation of the
nucleocapsid. however, it appears that
vP35 inhibits rnA binding indirectly: it
prevents nP oligomerization, and
oligomerization is required to bind rnA.
All these bits of information may
contribute to development of a novel
therapy. scientists are already attempting to develop inhibitors of nucleocapsid formation, but have been doing so
in the dark. this structure of the vP35bound nucleoprotein, determined at the
highest resolution yet, clearly shows
the locations that, if an inhibitor bound
there, would disrupt the interactions
that allow nucleocapsid formation.
in future work, the scripps researchers hope to visualize the complete nucleocapsid, providing additional
information for the eventual development of drugs that can thwart the ebola
virus. Furthermore, this research may
help scientists develop treatments for
other dangerous viruses that are
closely related to ebola, such as the
sudan virus and the marburg virus.
— Erika Gebel Berg
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and replication was present at the APs.
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A P OTENTIAL T REATMENT TARGET
E BOLA D ISEASE

he ebola virus (eBov) disease is a highly fatal viral hemorrhagic
fever. the 2014–2015 ebola outbreak in West Africa was the largest
in history, and was an unprecedented public health crisis. Although
the outbreak has now abated, the spread of the disease to non-African countries highlighted the significant public health threat of this pathogen that produces a disease that normally exists in animals, but that can infect humans.
the ebola virus has an intricate replication mechanism, the efficiency of which
requires the virus to go undetected by the immune system of the infected host.
the exact details of how the ebola virus interacts with host cells to promote
viral infection and replication have been poorly understood. consequently, no
vaccines or antiviral agents against ebola virus disease are currently available. in work performed at the APs, researchers determined how the virus is
able to expose the viral rnA template to replication machinery in the host cell
at just the right time, allowing viral rnA to replicate without activating the immune system. the results of this study could open the door for the development of effective therapies for people infected with ebola virus disease.

T

the eBov genome is relatively
simple. it consists of a single linear
strand of negative-sense rnA and contains only seven open reading frames,
which encode essential viral proteins.
instructions for protein synthesis are
stored in the viral rnA itself. negative
sense means that the rnA is essentially a mirror image of the messenger
form of rnA (mrnA) that is the template for protein synthesis in mammals.
therefore, before eBov replication can
occur in the host cell, its negativesense rnA must convert into positivesense rnA when the virus enters the
host. Because positive-sense rnA is
similar to mammalian mrnA, eBov
replication can then proceed in the host
cell.
A team of researchers led by the
Washington university school of medicine, has been particularly interested in
eBov replication mechanisms. in
2008, they were the first to solve any
part of the structure of the eBov protein vP35, which is important in several
stages of the eBov life cycle, including
in rnA synthesis.
in work performed at the sBc-cAt
beamline 19-id-d at the APs, they also
recently defined a key region of vP35
and the nucleoprotein (nP) that interact
to regulate viral replication, and thereby
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represent a target for therapeutic development for ebola virus disease.
Before eBov can replicate itself,
the nP coat that covers the viral rnA
has to be removed to expose the viral
rnA to machinery in the host cell that
makes copies of the virus. the nP coat
serves as a protective coat that prevents the rnA from initiating host immune responses that could destroy the
virus. the researchers showed that
vP35 binds to the viral nP coat (Fig. 1),
thereby removing the protective coat
before the viral rnA is copied and preventing nP from attaching to other rnA
in the host cell. After viral replication,
vP35 then returns new nP to bind only
to eBov rnA. they identified an intrinsically disordered peptide (where the
secondary structure is represented by a
random coil) as a key region of vP35
that binds nP during replication.
Alternative forms of vP35 was introduced into eBov-infected cultured
cells. these forms contained the region
of vP35 that removed the nP coat but
not the region that returned the coat
after viral replication. consequently, the
virus was unable to survive.
the results of this research therefore have potential to guide future work
in the development of therapeutic
agents against eBov and to signifi-

FOR

cantly affect the treatment of patients
infected with this highly pathogenic
virus. — Nicola Parry
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Fig. 1. Complex structure of the Ebola virus vP35 nucleoprotein binding peptide (purple) bound to the N-terminal
domain of the nucleoprotein (green).
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B UILDING

A

B ETTER A SPIRIN

Fig. 1. Representation of the mPGES-1 active site with an inhibitor shown
in yellow stick model and glutathione shown in magenta stick model is
shown. Two of the three mPGES monomers that form the active site are
shown in cyan and orange. Aspirin photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/curtisperry/8346000354
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esearchers have been working for decades to improve upon the first
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (nsAid), commonly known as
aspirin. nsAids deliver efficacy by inhibiting enzymes in the pathway that produce pro-inflammatory mediators called prostaglandins. newer
versions of nsAids such as ibuprofen, naproxen, and celecoxib (more commonly known as Advil, Aleve, or celebrex) are the mainstay of treatment for
pain, from minor bumps and bruises to more serious chronic pain and inflammatory conditions such as arthritis and cancer. however, these drugs also have
gastrointestinal side effects and are associated with rare fatal adverse reactions, researchers from lilly Biotechnology center san diego and lilly research laboratories (indianapolis) believe they can do better. the team hopes
that their research on the structure of the microsomal prostaglandin synthase
1 (mPges-1 enzyme), carried out at the APs will provide a framework for the
rational design of new molecules that can control inflammation and pain without troublesome side effects.

R

their approach is to specifically inhibit an enzyme that generates the inflammatory prostaglandin Pge2, while
leaving the pathway free to produce
beneficial prostaglandins, thus minimizing side effects. Prostaglandins are
small lipid signaling molecules that
serve as messengers that mediate
everything from inflammation, blood
clotting, and blood pressure to the immune system and the sleep/wake
cycle. current nsAids inhibit a family
of enzymes called cyclooxygenases
(cox-1, a constitutively active enzyme,
and cox-2, an inducible enzyme) that
comprise the first steps in a signaling
cascade that generates a number of
different prostaglandins including the
proinflammatory Pge2, a mediator of
pain and fever.
however, cox-derived
prostaglandins other than Pge2 are important in the regulation of blood clotting, blood pressure, and control of
gastrointestinal integrity, and this is
where indiscriminate modulation of this
pathway can give rise to side effects.
cox-1 inhibitors, like aspirin and
ibuprofen, are nonselective and block
the entire constitutive part of this pathway, resulting in side effects such as
bleeding and gastrointestinal symptoms. the more selective cox-2 inhibitors, like celecoxib, block the
inducible portion of the pathway, giving
similar efficacy, but nonetheless are associated with higher rates of serious
cardiovascular side effects.
What if one could selectively block
the mediator of inflammation, pain, and
fever but keep the other actions of the

cox-generated prostaglandins? one
approach is to inhibit the next enzyme
in line, mPges-1, that makes Pge-2
from prostaglandin h2 but doesn’t block
the other “good” pathways that flow
from prostaglandin h2. supporting this
hypothesis are studies in mice that
have shown that knocking out the
mPges-1 gene reduces fever, inflammation, and pain responses.
the structure of mPges-1 has already been solved and a number of
small molecules that inhibit its activity
have been identified. the mPges-1
structure contains three copies of the
protein in a complex with three molecules of glutathione that bind to the interfaces between the mPges-1
monomers. in order to understand the
mechanisms leading to inhibition of
mPges-1, the lilly team, utilizing highbrightness x-ray beams from the lrlcAt beamline 31-id-d at the APs,
solved the structure of mPges-1
bound to four different inhibitors. the
four inhibitors were chosen from a
larger group of possible candidates
based on an assay that the team developed using a differential static lightscattering assay to determine which
inhibitors best stabilized the protein and
would be most likely to facilitate crystallization of the respective complexes.
Analysis of the specific molecular
interactions of each inhibitor in the active site showed the inhibitors bind
tightly into a groove at the top of the active site with their head groups bound in
a pocket above the glutathione molecule (Fig. 1). the tail end of each of the
inhibitors lies outside of the catalytic

groove and is exposed to solvent.
these findings offer an opportunity
for optimizing the interaction between
the inhibitors and mPges-1 to improve
the action of potential drugs. interestingly, the structures also show that
many of the critical contacts that are
made between the mPges-1 protein
and the inhibitors are at amino acids
that are not conserved between human
and mouse/rat mPges-1 sequences.
this is important because it has implications for the testing of any candidate
inhibitors in animal models. the researchers noted that this likely explains
why the guinea pig, which does have
those critical amino acids conserved,
was a better model for testing a previous mPges-1 inhibitor.
What’s next for the lilly group?
the team has used this structural information to design and optimize unique
inhibitors with superior potency for testing in human trials. Publications detailing these efforts will be forthcoming.
— Sandy Field
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THE INSIDE STORY OF AN
RNA-SHREDDING MOLECULAR MACHINE

uilding biological molecules is an important life process, but so too is breaking them
down if they are defective or no longer needed. the body shreds faulty or superfluous
rnA with a molecular machine called the exosome, but puzzles about it remain. For
example, the exosome sometimes completely degrades rnA, while, in some cases, it simply
gives the rnA a trim. By solving the structure of a particular exosome from data collected at
the APs, researchers from the max Planck institute of Biochemistry (germany) have added to
our knowledge about this important process, thus helping to unravel how the exosome personalizes its rnA degradation strategy.

B

Fig 1. multiple rNA paths in the nuclear exosome complex during pre-ribosomal processing. Left: Nuclear Exosome structure bound to single-stranded rNA. The pre-ribosome shows a 3' rNA extension (black line) that is trimmed by the core exosome via rrp6/47 (red and blue) in the rNA binding mode. A second rNA path is observed in the complex, which gives
direct access to the core exosome catalytic center rrp44 (pink). Center: Nuclear exosome structure bound to duplex rNA at
the 5' end. This structure depicts a scenario in which the core exosome stalls and rrp6/47 (red and blue) swings away from
the channel entrance, once the nuclear exosome reaches a bulky rNA substrate, such as the pre-ribosome. This leaves behind an unprocessed 30-nt-long 5.8S 3'extension. Right: The core exosome complex is then released from the rNA substrate and rrp6 (red) takes over the trimming process in the rNA degrading mode. Image: ©Debora makino, max Planck
Institute of Biochemistry
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rnA performs a variety of functions in the cell. For example, messenger rnA carries the biological
instructions for making proteins while
ribosomal rnA forms the core of ribosomes. While the exosome may chop
up a strand of messenger rnA entirely, to help regulate protein expression levels, it processes ribosomal
rnA differently, giving it a precise slice
that converts the molecule from a premature to a mature form. how does
the exosome figure out what to do with
a particular rnA? the key may be that
there are different flavors of exosome
complexes that are bound to specific
regulatory proteins depending on their
location in the cell.
in previous work, d. makino of
this research team solved the structure
of the “core” exosome (exo-10) also
from yeast, a popular organism for eukaryotic protein studies. this complex
is called the core exosome because all
varieties of exosome in the yeast cell
share this same set of 10 proteins, but
differ with respect to additional helper
or regulatory proteins that bind to it.
From this earlier structural work, the
researchers knew that exo-10 consists
of nine proteins that form a barrelshaped structure. single-stranded
rnA threads itself through this barrel
until it encounters the tenth protein,
rrp44, which is the catalytic center responsible for chewing up the rnA.
the exosome in a yeast cell's nucleus (exo-12) has, in addition to the
exo-10 proteins, two additional proteins, rrp6 and rrp47. these two proteins, for example, recognize
ribosomal rnA, allowing the nuclear
exosome to trim and mature a ribosomal rnA. the team suspected that the
structure of exo-12 could help explain
how these two helper proteins bind to
the core exosome and help it identify
specific rnA substrates and trim it.
For the exo-12 structural studies,
the researchers wanted to capture the
molecular machine in action — with
the rnA inside the complex and exo12 poised to make its first cut (Fig. 1).
to trap rnA in the complex, the researchers mutated residues in rrp6
and rrp44. the mutations don't interfere with rnA entering into and binding to the complex, but stop exo-12

from degrading or processing the
rnA.
in this same work, the rrp6 structure bound to rnA has been solved by
B. schuch, another member of the
team, who observed that the rrp6 can
bind to rnA in either the rnA-binding
or rnA-degrading modes.
to see how the nuclear exosome
responds to different types of rnA, the
researchers mixed exo-12 with two
rnA varieties: one that mimicked the
bulky structure of a ribosomal rnA
with a duplex rnA (center panel) and
another that was a shorter singlestranded substrate (left panel). they
expressed each of the 12 proteins that
make up exo-12, purified them and
crystallized exo-12 complexes bound
to either of the two rnA varieties and
brought about 300 crystals to the APs.
utilizing the imcA-cAt beamline
17-id-B at the APs, the researchers
solved the crystal structure of exo-12
with the single-stranded rnA to a resolution of 4.6 angstroms. in the structure, they observed that the rnA was
being fed directly to the rrp44, the catalytic center that chews up rnA, and
also through the core exosome barrel
after first interacting with rrp6. this
suggested that single-stranded rnA
would be completely degraded by the
core exosome via rrp44.
the structure of exo-12 with the
imitation ribosomal rnA was solved to
a resolution of 3.8 angstroms. in this
structure, the rnA only makes it completely through the complex's barrel,
while the rrp6 protein undergoes a
conformational rearrangement. it appears to have been pushed aside by
the bulky rnA molecule, which may
explain, in this scenario, how the nuclear exosome simply trims up the ribosomal rnA, instead of completely
degrading it; the rnA cannot squeeze
itself all the way through the exosome
degradation machinery. this was further confirmed via biophysical experiments carried out by members of the
team. Further processing of this remaining rnA would most likely be
taken over by rrp6, which would directly bind to and trim the leftover
rnA.
these two structures demonstrate
that the nuclear exosome contains

multiple possible paths to the core exosome active site as well as directly to
the helper protein rrp6, which gives
the core exosome a secondary, but
distributive, rnA degradation activity,
so it can adapt to a wide range of rnA
substrates. one of the routes leads the
rnA down a path to a precise trim directly by rrp6, rrp44, or both. the
other path, with rrp6 in rnA binding
mode, sends the rnA into the exosome core for unyielding and complete
degradation by rrp44.
Future research will focus on exploring the diverse exosome functionalities by looking at the core exosome
complexes bound to other helper proteins from different cellular compartments. — Erika Gebel Berg
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A R ESPIRATORY V IRUS P ROVIDES C LUES
TO P OSSIBLE T REATMENTS

Fig. 1. This color-coded image shows the surface view of enterovirus D68. The virus has stricken children with serious respiratory infections and
might be associated with polio-like symptoms. red regions are the highest peaks, and the lowest portions are blue. In the black-and-white
background are actual electron microscopy images of the Ev-D68 virus. Image: yue Liu and michael G. rossmann (Purdue University)
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recent outbreak of respiratory illness in children in the u.s. has been
linked to the enterovirus d68 (ev-d68). enteroviruses are a class of
viruses that include human rhinovirus, which causes the common
cold, and poliovirus. most enteroviruses are stabilized by a molecule that occupies a binding pocket found in the protective shell of the virus. When the
virus binds to a human cell, this molecule is squeezed out of its pocket, destabilizing the virus. the virus then disintegrates and releases its genetic material into the cell, where it replicates and, ultimately, causes infection. the first
strain of ev-d68 was isolated in 1962. researchers used x-ray crystallography
at the APs to determine the crystal structure of this strain by itself and when
bound to the anti-viral drug pleconaril, which they discovered was effective
against the 1962 strain. comparing the crystal structures with and without pleconaril indicates that the drug displaces a fatty acid contained within the hydrophobic pocket of the 1962 strain. While current strains of ev-d68 are mostly
not inhibited by pleconaril—the drug has recently been found to be effective in
some cell types, but not others—the researchers hope that the crystal structures they have obtained can inspire small modifications to the drug to make
it an effective treatment against modern versions of ev-d68.

A

in August 2014, an outbreak of
mild-to-severe respiratory illnesses
struck thousands of children in the u.s.
more than 1100 cases were confirmed
to have been caused by enterovirus 68
(ev-d68), which has also been associated with 100 cases of polio-like neurological illness. enteroviruses belong to
Picornaviridae, a large family of small
viruses, many of which are human
pathogens, including rhinoviruses,
which cause the common cold, polioviruses, and coxsackieviruses.
While the species ev-d remains
poorly characterized, many enteroviruses have been well described
structurally and functionally. most infectious enteroviruses are stabilized by
molecules called “pocket factors” located within a hydrophobic pocket of
the virus's capsid, or protective shell.
When the virus attaches to a human
cell, the pocket factor is squeezed out
of its pocket, causing the virus to disintegrate and release its genetic material
into the cell. once in the cell, the virus
replicates and, ultimately, causes infection. strategies to combat enteroviruses include finding compounds
that permanently displace the pocket
factor, preventing the virus from releasing its genetic payload.
ev-d68 was first isolated in 1962.
during subsequent decades, efforts to
identify a compound to neutralize a variety of rhinoviruses led to the discovery

in the 1990s of pleconaril, an anti-viral
found to be effective at inhibiting rhinovirus infection. however, the u.s.
Food and drug Administration never
approved pleconaril, primarily because
it put women using birth control drugs
at risk of conception.
researchers from Purdue university became interested in studying pleconaril's potential effectiveness against
ev-d68 after an outbreak of about 20
cases of acute flaccid paralysis was reported in california between 2012 and
2014. the researchers demonstrated
that pleconaril was effective against the
1962 strain of ev-d68 in cell culture.
in order to discover just how the
compound works, the researchers used
x-ray crystallography at the BiocArs
beamlines 14-Bm-c and 14-id-B at the
Argonne APs to learn the structure of
the original strain of ev-d68 on its own,
precise down to 2.0-Å resolution, and in
complex with pleconaril, precise down
to 2.3-Å resolution.
the crystal structures revealed that
pleconaril replaces a fatty acid tucked
into ev-d68’s hydrophobic binding
pocket. the size and location of the
fatty acid pocket factor lodged in the
virus’s pocket are similar to those found
in human rhinoviruses and different
from those of the pocket factors found
in viruses such as poliovirus 1 and evA71. this result is in alignment with the
observation that pleconaril is far more
active when the natural pocket factor is

short, as in the human rhinoviruses and
in ev-d68.
to investigate why pleconaril is
more effective against ev-d68 than the
anti-viral compounds pirodavir or BtA188, the researchers performed computer simulations of the three
compounds docking in the virus’s
pocket. the presence of an aromatic
chemical group called oxadiazole in
pleconaril, rather than more hydrophilic
groups found at structurally equivalent
positions in either pirodavir or BtA-188,
probably contributes to more favorable
interactions of pleconaril with the hydrophobic residues deep inside the
pocket of ev-d68.
Although ev-d68 has emerged as
a considerable global public health
threat, there is currently no available
vaccine or effective antiviral treatment.
the new crystal structures of ev-d68
alone and bound to pleconaril may suggest potential alterations to the drug to
make it effective against current strains
of the virus. — Chris Palmer
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H OW TO “G ET” M EMBRANE P ROTEINS
P ROPERLY S ORTED

Fig. 1. Structure of Get3 bound to tail-anchored membrane protein cargo. Top left: The overall packing arrangements in the Get3-TA-antibody structure; Get3 (red), TmD (blue), and stabilizing antibody
(grey). In each case, the majority of contacts are mediated by antibody-antibody and antibody-Get3
interactions. Bottom: overview of the structure of dimeric yeast Get3 (red) bound to a TA substrate
(blue) and sandwiched between two copies of an engineered antibody (gray). Top right: details of TA
binding in the groove at the Get3 dimer interface.
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ranslation of rnA transcripts into proteins occurs in the watery cytosol of cells. this works great for proteins that live and work in the cytosol, but what about the ones that perform their functions as part of
a cellular membrane? the amino acid sequences that anchor these proteins
in the membrane are typically hydrophobic (water hating) and these sequences
will find each other and aggregate into potentially damaging clumps of protein
if they are not captured and guided to their appropriate destinations. in the
past few years, a new pathway for safely chaperoning membrane proteins has
been elucidated. studies by a team of researchers provides answers to some
of the important outstanding questions about how this novel pathway works.
the research, carried out in part at the APs, shows how membrane proteins
are recognized and shielded from the cytosol by a targeting protein called get3
and provides insight into fundamental concepts of membrane protein biology.

T

About 5% of transmembrane proteins have a single transmembrane domain (tmd) at their tail end that
anchors them in the membrane. these
so-called tail-anchored (tA) proteins
are chaperoned in a process that involves the coordinated effort of a number of proteins to shield the
hydrophobic membrane anchor until it
can be guided to the proper destination. in yeast, this involves the chaperone sgt2, which captures and shields
the tmd as it leaves the translation
machinery and enters the cytosol.
next, the tA protein is transferred
from sgt2 to the membrane targeting
protein, get3, in a process that requires
assembly with two scaffolding proteins
called get4 and get5. importantly, get3
is regulated by AtP and only the AtPbound form can assemble onto the
get4/get5 scaffold. Finally, get3 and
its cargo are released from the
get4/get5 complex for targeting to the
membrane.
outstanding questions in this field
have concerned the structure and components of the get3-cargo “targeting
complex” and how it works to shield
tmds of various sizes and sequences.
in order to get at these questions, the
research team from the university of
chicago and the mrc laboratory of
molecular Biology (uk) was first challenged to define the exact components
of the complex, which were still a subject of debate. to do this, they reconstituted the entire targeting process in the
test tube employing purified recombinant factors and yeast membranes.

using this system, along with various
mutational and size determination techniques, they discovered that tA substrates are loaded onto get3 in a large
complex comprising two copies each of
get3, get4, and get5. moreover, the
team showed that following release
from the get4/5 complex, the targeting
complex comprised two copies of get3
bound to a single tA substrate.
next, in order to learn more about
how get3 interacts with tA molecules,
the researchers sought to solve the
structure of get3 bound to its cargo.
guided by their biochemical reconstitution experiments, they assembled AtPbound get3 dimer in complex with a
small tA protein. in order to facilitate
crystallization, they used a trick to stabilize the complex by adding an antibody fragment that recognizes get3.
this strategy resulted in the successful
crystallization of the protein with its
cargo and solution of the structure
(Fig.1) from data collected at the necAt 24-id-c x-ray beamline at the
APs.
it was already known from previous work that the get3 dimer exists in
an open conformation until AtP binding
causes it to adopt a closed conformation that creates a hydrophobic groove
at the dimer interface. this groove was
hypothesized to provide the
binding/shielding site for the tmd, however, the get3 structure with the tmd in
place had never been elucidated.
As the team had predicted, the
structure solved in this work revealed
get3 in the closed conformation with

the tmd aligned at the bottom of the
hydrophobic groove. Analysis of the interaction between get3 and the tA protein suggested that availability of
surface area in the groove provides the
flexibility that allows get3 to accommodate tmds of differing sizes and sequences. the team demonstrated this
by solving additional structures with
other tmds to show they adopted the
same orientation in the groove.
this research provides important
information on how get3 recognizes
and shields its cargo on its way to its
final destination. — Sandy Field
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N EW D ETAILS ABOUT
H EPATITIS C V IRUS G ENOME R EPLICATION

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of the hepatitis C virus polymerase NS5B bound to a primer-template rNA
and a metabolite of the highly effective drug sofosbuvir.
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ore than 3% of the world’s population is infected with the hepatitis c virus (hcv), greatly increasing their risk of liver diseases
such as cirrhosis and cancer. the hepatitis c virus encodes a
polymerase—an enzyme that synthesizes nucleic acid molecules—called
ns5B that catalyzes replication of the viral rnA genome. researchers utilizing high-brightness x-ray beams at the APs have now revealed the inner workings of hcv rnA replication by analyzing a series of crystal structures of ns5B
in complex with various rnA molecules at several time points during the initiation and elongation stages of rnA synthesis. they also used crystallography
to describe the way in which sofosbuvir (brand name sovaldi®), a remarkably
effective drug against hcv, interacts with the ns5B active site on hcv. ultimately, the crystal structures of ns5B may provide an avenue for the rational
design of additional therapeutics against hcv.

M

hepatitis c virus is a singlestranded rnA virus of the family Flaviviridae and genus Hepacivirus. the
virus chronically infects approximately
170 million people worldwide. hcv
uses rnA as genetic material, which
must be replicated in order to propagate the viral infection. the rnA-dependent rnA polymerase (rdrp)
activity of an hcv polymerase called
ns5B supports a staggering rate of
viral production, estimated at more than
one trillion virions produced per day in
each infected patient. direct-acting antiviral drugs against hcv were approved by the u.s. Food and drug
Administration in 2011, but they have
exhibited limited efficacy and have the
potential for adverse side effects. however, nucleotide analog inhibitors of
ns5B, including the recently approved
drug sofosbuvir, have shown clinical
success in the treatment of hcv infection, despite an incomplete mechanistic
understanding of ns5B.
ns5B contains several unconventional polymerase elements, including a
c-terminal membrane-anchoring tail
and a thumb domain β-loop insertion,
both of which are implicated in rnA
synthesis initiation. to expand the understanding of ns5B’s role in hcv
rnA replication, researchers from
gilead sciences and the Beryllium discovery corp. used the ls-cAt beamlines 21-id-d at the APs to determine
the crystal structures of ns5B in complex with enzymes, rnA templates,
rnA primers, incoming nucleotides,
and catalytic metal ions. these molecular snapshots unveil ns5B’s catalytic
mechanisms in successive steps from
the opening of a fist-like polymerase

through the rapid rnA polymerization
stage known as elongation — the stepwise addition of nucleotides to the
growing rnA chain.
the crystal structures inspired the
researchers to propose a model of the
structural events involved in hcv
genome replication. At the outset, the β
loop and the c-terminal membrane–anchoring tail are buried within the encircled active-site cavity of the ns5B
polymerase. in the first of two steps in
hcv rnA replication, the 3′ end of the
viral rnA template and the incoming
nucleotides enter the active site. the
build-up of tension displaces the β loop
and c-terminal membrane-anchoring
tail, further opening the cavity and allowing the rnA duplex to exit during
the second replication step. With both
the β loop and the c terminus expelled
from the active-site cavity, ns5B transitions into the elongation mode captured
by the crystal structures.
the crystal structures also portray
the mechanism of action of sofosbuvir
(Fig. 1), which when used as a combination therapy with ribavirin, offers a
higher cure rate and a two- to four-fold
reduced duration of therapy compared
to previous treatment options. Because
the ns5B polymerase active site is
highly conserved, nucleotide analog inhibitors such as sofosbuvir present advantages over other classes of hcv
drugs, including activity across different
viral genotypes and a high barrier to the
development of resistance. sofosbuvir
was found to act during the elongation
stage of hcv genomic replication,
where a metabolite of the drug is incorporated into the growing rnA strand
and terminates replication.

the researchers’ observations define the structural requirements for hcv
genomic replication from initiation to
elongation and demonstrate the structural basis for the recognition of an inhibitor. this information will be useful in
identifying replication inhibitors of other
pathogenic viruses in the Flaviviridae
family that are responsible for human
diseases such as dengue fever and
West nile encephalitis. — Chris Palmer
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A N EW A PPROACH
ATHEROSCLEROSIS

TO

T REATING

f you read the news, then you will know that fats are making a health comeback.
there are now good lipids in addition to the customary bad lipids and, although recommendations concerning the role of lipids in our diet and in diseases like atherosclerosis may change over time, one thing is clear: lipids are important to health.
unfortunately, enzymes that mediate lipid metabolism in the human body are notoriously
difficult to obtain structural information on, and thus, many have foiled our attempts to
learn how they work. one such family of lipid metabolizing enzymes includes lysosomal
phospholipase A2 (lPlA2) and lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase (lcAt). these enzymes have been linked to certain drug toxicities, lupus, immune responses, and familial
defects in cholesterol metabolism. Also, due to its activity in removing cholesterol from
the bloodstream, lcAt is under investigation as a possible target for the treatment of atherosclerosis and acute coronary syndrome. now, researchers working at the APs have finally uncovered some of the structural secrets of these enzymes, providing essential
information that could guide the development of new disease treatments.

I

Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of LPLA2. ribbon diagram of the secondary structural elements of the catalytic hydrolase domain (gold/orange), membrane binding domain (magenta), and cap domain (purple). Catalytic triad residues are shown in green and red stick models and sugar modifications are
shown as light blue spheres. Image published under a Creative Commons License from original publication, A. Glukhova et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 6250 (2015).
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2015/150302/ncomms7250/full/ncomms7250.html License:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.
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the researchers from the university of michigan and sapporo medical
university (japan) utilized the gm/cAxsd 23-id-d x-ray beamlines at the
APs to determine a high-resolution
structure (1.8 Å) of lPlA2 and a lowresolution structure (8.7 Å) of lcAt.
even though the lcAt structure was
low resolution, it allowed the team to
confirm that the two proteins share domains and features, allowing them to
extrapolate findings from lPlA2 to
lcAt, which is the more likely therapeutic target at this time.
overall, the enzymes are more
closely related structurally to bacterial
triacylglycerol lipases than to other
PlA2 enzymes, and contain a sixstranded a/b-hydrolase domain featuring a catalytic triad, a membranebinding domain, and a cap domain (Fig.
1). some of the structures of lPlA2
solved by the team were inhibitor complexes which revealed that there are
two hydrophobic “tracks” into the active
site (track A and track B), consistent
with the various shapes of the lipids
that lPlA2 can act on.
unlike its bacterial enzyme
cousins, there is not yet evidence of a
lid element that generates “open” and
“closed” conformations to regulate substrate binding and access to the catalytic triad in lPlA2. the data from
eight crystal forms analyzed for lPlA2
“Approach” cont’d. on page 123

M OVING C LOSER

TO A

LONGER-L ASTING F LU VACCINE

he immunity that is offered by influenza vaccines is not as long-lived
as with other vaccines. this is because the influenza virus is constantly evolving resistance under pressure from the immune response. vaccines might provide lasting immunity if they generate antibodies
that recognize highly conserved regions, such as the receptor-binding site
(rBs), on the virus. With this in mind, researchers used x-ray diffraction data
collected at the ne-cAt 24-id-e beamline at the APs to investigate how rBsdirected antibodies bind to a viral protein known as hemagglutinin (hA)—the
key target of antibodies that protect against influenza virus. they compared
how different antibodies bind to hA and discovered that they can approach the
rBs from various directions, thus making contacts with different peripheral
amino-acid residues. A set of antibodies that includes these different interactions can prevent the influenza virus from avoiding the immune system. the results of this study have important implications for understanding the
mechanisms involved in the binding of rBs-directed antibodies with hA, as
well as their application to the development of improved vaccine design.

T

Fig. 1. ribbon structures of two different human antibodies in contact with the influenza virus rBS
(grey). The contacts between each antibody's complementarity determining region (magenta) and the
rBS (red star) are conserved.

Although influenza vaccines have
been vital components of public health
programs, development of better ones
poses challenges. the main target of
the immune response against influenza
virus is hA, a protein on the viral surface, which helps the virus infect a cell
by binding to the sialic acid component
on the cell's surface. hA is, therefore,
the key protective antigen in natural immunity and the primary target of vaccines. the subsequent production of
neutralizing antibodies against hA
helps to protect against the virus, but
rapid genetic mutation at sites (known
as "epitopes") on the surface of the hA
protein that bind the neutralizing anti-

bodies allows the virus to go undetected by the immune system.
the researchers, from the harvard
medical school, novartis vaccines and
diagnostics, the Boston university
school of medicine, the duke university medical school, and the howard
hughes medical institute, examined the
crystal structures of the antibodies and
discovered that binding of the rBs-directed antibodies to hA mimicked how
hA binds to its sialic acid receptor. the
antibodies do this by providing a key
sequence of two amino acids on their
projecting, heavy-chain third complementarity determining region—a region
of the antibody that contributes to the

generation of antibody diversity. Based
on these structures, derived from the
diffraction data obtained at the ne-cAt
24-id-e beamline at the APs, the investigators used the characteristics of
an antibody directed against the influenza virus rBs to create a signature
sequence. this sequence template was
then used to search for similar antibodies among blood samples from three individuals who had received the
2007-2008 flu vaccine. in this way,
they identified 107 antibodies that met
the search criteria. these antibodies
were encoded by 11 different heavy
chain variable region (vh) genes, in
contrast with another set of broadly
neutralizing hA antibodies that target
the highly conserved hA stem region.
Although rBs-directed antibodies
from different lineages were found to
share contacts with conserved, receptor-binding amino acids (Fig. 1), they
contacted different amino acids on the
periphery of the rBs. According to the
researchers, the presence of different
interactions on different antibodies reduces the ability of the virus to escape
the immune system, because it would
require several mutations to escape
from neutralization by all of them. An individual whose immune system produces various types of these antibodies
would be unlikely to become infected,
even by a different strain of the virus,
because a mutated hA that avoids neutralization by one antibody would not
escape protection by another. the only
points at which all of the antibodies
contact hA are those at which mutations would prevent the virus from infecting a cell.
on the basis of data from this
study, the researchers suggested that a
small number of antibodies with sialicacid like contacts should protect
against infection by a wide range of influenza viruses. the results of this
study therefore have the potential to
guide future work in influenza vaccine
development, in particular in developing
antigens that produce an rBs-directed
response. — Nicola Parry

See: Aaron g. schmidt1, matthew d.
“Vaccine” cont’d. on page 123
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H OW OXIDATIVE S TRESS P REVENTS R EPAIR
D AMAGED DNA
xidative stress damages dnA and the bases in nucleotide pools,
which are especially vulnerable, often giving rise to damaged nucleotides, such as 8-oxodgtP. however, until recently, details
about how these damaged nucleotides are assembled into the growing dnA
strand during replication have been lacking. With this in mind, researchers
used time-lapse crystallography, collecting data at the ser-cAt 22-Bm-d
beamline at the APs to investigate the process of dnA synthesis. they gained
insight for the first time into how damaged dnA nucleotides are incorporated
during replication. they also discovered new information about a key enzyme
in dnA replication—in particular, how a metal ion in its active site contributes
to the process of inserting damaged nucleotides into dnA. the results of this
study could help scientists better understand how dnA can lead to diseases
such as cancer, and have important implications for the development of potential cancer therapies.

OF

O

Fig. 1. During DNA repair, DNA polymerase incorporates damaged
nucleotides into the growing strand of DNA. Because damaged nucleotides cannot pair up appropriately with their corresponding nucleotides, this produces a “frayed end” (highlighted in yellow) in the
DNA that blocks further DNA synthesis and prevents its repair later on.

oxidative stress is an imbalance
between the production of oxidants
during the course of both normal metabolism and environmental exposures, and the body’s ability to
eliminate them through production of
antioxidants. oxidants are oxygencontaining molecules that have an unpaired electron, making them highly
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reactive. Although this allows oxidants
to be useful in killing pathogens that
invade the body, it also makes them
harmful to the body because they can
chemically interact with components of
cells. it is in this way that oxidative
stress is believed to play a role in
causing numerous diseases. For example, oxidative stress can be caused
by exposure to substances such as ul-

traviolet light or pollutants in the environment. this in turn damages individual nucleotides—the molecules that
are used to produce dnA. damaged
nucleotides, including adducted nucleotides like 8-oxodgtP may then be
incorporated into dnA by action of the
enzyme dnA polymerase. this results
in breaks in the dnA, genetic instability, and ultimately diseases such as
cancer.
however, according to these researchers, from the national institute of
environmental health sciences and
new york university, and the nyuecnu center for computational chemistry at nyu shanghai, prior to this
study it was unclear how damaged nucleotides might impact the sequence of
events within the dnA polymerase active site as the nucleotidyl transferase
(an enzyme involved in dnA repair) reaction proceeds. With this in mind, they
used time-lapse crystallography, collecting data at the 22-Bm-d beamline at the
APs, to visualize these processes.
they showed that dnA polymerase inserts nucleotides with a particular type
of damage into the dnA strand, and
also identified a novel metal ion in the
enzyme’s active site that appears to
mediate this insertion process.
After its insertion into a growing
dnA strand, 8-oxodgtP is then unable
to pair in the normal way with its corr“DNA” cont’d on facing page

“DNA” cont’d from previous page
esponding nucleotide. this leaves a
“frayed end” (Fig. 1) in the dnA that not
only blocks further dnA synthesis, but
also overwhelms the dnA repair mechanisms that attempt to restore the integrity of the dnA. this essentially
produces a gap in the dnA that could
ultimately lead to cell killing.
the results of this study provide
novel insight into the mechanism of 8oxodgtP insertion into dnA, and therefore have the potential to guide future
work in the field of cancer therapy. oxidative metabolism in some tumor cells
is unusually robust and, according to
the authors, dnA polymerase-mediated
insertion of 8-oxodgtP—after accumulation of these damaged nucleotides—
is expected to promote tumor cell killing
while leaving normal cells unaffected.
— Nicola Parry
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show that, although the enzyme has
conformational flexibility that likely
helps the enzyme accommodate different lipid substrates, there is no evidence for an element that would
undergo such a large conformational
transition. instead, lPlA2 appears to
be trapped in an “open” conformation
and contains a small 10 amino acid “lid
loop” present in both the lcAt and
lPlA2 structures but that is not conserved in terms of its amino acids. this
interesting difference led the team to
hypothesize that this lid loop helps dictate whether the enzyme binds to slender substrates, as in lPlA2, or to a
more bulky, cholesterol-like substrate,
as in lcAt.
in support of this hypothesis are
the facts that the lid loop is in close
proximity to track B, where substrate
binding is expected to occur, and that
the lid loop of lPlA2 presents a larger
amino acid (arginine) than does lcAt
(glycine). this substitution may discourage bulkier substrates from binding lPlA2. to test this hypothesis, the
researchers mutated this arginine in
the lid loop to glycine. however, it did
not change the specificity of the enzyme leading the team to hypothesize
that there are likely to be other contributing residues in the active site or
other conformational states that dictate
the molecular basis for substrate
recognition in these enzymes.
interestingly, modeling of the
lcAt active site based on the lPlA2
structure showed why cys31 is important for catalysis in lcAt. the backbone of this residues forms part of the
so-called oxyanion hole, a key feature
of enzymes that contain a catalytic
triad. mutation of cys 31 is known to
enhance catalytic activity of lcAt and
is targeted by reactive small molecule
activators that are under investigation
for treatment of atherosclerosis and
coronary heart disease.
the team hopes their success
with these structures will allow them to
obtain similar high-resolution snapshots of lcAt and make further discoveries to guide the design of
therapeutics in diseases involving this
important family of enzymes.
— Sandy Field
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T HE M OLECULAR I NTERACTIONS R EQUIRED
R EPAIR OF OXIDATIVE D AMAGE TO DNA
nflammation, ionizing radiation, and pollutants are among environmental factors that generate dnA-damaging reactive oxygen species within
human cells. the resultant lesions can have catastrophic effects, and
cells utilize a range of mechanisms to identify and repair damaged dnA. one
type of oxidative lesion, 8-oxo-dg, can form a correct base pair with the nucleotide dctP, or an incorrect pair with dAtP. in either case, human dnA Polymerase β (hPolβ) is the enzyme responsible for catalyzing this translesion
synthesis during base-excision repair, a process whereby dnA damaged by
reactive oxygen is repaired and replicated either faithfully or containing a damage-induced error. to understand how hPolβ is able to carry out this role, researchers crystallized hPolβ in complex with damaged (8-oxo-dg) dnA and
nucleotides that would either correctly (dctP) or incorrectly (dAtP) pair with
the dnA. x-ray diffraction data of 12 complexes frozen at various points during the course of the elongation reaction were collected, allowing the team to
build the first real-time picture of hPolβ correctly or incorrectly bypassing damaged dnA and to identify a third divalent ion required for catalysis. in addition
to bolstering basic knowledge of this important cellular process, this work
paves the way for understanding human diseases in which dnA damage repair is defective.

I

Fig. 1. Zoomed-in view of hPolb active site (orange) with bound DNA and newly incorporated nucleotide (magenta) after 30 s soak with catalytic metal. The green mesh “map” shows the relative distribution of substrate (dCTP, red arrow) and product (dCmP, blue arrow). The three divalent metal ions
are shown (blue spheres, labeled A-C), C is the newly discovered divalent metal ion.

in this study, researchers used
time-dependent x-ray crystallography at
the lrl-cAt beamline 31-id-d at the
APs to observe the process of nucleotide incorporation by capturing the
structural intermediates formed during
correct or incorrect bypass of an 8-oxodg dnA lesion. By growing crystals
that contained hPolβ bound to 8-oxodg dnA with either dctP or dAtP in
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the presence of ca2+, a metal that
binds but does not support hPolβ
chemistry, researchers generated complexes that contained all components
required for translesion synthesis, but
that were catalytically inert. to observe
the transition of the damaged dnA substrate to its elongated product, crystals
were incubated in a solution containing
either mg2+ or mn2+, the divalent metal

FOR

ions required for hPolβ activity. At 30second intervals, the divalent metal exchange was stopped by flash freezing
the crystals. comparison of electron
densities for each crystal allowed for
modeling fractions of substrate and
product within the hPolβ active site over
time (Fig. 1). the researchers also observed, for the first time, a third divalent
metal ion at the hPolβ active site, a
finding that contrasts the long-held belief that dnA polymerases require only
two divalent metal ions.
this work not only provides a valuable method for gradual introduction of
catalytic metal ions or small molecule
activators for the study of reaction intermediates, but raises questions surrounding the general necessity of a
third divalent metal ion for other polymerases, including those responsible
for genome replication and rnA transcription. in addition to lending insight
into diseases in which repair of dnA
damage is defective, this work may also
aid in development of antiviral therapies
that target viral polymerases that require a third metal ion for catalysis.
— Emma Nichols
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LOOKING AT G ENOMES FOR C LUES ABOUT
AN U NCHARACTERIZED E NZYME ' S R OLE

he protein universe is vast, and scientists have only begun to tap into
its wealth of structural and functional features. For example, some
enzyme families are enormous, such as the enolase superfamily,
which contains more than 50,000 members. scientists have no idea what onehalf of those enzymes are doing in nature. to chip away at the unknown, a research team utilized sequence similarity software to look for enolase proteins
with unique functions, in hopes of finding something new. they identified an
uncharacterized enolase from bacterium Labrenzia aggregata and, using a
suite of methods, revealed its function. Working at the APs, the team solved
the structure of the enzyme with x-ray diffraction data collected from a single
crystal. the enzyme is the first enolase known to catalyze the removal of a
water molecule from an amino acid. its biological role is to help the bacterium
produce energy.

T

the researchers targeted the new
enolase, called A0nxQ8, because it
shares 34% of its amino acid sequence
with an enzyme — an epimerase —
they had characterized previously in
their laboratories. however, based on
the group's analysis, the two proteins
reside in different sequence families,
meaning they weren't expected to have
the same function. to gain insight into
the function of A0nxQ8, the researchers analyzed the enzyme's
genome context. Both the genes upstream and downstream of the new
enolase encode enzymes that use proline derivatives as substrates, suggesting that A0nxQ8 also catalyzes
proline-based reactions.
to test the hypothesis, the researchers screened A0nxQ8 for enzymatic activity with a series of proline
derivatives. they got only one hit: cis-3hydroxy-l-proline (c3lhyp). monitoring
the reaction with nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy in d2o revealed
three reactions: alpha proton exchange
with solvent, epimerization, and dehydration. All three of these reactions
start by the enzyme removing the alpha
proton of the substrate to generate an
enolate anion stabilized by a divalent
metal ion. All members of the enolase
superfamily are metalloenzymes and
share this initial partial reaction, which
is what makes them a family in the first
place. however, A0nxQ8 is the first dehydratase to act on c3lhyp and the
first member of the enolase superfamily

that is an amino acid dehydratase.
the next step was to get more insight into the catalytic mechanism by
solving the structure of this unusual
enolase. the researchers, from the university of illinois at urbana−champaign,
the Albert einstein college of medicine,
and the university of california, san
Francisco crystallized the protein and
took the crystal to the lrl-cAt 31-id-d
beamline at the APs. they solved the
magnesium-bound structure at 2.2- Å
resolution, sufficient to gain insight into
the catalytic mechanism.
two lysine residues were found to
face each other across the active site;
when either of these lysines was mutated to alanine, the enzyme did not
work, confirming the importance of
these lysines to the mechanism. the
enzyme’s catalytic flexibility, including
the ability to perform both epimerization
and dehydration, is an evolutionary
consequence of a fixed active site that
can accept a variety of substrates,
which may help the enzymes evolve
new functions.
the final step of the project was to
figure out what A0nxQ8 does for the
bacterium Labrenzia aggregate. the researchers first established that the bacteria can use c3lhyp as a carbon
source. they then found that the gene
encoding A0nxQ8 is up-regulated 10fold when the bacteria is grown on this
proline derivative, pointing toward a
role in catabolic metabolism, or the
breaking down of metabolites for en-

ergy. genome context could also provide insight into the role of A0nxQ8;
however, the genome for Labrenzia aggregate hasn't been completed. Fortunately, the genome of Starkeya novella,
which contains an orthologue of
A0nxQ8, has been completed. By
looking at the genes that are upstream
and downstream of the orthologue of
A0nxQ8, the researchers were able to
figure out how A0nxQ8 is likely to function. those upstream and downstream
genes indicated that c3lhyp dehydration by A0nxQ8 is involved in the production of a-ketoglutarate, a key
intermediate in energy production. the
finding demonstrates how genome context can be a useful tool in the elucidation of protein function.
— Erika Gebel Berg
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L AFORA D ISEASE :
A D ELICATE S OLUBILITY P ROBLEM

ur cells are brilliant biochemists that solve all sorts of chemistry problems
under difficult conditions. they speed up slow reactions by orders of magnitude, stuff miles of dnA into tiny spaces, and carefully balance the solubility of different kinds of molecules in a jam-packed cellular solution. A good example
is the storage of glucose energy in cells in the form of glycogen. cells can store up to
55,000 glucose units in water-soluble spheres of branched, polymeric glycogen. this
provides ready energy for rapid response to cellular needs but also must be managed
carefully because too much glycogen accumulation can activate programmed cell
death. this is especially true of neurons, which consume large amounts of glucose but
are particularly sensitive to glycogen build-up. one example of what can happen when
this basic metabolic process goes awry is observed in lafora disease, a devastating
fatal epilepsy in which mutations in a single key enzyme result in the formation of insoluble glucan inclusion bodies that cause neuronal death. research conducted at two
x-ray beamlines at the APs solved the structure of the enzyme responsible, the laforin
glucan phosphatase. the work has provided important insights into both the basis of
lafora disease and normal glycogen metabolism.
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Patients with lafora disease develop epilepsy in their second decade
and the severity of their seizures progressively worsens until their death in
5-10 years. A number of mutations
have been discovered in the laforin
phosphatase that are responsible for
the glycogen solubility defect and the
eventual formation of the insoluble
lafora bodies but developing targeted
treatment requires deeper understanding of how the mutations affect the activity of the laforin protein. utilizing the
ser-cAt 22-id-d beamline at the
APs, the research team from the university of kentucky; university of california, san diego; the university of
notre dame; the illinois institute of
technology; and the lnstituto de Biomedicina de valencia solved the structure of laforin (to 2.4 Å) in complex
with catalytic products maltohexose
and phosphate bound to the laforin
dual-specificity phosphatase catalytic
domain (dsP) and carbohydrate binding domain (cBm) in a specific orientation (Fig. 1). Further, the dimeric
architecture of the protein in solution
was defined using size exclusion chromatography-small angle x-ray scattering experiments at the Bio-cAt
18-id-d beamline at the APs, resolv< Fig. 1. (Top) Glycogen is a soluble branched
glucose polymer. The EPm2A gene encodes the
glycogen phosphatase laforin. EPm2A mutations lead to a loss of laforin activity and
glycogen hyperphosphorylation. This results in
formation of lafora bodies, glucan inclusions,
which cause epilepsy (Lafora disease). (Bottom)
Small-angle x-ray scattering data demonstrated that laforin exists as a constitutive
dimer in solution. The x-ray crystal structure of
product-bound laforin demonstrated the basis
for specific glucan phosphatase activity. The
two laforin molecules in the dimer are shown in
red and blue with their respective DSP and
CBm domains in a tetramodular orientation
(CBm1-DSP1-DSP2-CBm2). The location of
bound product is represented in green and red
stick models. Image credit: Dr. Antonio Zamora,
http://www.scientificpsychic.com/fitness/carbohydrates1.html.

ing an important outstanding question
in the field.
When researchers turned to the
question of how lafora disease mutations affect the activity of the laforin enzyme, they found that, in addition to
harboring mutations that affect the active site of the dsP domain, lafora disease mutations could also be found in
the cBm domain and in the interface
between the dsP and cBm domains.
mutations in the dsP domain affected
catalytic activity of the enzyme while
those in the cBm domain were found to
reduce glycogen binding and overall
protein stability. those in the domain interface diminished enzymatic activity
but not glycogen binding. these data
suggest that the unique tetramodular
orientation of the domains is critical to
laforin function. Also, unlike its enzymatic relative in plants that breaks
down starch, laforin binds to multiple
maltohexose chains in a particular orientation instead of one long carbohydrate along the length of the dsP and
cBm domains. this leaves open an important question regarding how laforin
acts on branch points in the glycogen
polymer and will be the focus of the
team’s future work.
recent work in the field of epilepsy
has suggested that, rather than being a
defect of neuronal firing, epilepsy may
be a metabolic disorder similar to diabetes. in fact, this hypothesis is also
being proposed for Alzheimer’s disease
and glycogen metabolic defects have
been linked to neuronal decline in
aging, glycogen storage diseases, diabetes, cancer, and some cardiac syndromes. this work provides important
insights into basic metabolic processes
that have critical underpinnings in many
areas.
understanding how laforin regulates the formation of glycogen spheres
and how the delicate balance of solubility versus fatal neuronal damage is
maintained will be important to development of treatments for lafora disease
and potentially many others.
— Sandy Field
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O NE S TEP C LOSER
HIV VACCINE

TO AN

E FFECTIVE

rc01 antibodies are extraordinary antibodies that can neutralize about 90% of all
strains of human immunodeficiency virus (hiv). An understanding of how they are
generated might ultimately lead to the ability to induce similar antibodies in hiv-infected people. With this in mind, researchers performed x-ray diffraction studies at the APs
to follow the development of vrc01. they examined the crystal structures of several antibodies from the vrc01 lineage and identified significant differences in their amino acid sequences. they also tracked the development of the vrc01 B cell lineage and found that it
involved hundreds of generations of B cells. these cells evolve faster than hiv-1 (the predominant strain of the virus), allowing the development of vrc01 antibodies that can neutralize the virus effectively. however, during natural hiv infection, vrc01 does not develop
into its mature form soon enough to protect people from the virus. the results of this study
therefore have important implications in the development of a long-awaited hiv vaccine.
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The results of this study have important implications
in the development of a long-awaited HIV vaccine.
humans can make antibodies that
neutralize pathogens, including hiv—
the agent that causes Aids. however,
following hiv infection, it can take
months to years for antibodies to develop. these antibodies are also weak
and neutralize only a limited range of
hiv strains; this is why people cannot
fight and overcome hiv infection.
Antibodies are produced by B cells,
special cells of the immune system that
also evolve antibodies. According to the
researchers in this study, B cells evolve
the recognition portion of an antibody
over a million times faster than humans
evolve. the B cell lineage begins with a
single ancestor B cell that produces a
naïve antibody through a process called
recombination. if a naïve antibody is
able to bind to a pathogen, this induces
signals that cause the B cell to mature
and generate progeny B cells. Progeny
B cells have slightly different antibodies
from the original B cell – and if these
different antibodies bind better to the
pathogen, they, in turn, will produce
progeny B cells with improved binding.
this is the way in which a B cell lineage
evolves to recognize pathogens — a
single B cell lineage can evolve over
years to create diverse antibodies.
the researchers in this study—
from the national institutes of health,
rockefeller university, columbia university, and southern medical university (china)—previously found that
some humans make extraordinary antibodies, such as antibody vrc01, which
is able to neutralize over 90% of hiv-1
isolates. consequently, an understanding of how vrc01 is generated might
lead to the ability to induce similar anti< Fig. 1. Crystal structures (insets) of several
diverse antibodies from the vrC01 lineage.
ribbon representations highlight the third complementarity determining regions (red) and
disulfides (green).

bodies in the general population; this is
the long-sought goal of an effective
hiv-1 vaccine.
in order to understand more about
this process, the researchers used xray diffraction data collected at the
ser-cAt 22-Bm-d and 22-id-d beamlines at the APs to investigate the development of vrc01, using one
particular donor as the source of the
antibody.
the researchers determined the
crystal structures of several diverse antibodies from the vrc01 lineage (Fig.
1). they found that the structures differed by up to 50% in their amino acid
sequences, with alterations both in the
size of recognition loops and in disulfide bonding patterns.
For this particular donor, the B-cell
lineage that produced antibody vrc01
appears to have taken many years to
evolve its recognition of hiv-1. the researchers tracked the development of
the vrc01 B-cell lineage over 15
years, and found that this lineage involved hundreds of generations of B
cells. their work showed that while hiv1 evolves quickly, B cells evolve much
faster. As B cells evolve, their evolutionary rate is initially more than 10 times
faster than that of hiv-1, but then it
slows to a similar rate. this fast rate of
B-cell evolution over the course of multiple generations allows the development of extraordinary antibodies that
can neutralize hiv-1 effectively.
the results of this study demonstrate the incredible ability of a single
B-cell lineage to evolve over time. the
results also have the potential to guide
future work in this area, including following the development of other antibody lineages that produce
extraordinary antibodies capable of
neutralizing hiv-1, as well as those that
can neutralize other pathogens such as
influenza A virus. — Nicola Parry
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U NFOLDING THE M YSTERY OF
N UCLEAR P ORE C OMPLEX

THE

he nuclear pore complex (nPc) is a large protein complex within the
nuclear envelope—the double membrane that surrounds the nucleus
in eukaryotic cells. it plays a central role in the transport of macromolecules across the nuclear envelope, and is therefore indispensable for cell
function. until recently, details about the structure of the nPc have been lacking. With this in mind, researchers performed studies to examine the architecture of the complex in fungi, using synchrotron x-rays from three u.s.
department of energy light sources, including the APs. they solved the crystal structure of the coat nucleoporin complex (cnc), which comprises the
outer ring of the pore, and the structure of the inner ring complex (irc) which
forms the central transport channel and diffusion barrier of the nPc. the results of these studies have important implications for understanding the architecture of the nPc and the mechanisms involved in its transport function,
as well as their application to the development of potential therapies for disorders caused by nPc dysfunction.

T

eukaryotic organisms are organisms in which the cells contain a defined nucleus. surrounding the nucleus
is a double-layered membrane known
as the nuclear envelope, one of the
functions of which is to protect the dnA
inside the nucleus. Within the nuclear
envelope, nPcs function as gatekeepers to allow the transport of select molecules in both directions between the
cytoplasm and nucleus. in this way,
nPcs play a key role in cell survival by
regulating the flow of genetic information from dnA to rnA to protein.
however, despite more than 65
years of research, the structure of the
nPc has remained poorly understood.
With this in mind, the researchers in
these studies, from the california institute of technology, the university of
chicago, and heidelberg university
used x-ray diffraction data collected at
the gm/cA-xsd 23-id-d beamline of
the APs, at beamline Bl12-2 of the
stanford synchrotron radiation source
(ssrl), and at the Advanced light
source (Als) beamline 8.2.1 to investigate the architecture of nPc building
blocks from fungal organisms.
initially, the hoelz group, from the
california institute of technology, and
kossiakoff group, from the university
of chicago, solved the crystal structure
of the cnc (Fig. 1). the cnc is one of
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the main complexes in the nPc. the
researchers demonstrated that the isolated cnc consists of a curved y-shape
structure. in addition, they identified
how the individual coat nucleoporin proteins interact at the molecular level at
the central junction of the three arms of
the y. multiple cnc copies form the
outer rings of the nuclear pore by intertwining together in a layer, which is
curved to allow the cnc to fit around
the curved nuclear envelope pores.
moreover, the researchers showed that
the yeast cnc structure is able to unambiguously fit inside the human nPc
cryoelectron tomographic reconstruction, demonstrating its precise organization into two 16-membered cnc
rings on the nuclear and cytoplasmic
sides of nuclear envelope pores. this illustrates significant similarities between
nPcs in the two organisms, suggesting
that the structure of the nPc has been
highly conserved during evolution, and
emphasizes the importance of this
structure to cell function.
subsequently, joined by the hurt
group from heidelberg university (germany), they also investigated the irc
that recruits the channel nucleoporin
heterotrimer (cnt) — an assembly of
three specific nucleoporin proteins —
which forms the central transport channel and diffusion barrier of the nPc.

Previously, scientists had assumed that
the cnt was able to alter its three-dimensional shape and that rearrangements lead to a substantial expansion
of the nPc’s central transport channel
to allow large assemblies to pass
through. however, in this study the researchers solved the crystal structure
of the intact cnt bound to its nPc recruitment binding partner nic96 (Fig. 1)
and determined it to be a defined state
that is recognized by nic96. thanks to
additional experiments in yeast, they
were further able to show that nic96 is
the only cnt recruitment site in the intact nPc. this nucleoporin is essential
for cnt recruitment by recognizing its
unique 3-dimensional shape. moreover,
the interaction of nic96 with another
protein nup192 was shown to be critical to correctly position the channel
within the inner ring scaffold.
the results of these studies represent a significant advance in the understanding of the structure of the nPc
and have the potential to guide future
work in the discovery and development
of therapeutic agents for disorders—including certain types of cancer and
neurodegenerative diseases—that are
associated with nPc dysfunction.
— Nicola Parry
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Fig. 1. The structural models of the fungal CNC and CNT complexes were solved to high resolution by
x-ray crystallography. The CNC structure revealed the details for the assembly of coat nucleoporin
proteins (nups) into nuclear and cytoplasmic rings on the nuclear envelope. The CNT structure lead to
insight into the architecture of the inner ring complex, which comprises the CNT and the adaptor nups
that anchor it to the rest of the NPC. Together, these structures account for a significant leap in the understanding of the NPC architecture and provide a platform for characterizing its multiple functions
within the context of the cell.
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or novel and creative solutions to the world’s most pressing problems, one
need look no further than the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodopseudomonas
palustris. known for its ability to shift between four distinct modes of metabolism in response to fluctuating environmental conditions, R. palustris can fix carbon
or nitrogen, live with or without oxygen, and use matter or light for energy. in work
that utilized the ls-cAt 21-id-g, sBc-cAt 19-id-d, and BiocArs 14-id-B beamlines at the APs, a group of researchers has uncovered important new structural information that reveals how light is sensed and transformed into biological signals by
two different R. palustris photoreceptor proteins, rpBphP2 and rpBphP3. these
versatile biological light sensors are members of a growing family of bacterial proteins called bacteriophytochromes. A more complete understanding of how diverse
biological signals are regulated by light will provide important information about the
details of bacterial photosynthesis and metabolism and may also impact broader
global questions such as renewable energy.
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Bacteriophytochromes are a relatively newly revealed family of lightsensing proteins in bacteria. light is
sensed by a photoreceptor protein
through a wavelength-selective chromophore that changes its structure in
response to light. this change affects
the enzymatic activity of the photoreceptor itself and/or protein-protein interactions, which further transmit the
signal to downstream factors to regulate various biological functions. in
plants, where phytochromes were originally discovered, the dark-to-light
switch is usually from a red Pr state
(maximum wavelength ~ 700 nm) to a
far-red Pfr state (maximum wavelength
~750 nm).
however, bacteriophytochromes
have exhibited more variety and may
go in the reverse direction from Pfr to
Pr or, as is the case with rpBphP3,
from Pr to an unusual near-red Pnr
state (maximum wavelength ~ 650 nm).
interestingly, although they photoswitch differently, the two bacteriophytochromes from R. palustris are very
similar in amino acid sequence. this
provided the research team, from the
university of illinois at chicago, the
university of chicago, and northeastern illinois university, with the opportunity to compare the two structures in
order to understand more about the
molecular basis underlying the lightsensing signals in bacteria.
solution of the two structures revealed a number of interesting findings.
As expected, the two highly homologous proteins did indeed have almost
identical three-dimensional structures
but, surprisingly, they formed different
higher-order structures. in particular,
< Fig. 1. The crystal structure of the rpBphP2
dimer. Inside the molecular envelop of the
parallel dimer (surface rendered in white), two
key structural elements are highlighted. The
biliverdin chromophore is shown in a space-filling model (cyan/red) and the helical spine at
the dimer interface is colored according to the
rainbow, colored from blue to red representing
their order from the N- to C- terminus. red
lightning bolts represent light activation.

while two molecules of rpBphP2 (Fig.
1) lined up to form a head-to-head
dimer in the crystal, two molecules of
rpBphP3 lined up in the opposite orientation to form a head-to-toe dimer.
the presence of these dimeric assemblies in the crystal structure does
not prove that these two proteins form
dimers this way in the living organism,
but it does suggest that both conformations are energetically possible and
raises the intriguing possibility that heterodimers containing one molecule
each of rpBphP2 and rpBphP3 could
form. this would provide the means for
another layer of complexity in regulation of the downstream biological signals with the formation of a Pfr/Pnr light
state of the molecule.
the structure of rpBph3 also
yielded important information about
how it forms the unusual Pnr state. in
rpBph3, an arm of the phytochrome
domain interacts with the chromophore
domain to form a tongue and groove interaction that shields the opening to the
chromophore. mutational analysis of
various amino acids in this arm showed
that changing one amino acid could
abolish the Pnr state and partially restore the standard Pfr functionality to
make rpBph3 function almost the
same as rpBph2. however, the reverse mutation in rpBph2 did not convert it to the Pnr state, suggesting there
is still more to be learned about this interesting feature.
Finally, comparison of the two
structures revealed details about how
the conformational change in the
light-sensing chromophore is translated over a distance into biological
activity through the histidine kinase
domain, which is approximately 90 Å
away. differences in linker helices between the Pr and Pfr states at the
dimer interface suggest these helices
are critical to this signal. in addition,
the team noted that among bacteriophytochromes from different species,
these linkers vary by one or more
complete turns of the helix; the researchers hypothesize that, like a key
in a lock, the helix must be presented

in a particular angular orientation to
make the proper connection.
— Sandy Field

See: xiaojing yang1,2*, emina A. stojkovic1,3, Wesley B. ozarowski3, jane
kuk1, erna davydova1, and keith moffat1**, “light signaling mechanism of
two tandem Bacteriophytochromes,”
structure 23, 1179 (july 7, 2015).
doi: 10.1016/j.str.2015.04.022
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chicago, 2university of illinois at
chicago, 3northeastern illinois university
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A F OUNDATION FOR D EVELOPMENT
P OTENT A NTIMICROBIALS

he protein inosine 5’–monophosphate dehydrogenase (imPdh) catalyzes both oxidation of its substrate, imP, and reduction of its cofactor, nAd+, to nAdh. Formation of nAdh is the first step in the
synthesis of guanine, one of the four building blocks of dnA. inhibition of
imPdh causes a reduction in cellular guanine that results in cessation of cell
growth. to understand the specific nature of known bacterial imPdh inhibitors,
researchers carrying out studies at the APs determined structures of imPdh
from several pathogenic bacterial species bound to both nAd+ and known inhibitors, and found that nAd+ binds bacterial imPdh in a unique fashion. understanding the structural underpinnings of bacterial inhibitor efficacy is critical
for continued development of antimicrobials to combat increasingly resistant
bacterial infectious diseases

T

in order for a bacterial protein to
be a viable antibiotic target, it must be
required for growth and survival of the
bacterial cell, but also be sufficiently different from its human counterparts so
that inhibitors do not interfere with the
function of mammalian cells. initial
comparisons of bacterial and human
imPdh structures and amino acid sequence showed that while imP-binding
sites are highly conserved, nAd+ cofactor-binding sites are divergent. Additional studies of the of the bacteria-like
parasite Cryptosporidium parvum (Cp)
imPdh revealed an “inhibitor minimal
structure motif,” also present in cofactor-binding sites of bacterial pathogens
such as M. tuburculosis that is responsible differential sensitivity of bacterial
and human imPdh to inhibitors.
in the current study, imPdhs from
four different bacterial pathogens were
used to explore the ability of known
CpimPdh inhibitors to halt bacterial
growth. x-ray structures of imPdh from
B. anthracis (the causative agent of anthrax), C. jejuni (gastroenteritis), C. perfringens (food poisoning and necrosis),
and V. cholera (cholera), were solved at
the sBc-cAt 19-id-d beamline at the
APs. data were collected to a resolution between 1.62 Å and 2.9 Å with one
or more inhibitors. comparative analysis of the 13 structures obtained, along
with complementary biochemical analysis of inhibitor binding, revealed that
nAd+ binds bacterial imPdh in a manner completely distinct from that observed in eukaryotic cells (Fig.1).
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the comparative analysis of
imPdh from different bacteria and the
modes by which they interact with different CpimPdh inhibitors provides a
high-resolution snapshot of the interactions that contribute to the antimicrobial
effect of each inhibitor. the results of
this study provide an opportunity for refinement of these interactions to maximize inhibitor potency and selectivity,
thereby facilitating development of antimicrobials much needed in the continuing arms race between infectious
bacteria and available antibiotic treatments. — Emma Hitt

See: magdalena makowska-grzyska1,
youngchang kim1,2, natalia maltseva1,
jerzy osipiuk1,2, minyi gu1, minjia
zhang3, kavitha mandapati3, deviprasad r. gollapalli3, suresh kumar
gorla3, lizbeth hedstrom3, and Andrzej
joachimiak1,2*, “A novel cofactor-binding mode in Bacterial imP dehydrogenases explains inhibitor selectivity,” j.
Biol. chem. 290(9), 5893 (2015).
doi: 10.1074/jbc.m114.619767
Author affiliations: 1the university of
chicago, 2Argonne national laboratory,
3Brandeis university
Correspondence: * andrzejj@anl.gov
Fig. 1. The active site showing cofactor binding
in VcImPDHL.XmP.NAD+. Chain A (violet) and
symmetry- generated adjacent chain (slate
blue) are shown. A prime denotes a residue
from the adjacent monomer. XmP (light yellow)
and NAD+ (magenta) are shown as sticks.
water molecules and K+ ion are shown as red
and lime spheres, respectively. Hydrogen
bonds are depicted as red dashed lines.

Within each of three unique bacterial
nAd+ binding pocket subsites, specific
inhibitor interactions with both nAd+
and the amino acids of bacterial imPdh
drive both selectivity and potency. For
example, within the bacterial “A-subsite,” inhibitors interact with nAd+-binding amino acids located at the interface
between imPdh subunits rather than
participating in stacking interactions
with nAd+-binding aromatic amino
acids present in eukaryotic imPdh.
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roteasomes are large, multi-subunit protein complexes responsible for
degrading proteins no longer needed by the cell. rapidly dividing cells,
such as cancer cells, require continued turnover of intracellular proteins to sustain growth, and are particularly susceptible to proteasome-inhibiting drugs. the multiple myeloma drug, carfilzomib, is an effective proteasome
inhibitor specific for the chymotrypsin-like proteasome. to understand the
basis for carfilzomib activity at the molecular level, researchers from texas
A&m university solved the structure of the human constitutive 20s proteasome
alone and bound to carfilzomib to 2.9 and 2.6 Å, respectively. to solve the
structures, diffraction data were collected at the APs on sBc-cAt beamline
19-id-d and gm/cA-xsd beamline 23-id-d. the analyses of these structures
provide a foundation for development of drugs specific for different subsets of
proteasomes with potential applications in treatment of cancers, in addition to
autoimmune and neurodegenerative diseases.

P

Fig. 1. Carfilzomib binding to chymotrypsinlike sites. (a) carfilzomib bound to the chymotrypsin-like site. (b) Structural alignment of
unbound (white) and carfilzomib bound
(wheat) chymotrypsin-like sites, Carfilzomib is
colored green; hydrogen bonds are shown as
blackdashed lines; water molecules are shown
as red spheres. The catalytic residue Thr1 is
colored black, black arrows indicate shifts.

the human 26s proteasome is of
central importance in the ubiquitin proteasome pathway, a protein degradation pathway that yields products
important in processes such as cell
growth. Within the 26s proteasome is
the 20s core particle, which contains
three distinct catalytic sites, each required for proteolysis of different protein
types. these catalytic sites are classified as caspase-like, trypsin-like, or

chymotrypsin-like. Furthermore, there
are three forms of the 20s subunit
present in the cell: the “constitutive”
form is most important in cancer cells.
Proteasome inhibition in multiple
myeloma is an effective therapeutic
strategy, and one FdA-approved treatment for refractory multiple myeloma,
carfilzomib, specifically inhibits the chymotrypsin-like catalytic sites in the constitutive proteasome. other proteasome
inhibitors, including the drug bortezomib and the compound Pr-957, have
different catalytic site specificities, and
can target another form of the 20s proteasome, the immunoproteasome. in
the current work, researchers solved
the first structure of human 20s proteasome, alone and bound to carfilzomib
(Fig.1). Analysis of the structures allowed researchers to observe drug interactions in three distinct pockets, s1,
s3, and s4, present in each of the
three types of catalytic site. the higher
affinity of carfilzomib for the chymotrypsin-like catalytic site can be explained by the presence of amino acids
within its pockets that accommodate
the chemical groups of carfilzomib.
these amino acids can vary in both
shape and charge between types of
catalytic sites, and contribute to steric
and electrostatic effects that underpin
less favorable interactions between
carfilzomib and caspase-like or trypsinlike sites.
comparison of the 20s-carfilzomib
co-crystal with published structures of
mouse 20s immunoproteasome bound

to bortezomib and mouse proteasome
bound to Pr-957 permitted conformation of the amino acids driving carfilzomib specificity for the 20s constitutive
proteasome chymotrypsin-like catalytic
site. together, these findings provide a
molecular basis for the efficacy of carfilzomib, a drug already in clinical use,
and highlight aspects of drug chemistry
that drive inhibitor specificity for different catalytic sites present within different forms of 20s proteasomes. this
understanding is a critical step in the
development of therapeutics that may
be used to treat cancers, as well as autoimmune and neurodegenerative diseases in which the proteasome
contributes to disease pathology.
— Emma Hitt
See: Wayne harshbarger, chase miller,
chandler diedrich, and james sacchettini*, “crystal structure of the human
20s Proteasome in complex with carfilzomib,” structure 23, 418 (February 3,
2015).
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A N E NZYME I MPORTANT IN THE
D EVELOPMENT OF O BESITY AND D IABETES

ipids are critical components of the cell’s membranes and important in energy-generating processes, but their accumulation contributes to metabolic
disorders such as diabetes and obesity. the cellular protein stearoyl coA
desaturase-1 (scd1) is an enzyme that synthesizes an essential lipid. using highresolution x-ray crystallography, researchers determined the structural basis for
scd1 specificity for its substrate, stearoyl-coA, by examining molecular interactions
between the protein and the portion of stearoyl-coA on which scd1 performs chemistry. diffraction data of crystals containing mouse scd1 bound to stearoyl-coA were
collected using high-intensity x-rays from the APs. Because mice harboring a defective scd1 are protected from metabolic disorders when fed a high-fat diet, knowledge of scd1 structure and substrate binding may facilitate development of selective
scd1 inhibitors useful in the treatment of obesity or diabetes.

L

Fig. 1. Cartoon representation of mouse
SCD1 bound to its substrate, stearoyl-CoA
(green). The cytoplasmic domain (top, purple) and four transmembrane helices
(blue) are shown. An enlarged view of the
substrate tunnel (inset) shows how the
stearoyl-CoA acyl chain is positioned for
the specific chemistry performed by
SCD1.

stearoyl coA desaturase-1
(scd1) is a membrane-bound enzyme
that introduces a double bond between
carbon atoms at positions 9 and 10 in
the fatty-acid chain of the molecule of
stearoyl-coA. this reaction generates a
monounsaturated fatty acid that can be
used in the synthesis of membrane
phospholipids or trigycerides. the importance of this protein is reflected by
its high degree of conservation among
all kingdoms of life, including between
mice and humans. the reaction carried
out by scd1 is highly specific, occurring only between carbon c9 and c10
of a fatty acid acyl chain, and is most
effective when the substrate has an
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acyl chain between 17 and 19 carbons
long. the enzyme itself is complex, and
requires iron to facilitate the formation
of the c9-c10 double bond.
in the current research carried out
by researchers from Baylor college of
medicine, the university of Wisconsin–
madison, and cornell university, the
structure of a co-crystal of scd1 and
stearoyl coA determined at the ne-cAt
24-id-c beamline at the APs reveals a
number of previously unknown aspects
of scd1 architecture that explain its reaction specificity. (note: the crystals
were screened at the imcA-cAt beamline 17-id at the APs and beamlines
8.2.2 and 5.0.2 at the Berkeley center

for structural Biology at the lawrence
Berkeley national laboratory.)
overall, the protein is comprised of
four trans-membrane helices and a cytosolic domain which houses a substrate-binding tunnel complimentary in
shape and charge to stearoyl coA. A
sharp kink in this tunnel coincides with
the positions of fatty-acid chain carbons
c9 and c10, and adjacent to this kink
lie two metal ions required for catalyzing formation of the double bond. each
of these metal ions is coordinated, or
held in place, by clusters of four or five
histidine residues, each of which is essential for scd1 function. Analysis of
“Enzyme” cont’d. on page 138

I NSIGHT INTO THE M ECHANISMS OF
P EDIATRIC B RAIN C ANCER D EVELOPMENT

he human “deAd-box” rnA helicase ddx3x is a protein often mutated in medulloblastoma, the most common form of malignant pediatric brain tumor. using high-resolution x-ray crystallography at the
APs, along with complementary biochemical methods, researchers from st.
jude children’s research hospital and university of tennessee health science center uncovered the structural features underpinning functional alterations in cancer-associated ddx3x. their findings identified a dynamic
AtP-binding loop (ABl) essential for rnA-dependent catalytic activity and revealed that a subset of cancer-associated ddx3x mutations may also fail to
promote synthesis of tumor-suppressing proteins from rnA. As current treatment for medulloblastoma is non-specific in nature and associated with significant decreases in quality of life, these findings have important implications for
development of ddx3x-targeting cancer treatments.

T

Fig 1. Crystal structure of DDX3X bound to ADP (blue). The
ATP-binding loop (magenta), required for rNA-dependent ATP
hydrolysis, lies adjacent to two conserved helicase domains D1
and D2 (cyan and orange, respectively). Locations of known
medulloblastoma- associated mutations are indicated (yellow).

deAd-box helicases are a family
of proteins known to bind and remodel
nucleic acids, such as protein-encoding
messenger rnA (mrnA). By breaking
apart, or hydrolyzing, the high-energy
molecule AtP, the helicase can alter
the structure of bound rnA. these
changes can have profound regulatory
and functional consequences; for example, unwinding structures within untranslated regions of mrnA can
increase translation efficiency, thereby
increasing levels of the encoded protein.
the human protein ddx3x is a
deAd-box helicase often mutated in
medulloblastoma. to explore the functional consequences of known cancerassociated mutations, these
researchers sought to identify the
placement of mutations within the
structural domains of ddx3x and to tie
the domains to ddx3x cellular function.
they first identified the portion of
the protein responsible for AtP hydrolsis, or AtPase activity. Working at the
ser-cAt 22-id-d beamline at the
APs, the team obtained high-resolution
diffraction patterns of ddx3x (including
the AtP hydrolysis region) that revealed a dynamic loop, and crystallization of an additional mutant, which
stabilizes the loop, but does not otherwise alter the structure of the protein,
confirmed that the loop is responsible
for binding AtP (Fig. 1).
isothermal titration calorimetry
confirmed the high affinity of the AtP“Pediatric” cont’d. on page 138
a rgonnE n ational l aBoratory
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“Enzyme” cont’d. from page 136
the amino acids present at the far end
of the substrate tunnel revealed interactions responsible for driving preference
of scd1 binding to acyl chains containing 18 carbons. Finally, the presence of
a “break” between two amino acids at
the base of the substrate tunnel provide
a path through which the newly formed
unsaturated fatty acid can escape, leaving the enzyme free to catalyze the reaction again.
though questions remain about the
exact mechanism by which double bond
formation occurs, the structural insights
gleaned from this study provide a number of avenues for development of specific and novel scd1 inhibitors that may
prove useful in the treatment of metabolic disorders. — Emma Nichols

See: yonghong Bai1, jason g. mccoy1,
elena j. levin1, Pablo sobrado2, kanagalaghatta r. rajashankar3, Brian g.
Fox2**, and ming zhou1*, “x-ray structure of a mammalian stearoyl-coA desaturase,” nature 524, 252 (13 August
2015). doi: 10.1038/nature14549
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Some Diabetes History

The term diabetes is the shortened version of the
full name diabetes mellitus. It is derived from the
Greek word diabetes meaning siphon, to pass
through, and the Latin word mellitus meaning
honeyed or sweet. The term diabetes was probably coined by Apollonius of memphis around
250 BC. Diabetes is first recorded in English, in
the form “diabete,” in a medical text written
around 1425. In 1675, Thomas willis added the
word mellitus to the word diabetes. In 1921, Sir
Frederick Grant Banting and Charles Herbert
Best repeated the work of von mering and
minkowski and to demonstrate that they could
reverse induced diabetes in dogs by giving them
an extract from the pancreatic islets of Langerhans of healthy dogs. Banting, Best, and their
chemist colleague, Collip, purified the hormone
insulin from pancreases of cows at the University
of Toronto, leading to the availability of an effective treatment for diabetes in 1922. For this,
Banting and john james rickard macLeod received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or medicine in 1923; both shared their Prize money with
others in the team who were not recognized, in
particular Best and Collip. Banting and Best
made the patent available free of charge so
that millions of diabetics worldwide could get
access to insulin. In 1922, Leonard Thompson,
age 14, a charity patient at the Toronto General Hospital, became the first person to receive
an injection of insulin to treat diabetes. Thompson lived another 13 years before dying of
pneumonia at age 27. Source: http://www
.news-medical.net/health/History-of-Diabetes.aspx Thompson photo: http://www. sciencemuseum.org.uk/broughttolife/people/
leonardthompson

“Pediatric” cont’d. from page 137
binding loop (ABl) for AtP, and nuclear
magnetic resonance (nmr) confirmed
direct interactions between specific
amino acids of the ABl and AtP. Furthermore, the researchers determined
that ddx3x AtPase activity is dependent upon binding double-stranded rnA
with a single-stranded end. Additional
biochemical and genetic analysis
demonstrated that cancer-associated

ddx3x mutants may be grouped into
two classes: those deficient in rnA-dependent AtP hydrolysis which are unable to promote the translation of
specific mrnAs and unable to complement, or rescue the cell from, an inactive form of ddx3x in fission yeast, and
those that retain all of these abilities.
the ability of ddx3x to promote
mrnA translation raises an important
question of whether or not mutant protein may contribute to development of
medulloblastoma by failing to promote
translation of tumor-suppressing proteins, and by extension, the identities of
target mrnAs. in addition, the fact that
only a subset of cancer-associated mutations are deficient in rnA-dependent
AtP hydrolysis and protein synthesis
highlights the possibility that not all
ddx3x mutations contribute to cancer
by the same mechanism, an important
consideration for developing targeted
therapies to treat medulloblastoma.
— Emma Nichols
See: leslie B. epling 1, christy r.
grace1, Brandon r. lowe1,2, janet F.
Partridge1,2*, and eric j. enemark1, 2**,
“cancer-Associated mutants of rnA
helicase ddx3x Are defective in rnAstimulated AtP hydrolysis,” j. mol.
Biol. 427, 1779 (2015).
doi: 10.1016/j.jmb.2015.02.015
Author affiliations: 1st. jude children's
research hospital, 2university of tennessee health science center
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S OIL S TUDY M APS O UT M ICROBE R EAL E STATE

Fig 1. Shown here are two soil aggregates that are 4 mm-6 mm across. The one on the left originated
from soil under conventional agricultural management (chisel plowed with conventional inputs of chemical fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides), whereas the one on the right comes from soil under organic
management with red clover cover crops. Using x-ray computed microtomography, researchers identified soil pores (blue) and particulate organic matter (reddish brown). Certain microbes prefer to live
in pores of a particular size, as subsequent genetic analysis revealed.
Cornfield photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/16502322@N03/4806634131
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s a farmer toils in the fields, teeming beneath the surface of those
fields are millions of microbes that are also busy working the soil.
many soil processes — such as nitrogen fixation, organic decomposition, and mineral release — rely on bacterial activity. A diverse microbial community, which is necessary for maintaining equilibrium in the soil, appears to be
promoted by certain farming practices, such as using cover crops in the winter months. But it is unclear what specific soil characteristics lead to microbial
diversity. A new study by a team of researchers gives a “microbial view” of the
soil environment by combining genetic analysis with x-ray imaging performed
at the APs. the researchers identified pores within soil samples and showed
that greater biodiversity occurs in soils with a large variety of pore sizes. the
results also revealed a preference for some bacteria to live in pores of a particular size.

A

We tend to think of soil as just a
collection of dirt and organic remains.
But soil has a complicated structure.
Particles tend to cling together into millimeter-sized clumps, and within these
“aggregates,” there is a network of micron-sized pores. All these holes and
crevices allow air and water to penetrate into the soil, while also promoting
the cycling of nutrients. microbes live
within soil pores, relying on the flow of
material through these open spaces.
Previous research has demonstrated
that the porous micro-environment has
a greater effect on microbes than
macro-environment inputs, such as
chemical and organic additives.
over the last ten years, soil scientists have begun mapping out the microscopic habitat inside soil samples
with x-ray computed microtomography
(μct). this synchrotron-based technique provides three-dimensional images of soil samples, showing where
pores and plant and animal residues
are located. to explore the influence
that pore structure has on microbial diversity, researchers from michigan
state university and the university of
chicago have performed μct in conjunction with site-specific genetic
analysis.
As described in their paper from
the soil science society of America
journal, the team chose experimental
plots from two different types of farming
practices at the kellogg Biological station near kalamazoo, michigan (usA).
the first type was cultivated in a conventional manner with routine treatments of chemical fertilizers,
herbicides, and pesticides. the second
agricultural management system, by

contrast, had a history of organic farming, in which a cover crop of red clover
and rye was planted in the fall after
each harvest. cover crops have a number of attractive features. they limit erosion, reduce weeds, and trap more
carbon in the soil than conventional
farming. recent work has also shown
that soils where cover crops are used
host a more diverse set of microbes.
soil pore structure is one possible explanation for this apparent fondness
among microbes for cover crops.
For their analysis, the team sifted
soil samples to isolate aggregates that
were 4 mm-6 mm across. using the
gsecArs 13-Bm-d x-ray beamline at
the APs, they imaged these tiny soil
clumps with 13-µm spatial resolution
and identified pores and particulate organic matter using well-defined algorithms (Fig. 1). the μct results showed
that aggregates from the cover crop
plot had a greater variety of large and
small pores than were found in the conventional farming plot. this heterogeneous pore structure is likely due to the
continuous presence of live roots,
which help to form and stabilize pores
of different sizes.
to highlight the influence of these
pores on biology, the team extracted
dnA from different segments of their
soil aggregates. By targeting a specific
gene (16s rrnA), the researchers
were able to identify the types of microbes in each soil segment. surprisingly, the microbial communities in
different aggregates were quite distinct
from each other (as well as from unsifted bulk soil samples), suggesting
that microbes are rather “picky” about
where they live.

indeed, the data revealed that certain bacteria, such as Actinobacteria
and Firmicutes, preferred areas with
large pores, whereas other organisms
tended to inhabit small and mediumsized pores.
one concern was that x-ray exposure would selectively kill certain microbes. however, the team confirmed
that this was not the case by performing genetic analysis on non-scanned
soil aggregates and finding that the microbe distribution matched that in
scanned aggregates from the same
site. the authors conclude that one of
the ways in which cover crops increase
microbial diversity is by offering soil inhabitants a wide range of pore accommodations. — Michael Schirber
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T RAPPING P ORES M AY E XPLAIN
E ARTH ’ S M ISSING X ENON

Fig 1. High-pressure experiments have explored the interaction of xenon gas (red spheres) with a porous
material called Ag-NAT (depicted with blue tetrahedrons). X-ray diffraction measurements performed at the
APS show that the crystal structure of Ag-NAT opens up at a pressure of 1.7 GPa and xenon enters into the
pores. At the same time, silver atoms (gray spheres) leave the material to form nanoclusters. when the pressure is lowered to normal levels, some of the xenon remains trapped in Ag-NAT. This could explain a dearth
of xenon in the Earth’s atmosphere. Illustration: Donghoon Seoung, yonsei University
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he earth’s atmosphere has a missing xenon problem; compared to other atmospheric gases, the concentration of xenon is about 20 times less than
one would expect. one explanation is that xenon is trapped in rocks underneath the earth’s surface, but xenon doesn’t normally react with minerals. however, experiments at the APs demonstrated how the porous material, Ag-natrolite
(Ag-nAt) behaves like a trap door for xenon. At high pressure and moderate temperatures, pores open to let xenon in, subsequently trapping it once the pressure is
released. the researchers suggest that porous materials like this may have captured xenon from the atmosphere long ago and sequestered it somewhere in the
earth’s mantle.

T

xenon is a trace gas in the earth's
atmosphere, occurring at the level of
around 1 part per 10 million. this is
much lower than the concentration of
xenon found in very old meteorites,
which are believed to be representative
of the solar system’s original elemental
abundances. For several decades,
planetary scientists have pondered
where the xenon may have gone. it is
too heavy to have escaped into space,
so the most likely hiding place is somewhere underground. But xenon is one
of the noble gases, and like its noble
cousins (helium, neon, argon, and krypton), its electrons are all in filled orbitals, which means it does not easily
form chemical bonds.
however, xenon is not completely
unreactive. it is highly polarizable – in
comparison to the other noble gases –
and this polarization can lead to chemical bonds and physical interactions, for
example with surfaces. recent work
has shown that xenon does interact
with silicates at high pressure and high
temperature. And other experiments
have shown that xenon adsorbs at high
pressure and temperature inside the
pores of aluminosilicate materials
called zeolites. up until now, this zeolite
insertion has always been reversible;
i.e., the xenon escapes as soon as the
pressure is released.
But now a group of scientists from
yonsei university and chung-Ang university (both in south korea), the
carnegie institution of Washington, the
university of south carolina, lawrence
livermore national laboratory and
slAc national Accelerator laboratory
obtained the first evidence of irreversible xenon insertion by trapping
xenon in a small-pore zeolite called Agnatrolite, or Ag-nAt for short, even
after the pressure was released.
the team performed high-pressure

x-ray diffraction (hPxrd) experiments
at hP-cAt beamline 16-Bm-d, first annealing the Ag-nAt at 250° c and then
placing them in a diamond anvil cell,
where the pressure was ramped up in
the presence of xenon gas.
the resulting diffraction images
showed the crystal structure of AgnAt changes at 1.7 gPa (about
17,000 atm), going from an orthorhombic phase (with a rectangular-shaped
unit-cell) to a monoclinic phase (with a
slanted unit cell). the pressure and
temperature changes result in a 3.2%
volume expansion of the material and a
widening of the pores, which allows
xenon atoms to enter and adsorb. this
was confirmed using the x-ray diffraction, which showed evidence that
xenon was present in the pores of AgnAt at pressures of 1.7 gPa after heating to 250° c (Fig. 1). At the same time,
it was shown that silver atoms leave the
pores of the Ag-nAt material and form
silver nanoclusters. When the samples
were removed from the cell and returned to normal pressures and temperatures, some of the xenon remained
trapped inside the Ag-nAt material.
the xenon only escaped when the
samples were re-heated.
the team performed similar experiments using the noble gas krypton instead of xenon. in this case, hPxrd
measurements performed at the Pohang Accelerator laboratory (south
korea) revealed that krypton also enters into the Ag-nAt pores at high pressures and temperatures, but
de-adsorbed as soon as the pressure
was removed.
the preferential capture of xenon
by a porous silicate material suggests
that a trapdoor mechanism may account for the missing xenon in the
earth’s atmosphere. high pressures
and temperatures exist in subduction

zones, where tectonic plates collide
and sink into the mantle. in these
zones, there may be silicate materials
with structures similar to that of Ag-nAt
that can capture xenon and lock it away
deep underground. — Michael Schirber
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C ARBON

IN THE

C ORE

onvection occurs in more places than just the pasta water boiling on
your stove top: it is a key feature of plate tectonics, the large, rigid
blocks that comprise the earth’s crust and mantle. the rising and falling
of mantle material tugs the plates along and is apparent to us on the surface as
sea floor spreading, volcanism, and earthquakes. however, it is the heat escaping from the earth's core that powers all these phenomena. Because of the depth
of the core — 2900 km below the earth’s surface — scientists can perform few direct measurements of the core's composition. current theories postulate the core
is mainly composed of iron, nickel, and lighter elements. in new research (including experimentation at the APs), an international team of scientists has shown it
is possible that carbon is one of those lighter elements. they further conclude
that, in an environment like that of the earth's core, carbon significantly modifies
the properties of iron, making iron behave with the elasticity of rubber.

C

The Earth's inner core has unusual elastic properties with a Poisson's ratio close to the value for rubber.
A cylinder with the same Poisson's ratio as the inner core would deform as shown in the figure when a
force is applied in the direction of the arrows. Image and caption: Catherine mcCammon
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New research shows it is possible that carbon is one of the lighter
elements in the Earth’s core, and that in an environment such as
that, carbon significantly modifies the properties of iron, making
iron behave with the elasticity of rubber.
We know from seismological observations that the earth's core is not
purely iron. these measurements give
lower values for density and shear
wave velocities in the inner core than
predicted for pure iron. they also yield
higher than expected values for Poisson's ratio (a measure of the deformability/compressibility of a material, as
shown in the figure) in the inner core.
so scientists have been looking for elements whose presence would give values closer to those measured for these
characteristics.
Why try carbon? Previous work
had examined an iron carbide phase,
Fe3c, with lower shear wave velocities
and limited compressibility in response
to increasing pressure. so these researchers, from the universität
Bayreuth (germany), the university of
chicago, the european synchrotron
radiation Facility (esrF, France), the
deutsches elektronen synchrotron
(germany), cornell university, riken
sPring-8 center (japan), and the national research center (russia) explored the phase stabilities in the
iron-carbon system using multi-anvil
apparatus.
thermodynamic predictions proposed that Fe7c3 is the most probable
phase at the earth's inner core conditions. starting samples of Fe7c3 were
synthesized with pressures ranging
from 7 gPa to 15 gPa and temperatures between 1473 k and 1973 k. the
team was surprised when their singlecrystal x-ray diffraction tests showed an
orthorhombic structure with space
group Pbca — a new form for iron carbide and unlike the structure revealed
by previous work on Fe7c3 using powder diffraction. (the previous work
showed hexagonal structures or orthorhombic structures with different
space groups.)
the team performed a number of
tests on this new, orthorhombic crystal,
o-Fe7c3, to determine its characteris-

tics at room temperature and pressure
as well as under conditions like those in
the earth's core. Working at the gsecArs 13-id-c,d beamline at the APs,
they tested the structural stability of oFe7c3, utilizing laser-heating and a diamond anvil cell for high-temperature
and high-pressure powder x-ray diffraction measurements.
they found that the structure remained the same when the pressure
and temperature increased. Additional
investigation by transmission electron
microscopy on a recovered quenched
sample (which had been molten at 205
gPa) showed the same structure as in
the low-pressure experiments. this indicates that o-Fe7c3 is in a stable liquidus phase at the conditions in the
earth's core.
the team continued to subject oFe7c3 to tests, using single-crystal xray diffraction to determine there were
no structural phase transitions or
changes in compressibility, unlike the
previously-studied hexagonal h-Fe7c3.
since Poisson's ratio depends on
pressure, the team examined the vibrational and elastic properties of o-Fe7c3
(to a pressure of approximately 158
gPa) using nuclear inelastic scattering
at the esrF. (energy-domain synchrotron mössbauer source spectroscopy
was also carried out at the esrF.) they
calculated a value from this data for
Poisson's ratio and extrapolated it to
the pressure and temperature conditions near the earth's core. their resulting value was in good agreement with
standard reference models and much
closer to those reference values than
iron mixtures containing silicon, nickel,
or hydrogen. this is more evidence that
carbon likely exists in the core.
the results of these laboratory investigations into the properties of iron
carbide include not only a new crystal
form but also a value for Poisson's ratio
much closer to that measured in the
earth's core than that measured for

pure iron. the presence of carbon in
the core in this form would explain
many of the unexpected characteristics
provided by seismological data, bringing us one step closer to understanding
the heat source that powers plate tectonics. — Mary Alexandra Agner
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OXIDATION OF U RANIUM D IOXIDE G OES
T HREE S TEPS AT A T IME
nderstanding how uranium dioxide (uo2) corrodes in the presence of air and water is important for several reasons. uo2 is the main component of the fuel for nuclear reactors and the
most economically significant uranium mineral. in addition, some bioremediation efforts to immobilize uranium at contaminated sites rely on microbes that produce uranium dioxide by chemically altering the oxidation state of other forms of uranium. in all these contexts, further oxidation of uo2 has
potentially damaging consequences: it can degrade the mechanical stability of nuclear reactor fuel rods
and allow uranium compounds to seep into the environment. researchers using the APs have combined
experimental and theoretical techniques to investigate exactly how oxygen atoms infiltrate a uo2 crystal through an exposed surface. they find that the atoms do not diffuse randomly but move to preferred
interstitial locations in the lattice, causing structural changes that alter the mineral’s chemical and physical properties. the results of the study provide insight into material failure as well as conditions that help
or hinder bioremediation.
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the uranium atoms in uo2 are all
in the u(iv) oxidation state. the mineral
can absorb interstitially up to one additional oxygen for each eight in the lattice – creating uo2.25 – with little
structural change, but with some of the
uranium atoms moving to higher oxidation states. Further addition of oxygen,
however, leads to the appearance of
u3o8, which has a larger lattice volume
than uo2. this lattice rearrangement
damages the integrity of the mineral
and leads to material failure. in addition, uranium in the u(vi) oxidation
state dissolves in water, allowing it to
leach into the environment.
Although this sequence of changes
is well known, details of how the lattice
accommodates interstitial oxygen and
how the oxidation state of uranium
changes in response are not well understood, particularly when it comes to
surface corrosion at ambient pressure
and temperature. As a result, it has
been difficult to model and predict the
degradation of uo2.
Working at gsecArs beamlines
13-Bm-c and 13-id-c,d at the APs,
the team of researchers from the university of chicago, the Pacific northwest national laboratory (Pnnl), and
at the stanford synchrotron radiation
lightsource, used crystal truncation rod
(ctr) x-ray diffraction to monitor
changes in the surface structure of uo2
exposed to oxygen (Fig. 1). they took a
single crystal of uo2 3-mm across and
0.5-mm thick and polished it to expose
an atomically smooth surface in the
(111) plane, a natural cleavage surface.
over a period of 21 days, the crystal
was exposed to dry oxygen at 1 atm of
pressure between measurements.
< Fig 1. Illustration of the structure of uranium
dioxide, UO2, showing how oxygen atoms (magenta) adsorb onto the exposed (111) surface
at the top of the figure. Blue and red atoms
are lattice uranium and oxygen, respectively.
Hatched red circles indicate interstitial sites
that host oxygen atoms. X-ray studies and
electron-orbital calculations show that interstitial oxygen fills up the interstitial sites sequentially, starting with the third layer down, then
going to three layers below that when the third
layer is about 25% full. The occupied layers
are more strongly contracted than those that
surround them (exaggerated in the figure to
highlight the effect).

Before exposure to oxygen, ctr
scans of uo2 revealed a surface very
similar to the bulk lattice structure. As
oxygen was absorbed during the experiments, the researchers detected asymmetries in the Bragg peaks as well as
additional peaks at intervening positions. these changes indicated that layers of atoms just below the surface
were getting closer together and that a
superlattice structure, on a scale larger
than the unit cell of uo2, was emerging.
Because uranium atoms scatter xrays much more strongly than oxygen
atoms, the ctr results by themselves
were not able to locate exactly where in
the lattice interstitial oxygens resided.
the team turned to density functional
theory to calculate how the electron orbitals of uo2 change for different occupancy fractions of interstitial oxygen
and thereby find the lowest-energy positions for the oxygen atoms. they
could then find the best match between
the calculated lattice distortions and
structural changes implied by the ctr
scans.
in addition, the researchers performed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements at Pnnl’s
environmental molecular sciences laboratory to determine the relative fraction of uranium atoms in different
oxidation states. this information too
was compared to the results of the density functional calculations.
these investigations show that
after oxygens have initially adsorbed
onto the surface of uo2, the most stable location for an oxygen that penetrates into the lattice is in the third layer
down. As those occupancy sites fill up,
additional oxygens begin to occupy the
sixth layer. each interstitial oxygen
draws some electron density from the
38 nearest uranium atoms around it,
limiting the maximum number of interstitials in a layer to about 25% of the
available locations. this occupancy figure is consistent with the lattice distortion revealed by the ctr
measurements.
the researchers conclude that
oxygen does not penetrate uo2 in the
manner of a typically diffusive process.
instead, an oxidation front advances
into the material in discrete steps. this
new understanding of the dynamics of
oxidation may lead to better predictive

models for the progress of bioremediation efforts and the stability of the resulting mineral formations, the
researchers say. — David Lindley
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S QUEEZING K NOWLEDGE
I NCOMPRESSIBLE M ETAL

FROM AN

hysicists would like to understand how elemental materials behave
under extreme pressures, several times the pressure found at the
earth’s core. such understanding could help them to develop materials with new properties, gain insight into the processes going on inside giant
planets and stars, and expand their fundamental knowledge of physics. An international team of scientists has taken a step toward achieving those goals by
compressing the metal osmium and examining the test material with highbrightness x-rays from the APs. their work produced surprising results.

P

Fig 1. In the double-stage diamond anvil cell (DAC), two gem-quality diamonds of a conventional DAC are complemented with two opposing tiny hemispheres made of nanocrystalline diamond. On top of one hemisphere is a bit of osmium powder, approximately 3-µm in diameter.
To compress the osmium, the cell is filled with paraffin, and the two diamonds are pushed together. Illustration courtesy of Elena Bykova
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the first surprise was just how stable osmium proved to be. the team of
researchers from the university of
Bayreuth (germany), the university of
chicago, the deutsches elektronensynchrotron (desy, germany), the european synchrotron radiation Facility
(France), linköping university (sweden), cnrs, École Polytechnique
(France), radboud university (the
netherlands), ural Federal university
(russia), los Alamos national laboratory, and the national university of science and technology (“misis,” russia)
subjected the metal to 770 gPa, the
highest static pressure ever achieved.
even at that extreme, the osmium
maintained its hexagonal crystalline
structure, although the volume of a unit
cell—the most basic repeating structure
fragment of a crystal—shrank with increasing pressure and the ratio of two
parameters of the crystalline lattice
grew.
the second surprise came from
the fact that there were two anomalies
in the readings, the first at approximately 150 gPa and the second at 440
gPa. At those pressures there was a
sudden drop in the unit cell parameter
ratio, suggesting the material had undergone an electronic transition. researchers repeated their experiments
and determined that the anomalies,
though small, were real and not simply
experimental artifacts.
these researchers believe that the
first anomaly, at 150 gPa, is likely an
electronic topological transition related
to valence electrons in the outer shell
of the atom.
more interesting, and unexpected,
was the anomaly at 440 gPa. there,
the scientists believe, the cause was a
core-crossing transition, a phenomenon
they had never observed before.
generally, in solids, it is the valence electrons that give the material its
properties and bond the atoms together. changes in the structure come
when these valence electrons are rearranged. inner electrons that are
closer and more tightly bound to the

atomic nucleus in the atom’s core, are
not expected to change their state at
all. in this experiment, however, core
electrons were pushed so close together that their electronic clouds overlapped, and electrons of the states
labeled 5p and 4f started to interact.
to reach these pressures, the researchers used a device they had developed called a double-stage diamond
anvil cell, with second-stage anvils
made of nanocrystalline diamond, between which they placed their sample
for compression.
the scientists used gold, platinum,
and tungsten powders to calibrate their
measurements and to make sure they
were getting the same readings at different x-ray sources.
the team performed diffraction xray measurements to determine the
crystal structure of their samples at the
gsecArs beamline 13-id-c,d at the
APs, at the european synchrotron radiation Facility, and at the extreme
conditions Beamline P02.2 of PetrA
iii at desy. the gsecArs beamline
allowed the team to perform the highest-pressure experiments, because it
has the narrowest beam of the sources
they used, and thus could reach sufficient resolution for the most compressed state of the osmium.
in the future, the researchers hope
they can reach even higher pressures,
above 1 tPa. the processes inside gas
giant planets take place at pressures
from 1 to 10 tPa. — Neil Savage
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A N EW C OMPOUND I LLUMINATES AND
C OMPLICATES M ANTLE C HEMISTRY

n a large scale, the theory of plate tectonics relates heat from earth's core, convection
in the mantle, and surface processes such as volcanic eruptions, ocean floor spreading, and subduction. But it is the small scale of chemistry—the fundamental properties
of elements like iron and carbon—along with the temperatures and pressures of the mantle environment that inform how melting, crystallization, and other mantle processes occur. Because highpressure conditions in the mantle are difficult to monitor directly, scientists replicate them in
laboratories and use synchrotron radiation to study how mantle materials behave. this laboratory
work can lead to the discovery of new compounds that are formed under mantle conditions, but
have not been observed in naturally-forming rocks. to accurately describe the mantle's behavior, scientists need to incorporate these laboratory compounds, as well as the ways in which pressure and
temperature change the structures of these compounds, into mantle models. so the recent laboratory synthesis of a new iron oxide — Fe5o6 — formed at mantle temperatures and pressures replicated at the APs means the current understanding of mantle processes needs to expand.

O
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scientists from the university of
nevada at las vegas and the
carnegie institute of Washington synthesized Fe5o6 from hematite and iron
powders subjected to mantle temperatures and pressures. to achieve this
synthesis, the team heated the samples, under pressure, using the double-sided infrared laser heating system
of the hP-cAt 16-id-B beamline at the
APs. through multiple tests, the team
determined that their synthesis
process was repeatable. the resulting
synthesized product was about the
size of a particle of sand. the product
was heterogeneous, consisting of a

Fig. 1. The atomic structure
of the recently-discovered
high-pressure compound
Fe5O6. yellow indicates
oxygen atoms. The black,
blue and red shading indicates iron atoms in different
crystallographic sites; octahedrally coordinated iron
atoms form layers.

range of grain sizes and multiple iron
oxide compounds.
the team used monochromatic
hard x-ray beams at 16-id-B to characterize the structure of the synthesized product, and microdiffraction
mapping to hone in on the structure of
Fe5o6 itself. the new compound has
an orthorhombic structure and is recoverable at standard temperature and
pressure, meaning it does not revert to
another iron oxide compound under
ambient conditions. the structure of
the new compound is similar to other
high-pressure, orthorhombic iron oxides: layers of alternating Fe5o6 octahedra and Feo6 trigonal prisms, as
shown in Fig. 1. When synthesized in
the laboratory, Fe5o6 forms in concert
with mantle materials, such as wüstite
and Fe4o5. compositional maps of the
resulting synthesized product show
that the high concentrations of Fe5o6
are spatially distributed between those
of Fe4o5 and wüstite.
to understand the importance of
Fe5o6, one must focus on the chemical
reactions occurring in the mantle, rather
than the motion of magmatic rock upwelling from the core to drag around
the plates. Among the most essential
chemical reactions for deep-earth
processes are those that involve
changes in oxidation states, where elements lose or gain electrons. the oxidation state of elements in a specific
volume of the mantle affects their mobility, their melting point, the type of
minerals they would form, and the mechanical properties of the rocks that incorporate them. While many elements
exist in multiple oxidation states within
the mantle, oxygen is important for its
ability to cause other compounds to
lose electrons. Although oxygen is a
key player in mantle chemistry, it is
bound up rather than existing as a free
element. this is why the presence of
Fe5o6, if found in the mantle, would be
significant. Fe5o6 may be one of a
group of minerals that readily exchanges oxygen, influencing the

processes that occur in the parts of the
mantle where Fe5o6 is stable.
the discovery of Fe5o6 is just the
beginning, however. knowledge of the
existence of a new iron oxide compound gives scientists an additional tool
with which to understand processes
within the mantle, but its application to
specific petrological questions will require more work.
— Mary Alexandra Agner
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“unraveling the complexity of iron oxides at high pressure and temperature:
synthesis of Fe5o6,” sci. Advances
1(5), e1400260-1 (2015).
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S ETTING A B ASELINE FOR
I RON ' S I SOTOPIC C LOCK

Fig. 1. vibrational density of states of iron atoms in goethite, calculated using two methods: a density
functional theory [DFT] model and a DFT model with the addition of an on-site Coulomb repulsion that improves electronic properties (DFT + U), and measured (NrIXS). From this data, it is possible to determine
the iron force constant and the equilibrium iron isotope fractionation factor. Inset: Structure of goethite
(alpha-FeOOH) with its double chains of FeO6 octahedra aligned along the crystallographic c-axis and
forming channels where the hydroxyl groups point.
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sotopic clocks are a familiar tool in science. the ratio of carbon isotopes found
in plants is used to determine the climate in which the plant grew. the ratio of
oxygen isotopes in marine foraminifera tells of the temperatures in ancient
seas. similarly, the ratio of iron isotopes has the potential to tell us about processes
such as those that increased the oxygen in the atmosphere more than two billion
years ago. But in each of these cases, it is necessary to have reference points for
the isotopes in order to determine how they’ve changed. scientists are exploring this
reference point in goethite, an iron-bearing mineral commonly found in soils. recent
research results from an international team of scientists, using a relatively new technique, are refining the isotopic equilibrium constant for iron in an effort to illuminate
these biogeochemical processes. this work, performed at the APs, uses the nuclear
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (nrixs) technique to measure the vibrational
properties of goethite. (isotopic equilibrium constants can be calculated from vibrational properties using an intermediate concept called a force constant.) in addition
to new measurements, the team re-examined older nrixs measurements to confirm
previously published values. they also used density functional theory to calculate the
theoretical vibrational and isotopic properties for comparison with their experimental data. Figure 1 summarizes the measured and calculated vibrational properties.

I

in the process of re-evaluating the
previously determined force constants,
the team of researchers from the sorbonne universités, the university of
chicago, Argonne, the université lille,
hamilton sundstrand, the nAsA johnson space center, and king’s college
london found that the constants are
heavily influenced by a non-constant
baseline. this non-constant baseline
comes from modeling the high and lowenergy ends of the nrixs spectra obtained at xsd beamline 3-id-B at the
APs. the force constant values that
take into account the non-constant
baseline yield more reproducible values
(data was gathered over a three-year
period), supporting the incorporation of
this step when processing nrixs data.
the team took two new nrixs
measurements of synthetic goethite and
accounted for the non-constant baseline in their calculations of the force
constant. Additionally, they re-calculated a force constant value from an
older nrixs measurement of the same
goethite sample using the non-constant
baseline. this re-assessed value
agreed better with those values calculated from the new measurements and
all nrixs values are close to, though
higher than, the values calculated from
functional density theory.
interested in comparing their theoretical and nrixs data to other iron isotopic equilibrium constant values, the

team also looked at previously published mössbauer spectroscopy results.
All methods yielded values that agree
well for hematite and pyrite, other ironbearing minerals, but not goethite.
the team investigated the aspects
of goethite that could be producing the
x-ray scattering (from which the force
constant is determined) and are also
different from the hematite and pyrite.
one explanation could be that hydrogen bonding, present in goethite but not
hematite, is not well modeled in density
functional theory. Another explanation
could be that the goethite samples may
differ from each other in defects arising
from their origins as well as molecular
relaxation near surface sites in the mineral lattice.
By combining experimental and
theoretical techniques, this research
provides reliable isotope fractionation
factors. Additionally, it shows an improved nrixs method for determining
isotopic equilibrium constants for iron
and allows for refinement in nrixs processing by accounting for the non-constant baseline.
lastly, these research results
demonstrate the worth of nrixs and
density functional theory in exploring
the geochemistry of non-traditional isotopes, important steps toward a useful
iron isotopic clock.
— Mary Alexandra Agner

See: m. Blanchard1*, n. dauphas2, m.y.
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Balan1, “reduced partition function ratios of iron and oxygen in goethite,”
geochim. cosmochim. Acta 151, 19
(2015). doi: 10.1016/j.gca.2014.12.006
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E XPLORING E ARTH ' S C ORE

IN THE

L AB

bserving the chemical makeup of our planet's interior is no simple feat. We need
to understand what earth is made of in order to understand everything, from how
seismic waves travel, to the life cycle of minerals, to how the earth formed in the
first place. But burrowing some 1,800 miles into the earth to reach the core simply isn't feasible. instead, scientists rely on experiments in the lab to study just how different materials
behave when subjected to the intense heat and pressures far beneath the planet's crust. material deep inside the earth has long been thought to be dominated by a mineral recently
named bridgmanite, previously referred to as perovskite. By synthesizing samples of bridgmanite, characterizing the physical properties of the material at relevant pressure and temperature conditions of earth’s lower mantle, and observing how it reacts to these
environments comparable to the ones inside our planet, researchers try to create a comprehensive model of the earth's inner workings. using a gsecArs x-ray beamline at the APs,
a team of researchers performed a new set of experiments on synthesized bridgmanite, focusing on the behavior of iron atoms in the mineral. they discovered that under extreme pressures, iron undergoes a transition that can lead to increased densities and faster seismic
waves coursing through our planet.

O

one of the many ways of characterizing the properties of an atom is to
determine exactly when it can switch
from one electronic state to another, in
what is known as an electronic spin
transition. such spin transitions affect
the very structure of the molecules,
leading to changes in density, volume,
and how sound — or seismic — waves
travel through the material. researchers first recognized that iron
would undergo spin transitions at the
pressures and temperatures in the
lower mantle in 2004, but its spin state
within bridgmanite is particularly complex.
this team of scientists from the
university of texas at Austin, the university of science and technology of
china, the national geophysics observatory at mengcheng (china), the
“Core” cont’d. on page 156
Fig. 1. How the volume of the bridgmanite sample responded to increased pressure. At around 20 GPa
gapascals of pressure, iron in the sample underwent
an electronic transition, which contributed to a smaller
volume and increased density as pressures increased.
Such changes would also lead to an increase in how
seismic waves travel through the materials inside
Earth's mantle.
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N ATURAL O RGANIC M ATTER FAILS
TO M AKE M ORE M ERCURY C LING

TO

ercury is the most ubiquitous, persistent, and damaging heavy
metal pollutant in the environment. As researchers look for methods to aid in clean-up, one possibility might be to recruit bacterial species in adsorbing the toxin. A group of physicists and earth scientists
evaluated the influence of natural organic matter on mercury adsorption onto
three kinds of bacteria. through analyses conducted at the APs, they determined that while the presence of organic matter, in the form of fulvic acid (FA),
does decrease mercury adsorption to biomass, three-part bacteria–hg–FA
complexes do not form under the tested conditions. While FA can bind to cell
walls, and it can bind to mercury, it does not bind to both. many laboratory
studies that investigate mercury's binding properties use a simple “metal plus
ligand” approach. its real workings in the environment are, of course, far more
complex. in a river system, mercury might encounter any number of minerals,
organic compounds, and other metals. in an experiment conducted at the mrcAt 10-id-B and xsd 9-Bm-B,c beamlines at the APs, the researchers from
the university of notre dame, the illinois institute of technology, and Princeton university evaluated the influence of organic compounds (using FA as a
proxy) on mercury's behavior as a way to start looking at the complexities of
more natural systems.

Fulvic acid is a natural, widely persistent organic compound found in the
environment. the research team used
intact non-metabolizing bacteria—likely
their more natural state in the environment—to study mercury adsorption as
a function of ph and FA concentrations.
Previous lab studies have shown mercury binds very strongly to sulfur
groups and it is known that FA has sulfur binding sites. the team was hoping
to find an ability to make ternary complexes, and that the presence of both of
the ligands would enhanced mercury
adsorption. But that was not what they
found.
their analysis revealed that as organic matter concentrations increased,
so did the concentration of aqueous
mercury, implying that FA seems to
compete with mercury for bacterial cell
wall adsorption sites. mercury can also
“Organic” cont’d. on page 156
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center for high Pressure science and
Advanced technology research
(china), ehime university (japan), and
the university of chicago studied
bridgmanite heated to temperatures of
300 k by utilizing x-ray diffraction and a
high-pressure diamond anvil cell at the
gsecArs 13-id-c,d beamline at the
APs. the team mapped out the crystalline structure of the bridgmanite,
yielding crucial information on the density and bulk sound velocity profiles of
how the mineral behaves in earth’s
lower mantle (Fig.1).
they were able to spot a spin transition of the iron at about 18 to 25 gPa
— pressures comparable to about 320420 miles under the surface of the
earth. this spin transition created an
abrupt reduction in volume, corresponding to an unexpected increase in density. since bridgmanite is the most
abundant mineral in the earth’s lower
mantle, this affects the density of the
entire lower mantle. A denser lower
mantle translates to seismic activity
being able to course much faster
across the planet — crucial information
to put into models of the earth.
the next step for the team is to assess the iron in bridgmanite under even
higher temperatures in order to fully
understand the effects of the spin transition.
such information will be added to a
growing body of research from synchrotron radiation labs such as the APs.
the study of bridgmanite also got a
boost in november 2014, when the material was found on a meteorite, marking the first time it was observed
occurring naturally. this provided the
opportunity for in situ observation coupled with, per mineral naming convention, the opportunity to give it an official
name.
By combining all such work and
analyzing the ways bridgmanite behaves in different circumstances, researchers can create a comprehensive
model of our planet, so that someday
we may understand its insides as well
as we do its surface. — Karen Fox

See: zhu mao1,2,3*, jung-Fu lin1,4, jing
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Prakapenka6, “effects of the Fe3+ spin
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bridgmanite,” geophys. res. lett. 42,
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For more on the discovery of bridgmanite in a
visitor to Earth from space (pictured below), how
bridgmanite was named, and experimental studies carried out on it, see “A meteorite Tells Tales
of the Earth's Deep mantle,” in APS Science
2014, pg. 140, published may 2015, by Argonne National Laboratory, https://www1.aps.
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media/File:Tenham_meteorite.jPG
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adsorb to FA in a competitive ligand effect, leaving less mercury available for
functional groups on the cell walls and,
in the end, less mercury is removed
from the solution. this isn't surprising,
say the researchers: FA molecules contain sulfhydryl groups within their structure and sulfhydryl groups bind strongly
with hg.
next, the team was curious to
know which functional groups mercury
bound to. to determine if mercury preferred binding to one site over another,
they conducted x-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments at three ph conditions.
Again using the 10-id-B and 9-BmB,c beamlines, the team found the
mechanism mercury uses to bind to
bacteria does not change in the presence of FA (Fig. 1). this essentially
rules out any possibility of mercury, FA
and bacteria forming ternary complexes, at least under the conditions
studied.
members of the team are continuing their investigations into conditions
and chemical environments that may
favor mercury clean up.
— Danielle Venton
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Bug Colors from
Self-Assembled Nanostructures

nsects and their relatives are arguably the most colorful group of animals on the planet.
the brilliant green of a butterfly wing or the shimmering gold from a beetle shell are often
due to arrays of nanoscale structures that scatter light only at specific wavelengths and
at certain angles. A new study has cataloged the vast variety of structural color mechanisms in
insects, as well as spiders. using the APs, the researchers showed that the so-called “photonic
nanostructures” in these organisms have shapes similar to self-organizing membrane structures found inside cells, as well as in detergents and certain polymers. But unlike artificial polymeric nanostructures, these biophotonic nanostructures achieve the large sizes necessary to
scatter visible light. if engineers can learn to imitate the way insects create structural color,
they may be able to improve the performance of light-manipulating devices, including fiber optics and solar cells.

I

Fig. 1. representative morphology of structural color producing arthropod cuticular nanostructures. a–f:
Light micrographs, g–l: electron micrographs, and m–r: representative two-dimensional SAXS patterns
from the photonic scales or setae of a,g,m: Platyaspistes venustus (Curculionidae); b,h,n: Eupholus quintaenia (Curculionidae); c,i,o: Sternotomis pulchra (Cerambycidae); d,j,p: Anoplophora graafi (Cerambycidae); e,k,q: Amegilla cingulata (Apidae); and f,l,r: Thyreus nitidulus (Apidae). False color SAXS patterns
(unmasked) depict the logarithm of scattering intensity as a function of the scattering wave vector, q.
From v. Saranathan et al., Nano Lett. 15(6), 3735 (2015). © 2015 American Chemical Society
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structural colors arise when multiple objects in a material scatter light,
causing constructive or destructive interference of different wavelengths.
these light scattering objects – which
could be multilayers in a shell, air bubbles in a feather barb, or crystal-like arrays on a wing scale – work differently
than molecular pigments that selectively absorb certain wavelengths while
reemitting others. Few animal pigments
can produce shorter wavelength blue
and green colors Because of this, many
insects rely on structural coloration to
produce blues that will make them visible to potential mates and greens to
conceal them from predators. however,
structural colors in insects cover the
entire spectrum, from violet to red.
Although
many studies
have investigated structural
colors in insects,
the focus has
typically been on
one or a few
species. researchers from
yale university,
yale-nus college (singapore),
csiro ecosystem sciences
(Australia), and
Argonne performed the first
comprehensive
survey of structural color in
arthropods (the
phylum that includes insects
and spiders).
Working at xsd
beamline 8-id-i
at the APs, as
well as the
sAxs/WAxs
beamline of the
Australian synchrotron, and beamline
i22 of the diamond light source (uk),
the team performed small-angle x-ray
scattering (sAxs) measurements on
140 samples coming from nearly 100
species of longhorn beetles and weevils, several kinds of bees and spiders,
and one butterfly. Butterflies structural
colors were the subject of previous

study by these authors using 8-id-i
(saranathan et al., Proc. natl. Acad.
sci. usA, 107[26], 11676 [june 29,
2010], doi: 10.1073/pnas.
0909616107; see also “What makes
Butterfly Wings gleam?,” APS Science
2010, pg. 56, may 2015). some of the
specimens were collected more than a
century ago, but their colors still remain
vivid – a testament to the fact that
structural colors don’t fade like pigment-based colors.
the nanostructures in the sample
were sculpted within a single scale cell
made of protein and chitin, a tough
starchy material that insects and similar
animals use for their outer skeleton. in
the experiments, synchrotron light scatters off the interfaces between chitin
and air. since the sizes of these structures are roughly 100s of nanometers
across, the short wavelength x-rays
(roughly 0.1 nm) only scatter over very
tiny angles (on the order of microradians). APs beamline 8-id-i is one of the
few facilities in the world that can
record this small-angle scattering.
the sAxs data (Fig. 1) showed
that the photonic nanostructures in insects and spiders appear in a wide variety of different morphologies, such as
diamond lattices, single network gyroids, close-packed spheres, honeycombed columns, and sponge-like
networks. these morphologies are
analogous to membrane structures that
appear both in biology and industry.
certain molecules, like fatty lipid molecules in a cell or surfactants in detergents, can self-assemble into different
nanoscale shapes. engineers produce
similar elements with long lego-like
molecules, called block copolymers, but
the size of these artificial structures is
limited by the length of the polymer
chains ( no bigger than 50 nanometers). insects assemble photonic
nanostructures that are five to ten times
larger than this, so maybe we can learn
some design strategies by studying insect structural colors.
the authors note that cells produce several types of membrane
shapes with the help of membranebinding proteins. Perhaps insects have
co-opted this molecular membranebending machinery to produce their
photonic nanostructures. the researchers hypothesize that during in-

sect development, membranes in the
outer scale cells form a kind of nanostructure template, within which the
biopolymer chitin fills in. When the
scale cells eventually die, the chitin remains — shaped with color-producing
nanostructures. if further work confirms
this model, then it might be possible to
design artificial molecules and membranes that can reproduce this self-assembly process.
Bio-inspired nanostructures could
be used to better capture sunlight in a
solar cell or to better channel light signals through an optical fiber.
— michael schirber
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F OLDING OF A N ANOPARTICLE M EMBRANE
O RIGINATED FROM A J ANUS -L IKE
M OLECULAR C OATING

anoparticles coated with organic molecules can form macroscopic, free-standing membranes that might be used as chemical, biological, or vibrational sensors. some of these membranes, formed at water-air interfaces such as the
surface of droplets, show a peculiar behavior. Fire an electron beam at them and they curl
up into tubes, always folding in the same direction regardless of how they’re oriented to start
(Fig.1). researchers turned to the APs to discover the source of this behavior, with the hope
of using what they learned to design future membrane-based devices.

N

Fig. 1. In SEm images, an array of nanoparticle membranes on a silicon substrate (left) can become
detached from the substrate and, under an electron beam, curl into a cylinder in a characteristic manner (center, right).

to make their membranes, the researchers, from Argonne’s center for
nanoscale materials (cnm), the university of chicago, and the university
of missouri started with gold nanoparticles that had been coated with the organic molecule dodecanethiol, which
formed a shell of ligands around the
gold core. they added the treated
nanoparticles to a small droplet of
water sitting on a teflontm surface,
and watched them spread out until they
formed a layer, one nanoparticle thick,
across the entire surface of the droplet.
the ligands served to control spacing
between the nanoparticles and give the
membrane tensile strength.
the researchers transferred the
membrane to a silicon substrate by one
of two methods: either they tilted the
droplet slightly, allowing the membrane
to drape over silicon embedded in the
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droplet, or they pressed the silicon
down on top of the membrane and lifted
it off. the draping method left a membrane with the side that had faced the
water in contact with the substrate. the
stamping method left the side that initially faced air touching the substrate.
to understand this folding behavior
of the membranes, the researchers
turned to the xsd beamline 8-id-e at
the APs to perform grazing incidence
small-angle x-ray scattering (gisAxs).
An important breakthrough was that
APs researchers designed a new
model to fit the scattering pattern of the
x-rays and were able to measure the
size and position of the nanoparticles in
the structure with unprecedented accuracy. As a result, they could measure
the thickness of the ligand shell that
was sandwiched between the nanoparticle core and the substrate with sub-

nanometer accuracy. they discovered
a tiny difference in the average thickness of the ligand shell between the
two sides. the water-facing side was
approximately 6 Å thinner than the airfacing side, enough to induce a preferential bending when the membrane
was under stress. the synthesis, assembly, scanning electron microscope
(sem) imaging, and characterization by
raman spectroscopy were performed
at the cnm.
the team also performed a computer simulation of the membranes,
which exactly predicted the asymmetry
behavior and showed that the difference comes from the fact that the organic molecules are hydrophobic and
can rearrange themselves to minimize
their interaction with water (Fig. 2). the
simulation also predicted that the
“Folding” cont’d. on page 162
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eating from the inside out. that is the principle not only behind microwave ovens, but also tiny gold nanorods. in both cases, target
objects — either molecules or nanorods — are excited by electromagnetic waves, and this light energy is converted into heat that spreads out
into the surrounding material. the heat coming from gold nanorods is not used
to warm food, but it could be used to sterilize water, or kill cancer cells. one obstacle to these applications is that the heating process tends to melt and reshape the nanorods, which alters their ability to absorb incoming light. to
characterize this melting behavior, researchers exposed gold nanorod mixtures to a series of laser pulses while “filming” the nanorod shape changes
using x-rays from the APs. the results showed that relatively bright pulses
produce a much more abrupt melting dynamics than relatively faint pulses.
this information could help in optimizing the light input and nanorod shape for
various applications in medicine and industry.

H

Fig. 1. A sample of gold nanorods is exposed to a series of laser pulses, which heat up and eventually melt the nanorods. To track the melting dynamics, x-ray light from the APS 7-ID-C beamline scatters off the sample and is recorded by a detector. Image: yuelin Li

A gold nanorod acts like a tiny antenna that absorbs light at certain
wavelengths, which depend on the
nanorod shape. the absorbed light energy rattles around inside the nanorod
causing its temperature to rise. the
heat that flows out of a hot nanorod has
a number of potential uses. For example, nanorods could be made to target
a tumor. When laser light is turned on,
the nanorods heat up and kill the cancerous cells. Another possibility is to
place gold nanorods in dirty water. sunlight would excite the nanorods and
cause the water to boil. the steam
could be collected for drinking water.

one problem, however, is that the
nanorods become hot during these
processes, causing them to melt and
change shape. the shape changes
make them less effective as light-absorbing antennae. to better understand
the melting dynamics, researchers from
Argonne tracked nanorod shapes in
real-time using x-rays. they performed
their controlled melting experiments at
xsd beamline 7-id-B,c,d at the APs,
which is one of the few light-source xray beamlines where laser light and
synchrotron light can simultaneously
target a sample.
the researchers placed nanorods

with lengths of 45 to 60 nm (fabricated
at the Argonne center for nanoscale
materials, cnm) in water and exposed
the solutions to a series of laser pulses
with a wavelength of 800 nm and a duration of 50 fs. in different experiment
runs, they varied the peak fluence of
the pulses from 14 to 66 mj/cm2. Between laser shots, the team took smallangle x-ray scattering (sAxs) spectra
(Fig. 1). the scattering angle of x-rays
provides a signal of the nanorod shape.
the researchers identified an
angle where the scattering signal was
near maximum. they then tracked how
this signal varied after repeated laser
pulses. essentially, the characteristic
scattering signal decreased as the total
laser exposure increased, implying that
the nanorods were melting and their resulting shape scattered the laser light
less.
this melting dynamics depended
strongly on the peak fluence of the
pulses. For low fluence (less than 25
mj/cm2), the melting was gradual, and
the sAxs signal followed a so-called
“stretched exponential” decay pattern.
in the high-fluence case, the melting
was more abrupt, which showed up in
the sAxs data as a “compressed exponential” decay curve. the final samples
were examined by ex situ transmission
electron microscopy in the electron microscopy center group at cnm.
“Nanorods” cont’d. on page 162
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Fig. 2. Gold nanoparticles with a shell of organic ligands have slightly thinner shells on the side facing
the water (bottom) than the air. The background of the simulation shows the x-ray scattering pattern.

“Folding” cont’d. from page 160
behavior would change depending on
how densely packed the ligands were
around the nanoparticles. in the experiment, the coated particles had been
washed to remove excess material,
which also led to a lower ligand packing
density.
under the guidance of these simulations, researchers used particles that
had a much more densely packed shell
of ligands and repeated the experiment.
indeed, the asymmetry in the thickness
of the two sides disappeared. that suggests that scientists could manipulate
the behavior of these membranes by
making small changes in the distribution
of the organic molecules attached to
the underlying nanoparticles. they
might also be able to fine-tune the properties of the larger structure by using a
more hydrophilic ligand, or by attaching
other molecular groups to them.
ultimately, these researchers hope
to build nanoparticle assemblies with a
variety of structures and a diverse set of
functionalities. — Neil Savage

See: zhang jiang1, jinbo he2, sanket
A. deshmukh2, Pongsakorn kanjanaboos2, ganesh kamath2,3, yifan Wang2,
subramanian k.r.s. sankaranarayanan2, jin Wang1, heinrich m.
jaeger2, and xiao-min lin1*, “subnanometre ligand-shell asymmetry
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leads to janus-like nanoparticle membranes,” nat. mater. 14, 912 (september 2015). doi: 10.1038/nmAt4321
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to explain this melting dynamics,
the team constructed a simple model in
which the nanorods could assume three
distinct shapes: an initial thin rod shape,
an intermediate fat rod shape, and a
final spherical shape. using this model,
they found that low fluence pulses drive
the initial thin rods to the intermediate
shape, where they remain for a short
time before partially converting to the
final spherical shape. By contrast, for a
high fluence, the intermediate state is
passed through very quickly, and the
whole sample ends up in the final
spherical state.
molecular dynamics simulations,
carried out at the cnm and the Argonne
Advanced leadership computing Facility, verified this three-shape model,
while also providing a detailed physical
picture of how heat flows from the
nanorods to the surrounding material.
the simulations could guide applications. For cancer treatment, as an example, heating efficiency is more
important than durability, so researchers might find high-fluence
pulses give an optimum performance.
— Michael Schirber
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Pulse driven melting in gold nanorod
Aqueous colloidal suspension: identification of a transition from stretched to
exponential kinetics,” sci. rep. 5, 8146
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C ONTROL OF L IGHT WITH
DNA-N ANOPARTICLE C RYSTALS
nA enables one to precisely place nanoparticles into periodic structures (called “superlattices”) in two or three dimensions as either
large films or near-perfect single crystals. By constructing the superlattices from gold nanoparticles, a northwestern university research group,
carrying out studies at the APs, reported that they can precisely control how
light flows though and interacts with these materials. control over nanoparticle arrangement, crystal size, and crystal shape provides a way for making
new types of optical materials.

D

Fig 1. a) Simulation of a 20-nm-diameter gold nanoparticle absorbing light. b) when assembled with
DNA, the gold particles interact as dipoles (inset) and change their collective optical behavior.
Adapted from michael B. ross et al., Nat. Nano. 10, 453 (may 2015).

the interdisciplinary team of researchers utilized detailed x-ray measurements obtained at dnd-cAt
beamline 5-id-B,c,d and the xsd
beamline 12-id-B, both at the APs, to
explore the structural properties of
nanoparticle superlattices that intimately control light-matter interactions.
A major advantage of using
nanoparticles to build new materials is
that their properties can change depending on how they are arranged.
here, the researchers demonstrated
that by carefully controlling how the
nanoparticles are positioned across
multiple length scales, their optical response can be rationally designed to
absorb or scatter light.
structural measurements at the
dnd-cAt and xsd beamlines provided
detailed information about the symmetry and spacing of the nanoparticles in
the superlattices, which influences their
optical properties. theoretical results by

the same team last year reported that,
by independently changing the spacing
between nanoparticles in addition to the
larger-scale crystal shape, one could
control how light flows through the superlattices.
the modification of nanoparticles
with dnA allows them to act as “programmable atom equivalents” that can
be assembled into over 30 different
crystal symmetries. this control, combined with the recent advance enabling
the synthesis of large single crystals,
provided a means for testing these theoretical predictions. small-angle x-ray
scattering measurements performed at
the dnd-cAt beamline and grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scattering
studies at the xsd beamline provided
detailed information about the crystalline nanoparticle arrangement, which
ultimately dictates their properties.
these results advance the scientific community’s understanding of what

happens to nanoparticles as one
arranges them into larger, more complex structures with well-defined
shapes. in the future, the research
team aims to incorporate new types of
nanoparticles, including other metals,
semiconductors such as quantum dots
that fluoresce, and metal oxides with
unusual magnetic or catalytic properties. the team is excited about using
superlattice crystalline materials for
photonic and energy applications that
require the precise control over light
flow and confinement, for example in
new classes of batteries and photovoltaics.
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“nanoscale form dictates mesoscale
function in plasmonic dnA–nanoparticle superlattices,” nat. nano. 10, 453
(may 2015).
doi: 10.1038/nnAno.2015.68
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L ATTICE S TRAIN AND S TRAIN R ELAXATION
P RODUCE N ANO “D UMBBELLS ”
anoparticles come in many different shapes and sizes, and their geometry is often as influential as their chemical makeup in determining behavior, from catalytic or energy storage properties to potential as a semiconductor component. the physical and chemical
properties at the nanoscale can be varied by combining different materials to form heterostructured
nanoparticles that can be synthesized in many different shapes, such as core/shell combination, nanodumbbells, nano-rods, and terapods. the growing importance of heterostructured nanoparticles in various applications demands a much better understanding of how the structure appears and evolves
during synthesis, an understanding that cannot be gained by studies of static structures alone, but require the kinds of real-time studies made possible by the state-of-the-art x-ray analysis facilities available at the APs. utilizing the APs, a team of researchers followed the nucleation and growth kinetics
of a gold (Au) overlayer on platinum (Pt) and Pt-alloy seeds and found that the lattice strain and subsequent strain relaxation of the seed and overlayer control the dumbbell shape of the resulting material. these nano-dumbbells could have a broad range of applications as catalysts.

N
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Fig. 2. TEm images of the seeds and nanodumbbells. (a)-(c): Seed NPs with the mean size of 6.2 nm (CoPt3), 4.8 nm
(Pt), and 6.2 nm (FePt). (d)-(f): Nanodumbbells synthesized by using the seeds shown in panels (a)-(c).

the synthetic reaction that occurs
during the formation of an overgrowth
layer on a seed of a different material is
much more complicated than that of a
single-component nanoparticle. Because the seed and overgrowth have
different crystal structures, the heterogeneous nanoparticles can have a lattice mismatch (where the spacing
< Fig. 1. Core/shell to dumbbell transition of
the seed/Au NP during synthesis. (a) Lattice
structure of the overgrowth phase in the twodimensional and three-dimensional mode of
the Stranski–Krastanov model. (b) morphological evolution of the seed/Au heterostructure
during the pre-nucleation, nucleation and
growth periods. (c) Schematic illustration of the
stresses within core/shell and dumbbell NPs.
(d) STEm-energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
mapping of a CoPt3/Au dumbbell. Elemental
mapping was performed by acquiring EDX
spectrum images including the Aum series
(red), Ptm series (green) and Co L series (blue)
x-rays. The right-most one is the layered image
of those mappings. The electron probe size is
approximately 100 pm, and the acquisition
time was 287 sec. Figures from S.G. Kwon et
al., Nat mater. 14, 215 (February 2015).
© 2015 macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights
reserved.

between atoms in the two materials do
not align) and consequent strain.
While the team of researchers from
Argonne, the university of illinois at
chicago, the illinois institute of technology, and the university of chicago
studied the reaction process that occurs
during synthesis of heterostructured
nanocomposites, they simultaneously
performed small- and wide-angle x-ray
scattering measurements in real time at
xsd beamline 12-id-B of the APs
under “realistic” conditions. they used
the same reaction volume and stirring
and heating procedures as those typically used to synthesize nanoparticles.
this allowed them to track the evolution
of the size and crystal structure of the
nanoparticles over time at sub-Å resolution. For nanoparticle characterization,
the team performed x-ray diffraction
measurements at the gsecArs 13-idc,d beamline at the APs, and extended
x-ray fine structure measurements at
the mr-cAt 10-id-B beamline, also at
the APs. separately performed at the
Argonne center for nanoscale materials and the university of illinois at
chicago were transmission electron microscopy (tem, Fig. 2) and scanning
transmission electron microscopy

(stem) of the nanoparticles.
the analytical results indicated
three stages in the formation of a dumbbell structure: pre-nucleation, nucleation, and growth (Fig. 1). in the
pre-nucleation period (0-20 min.) the Au
covers the Pt or Pt-alloy seed’s surface
uniformly and forms a core/shell structure. during nucleation (20 min-140
min), the huge stress created by the
growth of the Au shell deforms the crystal lattice of the core/shell. the strain
energy resulting from this deformation
substantially increases the free energy
of the core/shell and, thus, its chemical
potential. transition from core/shell to
dumbbell structures results from the
subsequent strain relaxation of the
shell. during the growth period (140
min-240 min), no further nucleation of
dumbbells occurs, and the dumbbells
already nucleated grow from 97 Å up to
120 Å. the stem analysis revealed
that the relief of the lattice strain in the
shell takes place through the slip of Au
atomic layers at the core/shell interface.
this study represents the first observation of the kinetics of this heterogeneous nucleation process in real time
under realistic conditions. the know“Dumbbells” cont’d. on page 167
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C HARGE D ENSITY WAVES
2-D S TRUCTURE

IN A

ometimes one gets more with less. layered materials called “transition metal
dichalcogenides” (tmds) appear to offer a number of interesting properties
when they are reduced to a single layer, similar to the amazing transformation
in graphite when reduced to a single layer called “graphene.” A new study of a certain
tmd, vanadium diselenide (vse2), explored its electronic properties as the number of
layers was shrunk to one. the researchers carefully grew a repeating heterostructure,
in which single or multiple layers of vse2 were separated by a tin selenide (snse) layer,
acting as a partition. the atomic architecture was verified with x-ray diffraction measurements at the APs. When the team measured the electric resistance of the different
samples, they found that only the single-layer vse2 heterostructure exhibited the collective electron configuration that is a charge density wave (cdW). the work suggests
that the cdW transition might be controlled by altering the layer structure. one application of these heterostructures might be as a “heat switch” that uses the cdW phase
to shut off thermal conduction through a material. “Waves” cont’d. on facing page

S

Fig. 1. Two different samples of the SnSe-vSe2 heterostructure are depicted graphically (top left), as well as in
scanning transmission electron microscopy images (top middle). In one case, there are three layers of vSe2 between each layer of SnSe, whereas there is only a single layer of vSe2 for the other case. The two crystal structures are identified by peaks in grazing incidence in-plane diffraction (top right). The stacking architecture of the
different samples is observed in specular x-ray diffraction patterns (bottom) taken from the direction perpendicular to the layers. Image: matthias Falmbigl
33-Bm-c • xsd • materials science, physics, chemistry • diffuse x-ray scattering, general diffraction, powder diffraction, x-ray reflectivity, grazing incidence diffraction, anomalous and resonant scattering (hard x-ray) • 5-35
kev • on-site • Accepting general users •
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“Waves” cont’d. from previous page
Physicists predicted charge density
waves 80 years ago, but the first observations had to wait until the 1970s. the
periodic density distributions in a cdW
occur when conduction electrons become locked in place in a kind of standing wave. however, if enough voltage is
applied, the standing wave becomes a
moving wave, and a torrent of current is
released. this “critical” behavior has
been of theoretical interest because it
may bear a relation to superconductivity. on the practical side, several studies have looked at whether
cdW-bearing materials could work as
tunable capacitors or light detectors.
many transition metal dichalcogenides
exhibit cdWs, but often the transition
temperature is impractically low for device applications. researchers have
tried to control the charge density wave
transition in tmds by changing the
charge carrier concentration with a
dopant, but these atomic substitutions
tended to suppress the formation of
cdWs. recent evidence suggested
that reducing the thickness of a transition metal dichalcogenide could raise
the cdW transition temperature. But
one of the problems has been trying to
control and characterize the structure of
very thin layers of tmds.
in this study, researchers from the
university of oregon and humboldtuniversität zu Berlin (germany) used
the modulated elemental reactant
(mer) method to grow
[snse]1.15(vse2)n heterostructures. the
mer technique gives precise control
over the nano-architecture through deposition of a well-defined precursor. the
researchers created samples with 1, 2,
3, 4 layers of vse2, separated by single
layers of snse. this pattern of layering
is repeated many times in the heterostructure samples, allowing for precise x-ray characterization. x-ray
diffraction measurements — performed
at xsd beamline 33-Bm-c at the APs
— identified signatures of both vse2
and snse. For each sample, the researchers were able to measure lattice
parameters within the layers, as well as
the distances between layers in the
stacking direction (Fig. 1).
the sample with single layers of
vse2 showed a large increase in electric resistance at a temperature of 118

k. the researchers interpreted this as a
cdW phase transition. in bulk vse2,
the transition temperature occurs at a
slightly lower temperature of 100 k.
somewhat surprisingly, the team did
not detect a cdW transition for the
samples with multiple adjacent layers of
vse2. is this yet another amazing
change in a compound when it is reduced to a single layer? these results
provide the clearest evidence yet that
the cdW transition in vse2 can be
modified by reducing it to a thin two-dimensional layer.
the team plans to perform more
experiments with different materials in
various stacking arrangements. their
aim is to explore whether one can bring
the charge density wave transition in
transition metal dichalcogenides up to
room temperature. this could open new
possibilities in controlling heat transport. the thermal conductivity in the
snse-vse2 heterostructures is dominated by the flow of electrons, but
these electrons essentially “freeze” in
place when the cdW phase sets in. As
a result, the thermal conductivity should
drop by a factor of 10 or more across
the cdW transition. this means that a
heterostructured material might one
day be turned from a heat conductor to
a heat insulator with the flip of a switch.
— Michael Schirber
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ledge gained will advance the engineering of multicomponent nanostructures
and, in particular, will allow the development of a time-resolved synthesis
mechanism that can be used to control
the structure-property functions in these
nanostructures. — Joseph E. Harmon
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A C RYSTAL M ISMATCH G ENERATES M AGNETISM

hin films are ubiquitous in computer chips and other electronic devices. researchers have recently begun tuning the properties of
these films by growing them on substrates with different crystal structures. A particularly interesting case is the lanthanum-cobalt oxide, lacoo3,
or lco for short. As a bulk crystal, lco is not magnetic, but thin films of lco
grown on certain substrates exhibit ferromagnetic ordering. Previous attempts
to explain this induced magnetism have been unable to incorporate the fact
that the atomic arrangement, or crystal symmetry, of epitaxial lco film is distinct from that of both its bulk phase and its substrates. this symmetry mismatch leads to additional structural distortions in lco thin films, as observed
in x-ray experiments performed at the APs and elsewhere. the distortions—
specifically volume changes in octahedral structures—provide a viable explanation for the appearance of magnetism in lco. the work exemplifies the
potential of using symmetry mismatch as a means of controlling the behavior
of layered heterostructures.

T

Fig. 1. X-ray based structural analysis for LCO/STO heterostructures. (a) X-ray diffraction (XrD) full
spectra for 5 unity cell (uc) (blue), 15 uc (green) film, and the superlattice (red). (b) Xrr spectra and
best fits for three samples. (c) XrD reciprocal space maps (rSm) around {213} Bragg centers of the
15 uc film at different substrate azimuth orientations. The shift of film peak centers along Qz indicates
a structural distortion for the film, as illustrated in the inset of (c). (d) XrD rSm around {204} Bragg
centers of the 5 uc film at different substrate azimuth. No peak shifting indicates 5 uc film maintains
an ideal tetragonal structure, as illustrated in the inset of (d).
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When one material is grown on
top of another, the crystal structures
rarely ever match up perfectly. if the
lattice spacing is different across the
material boundary, then the atoms will
shift position to provide a better fit.
this so-called “film epitaxy” and the
associated epitaxial strain can generate new electronic or magnetic properties in thin films. however, the lattice
mismatch is just one type of discontinuity that can occur between a film
and its substrate.
in the case of lco, its bulk crystal
symmetry is rhombohedral, whereas it
often is grown on a substrate with different crystal structure. this symmetry
mismatch can further alter the rotations
and tilting patterns of subunits within
the lattice structure, but such subtle
distortions are difficult to observe. An
international, multi-institution team of
researchers from the u.s., the u.k.,
china, Australia, and France utilized
sophisticated x-ray tools to uncover the
symmetry mismatch effects in lco thin
films. the results appeared in the journal nano letters.
For their experiments, the team
grew epitaxial lco films on strontium
titanate (srtio3 or sto), which has a
cubic symmetry. they varied the thickness of the lco layer to produce three
distinct samples. the first sample had
an ultrathin lco film (5 unit cells of
lco lattice) on top of an sto substrate. the second had a thicker lco
film (15 unit cells) on sto. the last
sample was a “superlattice” with alternating layers of ultrathin lco and sto.
the thicker film sample was the only
one that exhibited a strong ferromagnetic transition. this by itself suggested
that the magnetism does not arise
merely from the epitaxial strain, which
does not depend very much on the film
thickness.
to uncover the underlying mechanism, the team utilized x-rays to probe
the atomic rearrangements in the lco
films. some of these lower-energy xray measurements were taken with a
“Crystal” cont’d. on page 171

B RAGG D IFFRACTION G OES N ANO

-rays and Bragg diffraction have a long history together. Bragg diffraction
was first explained in 1913 by the father-son team of sir William henry
Bragg and William lawrence Bragg, for which they received a nobel Prize.
scientists have developed methods for recovering the intricate crystal structure of
a sample by measuring the angles and intensities of all the different diffraction
peaks. this has motivated researchers within the last decade to push the technique
further by focusing x-ray beams to nanoscale sizes onto samples in order to gather
highly localized information about a sample's internal structure. But the use of coherent nanofocused beams in x-ray diffraction experiments has been problematic.
the diffraction peaks — which have traditionally been simple bright dots — now exhibit complex intensity patterns. For example, when projected on a detector plane,
the peaks can have oblong shapes and dark centers. Although it’s possible to obtain quantitative information about a sample by analyzing where the peaks emerge
when using a nano-focused x-ray beam in a diffraction experiment, all of the potential information available from the intensity distributions has yet to be fully utilized.
now, a research team has come up with the necessary mathematical tools to analyze these features within the Bragg peaks and replicate the observed diffraction
patterns in diffraction experiments using nanofocused x-ray beams.

X

Fig. 1. The intensity distribution for individual diffraction peaks, with calculated predictions shown in the top row
and the experimental observations shown in the bottom row. Each column depicts a different scattering geometry.

the team, from Argonne, Aix-marseille université (France), columbia
university, and the iBm corporation,
has developed a model that incorporates sample characteristics and the
diffraction geometry, as well as the

properties of the x-ray focusing optics. the researchers assume the incoming x-rays are coherent and converge on the target region. A kind of
“scattering template” based on the sample’s crystal structure is used to convert the incoming waves
into outgoing waves. the final step in the analysis

is a Fourier transform that turns
the outgoing waves into a farfield diffraction pattern.
to test the accuracy of this
model, the researchers performed experiments at the hard
x-ray nanoprobe at the
cnm/xsd beamline 26-id-c at
the APs. the nanoprobe uses a
Fresnel zone plate lens to focus
the x-ray beam to a 50-nm spot.
the sample was a thin film of
single-crystal silicon-germanium,
which the team oriented to the
diffraction condition with respect
to the incoming beam.
the team selected three diffraction geometries corresponding to specific, well-known
peaks of silicon-germanium. the
close agreement between the
observed diffraction patterns and
their model’s predictions (Fig. 1)
confirmed that this approach correctly predicts the resulting diffraction patterns..
this experimental demonstration involved a known sample
for which predictions were fairly
easy to make, but that will not be
the case in future experiments
with more complicated samples.
the researchers have already
shown in other studies that their
model can work “backwards,”
i.e., taking a diffraction pattern
and working back to determine
the localized structure within a
material using Bragg diffraction
ptychography, an imaging
method in which a coherent
nano-focused beam is scanned
across a sample as a series of
diffraction pattterns are recorded.
changes in the details of the diffraction peaks from one scan
step to the next could be a sign
of atomic lattice fluctuations due
to dislocations or strain. With further refinements, the researchers
hope to be able to map out strain
“Bragg” cont’d. on page 171
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I NTERFACE E NGINEERING

ver the past two decades, progress in nanotechnology has had a
great impact on research fields such as chemistry, materials science, and physics. For most nanotechnology applications, controlling the structure and composition of a material’s interfaces—the boundaries
between different chemical constituents—is critical for high performance. For
example, strain resulting from a mismatch between the crystal lattice structures of different components can significantly affect properties related to electron transport. designing photovoltaics involves strategically depositing one or
more layers of different compounds that ultimately provides the maximal transport of charge through the material. however, careful attention needs to be
made to the process of laying down one compound on top of another. interface
engineering—the science of formulating a material such that the component
layers interact with one another in a way that optimizes a desired property,
such as conductivity—is an important aspect of material design. researchers
working at the APs, assessed the impact that interfaces can have on such
properties. their work points to ways of optimizing the performance of interfaced materials, and resulted in a simple model for predicting the behavior of
compound materials.

O

Fig. 1. Structural schematics of the six possible isomers of four SnSe and four NbSe2 subunits. The difference in the x-ray diffraction scans along (out of plane, left) and perpendicular (in plane, right) to
the superstructure confirm the formation of six distinct compounds.
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the researchers, from the university of oregon, created six isomers of a
compound with snse and nbse2 subunits. each isomer comprised a stack
of eight subunits, the sequences of
which were shuffled in order to vary the
number of interfaces between the different subunits. For example, one isomer contained repeats of four snse
subunits stacked on top of four nbse2
subunits, for a 4:4 ratio and a total of
two unique interfaces, while another
isomer had repeats of the subunits in a
2:1:1:2:1:1 ratio for a total of six unique
interfaces.
high-resolution imaging techniques performed using the xsd 33Bm-c beamline at the APs clearly
confirmed that six distinct compounds
were synthesized. in-plane x-ray diffraction scans performed at beamline
33-Bm-c revealed independent lattice
dimensions for the snse and the
nbse2 constituents and only subtle differences between the six isomers. in
addition, high-angle annular dark-field
scanning transmission electron microscopy (hAAdF-stem) in the lab
demonstrated the presence of the intended stacking sequences for each
isomer.
measurements of how strongly the
isomers resisted the flow of electric current at different temperatures revealed
metallic behavior for all six compounds.
electrical resistivity at room temperature was found to decrease with an increasing number of interfaces,
suggesting that materials with fewer interfaces would be better insulators. the
researchers observed that this effect
resulted from changes in the carrier
concentration, which increased with increasing thickness of the thickest snse
layer in the isomer. carrier mobility — a
measure of how far an electron can
move through a metal before scattering
— scaled with the thickness of the
thickest nbse2 layer due to increased
electron scattering as the nbse2 layers
became thinner. these electrical properties suggest that the different structural constituents have separate
functions, with snse acting as an electron donor to the conducting nbse2
“Interface” cont’d. on facing page
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layers. snse thickness controls the carrier concentration and the nbse2 thickness governs the carrier mobility.
the observed separation of function for snse and nbse2 suggests that
heterostructures can be designed to
optimize performance through choice of
constituent, layer thickness, and layer
sequence. to formalize their findings,
the researchers built a simplistic model
that predicts the properties of complex
isomers from a weighted sum of the
properties of its building blocks. in the
future, a theoretical model may be able
to predict the compound that optimizes
particular electrical properties among
the many potential compounds that can
be prepared. such a model could be
used in the design of materials to be incorporated into solar cells, computer
chips and high-performance electronics. — Chris Palmer

See: matti B. Alemayehu*, matthias
Falmbigl, kim ta, and david c. johnson**, “the influence of interfaces on
Properties of thin-Film inorganic structural isomers containing snse-nbse2
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lab-based diffractometer at the oak
ridge national laboratory in tennessee. But to obtain data with better
quality and higher resolution, the team
brought their samples to xsd beamlines 11-id-d and 12-id-c,d at the
APs, where the x-ray diffraction scans
helped determine the precise positions

of oxygen atoms in the crystal structures (Fig. 1).
Both lco and sto have a socalled perovskite structure, in which the
oxygen atoms form 6-atom subunits in
the shape of octahedrons. in the thicker
film sample, the lco octahedrons were
further rotated and distorted, producing
a small increase in the volume contained by the octahedrons. these structural changes were confirmed with
scanning transmission electron microscopy.
the researchers argue that the volume increase observed in the thicker
lco films affects the electronic structure, making it easier for some electrons to hop into higher spin
configurations. higher spin states have
a greater propensity to align themselves in a ferromagnetic ordering. if
the symmetry mismatch is the driver of
magnetism in lco, then it may be possible to choose an appropriate substrate or heterostructural design to
further promote the magnetic effect in
lco. this would be especially interesting because lco is an insulator, which
makes it one of the few known ferromagnetic insulators. these rare materials are highly sought for spintronic
applications. — Michael Schirber
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in more complex and three-dimensional samples.
this is important information for the
nano-electronic industry, which is using
strain to control electron mobility and
other properties within semiconductor
transistors. it would be very advantageous to have a detailed map of the
strain inside a material as a way to
check that an electronic design strategy
is on track. — Michael Schirber
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U NCOVERING THE R ECIPE
N ANOCRYSTAL G ROWTH

FOR

Fig. 1. X-rays (wavy lines) from the synchrotron (blue) passed over nanocrystals of different shapes
(gray) to provide information about their atomic structure. Atoms of chloride (green), sit on top of the
silver and stabilize that monolayer on top of the gold.
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anocrystals of metals such as gold can be used to make more-sensitive
sensors and other devices for biomedical applications. the electronic
and optical properties of such crystals—which wavelength of light they
respond to, for instance—can be tuned by changing the shape of the nanocrystals’
facets. therefore, understanding the mechanisms that control those shapes will be
important for those applications. now a team of researchers has used the APs to
show how a mixture of silver and chloride can determine the facet shapes of gold
nanoparticles, providing the recipe for controlling the properties of the crystals.

N

the researchers from dalhousie
university (canada); northwestern university; and the university of california,
riverside created nanocrystals approximately 50 to 100 nm in diameter by taking gold seed crystals and putting them
in a mixture containing cetyltrimethylammonium chloride, hydrochloric acid,
ascorbic acid, hydrogen tetrachloroaurate, and varying amounts of silver nitrate, between 1 and 10 µmol. the
concentration of silver nitrate controlled
the final shape of the crystal, and the
different combinations produced
prisms, 8- and 12-sided crystals, and
cubes with concave surfaces.
to study the relationship between
the concentration and the shape, the
researchers subjected the crystals to xray absorption spectroscopy at the
xsd 20-Bm-B x-ray beamline at the
APs. this beamline produces an intense x-ray beam at selected energy
levels. they also employed the sxrmB
beamline at the canadian light source.
they performed extended x-ray absorption fine structure experiments,
which revealed the atomic structure of
the crystalline surface and showed the
bonding mechanisms between silver
and chloride, silver and gold, and gold
and gold atoms; and x-ray absorption
near-edge structure experiments to
learn about the oxidation state of the
silver.
the studies not only confirmed that
the concentration of silver determines
the shape of the nanocrystals, but also
provides clues as to the role played by
the chloride. the chloride helps stabilize the silver coating formed on gold
nanoparticles by binding to the surface.
it turned out that the silver-chloride
combinations in each of the four different nanocrystals studied had different
bonding behavior, allowing stabilization
of the silver on different types of facets.
it was already known that effect could

not be achieved using other halides,
such as bromide or fluoride, and this
work showed that it is the flexibility of
the chloride’s bonding mechanisms that
allow it to happen here.
researchers also looked at the
role of the chemical procedure in the
crystal growth. on three of the four
types of crystals, the team used a
unique preparation method, underpotential deposition (uPd), in which the
reduction potential (voltage) of silver
was just at the edge of being strong
enough to start the reaction, slowing
the growth. the x-ray studies showed
that in those uPd-produced crystal
types, the silver formed a single-layer
coating on top of the gold, but in the
type with the faster non-uPd growth,
silver atoms penetrated the surface of
the gold and formed an alloy, affecting
the nanocrystal’s properties. the role of
the chloride had not been shown before
because, being such a light molecule, it
could not be easily studied with other
techniques, such as electron microscopy.
to confirm their findings, the researchers ran computer simulations of
the structures using density functional
theory modelling. not only did the models match the experimental x-ray data,
they also helped to plot the actual coverage of chloride on the surface of the
nanocrystals.
the researchers hope to do similar
studies on nanocrystals made with
other metals. it could be useful, for example, to study catalysts such as platinum or palladium, where the shape of
the crystal affects the rate of catalysis.
— Neil Savage
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S USPENDING “H AIRY ” N ANOPARTICLES
IN F LUIDS

olymer-particle composites are employed in virtually every field of technology.
using small angle x-ray scattering and x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
at the APs combined with transmission electron microscopy and mechanical
property (rheology) measurements, this study investigated the behavior of a blend of
self-suspended spherical nanoparticles created by grafting short polymer chains to
the surface of silica nanoparticles. Because of their unusual appearance, these silica
particles are referred to as “self-suspended hairy nanoparticles,” in which a hard inorganic nanocore has a soft surrounding corona with no solvent in the materials. in
this research, silica nanoparticles with core size of 10 nm were blended with nanoparticles of larger sizes, giving different “size ratios” (ratio of radius of smallest particles
to the radius of larger particles) and different volume fractions of larger particles. the
suspensions were then examined by the above methods. the key finding was that by
changing the size ratio and fraction of larger particles, the researchers could alter the
form of the suspension from liquid to strong and weaker glass.

P

Fig. 1. A liquid-glass transition diagram showing effects of size ratio and fraction of larger silica particles in the hairy particle suspensions.

micro-sized particles suspended in
fluids have been the subject of intense
study since einstein’s seminal work on
Brownian motion. research over the
last few decades has revealed that on
imposition of pressure, heat, or a gradient in particle concentration suspensions of micro-sized particles exhibit
features such as disordered structure,
jamming/glass transitions, aging, and
solid–liquid phase transitions. recently,
suspensions of soft colloids have
emerged as attractive systems for investigating molecular fluids such as
water and glass transitions.
in this study, the researchers from
cornell university, the university of
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Pennsylvania, and Argonne grafted
polyethylene glycol onto silica nanoparticles. to create the blends, they dissolved these particles in chloroform,
which is a good solvent for both silica
and polyethylene glycol. the chloroform
was then completely evaporated by a
heat treatment. the synthesized blends
had nanoparticle cores with two diameters (“bi-disperse”): 10 nm and a larger
diameter ranging from 25 to 360 nm.
the size ratio of the bi-disperse blends
was varied from 0.4 to 0.027. in addition, the fraction of large particles in the
blends was varied from 0 to 1.
the blends with the smallest size
ratio were analyzed by small-angle x-

ray scattering (sAxs) measurements at
the xsd 12-id-B beamline at the APs,
and by x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (xPcs) at the xsd 8-id-i
beamline, also at the APs. All the
blends were analyzed by rheology
measurements and transmission electron microscopy (tem) at the cornell
center for materials research.
the tem images of samples
showed that, despite the absence of
solvent, both the large and small particles were uniformly dispersed; the large
particles did tend to cluster for the samples with the moderate size ratios. For
this size ratio, the xPcs and rheology
data indicated that adding large particles to a system of pure, jammed
smaller particles first weakens the sample, beyond which further increase in
the concentration of large particles
leads back to jamming of the material.
For the smallest size ratios, the data indicated that adding even a small fraction of large particles leads to a
transition from a soft glass to liquid then
back to a jammed glass. these various
transitions are illustrated in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 2, a suspension of
small particles of the same size exhibits
a high level of interpenetration of the
hairs between the nanoparticles (the
area defined by grey bar in the bottom
image on the far left). As larger particles
are added (the bottom image in the
“Suspending” cont’d. on page 176

C REATING

A

C RYSTALLINE TOOLBOX

sing strands of dnA as a sort of glue to bind nanoparticles together,
engineers are attempting to create new crystalline materials designed to have a wide and selectable range of desirable properties.
such crystals might become the basis for new and more effective catalysts,
help power nanoscale lasers, create microscopic lenses with exotic behaviors, or act as the building blocks for biological nanomachines. scientists are
therefore trying to learn the design rules that will allow them to control the
properties of these crystalline materials at scales from the individual nanoparticle up to macroscopic materials. Working at the APs, a group of researchers
has figured out how the size and shape of the nanoparticles they start with can
control the structure of such crystals.

U

Fig. 1. researchers created nanoparticles of various shapes and sizes (left two columns), then used
DNA to assemble certain pairs into crystals, seen in drawings (center column) and false-colored transmission electron microscopy ( images (right). Small-angle x-ray scattering produced a characteristic
diffraction pattern for each type of crystal (second from right).

they started by attaching a dense
packing of dnA strands to gold
nanoparticles a few tens of nanometers
wide, creating what they call “programmable atom equivalents.” the
nanoparticle at the core is analogous to
an atom, and the dense cloud of
oligonucleotides surrounding it represents the electronic bonds that can
connect it to other particles. When two
of these particles come close, complementary strands of dnA from each bind
and lock the particles together.
to see how the system behaved,
the researchers, from northwestern

university and Argonne, created
nanoparticles of various sizes and
shapes, including flat-faced cubes,
cubes with concave or convex faces,
disks of various diameters, and octahedra. they reasoned that certain pairs
would bind together more easily—flat
faces to flat faces, concave to convex
surfaces, particles of similar size—
while others would have more difficulty.
in a test of how size affected crystallization, the researchers mixed one
collection of cubes that were all 47 nm
wide with another where the edges varied from 47 nm to 85 nm across. the

cubes formed a crystal resembling
sodium chloride. But the centers of the
smaller cube faces did not necessarily
align with the centers of the larger ones,
and as the crystal grew, the offset grew
more pronounced. the greater the difference in the size of the nanoparticles, the
greater this effect was, resulting in a
strain in the crystalline microlattice that increased with the size difference. the researchers also measured the distance
between the faces of the cubes to see
whether there was a difference in the
length of the dnA bonds. the bonds did
not vary among the various cube sizes,
leading them to conclude that the dnA
was not contributing to the strain.
the particles stuck together when
five base pairs (totally about 1.5 nm long)
at the end of each dnA strand aligned
precisely. to test how shape affected the
bonding, the researchers mixed cubes of
the same size but with differently shaped
faces: flat, or concave or convex to a
depth of 10 nm. if parts of the surface
were further away from each other, they
reasoned, there would be less dnA alignment and therefore less adhesion. indeed, it turned out that pairs of concave
cubes were most weakly attached. A pair
consisting of a concave and a flat cube fit
better. even better were a pair of flat
cubes or a concave and a convex face. A
concave cube and a flat face had the best
bond.
the researchers measured the interactions of the nanoparticles using smallangle x-ray scattering at the dnd-cAt
beamline 5-id-B,c,d at the APs. this
technique allowed direct measurement of
a crystal’s symmetry, lattice parameters,
“Toolbox” cont’d. on page 176
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size, and density of lattice defects
(Fig. 1). they supplemented those
measurements by encasing the crystals
in silica and examining them with an
electron microscope.
Armed with this understanding of
how size and shape contribute to the
quality of crystals built from dnA and
nanoparticles, the researchers hope to
build up a library of characteristics that
will allow them to create materials with
whatever photonic or chemical properties they want. — Neil Savage

Fig. 2. Change in hairy-particle suspension behavior as function of fraction of large particles added
(xL). Graph shows relaxation time (t) at three wave vector values (q), as obtained from XPCS measurements at the APS.

“Suspending” cont’d. from page 174
middle and the graph for the fraction of large particles below 0.7), this interpenetration declines because of the
reduced curvature and higher grafting
density of the larger particles compared
to the small ones. in effect, since the
larger particles add more volume to the
samples than the smaller ones, they relaxed the constraints on the hairs of the
smaller particles to fill the empty space
in the absence of a solvent. upon
adding more large particles (the bottom
image on the right and the graph for
fraction of large particles above 0.7),
the interpenetration of the hairs increases because of the greater balance
between the curvature of the larger particles and the hairs. the researchers
concluded that the tethered polymer
hairs are the key ingredient in particle
dispersion and the soft glassy behavior.
recently, these hairy particle suspensions have been found to possess
high conductivity and low flammability.
With a high fraction of nanoparticles,
these suspensions are very promising
candidates to be used as electrolytes
with high mechanical strength in lithiumion batteries. — Joseph E. Harmon
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N OW S HOWING IN 3-D:
T HE G ROWTH OF M ETALLIC D ENDRITES
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he formation of dendrites (a crystal or crystalline mass with a branching, treelike structure) is a critical process not only in metallurgy but
in other areas of materials science. the specific nature and shapes
of dendritic structures affect the properties of metals and other solid materials
at the most basic level. yet many of the details of their formation remain unclear because of technical difficulties that have limited the study of what is essentially a three-dimensional (3-d) phenomenon to only two spatial
dimensions, or to the artifacts associated with “quench-and-look” experiments
wherein a completely solid sample is analyzed. But experimenters working at
xsd beamline 2-Bm-A,B at the APs have extended the study of dendritic morphology into the fourth dimension (three physical dimensions plus time) using
a new tomographic reconstruction algorithm with x-ray synchrotron techniques.

T

Although previous research has
yielded many insights into the ways in
which dendritic growth begins and proceeds in a undercooled liquid, such experiments have utilized thin cells and
transparent organic materials that provide only a two-dimensional perspective, and one that may not fully
translate to metallic dendrites. techniques that attempt to capture 3-d dendritic formation by quenching an
undercooled metallic liquid are less
than ideal because they can cause artifacts. And theoretical models are hampered by the lack of actual
three-dimensional datasets. other xray studies of metallic dendrites have
been limited in either spatial or temporal resolution.
to overcome these problems, the
team of researchers from northwestern
university, Purdue university, carnegie
mellon university, and Argonne used a
method called “timBir” (time-interlaced model-based iterative reconstruction), which combines interlaced
sampling with a model-based iterative
reconstruction approach to achieve xray tomographic views with better resolution than previously possible.
Working at the 2-Bm-A,B beamline
at the APs, the experimenters studied
dendritic growth in a 1-mm-diameter
sample of Al-24wt%cu alloy cooled at a
rate of 2° c/min.
observing dendritic formation as
the sample cooled and solidified (Fig.
1), the team selected one of the free-

< Fig 1. Snapshot of a 3-D aluminum dendrite
growing from a liquid. The four-fold symmetry
is clearly evident, as is the morphological complexity of the dendrite.

growing dendrites for detailed analysis.
the usual practice in x-ray microtomography is to acquire a series of images
at increasing view angles, which are
later reconstructed; but the large number of images required necessitated a
certain sacrifice in the temporal frame
rate.
the timBir method, however,
avoids this pitfall by an interlaced view
sampling approach, which distributes
the sampled view angles more evenly
in time, followed by reconstruction combining both sensor measurements (forward model) and the object (prior
model).
While the dendrite tip grew slightly
too fast for the 1.8-sec time frame of
the reconstructions, the side branches
grew slowly enough to be easily resolved. calculating the curvatures of
many small areas at once gave an interface shape distribution, from which
the overall morphology of the dendrite
could be determined, and which also
provided crucial data for comparison
with dendritic simulations.
the researchers noted that the
secondary and tertiary dendritic arms
consist of mostly cylindrical patches
with spherical caps, with a notable lack
of self-similarity with increasing distance from the tip. the arms take on
an overall flat and plate-like appearance, unlike dendrites seen in transparent organic materials. the tips of the
secondary arms also often undergo
splitting as the arms elongate. this
phenomenon is also not seen in organic analogs, representing another important difference from metallic
dendrites. the liquid trapped in the
groove of the split arms prevents fur-

ther splitting but also can result in a
high level of solute segregation.
With the timBir technique, these
experiments demonstrate a method for
3-d characterization of metallic dendritic growth that for the first time provides an excellent degree of both
spatial and temporal resolution of the
free-growth stage. unlike previous
methods, this new approach yields a
fresh and detailed quantitative picture
of the growth morphology of metallic
dendrites that promises to expand the
understanding of this vital process and
improve the accuracy of theoretical
models and simulations. the research
team notes that further improvements
in the timBir algorithm and camera
frame rates will only enhance the resolving power and thus the importance
of this novel approach to x-ray tomography. — Mark Wolverton
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A N E XCEPTIONALLY S TABLE ,
H ARD X- RAY M ONOCHROMATOR

Fig. 1. The four silicon crystals (dark rectangles) mounted in the monochromator.

onochromators are the optical devices situated in the path of synchrotron x-ray beams to select and deliver the wavelengths of
light required for a particular experiment at light sources such as
the Advanced Photon source (APs), an office of science user facility at Argonne. A number of spectroscopic experimental techniques employed at x-ray
light sources require a monochromatic hard x-ray beam with a linewidth measured in millielectronvolts (mev) or better, and with an energy that varies by
much less than that over the course of hours. A team from the APs has designed and built a new cryogenic monochromator with a sub-millielectronvolt
linewidth that does just that. the stability of its output averages 0.017 mev
over a day, 100 times better than any existing device has achieved. in addition,
it can operate at high incident intensity, even allowing stable operation amidst
a varying incident x-ray load. the team that built the new monochromator says
it will offer unprecedented sensitivity for inelastic x-ray scattering and nuclear
excitation studies, with the fine control of energy scanning in sub-mev increments being particularly valuable for measurement of lattice excitations by
means of nuclear resonant vibrational spectroscopy.

M
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the heart of the new monochromator is a precise arrangement of
four silicon (si) crystals (Fig. 1), all
of which were cut from a single
piece of hyperpure monocrystalline
silicon. the alignment of the crystals
is such that x-rays following the path
indicated in the diagram in Fig. 2 undergo Bragg reflection from the (12
12 8) lattice reflection within each
crystal. reflection from a high-order
set of atomic planes has intrinsically
smaller linewidth than reflection from
a lower order set of planes. in addition, the planes of the reflecting
atoms are at an angle of about 82°
to the physical surface of the silicon;
this asymmetry improves the energy
resolution further while enhancing
the reflected signal.
the crystals, on their mounting
structure, are housed in a copper

Fig 2. Layout of silicon crystals in the monochromator, including a beryllium compound refractive lens
that is placed 30 m upstream, showing the path taken by x-rays. Numbers refer to crystal reflections.
From T.S. Toellner et al., j. Synchrotron rad. 22, 1155 (2015). Copyright © International Union of
Crystallography. All rights reserved.

chamber measuring 40 cm x 20 cm x
20 cm that is itself placed within a vacuum vessel to provide thermal insulation. cold helium gas is pumped
through the walls of the inner chamber
at a flow rate that is regulated by feedback from platinum-resistance thermometers; the cooling system
maintains the interior at a temperature
of 123 k, with variation of no more than
2 mk. At this temperature, the thermal
expansion coefficient of silicon is zero,
freeing the crystals from distortion due
to temperature fluctuations.
this precise cryogenic control is
the first novel aspect of the monochromator design that contributes to its unprecedented stability. it also allows the
device to operate with high incident xray fluxes, because the cooling system
will eliminate any effects of x-ray-induced heating of the crystals.
the second novel design aspect is
an active control system to maintain the
alignment of the monochromator's diffracting crystals. the silicon crystals sit
in pairs (1 with 2, 3 with 4) on flexible
aluminum plates whose position is detected by capacitative sensors. Any
movement of one crystal in a pair relative to the other is signaled to a feedback system that issues a corrective
command to a piezoelectric actuator. in
this way, each pair of crystals can be
kept in the correct alignment. the two
flexible plates attach to a more complex
structure, which is also equipped with
capacitative sensors and piezoelectric
controls. Finally, the whole monochromator system resides on a platform
whose alignment with respect to the xray beam can be controlled remotely.

With this design, the APs team can
keep all four crystals in a chosen alignment with a precision of a few nanoradians. they can also adjust the
positioning of the two pairs of crystals
relative to each other in such a way that
the beam wavelength selected by the
monochromator can be varied with a
single actuator. this allows the team to
achieve excellent wavelength reproducibility, and without any impact on the
output beam position.
the researchers tested the monochromator at the xsd 3-id-B,c,d
beamline. operating the device at an
output x-ray energy of 21.541 kev, corresponding to a narrow excitation in the
isotope europium-151, they measured
the profile (full width at half-maximum)
of the output beam at 0.27 mev. the xray energy did not stray noticeably from
the chosen value even over the course
of a day or more. By adjusting the relative alignment of the crystal pairs, the
team was able to step the output energy in increments of 0.05 mev, with
rms standard deviation of 0.017 mev
about each step value.
in one respect, the performance of
the monochromator was surprising. the
linewidth of 0.27 mev is about 2.4
times greater than calculations would
suggest for an ideal system. most likely,
the researchers say, the discrepancy
arises from the presence of isotopic
variation in natural silicon, which is
about 92% 28si with the rest consisting
of 29si and 30si. the presence of different isotopes causes small variations
in lattice structure that get worse at
lower temperatures owing to anharmonicity and different zero-point mo-

tions for the three isotopes. this very
small effect (few ppb) was only noticeable because of the monochromator’s
narrow linewidth and the possibility to
measure it with high precision using nuclear resonant scattering.
in addition to the narrow linewidth,
a major accomplishment of the team’s
effort is the demonstration of a technique for energy-alignment stability for
hard x-ray spectroscopy that is 100
times better than what is currently in
use. — David Lindley
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3-D I MAGING OF S TRESS PATTERNS C AUSED
BY D ISLOCATION P ILE - UPS
olycrystalline metals are composed of numerous tiny crystals, or grains, and constitute the predominant metal type used for consumer, industrial, and structural applications. the properties of polycrystalline metals are strongly tied to internal defects called “dislocations,” and to how the dislocations
interact with the boundaries formed by adjacent grains. dislocations cannot readily pass grain boundaries
and so tend to pile up there, causing stress patterns that provide prime loci for microscopic voids and cracks.
such defect nucleation strongly influences the metal's strength and ductility. traditionally, two-dimensional
(2-d) surface imaging techniques have been used to probe polycrystalline structure. however, since grain
boundaries typically curve throughout a volume, surface imaging only partially reveals the complex slip
band/grain boundary interactions and associated stress patterns. in this research, three-dimensional (3-d) xray imaging performed at the APs was augmented with electron beam surface imaging, providing a much
fuller picture of how dislocation pileups at grain boundaries affect metal performance. this new information will
help identify the processing techniques that generate pileup/boundary conditions that minimize stress, thereby
delaying onset of damage processes with a resulting improvement in metal performance.

P

Fig. 1. Electron backscatter diffraction measurements of slip band blockage. Left
panel: EBSD pattern quality map indicating that the slip band in Grain 1 is blocked at
the boundary with Grain 2. Small wireframe drawings show the crystal orientations for
the two grains which are misoriented by ~90°. Bottom line segment (length 4 µm) indicates scale. right panel: high angular resolution Hr-EBSD data. Solid line coincides
with the slip band appearing in the left panel. The Hr-EBSD measurements show that
the blocked slip band induces a shear stress in Grain 2 along the direction of the
dashed line.
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the ability of a grain boundary to
block a slip band is clearly illustrated in
the left panel of Fig. 1. But even though
the slip band has been blocked from
entering the adjacent grain, it nevertheless induces a force, or stress, in both
grains (right panel, Fig. 1). surface
scans of slip bands and their associated stress patterns were made using
high angular resolution electron
backscatter diffraction (hr-eBsd), performed as part of the hexmat Programme (a collaborative uk-based
effort between the imperial college
london, university of oxford, and the
university of manchester) with local
participation by Argonne researchers.
how the stress, grain boundary, and
slip bands varied three-dimensionally
was measured via differential-aperture
x-ray laue micro-diffraction (dAxm),
performed at xsd x-ray beamline 34id-e at the APs.
the polycrystalline metal examined was high-purity titanium, which exhibits a hexagonal close-packed
structure. the titanium sample was
stretched to a pre-determined strain
level (1%) to generate slip band pileups. surface imaging using optical and
scanning electron microscopy, followed
by electron backscatter diffraction
(eBsd), confirmed that slip bands were
the principle crystalline defect created
by the stretching process.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the 3-d synchrotron-based dAxm data. A tiny re-

gion of the sample was probed at the
junction between two titanium grains
(note the optical micrograph of the
probed area). Five slip bands within
grain 2 are shown intersecting the
grain boundary, which blocks their propagation into grain 1. Figure 2(a) also illustrates the grain boundary's
curvature.
data from electron diffraction are
shown in Fig 1. the left-hand panel
uses eBsd pattern quality to reveal a
single slip band terminating at the grain
boundary. the right-hand panel shows
stress levels obtained using the hreBsd technique, which can achieve
angular resolutions ~100 times better
than conventional eBsd. notice how
the stress induced by the slip band
crosses the grain boundary and continues into the adjacent grain.
utilizing both the hr-eBsd and
dAxm methods provides greater insight into the stress distribution induced
by a slip band pileup at a grain boundary. hr-eBsd achieved the higher spatial resolution, providing more accurate
stress measurements at ranges of less
than 1 µm. Although the synchrotronbased dAxm technique provided a
lower resolution (1.0 µm), it importantly
imaged beneath the surface. the capability of dAxm is highlighted by Fig.
2(b), which shows the three-dimensional distribution of stress associated
with the five blocked slip bands. the
wide variation in stress is most likely
due not only to the blocked slip bands,
but also to irregularities within the polycrystalline grain and the curvature of
the grain boundary.
the three-dimensional capability of
synchrotron-based dAxm now makes it
feasible to determine which types of
slip band/grain boundary interactions
are most likely to lead to the initiation of
voids, cracks, and other material damage. improvements in estimating damage nucleation probabilities will result
from enhanced theoretical modeling
due to the incorporation of high resolution hr-eBsd and 3- dAxm data of
dislocation pileups at grain boundaries.
ultimately, the resulting improvements
in materials modeling should enable
manufacturers to choose the appropriate combination of mechanical processing and chemical treatments that will

Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the sample region probed, with the boundary between Grain 1 and Grain 2
depicted in light blue. The multiple slip bands piled up against the boundary are colored light red.
Dashed lines represent intersections between the slip bands and grain boundary. Curvature of grain
boundary is indicated by diverging angles of 27° and 15° between boundary and slip bands, measured on either side of the probed volume. Optical micrograph at upper right shows sample surface.
Green rectangle in micrograph (corresponding to the light green plane in illustration) shows area examined with x-rays. Coordinate systems for electron backscatter (Xebsd, yebsd, Zebsd) and x-ray beam
measurements (Xbeam, ybeam, Zbeam) are included for reference. (b) 3-D visualization of shear stress induced by the blocked slip bands. Stress magnitudes indicated by adjacent color scale, with yellow
and red representing highest stress levels.

best enhance the key properties of their
polycrystalline metal products.
— Philip Koth
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L ENSLESS I MAGING OF
ATOMIC -S CALE S URFACE F EATURES

maging surface structures at the atomic scale provides valuable insight into catalysis and other forms of surface chemistry. however, standard imaging methods,
such as electron microscopy of various types or atomic force microscopy, work only
in controlled conditions and so cannot be used to explore interfaces in situ, while reactions are happening. using xsd x-ray beamline 34-id-c at the APs, researchers have
conducted a proof-of-principle demonstration of a novel, high-resolution imaging method
that combines crystal truncation rod x-ray diffraction with ptychography, a technique for
inferring real-space images from diffraction patterns. the method promises to be useful
not only for picturing surfaces in active environments and high temperatures, but could
also investigate buried interfaces, such as thin films covered by protective coatings.

I

Fig 1. Five diffraction patterns measured from adjacent, overlapping scans of an atomic-scale step on the surface of
a platinum crystal. red denotes greatest intensity.

diffraction patterns convey no
phase information about scattered radiation, only intensity. in recent years,
though, the application of computational algorithms to diffraction patterns
created by coherent radiation sources
have made it possible to calculate “best
fit” phase information, thus allowing reconstruction of true images. Ptychography is one such technique. it deduces
the relative phase of scattered radiation
across a sample by comparing differences in the diffraction pattern produced by partially overlapping scans of
a defined region of the sample.
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For examining surfaces at atomicscale resolution, crystal truncation rod
x-ray diffraction has become a standard method. Whereas Bragg reflection from a three-dimensional atomic
lattice generates points of high diffraction intensity in reciprocal space, reflection from a surface produces
diffraction lines in reciprocal space
perpendicular to the surface — the
“rods” of the technique’s name. the
presence of atomic-scale steps or
other imperfections on the surface
causes shifts in the diffraction pattern.
A team of researchers from Ar-

gonne, the Paul scherrer institute
(switzerland), safarik university (slovakia), Brookhaven national laboratory, and the rochester institute of
technology has now shown how to
combine these two techniques to obtain images of atomic-scale steps on a
platinum crystal. Before conducting
their demonstration experiment, they
developed a theoretical analysis showing that surface scattering of coherent
x-rays meets the criteria for image reconstruction using ptychography. the
key is to measure scattered x-ray intensity at or near an anti-Bragg condi-

tion — that is, halfway between
Bragg peaks — along a crystal
truncation rod corresponding to
specular reflection. this choice
gives the greatest sensitivity to
surface height variations.
the researchers tried out
the method on a platinum crystal whose surface had been
shown by atomic force microscopy to have a number of
atomic-scale steps. they utilized resources of the Argonne
center for nanoscale materials’
electron microscopy center to
extract and mount a sample.
With a 1-μm-diameter, 9-kev
beam at APs beamline 34-idc, they first scanned the crystal
to select a region that yielded a
fairly linear diffraction pattern,
corresponding to the presence
of an approximately straight
step feature. they then zeroed
in on this region, conducting 83
overlapping measurements at
positions on a set of concentric
circles. the scan positions
were 0.5-μm apart along the
circles, and the circle radii increased by 0.3-μm steps.
As Fig. 1 shows, the diffraction patterns generated by
this procedure were similar but
slightly different. Analysis of these differences proceeded in an iterative
manner, each computational cycle delivering an improved estimate of reflected phase pattern corresponding to
the measured results. the resulting
phase map included a few singular
points where the inferred phase
jumped by 2π. such jumps can be
caused by a large height change in the
scanned surface, but since, in this
case, the platinum crystal was known
to have only single-atom steps the culprit is instead a failure of the computational algorithm to converge, possibly
because of drifting in the properties of
the x-ray probe during the course of
the scanning.
nevertheless, the researchers
succeeded in deducing a realistic map
(Fig. 2) of the scanned region of the
platinum crystal, showing a sharply defined phase change at a linear surface
feature of single-atom height.

Fig 2. (a) Analysis of the small differences in a set of 83 diffraction patterns
yielded reconstructed phase information
for the scattered x-rays. The abrupt
phase change in the figure correspond
the presence of a roughly linear atomicscale step on the surface of the platinum
test object. Note that x and y are not in
scale. (b) An atomic force microscope
image of part of the platinum surface
near the reconstructed region, showing
atomic-scale steps. Note that the scales
on the two figures are different.

Although this demonstration was
done in benign and controlled conditions, the researchers say that the
method could be applied in more difficult environments, since the sample
can be held at some distance from the
x-ray beam and detectors. it should
also work for buried interfaces for
which conventional forms of microscopy are useless. — David Lindley
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S TUDIES OF I RRADIATED M ATERIALS
H IGH -E NERGY X- RAYS

adiation damage is a unique materials science problem for researchers
who study nuclear reactor materials and fuels [1]. radiation damage is
also a classical multi-scale physics problem. irradiation produces, in picoseconds, a large concentration of point defects and defect clusters in a crystalline solid at the atomic scale [2]. Further evolution of these defects leads to
formation of extended-defect structures, such as dislocation loops, stacking fault
tetrahedra, voids, and helium bubbles, as well as precipitates and phase transformations, all of which can impact the integrity of nuclear reactor components [3].
thus, predicting the mechanical properties of materials under irradiation requires
a fundamental understanding of material behavior across a range of time and
length scales. the challenge is to capture the fundamental physical processes of
microstructural evolution and understand the interactions of these processes to
determine the macroscopic mechanical response under operating conditions.
While multi-scale models are being actively developed, researchers have had an
opportunity to conduct multi-scale experiments at the xsd 1-id-B,c,e beamline to
verify and validate these models.

WITH

R

Fig. 1. A schematic of the iradmat device placed in the 1-ID-B,C,E beamline of the APS. A suite of
detectors are employed to understand the material behavior at multiple length scales while applying
thermo-mechanical loads on bulk-scale neutron-irradiated specimens.
1-id-B,c,e • xsd • materials science, physics,
chemistry • high-energy x-ray diffraction, tomography, small-angle x-ray scattering, fluorescence spectroscopy, pair distribution function,
phase contrast imaging • 50-90 kev, 50-150 kev
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over the course of the last few
years, a team of researchers from Argonne has developed an in situ x-ray
radiated materials (iradmat) apparatus
capable of applying thermo-mechanical
loads on bulk-scale (mm-sized) specimens, as shown in Fig. 1. iradmat is a
mobile, self-radiation-shielded, hightemperature vacuum system designed
to interface with the mts© load frame
installed at the xsd 1-id-B,c,e beamline, where it was first used for in situ
studies in 2015. the system was designed by oxygon industries, inc., in
collaboration with Argonne scientists
and engineers as part of the laboratory
directed research and developmentfunded project “development of In Situ
radioactive materials Probes using
high-energy x-rays.” it includes an ingrip rotation to enable three-dimensional (3-d) microstructural
characterization [4] while under load. A
suite of detectors downstream from the
sample provide characterization over
multiple length scales [5, 6], which can
be linked directly with the macroscale
thermo-mechanical material response.
the team has recently conducted
a set of in situ room-temperature tension tests of a neutron-irradiated Fe9cr model alloy and 316 austenitic
stainless steel (316ss), both represent“Irradiated” cont’d. on page 188

N EW C APACITY FOR E NERGY-D ISPERSIVE
D IFFRACTION M EASUREMENTS AT 6-BM
he xsd 6-Bm-A,B beamline has recently been configured and commissioned to accommodate the energy dispersive diffraction (edd)
user communities, including both strain mapping and consortium for
materials Properties research in earth sciences (comPres) users who were
previously served by the national synchrotron light source’s x17 beamline.
starting during the 2015-2 run cycle, 6-Bm-A began hosting edd users for
strain mapping, to complement the existing program at the 1-Bm-B beamline,
while 6-Bm-B began hosting comPres users who utilize a large-volume press.

T

Fig. 1. Photo of the EDD setup for mapping strain in a large welded component. Two germanium single-crystal photon detectors were used to measure two different components of strains in the sample.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured (EDD) and predicted (model) stresses. The left figure shows the
xx-component of stress; the right figure shows the zz-component of stress.

Figure 1 shows a typical setup for
the edd technique as practiced at these
beamlines. the key elements are (1) a
continuous high-energy x-ray spectrum,
as available from APs bending magnet
sources, (2) slits that define the measurement volume, and (3) energy discriminating detectors. high-energy x-rays
(~40 kev-200 kev) provide high penetration power to investigate thick samples,
which, in concert with slits, creates submm3 gauge sample volumes screened
from contributions from in situ environments, such as furnaces, steel cases for
coin cell batteries, or diamond anvils.
to illustrate the capabilities of edd,
this article highlights a collaboration between caterpillar, inc., the APs, and the
cornell high energy synchrotron
source, where the residual stress field in
a large-scale welded joint was characterized successfully using edd.
Welding is a common joining technique for fabricating large structures
such as skyscrapers, bridges, and heavy
machinery. A common mode of failure in
welded structures is fatigue fracture, during which a structure that is designed to
withstand significantly larger static loads
develops cracks under small but varying
loads, and then fails. despite the pervasive nature of weld fatigue, predicting the
fatigue life of a welded structure is immensely difficult. this is because welding
is a highly complex process where the
materials involved are subject to significant thermo-mechanical loads that
change the microstructure of the joined
structure, especially near the weld. it
also introduces a large residual stress
field in the joined structure.
“Diffraction” cont’d. on page 188
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ing the most important alloy classes in
advanced nuclear energy systems and
current nuclear power plants. Wideangle x-ray scattering (WAxs) revealed
different dislocation accumulation behavior in the irradiated Fe-9cr alloy as
opposed to its non-irradiated counterpart, attributed to irradiation-induced
defect pinning and loop–dislocation interactions [7]. the high irradiation dose
in 316ss caused significant irradiation
hardening and ductility loss attributed to
a transition from homogeneous to localized deformation. small-angle x-ray
scattering (sAxs) measurements,
which were performed simultaneously
with WAxs measurements, were able
to elucidate nanoscale void formation
and coalescence in both non-irradiated
and irradiated materials. high-energy
diffraction microscopy (hedm) and
micro-tomography (µ-ct) measurements of pre-deformed and irradiated
Fe-9cr alloys provided detailed 3-d information, including deformation-induced cell structure formation [7].
While the µ-ct and hedm measurements were conducted ex situ, the researchers plan to conduct them in situ
in the near future to enable concurrent
applications of WAxs/sAxs, hedm,
and µ-ct at varying deformation states.
integrating multiple length scales in
a single experiment provides researchers with a new insight toward
how the microstructural features interact to produce the macroscopic mechanical response. the combined
application of multi-scale modeling and
multi-scale experimentation will open
new paths toward understanding, designing, and predicting materials with
superior properties. For nuclear materials in particular, such information can
be used to design new materials with
enhanced radiation resistance, and in
validating existing materials for possible
lifetime extension of nuclear plants.
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coupled with a daunting list of
things to consider for fatigue life prediction, the geometry of the structure (by
design or as byproducts of the welding
process such as voids or micro-cracks)
may induce stress concentrators. As a
consequence, conservative design
practices have traditionally been employed for welded structures.
the increased emphasis for improved fuel efficiency, environment protection, and sustainability requires a
tightening of this conservative design
window. to meet this demand while
maintaining (or improving) reliability,
more accurate methods of calculating
the fatigue life are necessary. caterpillar, inc. is working to develop a set of
analytical tools to improve fatigue design through experimental and modeling work. From the experimental side,
a large notched cruciform sample
geometry was devised. these specimens were fabricated from low-carbon
structural steel and robotically welded.
several destructive and lab-based x-ray
characterization techniques have been
employed to obtain the residual
stresses in these types of specimens.
At the same time, the welding process
has been modeled to produce the antic-

ipated residual stress distribution. unfortunately, significant discrepancies
are often observed between the models
and results.
to help address these discrepancies, full-scale welded parts were
measured at the 1-Bm-B,c and 6-BmA,B beamlines using edd (Fig. 1). two
germanium energy-sensitive detectors
were placed at a fixed angle and orthogonal to each other with respect to
the incoming beam to measure the lattice strains from two orthogonal directions in the sample (both approximately
normal to the incident beam direction),
with ~1 x 10-4 strain uncertainty. measurements were conducted at regions of
the sample where the full-scale model
predicted large strain variations.
stresses were obtained by converting
the measured lattice strains to stresses
using hooke’s law.
Figure 2 shows a contour plot of
two principal stress components. the
measured and predicted stresses are
comparable in both the magnitude and
the shape of the distribution, demonstrating that stress fields in thick “real
world” samples can be measured using
the edd technique. With experimental
data like these, weld process models
can be validated and fatigue life predictions can be improved so that more energy efficient and durable heavy
machinery can be produced.
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Tiny, Dynamic X-ray Optics for a
Broader, Faster View

he development of next-generation nanoscale technologies requires knowledge of how matter functions in real time. this includes
chemical reactions that are important for our understanding of
catalysis or the complex reactions between large biomolecules that are relevant for all processes in life, and synthesis of new compounds. Probing reactions in real time can be achieved by the use of well-controlled
manipulation of x-ray pulses in both space and time domains. the typical silicon single-crystal x-ray optics have been successfully used to deliver the
highest spatial resolution at light sources facilities such as the APs. however, their use in time domain studies has been practically impossible due
to the massive size of the optics currently used. that could change now,
thanks to innovative work by Argonne scientists using microelectromechanical systems known as mems. these tiny silicon single-crystal devices —
about the width of a few human hairs — are capable of operating at hundreds of khz because of their minuscule weight that is over 6-to-8 orders of
magnitude smaller that currently employed optics.

T

lor an x-ray beam at very high frequencies will certainly lead to further more
elaborate schemes using mems, and
will enable advanced x-ray optical
schemes for studying the structure and
dynamics of matter at atomic length and
time scales.
the versatility of the x-ray mems
development based on the miniaturized
optics can be further advanced to realize faster capabilities that will ultimately
promise new ways to steer, filter, and
shape x-ray pulses. An added bonus is
that the mems fabrication technology
allows flexibility in its operating specifications and allows their large scale production through scalability. As diffraction-limited x-ray storage rings come
into operation, this device will be very
useful; the new-generation sources will have
densely-filled lattices
and the reduced beam
profiles that will require
even smaller scaled
mems x-ray optics that
can be more dynamic.

scientists at Argonne's center for
nanoscale materials and
APs have fabricated a torsional mems device
made of silicon using a
process similar to the
manufacture of computer
chips. essentially, the deSee: d. mukhopadhyay,
vice consists of a tiny difd.A. Walko, i.W. jung,
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may 2015). doi:
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C APTURING L ATTICE C HANGES C AUSED BY
U LTRAFAST S TRAIN

hen materials are subjected to rapidly changing compression or
tension, as in high-speed impacts or blasts, their properties can
differ dramatically from the textbook stress-strain relationships
derived from experiments conducted on much slower time scales. Working at
the APs, researchers demonstrated that high-intensity x-ray diffraction can
yield microsecond or better snapshots of the changing lattice structures of samples undergoing high-rate loading. such information on material responses
can greatly improve predictive modeling of catastrophic failure and other shorttimescale, high-stress events in critical materials.

W

A number of research teams have
used phase-contrast imaging methods
with hard x-rays to visualize rapid
changes in the structure of samples
subjected to strain rates of up to 106
s-1. until a few years ago, however, use
of x-ray diffraction to reveal the evolution of lattice structure had been limited
to quasi-static experiments in which
strain was increased by steps and held
steady for the duration of the measurement. such investigations miss dynamic features of the response to
high-rate loading, notably the propagation of stress waves through a sample.
researchers have shown that it is
possible to obtain hard x-ray diffraction
patterns of samples subjected to shock
loading (Fig. 1). A research team from
Purdue university, Argonne, and the
Peac institute of multiscale sciences
(china) developed a sophisticated version of this technique in order to perform x-ray diffraction measurements
with very short time resolution on metal
samples subjected to controlled strain
rates of the order of 1000 s-1.
For maximum intensity, they used
a white rather than monochromatic xray beam, capturing the resulting diffraction patterns with an intensified
charge-coupled device (iccd) detector.
A standard software package is available that can interpret diffraction patterns created by multi-wavelength
beams; it starts by calculating the pattern produced by a known lattice structure, then adding distortions and
iterating to achieve an appropriate fit
with a measured pattern.
to apply a large, short time-scale
strain, the team used a standard device
known as a “kolsky bar,” but in a mode
that generates tension rather than compression (Fig. 2). the sample, about 1
mm across and a few hundred micrometers thick, was held between a fixed

Fig. 1. white-x-ray diffraction patterns from
nickel-titanium recorded before (top) and 1.75
ms after (bottom) application of high-tensile
stress. Analysis of the changes in captured patterns confirms that the metal alloy underwent
an austenite to martensite structural transition.
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base and a mobile bar, attached on
both ends with mechanical grips. A
striker tube around the bar impacted
against a flange at its end, propagating
a deformation wave down the bar and
into the sample. gauges attached to
the apparatus recorded the strain magnitude. using xsd beamline 32-id-B at
the APs, the researchers sent a series
of 100-psec white x-ray pulses through
the sample. Although each pulse created an individual diffraction pattern,
the team combined the patterns from
22 pulses, over a 3.7-µsec period, to
obtain a usable result.
each experiment recorded a single
diffraction pattern, timed electronically
in relation to the triggering of the kolsky
bar. By conducting a series of similar
experiments, the team was able to develop a representative dynamic stressstrain response over periods of several
hundred microseconds containing
unique diffraction patterns located at
various instants throughout the stressstrain response. Additionally, they used
the direct transmission of the x-ray
beam through the sample to perform
phase-contrast imaging, taking multiple
images during each experiment.
the team studied two materials,
aluminum and nickel-titanium. Aluminum’s response to high-rate loading
is reasonably well known, so it was a
good test material to use in establishing
the effectiveness of their methods. the
stress-strain response measured in the
new experiments broadly agreed with
earlier work. more importantly, diffraction patterns measured at different
times during the application of loading
by the kolsky bar showed expansion of
the lattice along the direction in which
tension was applied. the new technique makes it possible to measure
strain through distortion of the lattice
rather than simply by measuring the
macroscopic response of the sample.
the researchers then turned their
attention to equi-atomic nickel-titanium,
an alloy known to undergo a structural
transition (austenite to martensite) at
high strains. here again, the overall
stress-strain response agreed with pre-

Fig. 2. Schematic of the integrated x-ray system and Kolsky bar apparatus. Note that the standard
24-bunch mode offered by APS was utilized. In the current configuration, both transmission x-ray diffraction and PCI were detected simultaneously during the high-rate Kolsky bar loading via an ICCD
and high-speed camera, respectively. From m. Hudspeth et al., j. Synchrotron rad. 22, 49 (2015).
©2015 International Union of Crystallography. All rights reserved.

vious work. likewise, the diffraction patterns changed noticeably at a certain
point in the loading curve, clearly indicating the expected phase transition.
having demonstrated that high-intensity, white x-rays can indeed probe
structural changes during a rapid
stress-strain response, the team suggests that 100-psec time resolution is in
principle feasible with a more sophisticated experimental set-up. indeed, current efforts are being made to facilitate
such temporal resolution refinement via
improvements in detector sensitivity,
scintillator efficiency, or photon flux.
— David Lindley
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A N OVEL U NDULATOR FOR
P RESENT AND F UTURE L IGHT S OURCES

joe Xu (ASD) and the LCLS-II HGvPU in the APS Insertion Device magnetic measurement Facility prior
to “hand-off.”
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in the past four years, APs physicists and engineers have been actively
involved in the development of the innovative undulator for the linac coherent
light source-ii (lcls-ii) x-ray freeelectron laser (Fel) project at the slAc
national Accelerator laboratory. that
development work is a natural continuation of a more than decade-long, productive collaboration of the APs and
the lcls. the successful product of
this collaboration was the lcls undulator line designed and built by the APs
for slAc.
the otherwise excellent lcls undulators have one drawback: the magnetic gap is fixed, and as a result, the
undulator has very little ability to tune
the Fel x-ray wavelength. the lcls-ii
project calls for undulators with an adjustable magnetic gap. such undulators are quite standard for all synchrotron radiation sources, including the
APs. At first glance it seems appealing
to take advantage of undulator technology that is so well developed at the
world’s storage rings. this approach
was chosen by the european x-ray

members of the Argonne/APS team that developed the HGvPU undulator for the LCLS-II (behind the
group at the APS Insertion Device magnetic measurement Facility), and participants from the other
two DOE labs that participated in the “hand-off” meeting held on march 17, 2016, that signals completion of the design and development stage. 1. Patric Den Hartog (Argonne), 2. Efim Gluskin (Argonne), 3. joe Xu (Argonne), 4. jie Liu (Argonne), 5. Isaac wasserman (Argonne), 6. Emil
Trakhtenberg (Argonne), 7. marion white (Argonne), 8. Alice Callen (SLAC), 9. Susan Bettenhasuen
(Argonne), 10. Dennis martinez-Galarce (SLAC), 11. Eric mcCarthy (Argonne), 12. mike merritt (Argonne), 13. richard voogd (Argonne), 14. Georg Gassner (SLAC), 15. Oliver Schmidt (Argonne), 16.
Geoff Pile (Argonne), 17. Greg wiemerslage (Argonne), 18. martin Smith (Argonne), 19. john Corlett
(LBNL), 20. Kyle mcCombs (LBNL), 21. Heinz-Dieter Nuhn (SLAC), 22. Don jensen, jr. (Argonne), 23.
matthaeus Leitner (LBNL), 24. michael rowen (SLAC), 25. jason Carter (Argonne), 26. joseph
Gagliano III (Argonne), 27. Erik wallen (LBNL), 28. Daniel Bruch (SLAC), 29. Zachary wolf (SLAC)

Fel undulator developers and several
other facilities followed their lead, including the lawrence Berkeley national laboratory (lBnl) undulator
team that started their development
work for the lcls-ii more than five
years ago.
the main challenge for x-ray Fel
undulators is the stringent requirement
for precise control of the magnetic gap
in its absolute value and along the
electron beam trajectory. conventional
design, inherited from the synchrotron
radiation sources, also leads to quite

complicated, bulky, and space-consuming mechanical systems. Although
there are no showstoppers in such a
design, it does not exploit some advantages that the Fel source brings with
its round electron beam and on-axis injection.
the APs engineers and the APs
undulator team suggested an innovative design for the magnetic gap drive
mechanism of the horizontal gap vertical polarization undulator for lcls-ii.
First of all, the overall mechanical system has been designed as gravity-neu-

tral, which results in the rotation of the
magnetic gap 90° from vertical to horizontal. second, the so-called undulator
strongbacks – typically heavy, with
large cross-section metal plates that
hold undulator magnets and poles –
have been replaced by much smaller
plates. But in order to maintain precise
magnet gap control, a spring compensation system was introduced that is
distributed along the strongback. this
system is capable of dynamically compensating the magnetic force. in principle, magnetic force compensation
systems for undulators and wigglers
have been known for quite some time.
the innovation here came with the
use of specially designed springs that
would exactly match the gap dependence of the magnetic force. the capability for highly accurate tuning of the
compensation mechanism leads to
precise control of the gap along the
device for all gap settings.
in a period of three years, the APs
team designed and built three prototypes of the new horizontal gap vertical
“Novel” cont’d. on page 195
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A N EW S HORT-P ERIOD U NDULATOR FOR
E NHANCED DYNAMICS C APABILITIES AT 32-ID
uring the past seven years, xsd beamline 32-id-B,c has been at the forefront of the dynamic x-ray imaging field, by pioneering the first in vivo functional imaging of small animals [1], and then with the first
use of white beam to probe ultrafast, sub-microsecond fluid dynamics [2] and, more recently, the use
of single-pulse technique to probe shock dynamics in real and reciprocal space [3-5]. in order to achieve the current exquisite operational parameters (80-ps exposure time, a frame rate of up to 6.5 mhz, a spatial resolution of
~1 µm, and a field of view of ~ 2 mm2), the beamline scientists at sector 32 take full advantage of what the APs
x-ray source has to offer in terms of flux, energy, and time structure. they use the full white x-ray beam from a standard APs undulator A with a 33-mm period (u33). But such a powerful and polychromatic beam imposes many
limitations on the data quality and the experimental possibilities. the recent acquisition of a second undulator with
a much shorter period of 18 mm (u18) addresses a number of these important limitations.

D

1(d) represents the flux vs.
energy. it is worth noticing the
quasi-absence of higher harmonics for u18 (red curve).
this is important when indexing complex diffraction patterns and quantifying the
diffraction intensities. Figure
1(e) is a table summarizing
the calculated peak intensity
and integrated photon flux
outputs for each configuration.
Figure 2 shows the
straight section of 32-id inside the storage ring tunnel.
u18 is in the front (downstream location) and the u33
is in the back (upstream location) in the picture. they are
installed in tandem in the
straight section. depending
on the experimental requirements (flux, energy, and
Fig. 1. Performance improvement: (a-c) diffraction peaks, (d) flux spectra, (e) flux gain.. See text for details.
bandwidth), either or both undulators are used. the picture
was
taken
during the installation
First, the reduced heat load allows
harmonic energy of 24 kev, so that
process. the u18 had been in service
for imaging over longer intervals withthicker and higher z materials can be
for over 18 years at the APs beam diout damaging or reducing the effistudied.
agnostics beamline. it was 3.6 m in
ciency of the scintillator crystals.
to illustrate one of the benefits of
length, but was shortened to 2.4 m to
second, the suppressed higher harthe new undulator, Fig. 1 compares the
fit alongside the u33 in the 32-id stormonics permits operation with a quasiperformances of the old and new conage ring sector. to accomplish this,
single-line beam, reducing the
figurations in a typical experiment at
two standard, 2.4-m-long “strongbackground and allowing for quantita23.75 kev. the diffraction peak from a
backs” were modified to accept some
tive measurements, especially for xpolyethylene (002) sample is recorded
of the existing u18 magnet modules,
ray diffraction and wide/small angle
[Fig. 1(a-b)] using a filtered u33 and
and new end-modules were designed
x-ray scattering (W/sAxs). Finally, the
the new u18. the count rate is 10~20
and fabricated. the design allows the
available intensity is increased dratimes higher. Figure 1(c) shows line
“32-ID” cont’d. on facing page
matically at the highest possible first
cuts through the peaks. the plot in Fig.
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Fig. 2. Picture of the 32-ID straight section.
U18 is being moved into place.

“32-ID” cont’d. from previous page
device to be restored to the 3.6-m configuration if required in the future.
this upgrade is improving experiments and will enable new ones, such
as dual beam detection schemes. imaging + diffraction is becoming a routine technique at 32-id, and imaging +
sAxs is under development.
Contact: Kamel Fezzaa,
fezzaa@aps.anl.gov;
Tao Sun, taosun@aps.anl.gov;
John Grimmer, grimmer@aps.anl.gov;
and Roger Dejus, dejus@aps.anl.gov
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polarization undulator with a horizontal
magnetic gap. the last one, a 3.4-mlong device with a period of 2.6-cm, recently underwent a set of
comprehensive mechanical and magnetic tests at Argonne. it demonstrated
remarkable performance and met or
exceeded all of the very stringent
lcls-ii undulator specifications.
Apart from the fact that this novel
device represents a very elegant solution for a daunting mechanical problem
associated with the conventional type
of undulator, there is another very important advantage to using this device
at the x-ray Fel or at future x-ray
sources. An undulator with a horizontal
gap generates vertically polarized xrays, and that dramatically improves its
utilization for experimentation. several
experiments could be run simultaneously, and bulky mechanical systems
with long arms would not “fight” with
gravity anymore because they could
be placed in the horizontal plane on
optical tables.
Another very important advantage
of this device is its compatibility with
the existing infrastructure in the lcls
undulator line. that leads to significant
monetary savings for the lcls-ii project. the performance of the prototype
and its advantages over the conventional undulator made it a prime choice
for the lcls-ii construction project,
where it will be used as a baseline device for the hard x-ray source.
the success of this project is the
result of a strong collaborative effort
among several APs technical groups
from the Accelerator systems (Asd)
and APs engineering support (Aes) divisions. it started with the concept and
preliminary mechanical design originally
developed by emil trakhtenberg (Aesmechanical engineering and design,
med), expanded after that by a group
of university of Wisconsin-madison engineers, and then brought to the level of
production prototype by a group of engineers and designers that included
oliver schmidt (Aes-med), kamlesh
suthar (Aes-med), jie liu (Aes-med),
and don jensen jr. (Aes- design and
drafting), led by geoff Pile (Aes- mechanical and interlock systems) and
Pat den hartog (Aes-med). isaac

vasserman and elizabeth moog of the
Asd magnetic devices (md) group
were responsible for the magnetic design, and isaac vasserman (Asd-md),
joe xu (Asd-md), and nikita strelnikov
oversaw every step of its assembly, and
executed magnetic tuning and final
overall characterization. joe xu introduced several important improvements
to the mechanical design and designed
the spring calibration system. nikita
strelnikov, who is doing his Ph.d. work
based on this novel undulator, took full
responsibility for the spring compensation system. multiple undulator assemblies/disassemblies have been
conducted by mike merritt (Asd-md)
and his group of md technicians: john
terhaar, susie Bettenhausen, joe
gagliano jr. and eric mccarthy. it must
be noted that the project’s success is
due to the unwavering support of the
lcls-ii Project director, john galayda
(slAc national Accelerator laboratory.
on march 17, 2016, the APs undulator team transferred the complete
documentation on the hgvPu to
lBnl, where 34 of the devices will be
fabricated for the lcls-ii. this novel
device designed and built at the APs
has a bright future at the lcls-ii and
at the next generation of storage ring
light sources.the APs undulator team
is transferring the complete documentation on the hgvPu to lBnl, where
34 of the devices will be fabricated for
the lcls-ii. this novel device designed and built at the APs has a
bright future at the lcls-ii and at the
next generation of storage rings light
sources.
Contact: Efim Gluskin,
gluskin@aps.anl.gov
this work was funded by the u.s. department of energy office (doe) of science
under contract no. de-Ac-76sF00515.
slAc national Accelerator laboratory is
supported by the office of science of the
u.s. doe the Advanced Photon source is a
u.s. doe office of science user Facility operated for the u.s. doe office of science by
Argonne national laboratory under contract
no. de-Ac02-06ch11357.
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H IGH , P ULSED M AGNETIC F IELD C APABILITIES
FOR S CATTERING

agnetic field” is a fundamental thermodynamic variable that
couples directly to spin and orbital degrees of freedom. it is
necessary for stabilizing certain phases, or to suppress competing phases. Although magnetic fields are limited in scope due to short dwell
time in high field, such phenomena in some favorable systems have been
glimpsed using pulsed-magnet x-ray experiments, which demonstrated the
symmetry-breaking role of nematic order in pnictides [1] and shed light on the
magneto-elastics of a spin liquid [2]. in an effort to substantially increase the
overall effectiveness of time-resolved diffraction in a pulsed magnetic field and
improve the general user experience, pulsed magnet capabilities [3,4] at the
APs have been upgraded and located in a dedicated experimental station; detection and stability improvements are also being made (Fig.1).

“M

Fig. 1. Upper left: Dual cryostat scheme for sample (left) and pulsed magnet (right); both cryostat
shares a common vacuum; beam enters from the left; field is in the horizontal plane. Upper right:
Longer field pulse using a fraction of full energy. Lower left: HDr image of a resolution-limited Bragg
peak from BaFe2As2 during field sweep; note intensity is on a logarithmic scale. Lower right: weak
CO peaks (outlined with white ovals) from y2FeO4 in a single frame observed with a CdTe detector;
weaker partner on the left is clearly identifiable.
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First, a 10-kv, 500-kj capacitor
bank in conjunction with a choke coil
has been installed. this increase in
stored energy relative to the previous
3-kv, 40-kj capacitor bank can be harnessed to either increase peak-field
dwell time (>1 ms) or its magnitude (>
30 t). As a result, full-field operation is
possible at much lower voltages than
the maximum rating of capacitors, resulting in a significantly larger safety
margin. With a new low-vibration, efficient, and fully automated liquid-nitrogen (ln2) cooling scheme, the pulsed
magnet is capable of generating 20-30t pulses every ~6-12 min. longer
pulses along with such a repetition rate
are necessary for detection of weak superlattice peaks.
secondly, in order to increase detection over a large swath of reciprocal
space and mitigate the magnet’s optical-access limitations (2θ~23°), a fast
area detector suitable for energies up to
30 kev is essential. Furthermore, materials often exhibit structural effects in response to magnetic fields without any
splitting of the crystal Bragg peaks;
rather, the response may be as subtle
as peak broadening making its detection within a single field pulse uniquely
challenging. A fast area detector that
can record an entire field dependence
of intensity of such peaks with a highdynamic range (hdr) is a must for
proper line-profile analyses. such
measurements have been demonstrated for Bragg peaks from a pnictide
superconductor, using a silicon mmPAd (mixed-mode pixel array detector)
at a frame rate of ~1100 hz with a
0.0002-s exposure per frame. on the
other hand, the use of a cadmium-tellurium (cdte) area detector, with
0.001-s exposure about the peak field,
was necessary to detect weaker
charge order (co) peaks with greater
detail due to 100% detector efficiency
at 27 kev. development of hdr cdte
mm-PAds will certainly be instrumental
in future time-resolved studies.
Finally, mitigation schemes are
being developed to reduce the pulsed“Magnetic” cont’d. on facing page

“Magnetic” cont’d. from previous page
field-induced vibrations above 20 t
that can plague diffraction from single
crystals with a narrow mosaic. using
laser doppler interferometry techniques, these vibrations are being
characterized in operando to implement vibration reduction and thus enable much higher field operations.
Contact: Zahir Islam,
zahir@aps.anl.gov

A B URST OF F IRSTS
B EAMLINE 27-ID

FOR

RIXS
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the capacitor bank was provided by national high magnetic Field laboratory
(nhmFl) at los Alamos. institute for materials research at tohoku university loaned
a ln2-cooled pulsed magnet and an aircooled choke coil through collaboration with
y. narumi and h. nojiri. the engineering of
a dual-cryostat scheme, customization of
capacitor bank, and interferometry measurements were carried out by d. capatina,
g. trento, A. cours, j. Fuerst, and c.
Preissner (APs). demonstration of a si
mm-PAd with pulsed-field studies was done
in collaboration with j.P.c. ruff, k. shanks,
j. Weiss, m. tate, and s. gruner (cornell).
co studies using a commercial cdte were
performed by t. müller, m. Angst, and h.
Williamson (jülich). We have benefitted
from discussions with d. rickel, and c.
mielke about capacitor bank (nhmFl). engineering and technical supports during capacitor-bank installation provided by l.
donley, g. sprau, k. goetze, d. gagliano,
and m. mcdowell are gratefully acknowledged. this research used resources of the
Advanced Photon source, a u.s. department of energy (doe) office of science
user Facility operated for the u.s. doe office of science by Argonne national laboratory under contract no.
de-Ac02-06ch11357.

mary Upton (IXN) aligning a high-resolution monochromator in preparation for a rIXS experiment.

sector 27, which is under the inelastic x-ray scattering & nuclear resonant scattering (ixn) group in xsd,
has been newly constructed as the resonant inelastic x-ray scattering rixsonly beamline for the APs user community. Previously, the rixs
community had been using both the
sector 30 and sector 9 beamlines.
now, sector 27 will consolidate all
rixs efforts at the APs on one dedicated, optimized, state-of-the-art insertion device beamline, offering enhanced energy resolution and x-ray
intensities, combined with advanced
beam focusing and a comprehensive
suite of sample environments for meaningful in situ experimentation.
the new beamline will support the
study of complex materials of high
technological and fundamental importance, including 5d-transition-metal-oxides, iridates, osmates, rheniates, and
others where a treasure trove of novel
phenomena are expected, such as
topological band or mott insulators,
quantum spin liquids, ﬁeld-induced
topological order, and topological superconductors.
the APs sector 30 insertion device beamline had been dual purpose,
serving both the resonant and non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering communities; sector 30 will now be a

dedicated, high-energy resolution inelastic x-ray scattering beamline featuring the herix diffractometer and two
new, 1.72-cm-period undulators, the
shortest-period undulators designed
and built at the APs. these undulators
are capable of producing 23.7-kev xrays in the first harmonic and almost
double the incident flux for the photonhungry herix instrument.
At 27-id, measurement of the
beam properties showed excellent performance in critical x-ray beam qualities
of flux, size, divergence, and throughput. the beamline is now accepting
general users and a number of rixs
experiments have already been conducted, including part of a groundbreaking study on quantum spin liquids
(nat. Phys. 11, 462 [2015]).
the new beamline has a new frontend for increased power, and a novel
hard x-ray beam position monitoring
system developed by APs staff.
Contact: Thomas Gog,
gog@aps.anl.gov
this project was supported by the u.s. department of energy office of science under
contract no. de-Ac02-06ch11357.
27-id-B • xsd • Physics • resonant inelastic xray scattering • 5-14 kev, 5-30 kev • on-site • Accepting general users
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M AKING E VERY P HOTON C OUNT:
D ETECTOR R&D AT THE APS

s the APs plans for the proposed upgrade of the storage ring, much consideration is being given to the new detectors that will be required to fully
utilize department of energy Basic energy sciences Advisory committee
report of 2013 on future x-ray light sources noted, the areas of scientific investigation opened by the proposed APs upgrade will no longer be limited by the source,
but instead by the x-ray detector. to meet this challenge, the xsd detectors group
is pursuing four transformative projects on pixel array detectors (FAsPAx, for FermiArgonne semi-conducting Pixel-Array x-ray detector, and viPic, for vertically integrated Photon imaging chip detector) and energy-dispersive detectors (both
superconducting and germanium) funded by doe-Basic energy sciences. All four
projects involve collaborations with multiple u.s. laboratories, including Brookhaven
national laboratory (Bnl), Fermilab, the national institute of standards and technology (nist), and the slAc national Accelerator laboratory.

A

Fig. 1. (a) Layer drawing of the first FASPAX silicon sensor designed at the APS, to be fabricated at BNL. (b)
The first FASPAX prototype readout chips designed by Fermilab. (c) Photo of the prototype vIPIC-1 detector.
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FASPAX - MH Z -F RAMING
I NTEGRATING P IXEL D ETECTORS

the APs timing mode fill pattern
(24, 100-ps wide bunches delivered
every 150 ns) is unique as a normal operations mode at third- generation synchrotron x-ray sources. A vibrant user
community at the APs utilizes the APs
bunch pattern for time-resolved science. the APs upgrade presently proposes to retain a timing mode fill pattern
allowing time-resolved experiments in
normal operations mode: 100-ps
bunches separated by 75 ns. the development of fast frame detectors will
help to retain and grow this strength.
the FAsPAx will be a fast-integrating
detector with wide dynamic range. it
will use in-pixel analog storage to acquire a burst of > 50 images at a frame
rate of 13 mhz with a dynamic range of
105. this detector will enable singlebunch diffraction experiments of non-reversible phenomena. the basic pixel
logic for the FAsPAx will be established
in two prototype application-specific integrated circuit (Asic) submissions
funded by the APs upgrade. Prototype
sensors in both silicon and cdte will be
designed at the APs.

VIPIC - U LTRA - FAST XPCS
D ETECTORS

the upgraded APs source, as proposed, will provide an orders of magnitude increases in brightness and
coherent flux, greatly enhancing experiments in x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (xPcs). to address the future
needs of the xPcs user community, the
detectors group is developing the
viPic (vertically integrated Photon imaging chip) detector in collaboration
with Bnl and Fermilab. this detector
incorporates several features optimized
for xPcs, including sparsified readout,
temporal resolution of better than 1 s,
and real-time calculation of xPcs autocorrelation functions. this project will
deliver two mega-pixel scale detectors,
one for xsd beamline 8-id at the APs
and one for the chx beamline at the
national synchrotron light source-ii
(nsls-ii) at Brookhaven. of major
technical importance, the viPic Asic
being developed pioneers the use of
three-dimensional integrated circuits in
x-ray science. the viPic Asic develop-

Fig. 2. (a) A 64-pixel array of superconducting x-ray micro-calorimeters. (b) SEm images of a 5-µmthick, electrodeposited bismuth TES x-ray absorber. (c) Germanium strip detector (125-µm pitch),
which is wire bonded to BNL readout ASICs.

ment is led by Fermilab, while the sensor will be provided by Bnl, with the
APs developing the data acquisition
system.

S UPERCONDUCTING D ETECTORS –
S INGLE - E V E NERGY-R ESOLVING
D ETECTORS

the improved brightness provided
by an upgraded APs will make highresolution emission spectroscopy techniques more routinely applicable for
spectroscopic analyses. high-energy
resolution, superconducting x-ray fluorescence (xrF) detectors, coupled with
nanobeams from the APs upgrade, will
allow chemical state determination for
multiple elements simultaneously without monochromator scanning, and with
much less susceptibility to radiation
damage. in addition, improved energy
resolution may allow for increased
throughput for fast-scanning xrF elemental mapping. the xsd detectors
group is developing these high-resolution superconducting xrF detectors.
the group is collaborating with nist
and slAc to develop kilopixel arrays of
transition-edge sensors with microwave
multiplexed sQuid readout. the
group’s primary responsibility in this

collaboration is to develop thick absorbers, microwave readout electronics, and the cryogenic testing and
integration of nist tes arrays and
sQuid multiplexers.

G ERMANIUM D ETECTORS –
H ARD X- RAY E NERGY
R ESOLVING D ETECTORS

A unique characteristic of the present APs among u.s. light sources is its
high flux at high energy (>20 kev). After
the upgrade, the APs will have significantly enhanced flux densities at high
energies. to fully exploit this unique
characteristic, the detectors group is
collaborating with Bnl to develop germanium detector arrays for high-energy
spectroscopic applications such as energy-dispersive and powder diffraction.
in particular, the group is combining
the low-noise integrated circuits developed at Bnl and the commercially
available segmented germanium detectors with excellent pixel-pixel isolation,
and building several complete one-dimensional strip detector systems, with
up to 384 strips, for the APs and the
nsls-ii.
Contact: Antonino Miceli,
amiceli@aps.anl.gov,

URL: https://www1.aps.anl.gov/Detectors
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X- RAY I MAGING WITH N OVEL
PARABOLIC D IAMOND CRL S

o a large degree, science in this decade is being shaped by remarkable advances in accelerator-based x-ray sources. the high
degree of coherence, brilliance, and power of the radiation expected
from future diffraction-limited synchrotron radiation sources and x-ray freeelectron lasers call for the development of coherence-preserving optics and
the use of new materials that are resistant to extreme thermal and radiation
loading. now researchers from russia and the u.s. have carried out a proofof-principle experiment at the APs and introduced single-crystal diamond
parabolic compound refractive lenses (crls) designed for just this purpose.

T

Schematic drawing of the parabolic lens (a), a photograph of diamond lenses
used in the present experiment with their characteristic dimensions (b), image of
the undulator x-ray source by the parabolic diamond CrL (c).
12-id-c,d • xsd • chemistry, physics, materials science • small-angle x-ray scattering,
grazing incidence small-angle scattering,
wide-angle x-ray scattering, surface diffraction
• 4.5-40 kev • on-site • Accepting general
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the use of focusing lenses to concentrate synchrotron x-ray beams to a
specific spot size has become routine.
But there are certain physical limitations.
First, refraction of x-rays in solids is very
weak, with the refractive index being just
less than 1 by a tiny fraction. to focus xrays, lenses must have a shape that is reversed from convex (used for visual light)
to concave, and they must feature a very
small radius of curvature. second, because of the small refraction, the focal
lengths of single x-ray lenses are large.
to shorten them, crls, assemblies of
many aligned lenses, must be used.
third, the lenses must be made of a material that is transparent to x-rays, i.e.,
made of light elements. the choice of
beryllium is natural, and beryllium lenses
have been in use for two decades. however, imperfections in beryllium (polycrystalline structure, grain boundaries, voids,
inclusions, etc.) make their applications
for coherence-preserving optics limited.
so crls made of a single-crystalline material would be more favorable.
that leads to diamond single-crystals,
which appear to be the obvious choice.
optical homogeneity, excellent thermal
conductivity, mechanical hardness, low
thermal expansion, and resistance to radiation damage make single-crystal diamond a perfect candidate material for
optical elements.
diamond lenses offer a unique opportunity for a new concept for low-loss
beam transport and beam conditioning,
which may significantly simplify the layout
and components of future synchrotron
light source beamlines. diamond optics
integrated into the beamline front end can
transfer the photon beams almost without
losses to secondary optical systems (mirrors, crystals, lenses, etc.) or directly to
the sample-containing end stations. the
prefocused beams with smaller footprints
will drastically reduce the length of mirrors and crystal optics. in addition, this
optics may filter the unwanted power developed by the x-ray source and alleviate
thermal deformation or radiation damage
of the downstream optics.
these researchers from the technological institute for superhard and novel
carbon materials (russia), the immanuel
kant Baltic Federal university (russia),
and Argonne national laboratory fabri“Imaging” cont’d. on facing page
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cated and commissioned diamond single-crystalline parabolic x-ray lenses.
the lenses are made of superb
quality synthetic-diamond single crystals grown with the high-pressure-hightemperature technique. the diamond
crystals were shaped to cups with parabolic surfaces by using picosecond
laser milling. Focused laser beams ablated the diamond crystal layer by layer
in a sophisticated technological
process. this procedure produced
mono-concave lenses of parabolic
shape with approximately 1-µm accuracy in roughness and figure. A crl
composed of six mono-concave, singlecrystalline diamond lenses was characterized by imaging an undulator x-ray
source at xsd beamline 12-id-c,d at
the APs. crl characteristics such as
gain factor, effective aperture, transmissivity, etc. were measured.
the fact that the researchers fabricated diamond lenses that focused xrays in the first experiment to a focal
spot size ~20 x 90 µm2 with a gain factor of ~50-100 constitutes a highly
promising step toward the manufacture
of single-crystalline diamond crls with
the ultimate performance required for
next-generation x-ray sources.
See: s. terentyev1, v. Blank1, s.
Polyakov1, s. zholudev1, A. snigirev2,
m. Polikarpov2, t. kolodziej3, j. Qian3,
h. zhou3, and y. shvyd’ko3, “Parabolic
single-crystal diamond lenses for coherent x-ray imaging,” Appl. Phys. lett.
107, 111108 (2015).
doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4931357
Author affiliations: 1technological institute for superhard and novel carbon
materials, 2immanuel kant Baltic Federal university, 3Argonne national laboratory
Correspondence: shvydko@aps.anl.gov
Work at tisncm and Baltic Federal university (BFu) was supported by the ministry of
education and science of the russian Federation: scientific project rFmeF1586114x0001 grant no. 14.586.21.0001 (tisncm);
grant nos. 14.y26.31.0002 and
02.g25.31.0086 (BFu). this research used
resources of the Advanced Photon source, a
u.s. department of energy (doe) office of
science user Facility operated for the u.s.
doe office of science by Argonne national
laboratory under contract no. de-Ac0206ch11357.

M ANAGING
B IG D ATA
AT THE APS

ata is central to the scientific discoveries enabled by the experimental techniques performed at the APs. At present, the APs collects approximately 2 PB of raw experimental data per year. data
volumes and rates are quickly increasing, however, due to advances in technologies, such as improved detectors, high-throughput instrumentation, and
multi-modal instruments that can acquire several measurements in a single
experiment. this trend is expected to continue. the new science enabled by
the improved source and instruments planned as part of the proposed APs
upgrade Project will push data rates and volumes even higher. successfully
managing big data is of particular importance to the current and future scientific productivity of the APs.

D

historically, the task of managing
and distributing data at the APs has
been left to individual user groups and
beamline staff. this process usually
consists of manually copying large
amounts of data to removable hard
drives, which users either carry or ship
to their home institutions and beamline
staff collect on office shelves. data is
rarely cataloged, and when it is, paper
logbooks are the most popular method.
this process is very tedious, often
prone to errors and inconsistencies,
and cannot scale along with current and
anticipated data sizes. in order to cope
with current and future data rates and
volumes, the APs is adopting more automated, electronic, and consistent approaches to managing big data.
this is no small challenge for a facility the size of the APs, a facility that
produces a wide variety of scientific
data. luckily, Argonne is home to
world-leading supercomputing infrastructure and computer science expertise. this colocation provides an
unprecedented opportunity for collaboration. the APs has teamed with Argonne’s expertise found in the
computing, environment, and life sciences (cels) directorate, the Argonne
leadership computing Facility (AlcF),
and the globus services organization
to help realize solutions for its big data
challenges.
the APs has deployed a modest
250-tB data storage system designed

to serve the facility’s short-term needs.
it is located on-site in the APs computer
room, and is sufficient to serve as a fast
data store for a portion of a user-beam
run cycle. to address the need for
larger capacity storage in the near term,
the APs is piloting and implementing
storage solutions in cooperation with
the cels directorate and the AlcF.
the Petrel data pilot system is a 1.7-PB
data store located in the theory and
computing sciences (tcs) building
across the campus from the APs. this
system has been serving the needs of a
few beamlines over the past year. By
the middle of 2016, the APs will have
brought another storage system, extrepid, online, making an additional 1.7
PB of storage available for APs experiments. managed by the APs, extrepid
is housed in a cels computing center
located in Argonne Building 369. Both
systems will be connected to the APs
via dedicated 2 x 10-gbps network
links. due to recent intra-campus network infrastructure upgrades, network
bandwidth between the APs and these
storage systems can be increased as
needed.
to best use these new storage systems, software engineers and beamline
staff at the APs have been working
closely with the globus services team
to implement and deploy data management tools that integrate with beamline
data workflows. these tools help auto“Data” cont’d. on page 205
a rgonnE n ational l aBoratory
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H IGH -P ERFORMANCE XPCS D ATA R EDUCTION
WITH A RGONNE ’ S V IRTUALIZED C OMPUTING R ESOURCE

omputing infrastructure and data analysis software is of particular
importance to the current and future productivity of the APs. demands for increased computing at the APs are driven by new scientific opportunities often enabled by technological advances in detectors, as
well as advances in data analysis algorithms. these advances generate larger
amounts of data, which in turn require more computing power in order to obtain near real-time results.

C

Fig. 1. Left: Small angle x-ray scattering pattern (plotted on a logarithmic scale) from a concentrated
colloidal suspension of silica spheres dispersed in ethylene glycol. The strong structure factor peak
due to the spatial correlation of the colloids along with the form factor of the colloids is clearly seen.
Right: Time autocorrelation function measured from a colloidal suspension in polymer. The correlation
function measured over nearly 5 decades in time was computed using HPC software and hardware in
near real-time.

An example where advances in
computation are critical is found in the
x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
(xPcs) technique (Fig. 1). xPcs is a
unique tool to study the dynamic nature
of complex materials from micrometer
to atomic length scales, and time
scales ranging from seconds to, at
present, microseconds. the recent development and application of higherfrequency detectors allows the
investigation of faster dynamic processes enabling novel science in a
wide range of areas such as soft and
hard matter physics, biology, and life
sciences. A consequence of xPcs de202
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tector advancements is the creation of
greater amounts of image data that
must be processed within the time it
takes to collect the next data set in
order to guide the experiment. Parallel
computational and algorithmic techniques and high-performance computing (hPc) resources are required to
handle this increase in data.
in order to realize this, the APs
has teamed with the computing, environment, and life sciences (cels) directorate to use magellan, a virtualized
computing resource located in the theory and computer science (tcs) building. virtual computing environments

separate physical hardware resources
from the software running on them, isolating an application from the physical
platform. the use of this remote virtualized computing affords the APs many
benefits. magellan’s virtualized environment allows the APs to install, configure, and update its hadoop-based
xPcs reduction software easily and
without interfering with other users on
the system. its scalability allows the
APs to provision more computing resources when larger data sets are collected, and release those resources for
others to use when not required. Further, the underlying hardware is sup-

Fig. 2. The XPCS acquisition and analysis workflow system in use at the APS. These components are
loosely connected via a well-defined HDF5 file interface and a message-based workflow pipeline.
(1) The acquisition system writes data directly to a parallel file system located at the APS. (2) The
workflow pipeline automatically transfers data from the APS to the magellan resource in the TCS
building over 2 x 10 Gbps network links. (3) The Hadoop mapreduce-based autocorrelation job and
subsequent fitting routines are run on the magellan resource. (4) reduced data is automatically transferred back to the APS. (5) The user views output visualizations and may adjust experiment parameters of further acquisitions.

ported and maintained by professional
hPc engineers in cels, relieving APs
staff of this burden.
the xPcs workflow starts with raw
data (120 mB/s) streaming directly from
the detector, through an on-the-fly
firmware discriminator to a compressed
file on the parallel file system located at
the APs. once the acquisition is complete, the data is automatically transferred as a structured hdF5 file using
gridFtP to the hadoop distributed File
system (hdFs) running on the magellan resource in the tcs building. this
transfer occurs over two dedicated 10gbps fiber optic links between the APs
and the tcs building’s computer room.
By bypassing intermediate firewalls, this
dedicated connection provides a very
low latency, high-performance data pipe
between the two facilities. immediately
after the transfer, the hadoop mapreduce-based multi-tau data reduction algorithm is run in parallel on the
provisioned magellan compute in-

stances, followed by Python-based
error-fitting code. magellan resources
provisioned for typical use by the xPcs
application includes approximately 120
cPu cores, 500 gB of distributed rAm,
and 20 tB of distributed disk storage.
Provenance information and the resultant reduced data are added to the original hdF5 file, which is automatically
transferred back to the APs. Finally, the
workflow pipeline triggers software for
visualizing the data (Fig. 2).
the whole process is completed
shortly after data acquisition, typically in
less than one minute - a significant improvement over previous setups. the
faster turnaround time helps scientists
make time-critical, near real-time adjustments to experiments, enabling
greater scientific discovery. this virtualized system has been in production use
at the APs 8-id-i beamline during the
2015-3 run. it performs over 50 times
faster than a serial implementation.

Contact: Nicholas Schwarz,
nschwarz@aps.anl.gov; Suresh
Narayanan, sureshn@aps.anl.gov; Alec
Sandy, asandy@anl.gov; Faisal Khan,
fkhan@aps.anl.gov; Collin Schmitz, aschmitz@aps.anl.gov;
Benjamin Pausma, benjaminpausma69@gmail.com;
Ryan Aydelott, ryade@mcs.anl.gov;
and Daniel Murphy-Olson,
dolson@mcs.anl.gov

the xPcs computing system was developed, and is supported and maintained by
the xsd scientific software engineering &
data management group (xsd-sdm) in collaboration with suresh narayanan (xsdtrr) and tim madden (xsd-det) with
funding from the u.s. department of energy
(doe) office of science (doe-sc) under
contrsct no. de-Ac02-06ch11357. the
magellan virtualized cloud-computing resource is supported by the computing, environment, and life sciences (cels)
directorate with funding from the doe-sc.
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YOU C AN A LWAYS C OUNT

ON

MOM

onsistently providing users with about 99% of the scheduled x-ray beam time at the
APs is an outstanding achievement, especially when one considers that a multitude
of highly complex technical systems must perform their tasks at a nearly faultless level
in order to maintain this high level of availability. much of the credit for keeping those systems in
optimum x-ray delivery mode goes to the skilled members of many APs technical groups in both
the APs engineering support division (Aes) and the Accelerator systems division. one of those
groups is the mechanical operations & maintenance (mom) group in Aes, which is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the systems most essential for highly reliable accelerator system operations, the accelerator mechanical/water/vacuum systems.

C

Guy Harris (left, and Aaron Lopez, both AES) working on ion pump installation on the
particle accumulator ring (PAr) septum magnet for the PAr vacuum system upgrade.

mom takes care of the APs vacuum and process water
systems, the mechanical subsystems, and conventional magnets. the group has an experienced staff of 27 engineers and
technicians with an average of more than 22 years of service at
the APs, many of whom helped to build the facility. this experience helps maintain the high level of accelerator performance.
Accelerator, front end, and beamline water and vacuum
systems are monitored daily to ensure that over 750 controllers
and associated ion pumps and gauges are operating to maintain
ultra-high vacuum levels. over 1000 flowmeters and temperature and pressure sensors are interlocked to protect equipment
and personnel. daily monitoring of these systems provides information on the devices and their risk of failure. vacuum and
water engineers and technicians are on-call 24/7, 365 days to
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michael johnson) and Debra Curry (both AES checking pump and
motor alignment at one of the 40 process water pumping stations in
the mechanical mezzanine.

ensure that failures are readily addressed and that
all of these systems are operating as required.
the three shutdown maintenance periods per
calendar year and machine studies periods provide
the opportunity to only perform routine maintenance
“MOM” cont’d. on facing page

“MOM” cont’d. fromn previous page
on these systems and support the
testing and installation of new or upgraded devices in the accelerator, front
ends, and beamlines. regularly scheduled weekly shutdown and planning
meetings are held over the six-week
period leading up to each shutdown. At
these meetings, representatives from
each APs division, technical groups,
users, and facilities discuss the importance and readiness of their projects
and spell out resource needs from the
support groups. All this information
helps to plan and schedule the use of
mom engineers and technician to effectively support these requests and to
accomplish routine maintenance.
Process water systems utilizing
more than 150 pumps circulate more
than 2000 gallons per minute of deionized water to cool and condition thousands of accelerator and beamline
components, affecting machine reliability, beamline operations, and radio-frequency tuning and bake out for
vacuum. the maintenance of deionized water chemistry requirements with
dissolved oxygen levels of less than 10
parts per billion, resistivity of 10
megohm-centimeter, and temperature
controls as stringent as +/-0.01° F ensuring beam availability and stability.
to support the development and
maintenance of vacuum systems,
mom runs a vacuum facility in building
382 at Argonne. the shop is equipped
with a cleaning system, clean rooms,
bake-out ovens, and two automated
welding machines, all of which provide
the capabilities to assemble, weld, and
vacuum-certify chambers. the mom
group has prepared vacuum chambers
for the APs and for other facilities such
as nsls-ii, slAc, and desy. the
group also operates and maintains the
vacuum and pneumatic systems that
support the front ends and beamlines.
While the primary responsibilities of
the group are for the accelerator technical systems, as schedules and resources permit the group also provides
services to the APs user community,
divisions, and the broader national and
international accelerator community.
Contact: Leonard Morrison
morrison@aps.anl.gov

Fig. 1. Pictorial diagram of storage options available at the APS and their logical connections. A 250TB data storage system located at the APS serves short-term needs. The Petrel system housed in the
TCS building is managed by the ALCF and provides 1.7 PB of storage. The Extrepid system (online
mid-2016) housed in an ALCF computing center in Building 369 will provide an additional 1.7 PB of
storage space for the APS. Data management tools are currently deployed at ten APS beamlines that
automate the transfer, organization, and distribution of data using these storage systems. APS users
and collaborators can access data on any of these systems using Globus Online.

“Data” cont’d. from page 201
mate the transfer of data between acquisition devices, computing resources,
and data storage systems. ownership
and access permissions are maintained
based on an experiment’s user group. A
metadata catalog allows beamline staff
to populate experiment conditions and
information for access via a web portal.
user groups can download data at their
home institutions using globus online.
these tools for managing big data
and using newly available storage systems are now deployed at ten xsd
beamlines: 1-id, 2-Bm, 2-id, 7-Bm, 7id, 8-id, 23-id, 26-id, 32-id, and 34-id
(not all features are implemented at all
beamlines). Based on feedback from
users and staff, these resources will be
improved with new features and capabilities. With these resources, the APs
will be better equipped to realize the
data management tasks critically
needed to deal with the deluge of data
the APs will continue to produce.
Contact: Nicholas Schwarz,
nschwarz@aps.anl.gov; Sinisa Veseli,
sveseli@aps.anl.gov,
and Brian Toby, toby@anl.gov

Many helped to make this work possible. APS-XSD: Jon Almer, Francesco
De Carlo, Barbara Frosik, Arthur
Glowacki, Doga Gursoy, Peter Kenesei,
Faisal Khan, Wenjun Liu, Suresh
Narayanan, Jun-Sang Park, Jon Tischler, Stefan Vogt, and Ruqing Xu;
APS-AES: Brian Pruitt, Brian Robinson,
Roger Sersted, Ken Sidorowicz, and
Dave Wallis; PSC: Chris Jacobsen
CELS-ALCF: William Allcock and Mike
Papka; Globus Services: Rachana
Ananthakrishnan and Ian Foster.
data work at the APs is supported and
maintained by the xsd scientific software
engineering & data management group,
the Aes information technology group, and
many xsd beamline staff, with funding from
the u.s. department of energy (doe) office of science under contract no. deAc02-06ch11357. the Petrel and extrepid
systems are supported by the cels directorate and the AlcF with funding from the
u.s. doe office of science.
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A round

the

APs: c onFerences & W orkshoPs

FULL-FIELD ImAGING AND COmPLEmENTAry TECHNIQUES wITH THE APS UPGrADE wOrKSHOP • jULy 13-14

EArLy EXPErImENTS wITH THE UPGrADED APS: At the heart of the APs upgrade (APs-u) Project planning process is the development
of a robust science case – examples of ambitious science that will be enabled by the upgrade’s unique capabilities. to develop the
strongest possible science case, the APs-u convened a series of workshops in 2015 to discuss and document the upgrade’s most exciting scientific opportunities and to map out the high-level technical requirements necessary to pursue them. these science Planning
workshops were organized along disciplinary lines and were led by prominent scientists in each field:
chemistry and catalysis: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • may 18-19
co-leaders: A. Wilkinson (georgia institute of technology), david tiede (Argonne), karena chapman (Argonne)
soft matter: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • may 19-20
co-leaders: Bob leheny (johns hopkins university), Alec sandy (Argonne)

condensed matter Physics: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • may 20-21
co-leaders: oleg shpyrko (university of california, san diego), john Freeland (Argonne)

Advanced materials/mesoscale engineering: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • may 21-22
co-leaders: Bob suter (carnegie mellon university), dillon Fong (Argonne), Peter chupas (Argonne)
environmental science and geo science: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • june 1-2
co-leaders: john Parise (stony Brook university), Anthony lanzirotti (the university of chicago)
Biology and life sciences: early experiments and unique opportunities with the APs mBA upgrade • june 22-23
co-leaders: gayle Woloschak (northwestern university), Bob Fischetti (Argonne), lee makowski (northeastern university)

EmErGING OPPOrTUNITIES IN HIGH ENErGy X-rAy SCIENCE: THE DIFFrACTION LImITED STOrAGE rING FrONTIEr • jULy 13-14: the

brightness and energy of x-ray beams are critical properties for research. higher brightness means more x-rays can be focused onto a
smaller, laser-like spot, allowing researchers to gather more data in greater detail in less time. higher energies enable x-rays to penetrate deeper inside materials, and through a variety of in situ environments, to reveal crucial information about a material’s structure and
function. the combination of high brightness and high energy allows the observation—in real time—of technologically important
processes. scientists in the light source community have been developing storage ring designs (multi-bend achromat, mBA, lattices)
that push closer to the ultimate diffraction limit for x-ray sources. this emerging technology will provide orders-of-magnitude improvement in brightness and coherent flux, enabling transformational advances in imaging, in studies of dynamics, and in nanometer-resolution probes utilizing the full array of powerful x–ray contrast modes, from diffraction to spectroscopy. this workshop was held to explore
the opportunities in high-energy (>20-kev) x-ray science that will be enabled when mBA technology is implemented. specifically, this
workshop sought to define the potential high-energy x-ray characteristics of an mBA low-emittance lattice; provide a forum for discussion of new science opportunities offered for high-energy x-ray science by an mBA lattice; address how the current suite of high-energy
beamlines can be adapted to maximize the science opportunities, and what new capabilities are needed; and explore the technical advances in optics, detectors, and undulators that are required for high-energy x-ray science.
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APS O RGANIZATION C HART

ACrONymS FOr ArGONNE DIvISIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

Aes - APs engineering support division
Asd - Accelerator systems division
ceP - communications, education, and Public Affairs division
xsd - x-ray science division
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D ATA

X- rAy AvAILABILITy

APS funding levels, fiscal years 2004-2015

AND

r ELIABILITy

in fiscal year 2015*, the APs x-ray source continued to function
as a highly reliable delivery system for synchrotron x-ray beams
for research. several factors support the overall growth in both
the APs user community and the number of experiments carried
out by that community. But there is a direct correlation between
the number of x-ray hours available to users; the success of the
APs experiment program; and the physicists, engineers, and
technicians responsible for achieving and maintaining optimum
x-ray source performance. Below are definitions of important
measures for the delivery of x-ray beam to users (latest data
shown graphically).

APS storage ring reliability (mTBF), fiscal years 1999-2015

storage ring reliability: A measure of the mean time between
beam losses (faults), or mtBF, calculated by taking the delivered
beam and dividing by the total number of faults. the APs targets,
and routinely exceeds, 70 h mtBF. A fault is defined as complete
unavailability of beam either via beam loss or removal of shutter
permit not related to weather. A fault also occurs when beam has
decayed to the point where stability and orbit can no longer be
considered reliable. At the APs, this threshold is 50 mA.

APS staffing levels, fiscal years 2005-2015

Number of APS publications, calendar years 1998-2014, recorded as of 5.16
other publications
journal articles

APS x-ray availability, fiscal years 1999-2015

For lists of APS publications see http://www.aps.anl.gov/Science/Publications/

Deposits in Protein Data Bank from research at major synchrotron
light sources, calendar years 1998-2014 (recorded as of 5.16)

x-ray Availability: the number of hours that the beam is available
to the users divided by the number of hours of scheduled beam
delivery prior to the beginning of a run. the specific definition of
available beam is that the APs main control room has granted
permission to the users to open their shutters, and there is more
than 50-mA stored beam in the storage ring.
* While the highlights in, and title of, this report cover calendar year 2015,
data on accelerator performance and user statistics are measured on the
basis of fiscal years.
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APS users by institutional geographic distribution (Fy 2015)
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T YPICAL APS M ACHINE PARAMETERS
linac

output energy

375 mev

output beam charge

0.3–3 nc

maximum energy

normalized emittance
Frequency

modulator pulse rep rate

gun rep rate
(1–6 pulses, 33.3 ms apart every 0.5 s)
Beam pulse length
Bunch length

particlE accuMulator ring

5–20 mm-mrad
2.856 ghz
30 hz

2–12 hz
8–15 ns

1–10 ps FWhm

nominal energy

375 mev

circumference

30.66 m

maximum energy
cycle time

Fundamental radio frequency (rF1)

12th harmonic rF frequency (rF12)
rms bunch length
(after compression)

injEctor synchrotron (BoostEr)

450 mev
500 ms or 1000 ms
9.77 mhz

117.3 mhz
0.34 ns

nominal extraction energy

7.0 gev

circumference

368.0 m

injection energy

lattice structure

ramping rep rate

natural emittance
radio frequency

storagE ring systEM

375 mev
10 Fodo cells/
quadrant

2 hz or 1 hz

69 nm-rad (actual)

92 nm-rad (nominal)
351.930 mhz

nominal energy

7.0 gev

number of sectors

40

circumference

length available for insertion device

1104 m
5.0 m

nominal circulating current, multibunch

100 mA

rms momentum spread

0.096%

natural emittance

effective emittance
vertical emittance

coupling (operating)

revolution frequency
radio frequency

operating number of bunches
rms bunch lengths

rms bunch length of 16 mA in hybrid mode
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2.5 nm-rad
3.1 nm-rad

0.040 nm-rad
1.5%

271.554 khz

351.930 mhz
24 to 324

33 ps to 25 ps

50 ps

APS S OURCE PARAMETERS

undulator a (29 insErtion dEvicEs [ids])

Period: 3.30 cm
length: 2.1 m in sectors 16, 21, 23, 24, 34; 2.3 m in sector 6;
2.4 m in others
minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.892 t/2.75 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 3.0–13.0 kev (1st harmonic)
3.0–45.0 kev (1st–5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 7 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw):
4.1 x 1019 (2.4 m), 4.0 x 1019 (2.3 m), 3.3 x 1019 (2.1 m)
source size and divergence at 8 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.7 µrad (2.4 m), 12.8 µrad (2.3 m), 12.9 µrad (2.1 m)
y': 6.7 µrad (2.4 m), 6.8 µrad (2.3 m), 7.1 µrad (2.1 m)

2.30-cM undulator (2 ids in sEctors 11, 14)

Period: 2.30 cm
length: 2.4 m
minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.558 t/1.20 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 11.8–20.0 kev (1st harmonic)
11.8–70.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic, non-contiguous)
on-axis brilliance at 12 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 6.9 x 1019
source size and divergence at 12 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.3 µrad y': 5.9 µrad

2.70-cM undulator (5 ids in sEctors 3, 12, 14, 35)

Period: 2.70 cm
length: 2.1 m in sector 12; 2.4 m in sectors 3, 14, and 35
minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.698 t/1.76 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 6.7–16.0 kev (1st harmonic)
6.7–60.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic, non-contiguous)
on-axis brilliance at 8.5 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw):
5.7 x 1019 (2.4 m), 4.7 x 1019 (2.1 m)
source size and divergence at 8 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.7 µrad (2.4 m), 12.9 µrad (2.1 m)
y': 6.7 µrad (2.4 m), 7.1 µrad (2.1 m)

3.00-cM undulator
(9 ids in sEctors 12, 13, 16, 21, 23, 27, 34, 35)

Period: 3.00 cm
length: 2.1 m in sectors 12, 13, 16, 21, 23, 34; 2.4 m in sectors 27 and 35
minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.787 t/2.20 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 4.6–14.5 kev (1st harmonic)
4.6–50.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 8 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw):
4.8 x 1019 (2.4 m), 3.9 x 1019 (2.1 m)
source size and divergence at 8 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.7 µrad (2.4 m), 12.9 µrad (2.1 m)
y': 6.7 µrad (2.4 m), 7.1 µrad (2.1 m)

APS S OURCE PARAMETERS

3.50-cM sMco undulator (sEctor 4)

Period: 3.50 cm
length: 2.4 m
minimum gap: 9.75 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.918 t/3.00 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 2.4–12.5 kev (1st harmonic)
2.4–42.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 7 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 3.7 x 1019
source size and divergence at 8 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.7 µrad y': 6.7 µrad

3.60-cM undulator (sEctor 13)

Period: 3.60 cm
length: 2.1 m
minimum gap: 11.0 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.936 t/3.15 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 2.2–11.8 kev (1st harmonic)
2.2–40.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 6.5 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 2.8 x 1019
source size and divergence at 8 kev:
y: 11 µm
x: 276 µm
x': 12.9 µrad y': 7.1 µrad

1.72-cM undulator (sEctor 30)

Period: 1.72 cm
length: 4.8 m (2 x 2.4 m)
minimum gap: 10.6 mm
Bmax/kmax: 0.330/0.53 (effective; at minimum gap)
tuning range: 23.7–26.3 kev (1st harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 23.7 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 1.0 x 1020
source size and divergence at 23.7 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 11.6 µrad y': 4.3 µrad

iEX 12.5-cM quasi-pEriodic polarizing undulator
(sEctor 29)
Period: 12.5 cm
length: 4.8 m
Circular polarization mode:
max. currents: horizontal coils 34.4 A, vertical coils 20.7 A
kmax: 2.73 (effective; at max. currents)
Bmax: 0.27 t (peak; at max. currents)
tuning range: 0.44–3.5 kev (1st harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 1.8 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 1.4 x 1019
Linear horizontal polarization mode:
max. current: vertical coils 47.6 A
kmax: 5.39 (effective; at max. current
Bmax: 0.54 t (peak; at max. current)
tuning range: 0.24–3.5 kev (1st harmonic)
0.24–11.0 kev (1st–5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 2.1 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 1.1 x 1019
Linear vertical polarization mode:
max. current: horizontal coils 50.3 A
kmax: 3.86 (effective; at max. current)
Bmax: 0.37 t (peak; at max. current)
tuning range: 0.44–3.5 kev (1st harmonic)
0.44–11.0 kev (1st–5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 2.1 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 1.1 x 1019
Fast polarization switching not required
source size and divergence at 2 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 13 µm
x': 13.9 µrad y': 8.8 µrad
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12.8-cM circularly polarizing undulator
(sEctor 4)

Period: 12.8 cm
length: 2.1 m
Circular polarization mode:
max. currents: horizontal coils 1.34 kA, vertical coils 0.40 kA
kmax: 2.85 (effective; at max. currents)
Bmax: 0.30 t (peak; at max. currents)
tuning range: 0.4–3.0 kev (1st harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 1.8 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 3.1 x 1018
Linear horizontal polarization mode:
max. current: vertical coils 0.40 kA
kmax: 2.85 (effective; at max. current)
Bmax: 0.30 t (peak; at max. current)
tuning range: 0.72–3.0 kev (1st harmonic)
0.72–10.0 kev (1st–5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 2.1 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 2.3 x 1018
Linear vertical polarization mode:
max. current: horizontal coils 1.60 kA
kmax: 3.23 (effective; at max. current)
Bmax: 0.34 t (peak; at max. current)
tuning range: 0.58–3.0 kev (1st harmonic)
0.58–10.0 kev (1st–5th harmonic)
on-axis brilliance at 2.1 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 2.3 x 1018
switching frequency (limited by storage ring operation): 0–0.5 hz
switching rise time: 50 ms
source size and divergence at 2 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 12 µm
x': 16.7 µrad y': 12.7 µrad

scu0 supErconducting undulator (sEctor 6)

Period: 1.60 cm
length: 0.34 m
gap: 9.5 mm (fixed)
max. current: 650 A
Bmax/kmax: 0.774 t/1.15 (effective; at maximum current)
tuning range: 17.5–26 kev (1st harmonic)
17.5–100.0 kev (1st-5th harmonic, non-contiguous)
on-axis brilliance at 87.5 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 5.3 x 1017
source size and divergence at 87.5 kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 12.3 µrad y': 5.8 µrad

scu18-1 supErconducting undulator (sEctor 1)

Period: 1.80 cm
length: 1.1 m
gap: 9.5 mm (fixed)
max. current: 450 A
Bmax/kmax: 0.962/1.61 (effective; at maximum current)
tuning range: 11.2–24.7 kev (1st harmonic)
11.2–150.0 kev (1st-13th harmonic, non-contiguous)
on-axis brilliance at 13 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 3.2 x 1019
source size and divergence at 13kev:
x: 276 µm
y: 11 µm
x': 13.2 µrad y': 7.5 µrad

aps BEnding MagnEt

critical energy: 19.51 kev
energy range: 1–100 kev
on-axis brilliance at 16 kev (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw): 5.4 x 1015
on-axis angular flux density at 16 kev (ph/s/mrad2/0.1%bw): 9.6 x 1013
horizontal angular flux density at 6 kev (ph/s/mradh/0.1%bw): 1.6 x 1013
source size and divergence at the critical energy:
x: 92 µm
y: 31 µm
x': 6 µrad
y': 47 µrad
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our thanks to the corresponding authors and others who assisted in the preparation of the research highlights, to the users
and APs personnel who wrote articles for the report, and our apologies to anyone inadvertently left off this list. to all: your
contributions are appreciated.
We note with great sadness the passing on may 22, 2015, of yvonne carts-Powell, whose writing we were privileged to publish
in APS Science for many years. yvonne had a degree in Physics from james madison university. she wrote about physical sciences
and technology for magazines, newspapers, and websites, as well as for corporations and universities. she published hundreds of
news and feature articles during her 15 years as a full-time science writer and editor. she also provided technical editing, ghostwriting, and consulting for corporations and universities. yvonne contributed articles to dozens of publications, including multiple articles
in New Scientist, ScienceNOW, OE Magazine, Laser Focus World, and sPie's OE Reports among many others, and she edited articles for companies and publications including Laser Focus World and Physics Today. yvonne was a resident of Belmont, massachusetts at the time of her passing. We will miss her outstanding contributions to these pages.
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